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of Ario sto , Roland Ie furieux, 1615) 
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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examines the dynamics of deceit, (dis)simulation and 

dualism in Fran~ois de Rosset's poetry and prose. Both portraying and 

enacting simulacra, Rosset's texts and paratexts reveal a complex skein of 

intertextuality and allusion while embodying a critique of semiotic systems, 

particularly of language itself. His works manifest an obsession with the 

duality hegemony / marginality, while simultaneously exhibiting a yearning for 

an impossible unity and an attraction for figures of power. 

As the baroque yields to the preclassical during Rosset's lifetime (1570-

1619), he conforms to Malherbian poetic principles, simulating the new 

esthetic by rewriting selections from his 1604 XII Beautez ... for publication in 

his 1618 Delices ... , a poetry anthology illustrating a politics of inclusion / 

exclusion. 

The Histoires tragiques exemplify the diabolical in action. As the 

epistemological shift that Foucault describes takes place, Rosset's works 

reflect tensions between a near-medieval world-view and an emergent but 

sporadic rationalism. Numerous intertextual modes create ambiguity, causing 

strain between elements of popular and high culture, and involving the 

simulation of an aristocratic narrative persona. Tromperie and transgression 

become a way of life and death, revealing an interplay of unstable and/or 

doubtful identities. Rasset's Counter-Reformational discourse dramatizes both 

crime and punishment. The criminal's execution effects sublimation of 

rampant violence, enacting a (Girardian) reconciliatory catharsis. 

While the Histoires tragiques stress the transgressive through sex and 

gore, the 1617 Histoires des amants volages present a homogeneous vision of 
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courtly life in which inconstancy and duality become more cerebral. The 

ensuing critique of amorous language extends to all language, which, through 

iterability or miscuing, inevitably provokes tromperie. The linguistic 

performative lies dissimulated beneath the story line, often intervening to 

effect a peripeteia. Simulation here involves acting out conformity to social 

and linguistic codes, while dissimulation facilitates a private agenda at odds 

with appearances. 

Bridging the Renaissance and the seventeenth century, Rosset's works 

show a preoccupation with the arbitrariness and ambivalence of the sign, thus 

prefiguring the post-modem questioning of codes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Turbulence and Transition 

Rosset's lifetime (1570-1619) bridges a transitional period (Renaissance 

to classical period) that is in turn a passage between two great epochs: 

medieval to modern. Crowned by a renewed acquaintance with the wisdom of 

antiquity and goaded on by the Italian example, the French Renaissance still 

overlay much that was age-old and medieval. Critics and historians are quick 

to qualify the later 16th century as a turbulent era in which average people, 

nobles or commoners, found themselves insecure, enduring ever greater 

hardships. The breadth and ascendancy of the Protestant Reformation, 

extending to nearly every French province, threatened various aspects of 

tradition, both secular and religious. Spectacles of appalling cruelty and 

barbarism - massacres, assassinations, wanton violence - alternated with 

futile attempts to parlay a truce between the warring parties. The impasse 

confronting the League, the Royalists and the Huguenots effectively paralyzed 

government, repeatedly calling into question the monarchy's legitimacy and 

effectiveness. A series of inept kings and frustrating regencies fraught with 

intrigue aggravated the situation. Famine, disease, and vagrancy stalked the 

populace. The persistent rack of religious affiliation strained alliances and 

kinship - sudden conversions and cross-overs were commonplace. Odd 

minglings of putative antagonists fought under the same banner. Decadence 

at the helm of state did not help matters. The specter of Spain, her power, 

wealth, apparent religious homogeneity, as well as her political hegemony, 

began to haunt war-torn France. Here was cultural exhaustion, a nation at 

odds with herself. If there is a relationship between zeitgeist and 
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contemporaneous conditions and events, it follows that the mentality of this 

period should be characterized by intransigence, fatalism, private piety or self

reliance, and a recurrent sense of relativit.y and instability. That such factors 

did in fact feed into the baroque sensibility is taken for granted by most 

historians of the period. 

Contemporaneous with these cultural and social upheavals was that 

momentous intellectual revolution involving the change of epistemes delineated 

by Foucaultl , dictating the move toward the rational as exemplified by the 

contributions of Harvey, Galileo, Bacon, and Descartes, signaling the onset of a 

new seriousness noted by Bakhtine, who characterizes this mutation of 

mentalities as " ... une epoque OU l'on assistait a une cassure radicale du 

tableau hierarchique du monde, a la construction d'un nouveau tableau, a un 

moment OU etaient remodeIes a neuf tous les anciens mots, choses et 

concepts"2. This change of mental structures brought with it a tremendous 

readjustment of intellectual focus, toward the distributive, the linear, the 

analytical, and ultimately the inductive. At this point in history we discern the 

debut of rationalism, the emergence of a philosophy distinct both from that of 

the ancients, and from scholasticism. This involved, among other things, a 

complete recasting of both theory and practice of the acquisition, organization 

and use of knowledge. Montaigne's pragmatism and eclecticism had been a 

precursor to any of several "methods" to grow out of the seventeenth century. 

1 See Michel Foucault, Les Mots et les choses (Paris: Gallimard, 1966). 

2 See Mikhatl Bakhtine, L 'Oeuvre de Fra~ois Rabelais et la culture populaire au Moyen Age 
et sous la Renaissance, trans. Andree Robel (Paris: Gallimard,1970) 422. 
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Highly relevant to us, as offspring of a technological age, the basics of the 

scientific method are put forward during this period. 

Nevertheless, the tenacious medieval tradition - with its folk wisdom, 

belief in devils, magic, and the powers of analogy - persisted, underlying much 

of late sixteenth century thought and behavior. Concurrently, the legacy of 

antiquity continued to be reanalyzed with each generation. As time passed -

from the sixteenth century through the seventeenth and beyond - like views of 

a single light source seen through a twisting kaleidoscope, the vision and 

interpretation of antiquity mutated continually, repeatedly. No thinking 

literate person in the sixteenth century could possibly escape the determining 

factor of exposure to the texts of antiquity, written and spoken commentaries 

on these texts, and the desire and need to respond in some way. Yet, at the 

dawning of the seventeenth century, in some circles, a less scholarly approach 

toward antiquity began to take hold. No longer did one have to be a master of 

Greek or Latin in order to converse about or make judgments on the ancients 

and their works. Courtiers vehemently asserted their right to converse on all 

topics, even the intent of ancient authors and the import of their texts. 

Fran~ois de Rosset illustrates these multifarious cultural strands: 

purveyor of folk wisdom and avid reader of the canards3, classical scholar, 

translator of Latin, Spanish and Italian, poet of Malherbe's school, disaffected 

nobleman, he exemplifies the age. As Rosset's life straddled the divide between 

Renaissance and early modern, so does his work evince traits of two distinct 

but interrelated periods and their attendant esthetics. 

3 Tracts sold in the marketplace, the canardsl precursors of modern tabloids, detailed 
disasters, floods, unusual celestial phenomena, grisly murders, etc. 
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This fundamental duality gives rise to an obsessive and inevitable 

interplay: between source text and Rossset's version, between being and 

appearance, between poetic lover and beloved, between Rosset the historical 

figure and Rosset as he would have posterity know him. The wrenching sense 

of incompletion fostered by duality is at the heart of Rosset's motivation as a 

writer. Further, Rosset's work reveals a recurrent fixation on the construction 

and use of simulacra. Rosset's preoccupations periodically turn to the guises 

illegitimacy uses to acquire some semblance of validity. Illusion for him is 

usually a ruse. While a lover's infidelity or flippant change of heart illustrates 

this duality in the arena of courtly gallantry, violence and passion, horror and 

death are the grim results of the deceptive dance of appearances elsewhere. In 

this regard, Rosset is similar to other writers of his time, Hardy and Camus in 

France, for example. Mourgues writes: 

The baroque poet thus depends on his power to carry his reader 
into his own world which is often a sort of surreality, and to light 
up for him those strange vistas which such baroque sensibility 
can open up both in the concrete world of nature and in the 
recesses of man's consciousness.4 

One of the most arresting glimpses of humanity that Rosset communicates is 

this gripping portrayal of duplicity. Hypocrisy and pretense, insecurity and 

ambivalence redound upon the high-born as well as the lowly in this century of 

woe. 

Indeed his was a period which took a dual existence for granted. Noble 

life, and in particular the life of cow1;iers, cultivated a dual reality: that which 

4 Odette de Mourgues, Metaphysical, Baroque & Precieux Poetry (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1953) 74. 
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one does and says under the eye of the king, his ministers, favorites and other 

courtiers is rarely congruent with one's private agenda. Such a life was not 

easy: "00. This social order made heavy demands on the individual, and was far 

from being an idyll. Privacy was almost unknown, and those who stepped out 

of line in some way might be subject to brutal and long-lasting reprisals"5. 

Similarly, private anguish, whatever its cause, could not be allowed to impinge 

upon the ostentatious displays of court life. Even the religious calling was not 

exempt from a Janus-faced existence: "If a cure was popular with his 

parishioners, they were quite likely to conceal his misbehaviour, even if it 

included keeping a concubine and a family" (Briggs 175). Later in the century, 

erotic tales were even printed and fastened into bindings identical to prayer

books, suitable even for carrying to mass! 

The widespread diffusion of Protestantism during this period poses a 

novel threat to the largely medieval illusion of universal Catholicity. The fact 

that the "other" (in Foucault's sense of the word) resides both within certain 

centers of power and in the farthest reaches of province and countryside, the 

fact that this "other" is not marked by any outward characteristics such as 

physical appearance, the fact that the reformist cult is often practiced behind 

closed doors, worst of all perhaps, the fact that the "other" might be one's own 

kin - such disquieting perceptions (for a Catholic establishment) 

understandably contribute to a feeling of ambivalence. The need to cleave and 

partition that which may be seen as mattering most in human life, religiosity 

and its rites, exacerbates this isolation and discontinuity. This ambivalence 

5 Robin briggs, Early Modem Fronce 1560-1715 (Oxford, U.K.: Oxford University Press, 
1977) 48. 
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perpetuates a double existence, a split between what is revealed to the outside 

world and the intimate culture of true self-ness. In short, appearances attain 

great importance in the aristocratic culture of the time - one's image as 

perceived by others is both a signal and a symbol. Yet rarely were 

appearances congruent with inner reality. 

When we peer deeply into the intellectual and moral life of 
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Europe, we must be struck 
by how intensely aware its writers and thinkers were of the 
phenomenon of dissimulation. They showed a far stronger 
interest in it than did preceding generations and seemed at times 
to feel its presence as a pervasive or even overwhelming reality. 
Many of them viewed the world they lived in as filled with 
duplicity.6 

All poses, all counterfeits, all lies substitute one perceived reality for 

another, usually opposite one. Many seemingly unified wholes turn out upon 

examination to consist of contradictory constituents. Rosset is obsessed with 

the guises under which reality - or what is perceived as reality - presents itself 

to the conscious mind and the consequences of the acceptance or rejection of 

this perception as real. This theme of (dis)simulation permeates his work as 

well as his life. Protestant/Catholic, provincial advocatelParisian sophisticate, 

Proven~al poet/French stylist, favored courtier/ostracized has-been, 

baroque/pre-classic - concerning Rosset, the antitheses burgeon. Even the 

icon of Henri IV, who translates from historical reality into the quasi-fictional 

"grand Alcandre" in Rosset's prose and poetry, personifies this ambivalence 

through an exquisite coup of (dis)simulation. When Henri de Navarre 

converted to Catholicism he changed his own status and by the same stroke 

6 Perez Zagorin, Ways of Lying: Dissimulation, Persecution, and Confonnity in Early Modern 
Europe (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1990) 255. 
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that of his opponents; yet which was after all the "real" Henri IV, the 

Protestant or the Catholic? One or the other? Both, or neither? 

Small wonder then that Rosset's work manifests this fixation on the 

duplicitous in human affairs. For duality implies duplicity. It is generally 

agreed that the words "devil" and "diabolical" derive from Greek roots implying 

duality and division7 - the Devil is He Who Divides: Adam from Eve, God from 

Man, Abel from Cain. And a dual existence may call into question both levels: 

like Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, the dissonance encountered in being both while 

straining to appear as one often nullifies both. The ultimate wage of duplicity 

is destruction. 

This theme attains its greatest importance and most thorough 

development in the Histoires tragiques, first published in 1614 (Dis)simulation 

and tromperie are here carried to their ultimate bloody and sociopathic 

conclusions. Rosset's subsequent Histoires des amants volages also reiterate 

on several levels the dynamics of (dis)simulation and tromperie as active within 

the aristocratic milieu and its ethos. His letters - whether interpolated through 

his stories or presented in letter collections - manifest an overt preoccupation 

with the dyad personal motivation/perception by others and the intriguing 

realization that the epistolary form offers an arena in which to create, mold 

and substantiate a surrogate self. His many translations and his grasp of the 

7 Most dictionaries give the Greek dia-ballein (= to throw across) as the origin of our words 
concerning the devil. Interestingly, the word diaballein also means "slander" - thus at its 
very etymological origin the idea of diabolism is linked with that of deceptive language as 
well as duplicity. See e.g. C.T. Onions, G.W.S. Friedrichsen and RW. Burchfield, eds. 
Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology (London: Oxford University Press, 1966) 262. 
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translator's dilemma reveal yet another aspect of this dual state, while the 

poetry represents such themes in a stylized, sometimes miniature format.8 

In the chapters which follow, the intertwined motifs of (dis)simulation 

and tromperie will be traced through a representative sample of Rosset's own 

works - both prose and poetry. 

But let us first examine what little is known of Rosset's life. 

A Creeping Palimpsest 

EPITAPHE D'UN HOMME DE LETTRES 

Les grands chargent leurs sepultures 
De cent eloges superflus: 

Pass ant, en peu de mots voici mon aventure: 
Ma naissance fut tres obscure, 
Et rna mort l'est encore plus. 

- Gomberville (1600-1674) 

Fran~ois de Rosset lies perhaps predictably, even fittingly, dissimulated 

beneath a paper-trail almost four centuries long, a verbal labyrinth at times 

frustratingly intermittent or terse, usually biased or distorted, often elaborated 

through second-hand gossip and innuendo. Statements regarding Rosset's life 

and the quality of his work say as much or more about those who made them. 

First-hand documents are virtually non-existent. Historians and biographers 

have habitually taken at face value the stylized verbal attitudes typical both 

8 The Roman des chevaliers de la gloire, an official accoWlt of the 1612 festivities held in 
honor of Louis XIII's betrothal to the Spanish infanta, represents a cOWlter-trend in Rosset, 
the extolling of union, peace and repose. It is not, however, without its baroque side; 
consequently, the play of appearances, generally merely decorative, enters in as a motif in 
this work as well. 
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of Rosset's texts and of his paratexts. His name has lived on, a cipher to be 

vivified/vilified by prejudice or passing mode, while a myth ofRosset the ne'er

do-well has arisen through the momentum of often unfounded declarations 

echoing through the years. 

We are in fact dealing with a number of Rossets. The "real" Rosset is of 

course inaccessible, would be even if he had written an autobiography. Among 

the others are: the Rosset alluded to by his contemporaries and other 

personalities of the 17th century; the Rosset passed along by critics and 

literary historians during the 18th and 19th centuries; the re-examined 

twentieth-century Rosset, still neglected but revealing progressively more with 

added scrutiny. More tantalizing are the versions of Rosset which emerge from 

his pu}:llished works. Among these fleeting vignettes are: statements Rosset 

makes about himself in his dedications, forwards, prefaces, notes to the reader 

and other paratexts; information to be gleaned from the privileges, publishers' 

notes, and data found on title pages; and, potentially most misleading of all, 

statements the narrator makes which may allow a window of correlation with 

the historical Rosset. The narrator's role is also a pose which, in Rosset's 

prose, is not homogeneous and invariable, but mutates, sometimes subtly, 

sometimes abruptly, from page to page and paragraph to paragraph. 

Permitting this narrative to supply "factual" information on Rosset may be a 

short-cut to tromperie. The paratexts are also of course problematic in that 

they too are verbal poses, dialogical in the extreme (particularly the 

dedications), and it would be credulous to take what is said therein at face 

value in every instance. 
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These caveats notwithstanding, there remain moments in both Rosset's 

texts and paratexts when it is permissible to consider what is related as a 

probability, seen or interpreted, of course, from Rasset's point of view. Indeed, 

almost everything biographical on Rasset that has been put forward over the 

centuries originally came from his published works, usually from the prefaces. 

But even his narratives and poetry exhibit various instances when Rosset the 

historical figure apparently ofThandedly relates events of his life - he may of 

course have been dissembling or posturing as he told of them - so with the 

warning that we may be deceived, let us examine what is available. 

There is little doubt that Fran~ois de Rasset was born in or around 1570 

in Provence, in the vicinity of Avignon or Uzes, of a noble family which had 

produced magistrates and generals.9 Many indications of his origin are present 

in his works. In Histoire tragique II, for example, Rosset as narrator cries out: 

"I'ay hote de publier tant d'horreur a la posterite, & de diffamer vne Prouince, si 

proche du lieu de ma naissace ... " (71). Regarding his date of birth, 

Hainsworth10 points out that the only extant portrait of Rasset (see the 

reproduction in the opening pages of this study), at the upper-right of the title 

page to the 1615 Roland Ie furieux, appears to show a man in his forties. 

Rosset's 1604 Les XII Beautez de Phyllis contains numerous references to 

meridional princes and potentates, as well as to certain literati11, including 

Malherbe, Bertaut, Deimier, des Yveteaux, and Laudun d'Aigaliers, whom 

9 Henri Lafay, La Poesie {rallcaise du premier XVIIe siecle (Paris: Nizet, 1975) 364. 

10 G. Hainsworth, Les ''Novelas Exemplares" de Cervantes en France au XVIIe siecle (Paris: 
Champion, 1933) 50. 

11 See e.g. if. 42, 47, 58. 
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Rosset says is his cousin. We may infer that he knew personally at least some 

of these figures. The protection and patronage of the Duke and Duchess of 

U zes seem to have been particularly valuable to him. In his note to the reader 

(Au Lecteur), Rosset mentions a sojourn of some length in Italy, an indication of 

a cultural connection which recurs throughout his career. 

Biographers and historians of literature often affirm with aplomb that 

Rosset was a lawyer and a member of the Parlement de Paris12: "Fran~ois 

Rosset, ou de Rosset (1570? - 1619), avocat au Parlement de Paris, est assez 

connu d'autre part comme traducteur du castillan"13. He is also sometimes 

said to have been Prior of St. Agatha. These claims (like many others about 

Rosset) are not fully substantiated.14 Each originates with the title page of 

but one text and may be due to an error.15 

Several years before the 1604 publication of his first volume of poetry, 

probably in 1600 or 1601, Rosset arrived at the Court in Paris (in 1615 he 

12 Though in no way conclusive, one textual trait that tends to support this idea is that 
Rosset regularly resorts to legal jargon while narrating the histoires tragiques, particularly in 
trial or execution scenes. Furthermore, the Parlement de Paris or the parliament of some 
other city appears in virtually every Idstoire tragique as ultimate arbiter and his references 
to these legislative and judicial bodies are unfailingly positive. Regarding Rosset the 
narrator's attitude toward the unconscionable sentence of burning passed upon the warlock 
priest Gaufridy, M. Lever protests: "[Gaufridy]. .. fut condamne par Ie Parlement d'Aix-en
Provence Ii etre brOle vif. On chercherait en vain, dans la relation de Rosset, la plus legere 
critique Ii l'endroit des juges ... " - Maurice Lever, Le Roman fraTlfais au XVIIe siecle (Paris: 
Presses Universitaires de France, 1981) 76. Could he have had direct access to the dockets 
of certain of these cases? Hopeful flattery, or smug self-congratulation, these frequent 
assertions of the excellence and final authority of the Parlement impose themselves on the 
reader. 

13 Gabriel A. Perouse, Nouvelles FraTlfaises du XVIe Siecle - Images de la vie du temps 
(Geneva: Librarie Droz, 1977) 468, n. 6. 

14 To date, inquiry into these questions, at the Archives nationales and elsewhere, has been 
inconclusive. 

15 See Hainsworth 1933 55; and Antoine Adam, Histoire de la litterature franfaise au dix
septieme siecle (Paris: Editions Domat Montchrestien, 1948) 44, n. 2. 
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writes in the Advertissement to Roland Ie furieux: "Pour moy qui ay passe 

quatorze bonnes annees a la Court, & qui ay l'honneur d'estre cognu des plus 

grands Hommes du siecle ... "). Several of his ballets16 were performed at Court 

early in the century and had he written nothing else, his name might still be 

found in history books. Judging from the number and length of his translations 

as well as his other works, however, Rosset was a busy man. Competent in 

Latin, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese, he soon began publishing translations. 

His earlier years in Paris were spent translating primarily from Latin and 

Italian, while during his later years, Rosset devoted much of his time to 

translating from Spanish and compiling his prose works (the reader is referred 

to Appendix 3, which contains a complete list of Rosset's known works and 

translations). He was the first to translate six of Cervantes' twelve Novelas 

exemplares (1615 - the other six were translated by Rosset's friend, 

collaborator, and sometime rival Vital d'Audiguier), and first to translate the 

second part of the Don Quixote (1618). He published a translation of 

Cervantes' Los Trabajos de Persiles y Sigismunda the same year as d'Audiguier 

(1618), as well as translations of other lesser-known Spanish and Portuguese 

works. It was dUling this final period - 1612 to 1618 - that Rosset published 

his best-known works, Le Romant des chevaliers de la gloire (1612), the Lettres 

amoureuses et morales (1612), Les Histoires tragiques de nostre temps (1614) 

and the Histoires des amants volages de nostre temps (1617). 1618 also saw the 

publication of the Delices de la poesie fraru;oise, an important poetry anthology 

16 e.g. Le Ballet des Grenouilles, Le Ballet des Messagers d'amour. See Margaret McGowan 
L'Art du ballet de cour en France 1581-1643 (Paris: Editions du C.N.R.S., 1963). 
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that he compiled. His 1615 note to the reader (Au Lecteur) of La Suitte de 

Roland le Furieux conveys an idea of the speed with which Rosset worked: 

I'ay este si presse a la [La Suitte] faire voir, que dans un mois elle 
a este acheve [sic] & imprimee. Si quelqu'un doute de ce que je 
dis, ie luy donneray pour temoins deux grands hommes de ce 
siecle. Ie tais Ie nom de l'un pour quelques considerations. L'autre 
est ce parfait jugement, & cet excellent Peintre M. du Monstier 
C .. ). Enfin c'est en partie dans son rare cabinet, que j'ay compose 
cette suite dans si peu de iours. Si ie te disois qu'a mesme temps 
je travaillois a deux autres ouvrages, tu te mocquerois peut-estre 
demoy. 

In the above-mentioned Advertissement, Rosset somewhat 

ostentatiously extends homage to a number of writers, as if identifying his 

literary patrimony. These include Du Perron, Malherbe, Desportes, Bertaud 

and Coeffeteau. In particular, he states that Bertaud and Desportes 

encouraged him to publish: " ... ils m'ont donne Ie courage d'exposer mon nom a la 

veue de tous." However overblown and arriviste he might have seemed, the 

fact remains that Rosset published a great deal and often, sometimes scoring a 

major success (the Histoires tragiques went through many editions before the 

end of the century). That the highest circles of the aristocracy as well as the 

literati of the time knew of him, that certain among them probably befriended 

him, this at least we can comfortably assert. 

Malherbe mentions Rosset several times in his correspondence with 

Peiresc, but only obliquely. In a letter of November, 1612, Malherbe utters a 

possible note of criticism of Rosset's Le Roman des chevaliers de la gloire, which 

was just being published: "Vous aurez Ie grand Roman des Chevaliers de la 

gloire, mais qu'il soit [sic] acheve d'imprimer. II fut porte, tout imparfait 

comme il est, au cabinet, il ya deuxjours, par Mme la princesse de Conty, OU il 

eut plus d'approbation que je ne croyais: vous en direz votre avis; je crois qu'il 
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sera demain acheve"17. That Malherbe later sends three of these volumes to 

Peiresc and even presents one to La Ceppede probably means less than we 

might hope when we recall that Malherbe had himself contributed several 

pieces to this heteroclite historiographical compilation. Another 1612 letter in 

which Malherbe sends Touvent a message through Rosset (Malherbe Oeuvres 

531-532) shows that he was in direct contact with both of them. This 

acquaintance with the Master did not, however, guarantee Rosset entry to his 

inner sanctum. "Le titre d'eleve est deja une consecration, car on n'y entre 

qulapres un examen severe, et nous savons tel poete qui n'ajamais eM re~u, 

malgre sa perseverance"18. The reference is to Rosset. 

That he frequented various salons, even those which might have been at 

odds with each other, is almost certain: 

... anyone belonging to a single group would perforce be carried into 
nearly all the groups which existed contemporaneously. Thus, 
although a poet might be more popular with one hostess than 
with another, he could hardly fail to be present in all the salons 
which welcomed literary men.19 

The fact that Rosset was associated with organizing the lavish three

day festivities celebrating the betrothal of Louis XIII to the Spanish Infanta, 

and later charged with a detailed historiographical reproduction of the event, 

despite a privilege already extended to Laugier de Porcheres (overridden by the 

17 Fran~ois de Malherbe, Oeuvres, ed. A. Adam.. (Paris: Bibliotheque de la PIeiade, 1971) 
534. 

18 Rene Fromilliague, La Vie de Malherbe - Apprentissages & Luttes (1555 - 1610) (Paris: 
Armand Colin, 1954) 389. 

19 L. Clark Keating, Studies on the Literary Salon ir~ France, 1550-1615 (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1941) 116. 
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King himself), tells a more positive story. The wording of Rosset's privilege20 is 

such that one would easily assume he was held in favorable regard by the 

young king himself and other high-born members of the royal circle. That an 

element of rivalry with Porcheres entered in is probable: "Les organisateurs -

nous dirions les programmateurs - semblent avoir ete Laugier de Porcheres et 

F. de Rosset, visiblement son rival"21. [Like one of his own characters, Rosset 

was no doubt irked to find himself doubled by or doubling another Proven~al 

poet in his efforts to please the royal circle with his poetic prowess.] Still, the 

fact that Malherbe did not shrink from presenting copies of this lavish volume 

to his friends argues for a more reputable Fran~ois de Rosset. 

It was not until well into the twentieth century that Goujet's snide 

comment - "Je crois que ce trop fecond Ecrivain vivoit encore en 1630."22-

assumed true throughout the 19th century - was found to be spurious. In 1930 

both Hainsworth23 and Paul Langeard24 announced the discovery, based on a 

20 "[ ... J Nostre ame & feal, Ie Sieur de RosBet nous a fait entendre, que pour la reputation de 
la France & contentement des Estrangers, II a compose Ie discours des Magnificences qui se 
sont faictes en la place Royalle, en faueur de nostre Mariage, intituIe, Le Romant des 
cheualiers de la gloire, OU tl a traicte Ie plus fidellement qu'll a peu, toutes les circonstances 
aniuees a ceste action, ayant pour cet effect trauallIe continuellement depuis quelques iours, 
pour se rendre capable de l'escrire dignement, & faict mesme vne partie des vers qu'on a 
presentez, tellement qu'll ne reste a present que de luy permettre de choisir tel Libraire qu'll 
aduis era , pour Ie faire Imprimer correctement. A CESTE CAUSE, voulans fauoriser vne 
intention si lotiable, & que ces triomphes descrits par vne personne dont la suffisance 
respond au merite du subiect soient imprimez Ie mieux qu'il Be pourra [ ... J," (Privilege, Le 
Romant des chevaliers de la gloire. Paris: F. Huby, 1612) 

21 Andre Stegmann, "La Fete parisienne a la Place Royale en avril 1612," Les Fetes de la 
Renaissance (Paris: Editions du CNRS, 1975) 374. 

22 Claude Pierre Goujet, Bibliotheque franfoise, Tome XV [1753 editionJ (Geneva: Slatkine, 
1966) 332. 

23 G. Hainsworth, "Francois de Rosset and his Histoires Tragiques," The French Quarterly 
12.3 (1930): 128. 

24 Bulletin du Bibliophile (Paris, 1930) 541·543. 
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publisher's comment25, that Rosset had almost certainly died in autumn 1619. 

The fact that no new poetry, prose works or translations by Rosset appeared 

after 1620· a clue no one seems to have noticed for three hundred years· also 

corroborates this conclusion. 

The power of the press and the written word, even during the early 

seventeenth century, were such that Rosset may well have taken advantage 

of the medium· when he had the chance· to promulgate an image of himself 

crafted toward a certain effect. A recurrent obsession throughout his "original" 

works is the power of language to mislead and misrepresent, its power to 

distort one's reputation favorably or unfavorably, to determine one's 

perception by others, even to create a persona. With what chagrin he would 

have greeted the legend that grew up after his death equating his very name 

with poverty!26 Mainard and Balzac both classed Rosset along with Maillet as 

impoverished poets ever struggling to keep body and soul together.27 A modem 

25 "Le desir que j'ay de contenter celuy de l'Autheur de cest ouvrage, qui se promettoit (si la 
Parque n'eust si tost devide Ie fuseau de sa vie) de faire porter sur Ie front de ses histoires Ie 
nom de vostre grandeur ... " Seconde partie des histoires tragiques et estranges de nostre temps 
(Paris: F. Huby, 1620). 

26 Adam points out that poverty was quite generalized among poets of the period: "Qu'ils 
appartiennent au cercle de la Reine Marguerite, qu'ils se rassemblent dans les librairies de 
la rue Saint-Jacques, ou qu'ils aient leurs entrees au Louvre, les poetes vivent dans des 
conditions miserables s'ils ne sont que des poetes" (Adam 1948 24); "Malherbe mame a vecu 
dans la pauvrete; une pauvrete qui, s'il fallait en croire une piece de 1'6poque, 6tait toute 
proche de la noire misere" (25). 

27 Hainsworth quotes an epigram of Mainard's worth reproducing here: 
Muses, quand Rosset vous demande 
Que vous lui fournissiez de quoy 
Mettre un chetif pourpoint sur soy, 
Vousle payez d'une guirlande. 
Cependant l'incommodite 
Qu'il sou.ffre de sa nudite 
Esbranleroit un Philosophe. 

Traittez-Ie plus utilement: 
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source identifies Rosset's primary occupation, translating, as a last resort for 

needy penmen: "[Rosset] a aussi compose diverses traductions du latin, de 

l'espagnol et de l'italien, comme tous les ecrivains pauvres d'alors"28. Regnier's 

Satires (mostly composed during the first decade of the century) repeatedly 

single out pretentious and poverty-stricken poets for ridicule29 - Hainsworth 

(1933 53, n.1) mentions a possible reference to Rosset in Regnier. That 

Rosset's name should have come to conjure the image of an ineffectual hack is 

a substantial irony given his pretensions as well as his actual 

accomplishments. The glimpse of him feverishly churning out the sequel to 

Le Laurier n'est pas lUle estoffe 
Dont il vetiille un habillement. 
(Hainsworth 1933 53) 

28 Dictionnaire des lettres frangaises: Le XVIIe Siecle (Paris: Artheme Fayard, 1954) 897. 

29 These excerpts give an idea of Regnier's detailed treatment of the theme: 

Aussi lora que l'on voit un homme par la rue ... 
Qui soit de pauvre mine et qui soit mal en point, 
Sans demander son nom on Ie peut recognoistre 
Car si ce n'est lUl poete au moins ille veut estre. 

(Satire II 43-48) 
- Mathurin Regnier, Oeuvres Completes, ed. G. Raibaud (Paris: Didier, 1958) 

... ces tiercelets des poetes, 
Qui par les carefours vont leurs vera grimassans, 
Qui par leurs actions font rire les passans, 
Et quand la faim les poind, se prenant sur Ie vostre, 
Comme les estowneaux ils s'affament l'lUll'autre; 
Cepandant sans souliera, ceinture ny cordon, 
L'oeil farouche et trouble, l'esprit a l'abandon, 
Vous viennent acoster comme peraonnes yvres. 

(Satire 11124-131) 

Ronsard, fay m'en raison, et VOUB autres esprits 
Que pour estre vivans en mes vera je n'escris; 
Pouvez vous endurer que ces rauques cygalles 
Egallent leurs chansons a voz oeuvres royalles ... ? 

(Satire II 177-180) 
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Ariosto in Du Monstier's chambers takes on a different meaning in light of his 

probable poverty. 

Rosset's personal drama played itself out in a context in which the 

meridional personality was often ridiculed, or worse. One constituent of his 

public self was no doubt his simulation of Northern culture and manners of 

expression, a stance which simultaneously involved the dissimulation of his 

Proven~al past. Malherbe, himself a frequent visitor to Provence, was 

nevertheless adamant in his efforts to "degasconner" the French language. 

Northerners were frequently taken aback by the overly demonstrative piety of 

the Catholic Proven~aux, who were perceived as insincere.30 Their "otherness" 

went beyond the question of religion, however: 

.. .les Fran~ais du Nord commencent a s'irriter de la presence des 
Meridionaux, de leur jactance, de leur rudesse, de leur orgueil. Le 
"gascon" succede au matamoras castilian comme personnage 
grotesque.31 

The effect on Rosset of these widely-held attitudes toward meridional dialects 

and culture was likely profound. In his Advertissement, he broaches this topic 

openly, admitting at the same time a lengthy and difficult period of assimilation 

as well as simulation: 

Ie s~ay bien que ma Prouence, & la Gascogne ont des termes & 
des fa~ons d'escrire qui sont du tout contraires a la Grammaire. 
Mais ie s~ay bien aussi que ceux qui ont pris naissance en ces 
Prouinces peuuent corriger les deffauts de leurs Meres, durant Ie 
long espace de temps qu'ils viuent a la Court, & qu'ils y 
frequentent les personnes, dont les Escrits seruent de regIe 
infaillible a ceux qui se meslent d'Escrire. 

30 See Henri Busson, La Religion des classiques (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 
1948) 16-19. 

31 Robert Lafont and Christian Anatole, Nouvelle Histoire de la litterature occitane (Paris: 
Presses Universitaires de France, 1970) 332. 
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That Rosset was born Protestant and subsequently converted to 

Catholicism is corroborated by a text of 1615 in which Rosset refers to "La 

creance dont je fais maintenant profession, contraire a celIe OU 1'0n m'avoit 

nourry, et les graces particulieres que j'ay receues du ciel, sans les avoir 

meritees" (Hainsworth 1933 50). His vague references to the reformed sect in 

his poetry and prose fiction seem calculatedly cursory, as if he wanted the 

reader's attention deflected on to something else. Other texts profess a 

Catholicism so fervent and orthodox as to give the impression that Rosset, like 

certain of his criminal characters in the Histoires tragiques, over-dramatizes in 

order to dissimulate. In Rosset's dedication to his translation ofLe P. Antonio 

Gallonio's La Vie du bienheuruex pere Philippe Neri032, he cries out: 

Msgr, En vain les Heretiques s'efforcent d'obscurcir la lumiere de 
I'Eglise Catholique: c'est en vain qu'ils taschent d'authoriser leur 
secte par les armes de la calomnie; et en ravalant I'Espouse du 
Seigneur, d'eslever les trophees de leur Babel jusqu'aux nues. 
Leurs efforts et leurs desseins ne leur apporterontjamais que de 
la confusion ... 

Reading this text as it develops and escalates its bombast, no one would 

immediately suspect him of Protestant origins. It is, in fact, just prior to 

Rosset's birth that the very region of his probable birthplace becomes a focal 

point of Protestant incursion in the South: " .. .l'Occitanie est parcourue par un 

vaste mouvement d'evangelisation. De veritables regions protestantes 

apparaissent: region de Nimes-Uzes-Ales dessinee entre 1550-1560" (Lafont & 

Anatole 272). That the meridional Henri IV himself admitted the expediency of 

assuming the mantle of Catholicism (and thereby renouncing his native 

Protestantism - "Paris vaut bien une messe") in order to unite France and put 

32 (Paris: Abraham Saugrain, 1606) aii. 
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an end to the Civil Wars mirrors in a much vaster panorama Rosset's own 

putative conversion. Thus it is likely that Rosset was twice marginal: 

Proven~al and Protestant. Add to that the intimation of inferiority in 

word smithing and those aspects of Rosset's psyche prone to perceiving 

persecution in a near paranoid manner are perhaps more explicable. 

*** 
As can be intuited from these meager biographical gleanings, Rosset 

was highly conscious of trends in the literary world to which he wished to 

belong. Though we tend to associate salon society with the mid- to late 

seventeenth century, it was already active dwing the sixteenth century and at 

the turn of the seventeenth. 

The milieu that Rosset encountered in Paris was highly self-conscious, 

culturally inbred, and exclusive. Despite their various concerns, the nobles 

continued to meet in salons, as had been customary for decades, though now 

more nobles came to Paris on extended visits. The salons had become proving 

grounds for new standards of gallant behavior. Maland, writing of the positive 

effects of Henri IV's tenure as king, aff'1l'lIlS that: 

For two generations, social life had been more or less confined to 
castle keeps and provincial towns, and standards of civility, never 
very sophisticated at the best of times, had deteriorated. The 
most significant consequence of Henri's enthusiasm for Paris was 
that the court, instead of wandering from chateau to chateau, 
settled permanently in the capital, and it was in Paris that 
'society', le monde, at last came into its own.33 

Whereas salons active earlier, especially during the days of La PIeiade, 

had been hothouses of pedantry, the turn of the century ushered in a more 

33 David Maland, Culture and Society in Seventeenth-Century France (New York: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1970) 45. 
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worldly set. The ideal of the well-rounded courtier, later to become the honnete 

homme, now fostered the ability to converse on many different topics while 

artfully avoiding in-depth discussion. A cordial, lively flow of conversation, 

punctuated by parlor games, stunts, recitations of poetry, even readings offull

length plays, characterized the ambiance. Though the salons were not 

frequented exclusively by nobles - grands bourgeois, poets and other writers 

also mingled here - the values of the nobility prevailed. The question of taste 

was already an issue. Poetry became a social pursuit; conformity to numerous 

standards was a must. Salon verse was a mirror of the salon's personalities 

and events. Highly culturally specific, much of this verse has sunk into 

oblivion, partly because we often lack the "key" [cle] to a complete 

understanding of the poem. Because of the social dimension's impingement 

upon the esthetic and the intellectual, the salons were a fertile field both for 

conscious simulation, and furtive dissimulation on various levels. 

A description of the 1576 Villeroy salon demonstrates that salons of a 

few decades later were little changed: 

No subject was too trivial for a poetic duel, and the reading of ... 
compositions was considered pleasant entertainment. Thus the 
Villeroy drawing-room, like so many others, was at once a 
rostrum and a poetic work-shop, where each poet-artisan strove 
to excel in graceful, unstudied repartee in verse. (Keating 98) 

The very manner of speaking of habitues of the salon was emulated by the 

salon poets. And along with the more mondain productions, official court verse 

(laudatory, consolatory, topical, etc.) came to partake of the same current. 

Odette de Mourgues relates that: 

... Desportes made his choice within the Ronsardian vocabulary 
and limited himself to the words which could best suit polite 
society. Characteristically he discarded dialectal expressions, and 
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among technical terms retained mostly terms of venery which 
were part of the conversation of noblemen. (156) 

Here was one small increment in the inexorable epistemological shift coloring 

all of Europe: while the baroque still raged abroad, in France, a counter-current 

which would eventually culminate in the precieux salons of the mid

seventeenth century was laundering the cultivated tongue of base elements. 

Though poetry must be composed of everyday, plain-speaking words, words 

such as the nobles used, it must as well avoid the marks of provincial 

dialectalism, vocabulary referring to metiers, traces of gauloiserie reminiscent 

of Rabelais, and any other components suggestive of common, provincial, or 

peasant usage. Elias echoes Nietzsche in asserting that: 

... Ie langage de la cour est Ie langage du courtisan qui n'a aucune 
specialite, qui meme en parlant de choses scientifiques s'interdit 
l'emploi commode des termes de metier parce qu'ils evoquent un 
metier; crest pourquoi Ie terme de metier et tout ce qui rappelle Ie 
specialiste sont consideres dans les pays de culture de cour 
comme des fautes de style.34 

In addition, metaphor, no longer the realm of wandering fantasy, must 

be tamed and ritualized. So the court poets were expected to perform a difficult 

task: they were to create eloquent, elevated, stirring verse with a minimum of 

poetic resources. Efforts to purify poetic language and to generalize standards 

were so in earnest that poems written by any of several different poets of that 

period today might all be mistakenly thought the work of one poet.35 The 

uniformity that resulted strikes late twentieth-century readers as 

34 Norbert Elias, La Civilisation des moeurs, trans. Pierre Kamnitzer (Paris: Calman-Levy, 
.1973) 54. 

35 In contrast, the Renaissance poet Ronsard encompassed so many different levels, voices, 
and inspirations, that one might think he was a number of different poets. 
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monotonous. But for the beau monde of the time, it meant good taste, civility 

(bienseances), elegance, raison. Certainly their works were distinct from the 

baroque in that the sensibility they catered to was more "refined", a sensibility 

loath to be transported by the extravagance of the baroque esthetic in all its 

soaring might. 

The milieu Rosset frequented in Paris thus set the stage for Rosset's 

concerted simulation of what he perceived to be the dominant poetic esthetic, 

an esthetic promulgated and perpetuated by the numerous poets who partook 

of it and those who read their work (just as it was mocked by their detractors). 
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CHAPTER 1 

Rosset's Poetry: Dissimulating RonsardlSimulating Malherbe 

This chapter examines the manifestations and permutations of 

tromperie and (dis)simulation in Rosset's poetry. Prior to examining the 

specifics ofRosset's work, a general discussion of the baroque and its progeny 

is presented. A brief editorial history of Rosset's poetic works follows. The 

extent of Rosset's imitation of contemporary lyric genres, verse forms, poetic 

language, motifs and imagery is then outlined. Petrarchan elements meld with 

the courtly tradition, contributing to the duality self-absorption/self

effacement. We next encounter Rosset at two distinct points in his poetic 

career: Rosset's 1604 recueil displays a carefree, sometimes Ronsardian 

inspiration, while his 1618 anthology represents an emulation of Malherbe's 

principles. The 1618 Delices de la poesie franr;oise proclaims the poetic identity 

that Rosset pretends to, both through his now reworked verse, and through the 

selection and ordering of poets anthologized. An examination of the pieces 

included in 1618, and a comparison to the 1604 version, indicate that the 

earlier Rosset has become a hypotext as the older poet espouses a more severe 

esthetic. Finally, overt examples of tromperie (often comprising recurrent 

personages and figures pertaining to deception and trickery) are presented and 

related to the greater baroque paradigm of impermanence. Tromperie within 

the poetic text itself is intimated. As Rosset dissimulates the influence of La 

PIeiade and the exuberance of the baroque, he simulates a newly forged 

esthetic that marks him as a precursor of classicism. 
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An Esthetic of Illusion and Metamorphosis 

The cultural sea-change taking place during Rosset's lifetime had wide

spread ramifications and manifested itself in most areas of human endeavor: 

music, the visual arts, architecture, literature, science, philosophy were all 

touched. In architecture, for example, a rational, pragmatic style 

characterizes construction during Henri IV's reign: 

The rational conception of Henri's buildings, their coherent, logical 
style, reflect his political concepts. His power in France did not 
rest upon tradition or force alone; it was acceptable because it 
was felt by most Frenchmen to be practical and reasonable, two 
qualities most apparent in his building style. (Maland 30) 

Poussin's career in painting, as another example, illustrates the gradual 

triumph of order and organization as guiding principles of composition. 

Starting in the seventeenth century, reason began to be considered the 

mediator of all activity, the perpetual guideline, eventually even the salvation 

of humankind. The word came to mean many things: aside from the faculty of 

reasoning proper, it denoted discernment, good taste, could even be construed 

to mean "intuition"36. While the worldview which unravelled during this period 

still linked the symbolic, the analogical, the irrational, the visionary, that which 

follows Descartes is a period of analysis and the discrete. Metaphor, once the 

heart of poetry and the soul of cognition, falls from favor: "Hostiles aux libres 

effets de l'imagination comme aux jeux de l'analogie, les malherbiens ne sont 

pas sans affinite avec la 'nouvelle science', qui, de Galilee a Pascal, se 

developpe parallelement"37. Rosset enters at a critical point in the history of 

36 Robert Garapon, "Sur Ie sens du mot 'raison' au dix-septieme sisele," Convergences: 
Rhetoric and Poetic in Seventeenth-century France, eds. David Lee Rubin & Mary B. 
McKinley (Columbus: Ohio St. University Press, 1989) 34-35. 

37 Jean Rousset, L'InUrieur et ['exterieur (Paris: Jose Corti, 1968) 61. 
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metaphor, since its fate for nearly two centuries is largely decided during his 

lifetime. If the seventeenth century admits that poetry is only dressed-up 

prose, during the eighteenth, poetry - speaking very generally - disappears. 

But if eloquent fluency of expression and security in the established order 

characterized classicism for its latter-day purveyors such as Boileau, the 

intellectual and artistic climate that hosted its birth was diametrically 

opposite. It is even possible to suggest that the cognitive dissonance 

engendered by the epistemological shift may have been related to the baroque 

in a significant way. 

For whatever else Rosset may be, he is certainly "baroque." But before 

we begin to use the term at every tum, we must clarifY its meaning. 

The middle decades of this century saw a flurry of debate over this 

notion. Though critics produced disputatious books and articles to support 

their positions, the affair remained unsettled by the late 1960's, when other 

more basic considerations distracted academia. This state of affairs seems 

apt, for the baroque is meant to be unsettling. Furthermore, the feuding 

appears not to have affected the basic conception of what is baroque. 

The baroque is above all a sensibility and a style. It is not a period, 

though a vogue for the baroque did predominate during the latter sixteenth and 

the first half of the seventeenth century.3S It is not a world-view that may be 

formulated in rational discourse, for its practitioners can offer little other than 

commonplaces as philosophy when they express themselves in words. 

Philosophers and theologians writing during the period 1570-1630 will manifest 

3S See Donald Sutherland, On, Romanticism (New York: New York University Press, 
1971). 
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features of the baroque, but their systems cannot without distortion be called 

"baroque". A person can credibly assert: I am a deist, I am an existentialist, I 

am an agnostic, I am a Christian, etc., but one could with difficulty claim to be 

a "baroquist," or a believer in the baroque. On the other hand the baroque can 

be a vision of the world, if we emphasize the word vision - a vision that brings 

us into the realm of the physical senses in the process of apprehending a 

physical world. 

The baroque manifests a preoccupation with the dynamics and 

extremes of existence. It is, therefore, a sensibility, and when perceived in 

works of art, a style. However, if the baroque sensibility is obsessed with 

physical incarnation, it is only in order to subsequently call it into question, not 

so much philosophically as esthetically and affectively, because the baroque 

also dwells on the ephemeral. At the same time, the baroque sensibility dotes 

on contrast, and contrast is again most directly perceived via the senses: heat 

and cold, light and dark, fortissimo and pianissimo, ecstasy and horror - the 

juxtaposition of extremes and opposites is intrinsic to the baroque. 

Odette de Mourgues, writing in 1953, remains one of the shrewdest of 

the critics on the baroque. For her, the ml:ijor constituents of the baroque are 

an obsession with death, a feeling of insecurity, violence and passion, an effort 

to reconcile the microcosm and the macrocosm, and the contradiction and 

tension arising from a distorted view of life which is finally detrimental to 

proportion and balance. One of her major contributions was to tease out the 

differences between the terms "metaphysical II, ''precieux'', and "baroque." 

In her view, the metaphysical strain in poetry is poorly achieved in 

France largely due to the preclassical counter-current and the social 
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impingements mentioned above. Metaphysical verse does demonstrate a 

preoccupation with metaphysical problems [we touch on the baroque here, for 

the baroque evokes metaphysical predicaments, but does not offer answers], 

but also a blend of passion and ratiocination, often working in parallel. In 

addition, conceit is not avoided, nor restrained, but developed to its maximum 

effect. The "metaphysical" is, as it were, a mutant strain of the baroque. 

The precieux, on the other hand, largely a function of society, and noble 

society at that, reins in metaphor and demands subservience to convention in 

versification, subject matter, vocabulary and over-all impact. The "surprise" 

of the baroque is itself ritualized so that it becomes pleasant but never earth

shaking. Preciosite is above all a minor vein in poetry, a tempest confined to a 

decorative tea-pot. A way with words it is, but only a certain way, only this 

way and not that way, and therefore not baroque, for baroque is both this way 

and that way and most other ways too, but especially this way and that way. 

That Marino is invited to live and write in France in the 1620's is an 

interesting fact of cross-cultural contrast and dissemination, for Marino is 

quintessentially baroque. In fact, some critics see a recrudescence of the 

baroque taking place in polite French circles soon after Rosset's death in 1619, 

and Marino may have had something to do with it. 

Another great critic, also writing in 1953, Jean Rousset39, holds that 

four basic elements work together to constitute the baroque: instability or 

inconstancy, mobility, metamorphosis and dominance of setting/scenery. A 

39 Jean Rousset, La Litterature de l'age baroque en France: Circe et le Paon (Jose Corti: 
Paris, 1953) 181·182. 
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fifth baroque characteristic may be inferred from his essay: illusion, which can 

be further broken down into dissimulation and disguise. 

Contrasting Mourgues with Rousset, the former's list of traits seems to 

emphasize the negative, while Rousset's focuses on the mobile, as if he were a 

choreographer. Rousset astutely mentions the ballet de cour as the exemplary 

baroque medium. But interrelationships are already visible: death, violence 

and passion all illustrate metamorphosis and inconstancy, implying that the 

human form and human feelings are an illusion. 

In 1957, Imbrie Buffum published an important study on the baroque40, 

in which he finds its salient characteristics to be movement and 

metamorphosis, theatricality and illusion, emphasis and exaggeration, horror, 

incarnation, contrast and surprise, moral purpose, organic unity and the 

acceptance of life. Buffum's studies of Montaigne and St. Fran~ois de Sales 

generate the last three features. For Montaigne and other contemporaries and 

immediate followers, like Rosset, contending with relativity became habitual, 

and approaches to dealing with relativity of all sorts come to the fore in their 

writings. J.-P. Camus and Rosset both exhibit moral purpose in their prose 

writings as well. However, Buffum goes so far as to interlock the baroque and 

the Counter-Reformation, thus implying that the chaos and insecurity 

portrayed by the baroque merit a Catholic redemption. Most critics on the 

baroque do not go so far. After all, need one be Catholic to create baroque 

works or appreciate them? It is possible to argue that the baroque was 

manifested as strongly in the Protestant countries to the North as it was in 

40 Imbrie Buffum, Studies in the Baroque from Montaigne to Rotrou (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1957) See Introduction. 
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Catholic Christendom. The other characteristics Buffum mentions square 

very well with Mourgues and Rousset, however. 

In 1974, Harold Segel published an important and comprehensive study 

of baroque poetry41, illustrated with texts from many European (and even 

American) lands, in which he maintained that baroque themes relate to the 

following: the impermanence of all worldly vanities and pleasures, man's 

terrestrial existence as dream-like and ephemeral, time, the spiritual emphasis 

in life and mysticism (which in turn evokes the theme of death), and the 

conflict between flesh and spirit. Imagery used is concrete and specific, relates 

to the military field, often comes from classical mythology, relies upon the 

multiple senses (correspondences), evidences a rich palette of colors, illustrates 

the play of light and dark, and exploits the opposition of hot and cold. One could 

consolidate these disparate features into fewer, more comprehensive 

categories, as Rousset has done. 

All in all, in baroque art works, whether poetry, fiction, painting, 

sculpture, ballet, or whatever the medium, the sense of illusion is primary, 

which means that a sensitivity to all manifestations of the ephemeral is 

present. For an illusion to be successfully pulled off, it must appear convincing, 

and this is where disguise and ostentation, in fact the topos of appearance vs. 

reality (l'etre et le parattre), enter in. Metamorphosis requires changing from 

one state to another. Contrast involves juxtaposing one state with another. 

These are the basics of the baroque. Violence, passion, death, horror, surprise, 

the sensual, the elaborate, etc., are subordinate elements of these basic 

41 Harold B. Segel, The Baroque Poem: A Comparative Survey (New York: Dutton,1974) 
See 94-101. 
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paradigms, and Fran~ois de Rosset's literary works exhibit all the macro

features along with most of their derivatives. 

Multiple Mutations: Le Baroque dompte 

One may legitimately wonder if there is any profundity to the baroque. 

Ultimately all values seem to be called into question, since first one perception, 

then another, are obliterated, then replaced with a third, equally evanescent. 

The ceaseless procession of forms marching toward awesome fulfillment in one 

direction, toward dispersal and disappearance in the other, makes us dizzy, 

rendering a rational interpretation of our sense impressions impossible. We 

are overwhelmed - baroque art is meant to overwhelm: it may stun, awe, 

intrigue, tease, fascinate, dazzle, or transfix, but ultimately it will overwhelm. 

The individual, whose grounding has been loosened, is suddenly unmoored, 

dangling helplessly, a mere function of processes much greater than human, a 

cog in a tremendous wheel, determined by the grandiose manoeuvrings of 

cosmic forces. Yet even this sensation is temporary, for at a given moment, 

everything comes into focus. The individual's place in creation is suddenly 

obvious. One of a thousand, one in ten thousand, all synchronized and moving 

toward the same end: diversity melding toward union. The second startling 

baroque realization is of unity - and of the continuum in space and incarnation 

from great to small, macrocosm to microcosm, impersonal power to intimate 

thought, out-there to in-here. Having experienced the baroque to this extent, 

wherein thought, emotion and incarnation, balance, grace and attraction are all 

comprised, there is no question but that the baroque style can indeed be 

profound, primarily through a profundity of feeling. And thereby, the 
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perception of the baroque echoes its own historical avatars: there is first an 

absorption with a giving in to dissolution, distortion or exaggeration; secondly, 

like a consciousness acting upon random plasticity, form emerges as 

important, replicated form as more important [motifs decorating the palace of 

Versailles, the cadences attained by the arpeggios, glissandos and cadenzas in 

Bach, the outstretched arms of Po us sin's Sabine women], and most important, 

a manifestation of power tempered by form, the lesson that all movement 

must learn. Serenity and grandeur eventually emerge triumphant. 

Peripherally, traces of the swirling chaos remain, but boxed up and diminished, 

whorls in isolation, mere decorative reminders of what once was grandiose. In 

such a way does preciosity diffuse and attenuate once powerful metaphors. 

Become conventions, they are spun out ad infinitum, lackluster impostors of 

sudden surprise, simulating amazement, delivered in an idiom made a language 

within a language within a language. This parlance is both highly figured and 

humdrum. What once spoke eloquently is reduced to a stylized stamp: an 

etiquette recognized and recognizable by the "in" group. Preciosity seizes the 

figure in mutation and fixes it, makes it ritual - literally a spin-off of the 

baroque which precedes it. 

Or again, visually, amid uniform curves and linear alleyways converging 

on a vanishing point flanked by vegetation - something still lives! - hemmed in 

by ovals, circles, and other geometric forms, a remnant of organic vigor, a knot 

of flesh - both human and animal - struggles, seeking fulfillment, writhing 

upward, emerging still at any moment, yet permanently suspended in the act 

of becoming, frozen by a reflection beneath, this juxtaposition of dynamic 

drama with placid symmetry personifies both aspects of the baroque: a 
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fountain at Versailles. Dramatic baroque - rational baroque. Reason prevails 

over potential chaos: we thrill inside to see this subjugation, yet without the 

equilibrium thus portrayed, this image of power poised within and contained by 

concentric forms would explode, drown, or dissolve. And without the threat of 

dissolution, sensed at a subliminal level, this inner thrill would not be. 

Such is the awesome backdrop to Rosset's career, a trajectory extending 

from early Ronsardian impulses through the permutations of the baroque and 

on toward premonitory glimpses of classicism. 

*** 
His Poetrie his Pillar 

Onelya little more 
I have to write, 
Then De give o're, 

And bid the world Good-night ... 

o time that cut'st down all! 
And scarce leav'st here 
Memoriall 

Of any men that were. 

How many lye forgot 
In vaults beneath? 
And piece-me ale rot 

Without a fame in death? 

Behold this living stone, 
I reare for me, 
Ne'r to be thrown 

Down, envious Time by thee. 

Pillars let some set up 
(If so they please) 
Here is my hope, 

And my Pyramides. 
- Robert Herrick (1591- 1674) 
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Rosset's poetry is represented here by two collections: one a thin book of 

verse published in 1604, now extremely rare, the other, part of a long anthology 

compiled by Rosset himself and published in 1618, the year before his death. 

Though Rosset also edited similar anthologies in 1609 and 1615, the latest 

volume is the most comprehensive. Other assorted pieces by Rosset were 

published here and there from 1607 through about 1635. These miscellaneous 

pieces, often the same as those contained in the two major collections, add little 

to our knowledge ofRosset as a poet. 

The earlier collection, Les XII. Beautez de Phyllis (1604), is replete with 

neo-Petrarchan poetry, strongly influenced still by Ronsard and his school. The 

volume includes two cycles of love poetry worthy of distinct titles: Les Douze 

Beautez de Phyllis, a long and unoriginal series of poems describing the physical 

endowments of his ladylove, and the Diverses Amours, an assemblage of 

amorous poetry in a lighter, gallant vein, though several satirical pieces offer a 

more than mordant note. The title obviously evokes Ronsard. The third 

grouping, Paranymphes dv Sievr de Rosset, contains mostly encomiastic verse 

along with a few religious poems. The number of laudatory pieces is 

considerable, as might be expected from a poet who had made his way from the 

provinces to Paris and was eagerly seeking patrons. Christian Anatole affirms 

that: 

Rosset lorsqu'il publie en 1604 ce recueil ne semble avoir 
qu'indirectement connu Ie milieu litteraire parisien. Les 
nombreuses poesies qu'il addresse Ii de possibles protecteurs 
originaires ou lies au bas-Languedoc, Ii la Provence et au Com tat
Venaissin en sont Ie signe.42 

42 Christian Anatole, "Francois de Rosset et son dialogue trilingue: Jeux et enjeux 
linguistiques," Calders de l'Europe Classique et Neo-Latine, III (Toulouse: Service des 
Publications de l'Universite de Toulouse-Le Mirail, 1987) 61. 
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Not surprisingly, the nature of this 1604 volume and its heterogeneous 

contents contrasts markedly with the latest collection of Rosset's verse. 

The second volume to be discussed here is the 1618 edition of the Delices 

de la POlisie Fraru;oise, ou Recueil des Plus Beaux Vers de ce Temps, an anthology 

obviously fastidiously assembled by Rosset. This collection has been chosen 

because it is Rosset's last and most ample anthology, both in terms of other 

poets' works and of his own. It is one of the numerous recueils collectifs of the 

time, anthologies in which selected works by many different poets were 

published together, in sections under their own names. These collections could 

be serious or satirical - this one comprises mostly poetry of a serious nature. 

To anthologize is to create a norm. By the choices he has made, Rosset 

explicitly and implicity makes certain statements about poetry: the Delices de 

la Poesie Frant;oise represents the latest (one shrinks from the term 

"definitive" - Rosset unceasingly rewrote himself) version of Rosset's poetic 

work and taste extant. As mentioned earlier, there are convincing reasons to 

believe that he died in the autumn of 1619. Since 14 years intervene between 

the 1604 XII Beautez and this anthology, numerous changes are evident: 

changes in Rosset's own poetry writing; changes in his approach to his own 

(past) work; new, up-dated, and presumably definitive versions of poems 

published in the earlier 1604 volume; and a slightly revised (since his previous 

1615 anthology) canon of poets and their representative works. This 1618 

Delices contains selections of a number of contemporary poets, important both 

to Rosset and, in some cases, to posterity. It is significant that Rosset has 

placed himselflast ( superficially a gesture of conventionalized false modesty) 
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yet included more of his own poems than of anyone else's! The poets included in 

this volume are, in order: Du Perron, Desportes, Bertaut, Malherbe, des 

Yveteaux, d'Urfe, Colomby, Motin, Picardiere, d'Avity, Lingendes, l'Espine, 

Callier, Maynard, Touvant, Bellan, Du Moustier, du Maine, d'Audiguier and 

Rosset himself. It can be seen that Rosset is attempting a rough chronological 

ordering, since Du Perron, Desportes and Bertaut are clearly sixteenth century 

poets, while Malherbe straddles the two centuries, and the rest are associated 

with the dawning seventeenth century. Some are much more obscure than 

others. His selection of poets casts an indirect light on his own taste, beliefs, 

prejudices, personal affinities and animosities, and will be considered in greater 

detail in a subsequent section of this chapter. 

That this procession ofpost-Ronsardians should first converge upon and 

then radiate from Malherbe is certainly no accident: by 1618, Rosset's poetic 

idiom is highly influenced - if not determined - by Malherbe's poetic principles 

and practices. The current of which Malherbe is the best-known exponent 

affects Rosset's diction, phraseology, versification, and imagery. While the 

early Rosset is frankly reminiscent of the carefree love-struck Ronsard -

Christian Anatole terms Rosset at this stage "un ronsardisant attarde" 

(Anatole 1987 61) - the later Rosset is markedly more sober and 

conventionalized. He shows little trace of the dramatic baroque esthetic; nor 

did he survive into the heydey of the salons, wherein that mellower avatar of 

the baroque, la Preciosite, came into its own. A. Adam places Sponde and 

Laugier de Porcheres in the first generation of baroque artists, those who 

realized the baroque most fully.43 The second includes Saint-Amant, Tristan 

43 Antoine Adam, L'Age classique I: 1624 - 1660 (Paris: Arthaud, 1968) 101-104. 
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I'Hermite, Scudery and Theophile; this younger group tended to avoid 

extravagance, and was more preoccupied with elegance and taste. Theirs is 

less an art of profound feeling than of intellectual titillation. Fran~ois de 

Rosset's poetic career reached its culmination between these two phases of the 

baroque. 

Rosset's work appears then to be a momentary stand-off in the passage 

from one baroque to another, a high point of Malherbe's doctrine taken to 

heart. He eschews many of the more dramatic baroque twists, instead purging 

his lexicon in the extreme. Approaching ritualistic repetition, his later poetic 

works are meant to move the reader through their ceremonial pathos, rather 

than through ingenuity and intellectual pleasure. 

Rosset's Poetic Genres: Mutatis mutandis 

The notion of genre was basic to any conception of literature, from 

antiquity to Rosset's day. Before setting pen to paper, the writer had to make 

a choice as to which format and which subject matter (with a modicum of 

freedom allowed) s/he was going to take up. Obviously, from a twentieth

century point of view, serious limitations were placed on individual 

"inspiration." The genres of poetry most respected, and therefore most talked 

about, were the tragic, the epic and the lyric. 44 Within the lyric mode, that 

which concerns us here, certain subdivisions had come to be customary in 

French poetic tradition, and these divisions, also called genres, had to do with 

44 Robert T. Corum, Jr., "Generic Modulation in Consolations by Malherbe, Tristan 
l'Hermite, and Theophile de Viau," Convergences: Rhetoric and Poetic in Seventeenth-century 
France, eds. David Lee Rubin & Mary B. McKinley (Columbus: Ohio St. University, 1989) 
161-163. 
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the use to which the poem was to be put, in both a figurative and a literal 

sense. 

These lyric genres were in part revived from antiquity, in part 

carryovers from the medieval period, and in part a response to the unique 

circumstances of the society of the time. Rosset shows himself to be a precise 

emulator of current practice regarding genre. The most common genres in use 

during the early seventeenth century (and hence for Rosset) were: the 

laudatory or encomiastic, an offering of praise to one in power whom the poet 

might depend upon (a variation is the commendatory); the amatory, a never

dying genre bringing with it, in France, classical traditions as well as late 

medieval and Petrarchan undertones; the satirical, with well-known classical 

antecedents (a variation on this genre is Genetiot's good-natured fine 

raillerie); the consolation (consolatio), an offering of condolence and solace in 

response to a death (a variation is the lament); the topical, a comment upon 

some event, usually concerning the body politic; and finally the galant, later 

developed by Voiture, which concerns the pursuit oflove in a lighter vein than 

the amatory. 

Themes in poems of this kind were sometimes related to the medieval 

topoi, topics or commonplaces frequently taken up since antiquity: tempus 

fugit, ubi sunt, carpe diem, etc.45, and were much exploited by Rosset. This 

combination of genres and familiar topoi rendered the production and 

consumption of poetry during the late 16th and early 17th centuries highly 

homogeneous and predictable. 

45 See Ernst Robert Curtius, European Literature and tILe Latin Middle Ages, trans. Willard 
Trask (New York: Bollingen foundation, 1953). 
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When communication takes place between members of the same 

culture, whether written or oral, certain schemata come into play which permit 

understanding and inferencing in the mind of the spectator, reader or listener.46 

Similar to stereotypes, but without the negative connotation, these schemata 

are assumptions that members of a given culture make about each other, 

their immediate world, and the world at large. Such points de repere are 

generally not discussed outright, but are taken for granted. Though they are 

powerful determiners of behavior and thought, they are dissimulated beneath 

the play of appearances; the importance of a schema leaps to the fore only 

when someone is ignorant of it or violates it. Schemata offer abundant raw 

material to the fabricator of simulacra. The schemata at work in the cultural 

milieu which Rosset wrote in and for were of course highly specific - they 

concerned not only the language used to communicate with, in all its various 

aspects, and life as the nobles encountered it in the dawning seventeenth 

century, but even extended to such fine points as expectations regarding 

format and subject matter of poetry. The genres of lyric poetry are permeated 

with these cultural schemata. Corum points out that: 

... genre provides the reader a ready means of orientation. Indeed, 
a genre functions as 'a code of behavior ... between the author and 
his reader,' who may be drawn into the 'proper' mode of 
experiencing the text. In other words, the genre creates a set of 
expectations and, consequently, particular responses in the 
reader. (Corum 161) 

46 See P.L. Carrell & J. C. Eisterhold, "Schema theory and ESL reading pedagogy" (1988) in 
P.L. Carrell, J. Devine, & D. E. Eskey, eds. Interactive Approaches to Second Language 
Reading (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1990). 
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Rosset is careful to avoid straying from the beaten path of his fellow 

writers in this regard. His poetry is therefore typical of that of his time in its 

exploitation of genre. Given his purposes, it could hardly be otherwise. 

Nevertheless, there is some crossing over of tone and mode from one 

genre into another within single poems. Corum asserts that the creative 

impulse confined within such a rigid system often prompted poets to modulate 

between one genre and another, making novel demands on readers and 

producing more memorable works. Corum cites Yury Lotman: "This implies a 

conflict with the reader's expectation, tension, struggle, and in the final 

reckoning, forces the reader to accept an artistic system that is more 

meaningful than his usual one" (172). The implication is, of course, that the 

more faithful a poet was to the inherited genres, the more that poet reiterated 

the same old commonplaces, the less "meaningful" the resultant poetry would 

be. In fact, on surveying Rosset's poetic output, and attempting to classify 

each piece, there is no doubt that he, too, regularly modulated from one genre 

to another. This "slippage" within the poem allowed simultaneous emulation 

and variation of poetic schemata. 

As mentioned above, this examination of Rosset's poetry is restricted to 

the XII Beautez de Phyllis, the collection from 1604, and Rosset's poems 

contained in the 1618 Delices de la Poesie Fraru;oise, of which Rosset was editor. 

Aside from certain satirical pieces47, these two collections represent the corpus 

of Rosset's poetry; in each case, he has been the one to make all the editorial 

choices involved. A detailed tabular inventory of genres in Rosset's two 

47 Frederic Lachevre, Les Recueils coUectifs de poesies libres et satiriques ... (Paris: H. 
Champion, 1914) 343 - 344. 
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volumes will be found in Appendix 1. The most obvious conclusions to be 

drawn from these listings are: 1 - There are fewer hybrid genres in the 1604 

collection; 2 - The vast majority of poems in the 1604 volume are amatory; 3-

The importance of encomiastic verse remains about the same over the 14-

year period; 4 - There are a greater number and wider variety of poems 

incorporating aspects of more than one genre in the 1618 anthology. Given 

these facts, what can be said in explanation? Did the youthful Rosset, imbued 

with Ronsardian elan, naturally tend more toward the amatory? Did Rosset's 

poetic inspiration become somehow more creative in his later years? Did the 

(changed) times demand more sophisticated poetry? Did Rosset regard the 

preponderance of amatory poetry in his earlier volume as outmoded, a youthful 

caprice, or perhaps not suitable for an anthology? Whatever the case, it is 

clear that the two samplings of his poetry are divergent as to genre. 

Rosset's Versification: the Refuge of Form 

Rosset's faithful imitation of his contemporaries encompasses more 

than genre: his use of verse form differs not at all from theirs. Between the two 

collections under consideration here, there are 98 different poems, most of 

them of some length. We can in all likelihood assume that these samplings are 

both ample and representative, since Rosset had free rein in assembling both 

collections.48 

48 Frederic Lachevre's Bibliographie des recueils collectifs de poesies publiees de 1597 a 1700 
vol. 1 (Geneva: Slatkine Reprints, 1967) lists (300·303) all poems by Rosset published in 
the recueils collectifs through 1635, a date long after his death. Of the 48 pieces listed, all 
but two appear in the Delices de La Poosie FraTlfoise of 1618, and one of these is of doubtful 
authorship. In his Supplement to the bibliography, volume 4, Lachevre lists 3 Rosset pieces 
(published in the Quintessence Satyrique of 1622) not contained in either of the collections 
under consideration here (4: 179-180). However, judging from the first lines of these poems, 
and their form, which Lachevre indicates, they would not shed any new light on Rosset as a 
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70 poems are contained in the XII Beautez while there are 45 in the later 

anthology (some reprinted from before). The verse forms most used by Rosset 

are: stances (stanzas usually consisting of four or six lines), the sonnet, the ode, 

and the chanson. There are also isolated examples of the chant triomphal, the 

chant royal, the elegy and the quatrain. This distribution pattern is 

representative of that of the majority of French poets of the period (Lafay 79-

92). The two commonest forms for Rosset and his contemporaries are stances 

and sonnets. Lafay affirms: "11 faut souligner la fortune du sonnet qui se 

poursuit beaucoup mieux qu'on ne l'a reconnujusqu'ici; mais il est vrai que les 

stances Ie rejoignent ou Ie depassent" (79). 

According to Lafay, the term stances was imported from the Italian 

tradition ("stanze") by Desportes, and it is he who is responsible for the form's 

later diffusion and popularity (81-82). Ronsard in the sixteenth century and 

Bertaut, Laugier de Porcheres, Menard and above all Malherbe at the 

beginning of the seventeenth assure the form a permanent place in French 

literary history. While the sonnet is generally regarded as meditative, 

quintessentially lyrical and often associated with love, Rosset's stances are 

used quite differently. Virtually all of Rosset's encomiastic poetry is written in 

stances. The tone is elevated, as would be expected when the poet addresses a 

superior and past or potential patron. 

The sonnet came into the French tradition during the early 16th 

century and, partly due to the prevalence of amorous thematics in Petrarch, 

maintained its reputation as the definitive love poem for a long period. Lafay 

poet: two are poems composed for ballets, while the other is an amatory sonnet, of which, as 
we have seen, there is no dearth in the collections under consideration here. 
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attributes at least some of its success to La PIeiade (80). However, the sonnet 

was appropriated for different poetic functions in the early 17th century, so 

that Rosset's contemporaries in France were writing religious sonnets, 

philosophical sonnets, satirical sonnets, etc. Rosset's use of the sonnet is 

nevertheless almost exclusively amatory. 

The ode, again a verse form which La PIeiade had revived, was used 

more sparingly by Rosset. Arranged in 4 or 6-line strophes, usually in 

alexandrines, it is common among Rosset's peers. Its function is close to that 

of the stances: " ... elle herite de la solennite ronsardienne et se prete mieux que 

les stances, dans les grandes occasions, ala louange" (Lafay 83). 

The chanson is a medieval verse form which survived into the 

Renaissance, but underwent a degree of Italian influence due to the popular 

canzoni which were often mixed amongst sonnets and stances by the 

Petrarchists (Lafay 84). Generally of a light, carefree sometimes cloying tone, 

it is distinguished from the stances, not by the strophes, which are generally 

identical, but by the short, usually octosyllabic lines. Shorter poems such as 

the chanson were not only sometimes recited but often evidently intended to be 

sung to a lute or spinet accompaniment; this fact has definite implications 

regarding the structure and length of the poem, its phraseology, as well as its 

semantic load. 

The elegy, arranged in alexandrine elegiac couplets, and the quatrain (a 

short four-line poem much like an epigram) are also found in these two 

collections, as are two more surviving medieval forms, the Chant Royal and 

the Chant Triomphal. The Chant Triomphal as represented in the XII 

Beautez is an interesting trilingual (Latin, French, Proven~al) piece. It is 
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obviously an early effort, since it sets Proven~al in competition with the other 

two languages, can even be read as a sort of defense et illustration of the 

meridional tongue. Not surprisingly, Christian Anatole concludes that it is not 

original, but rather a paraphrase of a poem by Du Bartas (1987 62-65). 

A complete inventory of verse forms. and their respective frequency in 

the two collections will be found in Appendix 2. A perusal of the tables found 

there indicates that the stances are by far the most frequent verse form used 

by Rosset. His earlier predilection for quatrains in alexandrines gives way by 

1618 to a preference for six-line stanzas in octosyllables or alexandrines. 

What Lafay says about the period as a whole with regard to its use of 

poetic form can also be said of Rosset's poetry: 

Ce qui donne donc a la poesie de cette epoque son visage, ce sont 
en gros les sonnets (genre plus traditionneD et les stances (genre 
plus nouveau), avec les chansons (a destination amoureuse); 
odes, discours, hymnes, elegies sont au second rang, surtout 
riches de leur prestige passe. (92) 

Rosset's use of verse form emerges, therefore, as entirely unremarkable, a 

situation conducive ifnot requisite to mingling and mimicking: appearing so 

convincingly commonplace as to effectively disappear. 

Taming Metaphor 

There is no doubt that the genres underlying lyric poetry and the verse 

forms chosen, as well as imagery and thematics, contribute to the language 

utilized for the creation of any individual poem. But other factors enter the 

picture as well, and here we hark back to the transitional nature of the period 

during which Rosset lived. Among other theorists and historians, Boileau 

himself sensed the developmental nature of poetic language during the 
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sixteenth century. However he certainly considers the later classical 

synthesis - including its self-conscious use of language - to be supreme, a sort 

of culmination. Reproaching Ronsard his knowledge of antique literary works 

and languages, Boileau testily sketches his lengthy career in seven lines, while 

he expends twelve on Malherbe and his doctrine: 

Ronsard, qui Ie [Marot] suivit par une autre methode, 

R.eglant tout, brouilla tout, fit un art a sa mode, 

Et toutefois longtemps eut un heureux destin. 

Mais sa muse, en fran~ois parlant grec et latin, 

Vit dans l'age suivant, par un retour grotesque, 

Tomber de ses grands mots Ie faste pedantesque. 

Ce poete orgueilleux, trebuche de si haut, 

Rendit plus retenus Desportes et Bertaut. 

Enfin Malherbe vint, et, Ie premier en France, 

Fit sentir dans les vers une juste cadence, 

D'un mot mis en sa place enseigna Ie pouvoir, 

Et reduisit la muse aux regles du devoir. 

Par ce sage ecrivain la langue reparee 

N'offrit plus rien de rude a l'oreille epuree. 

Les stances avec grace apprirent a tomber, 

Et Ie vers sur Ie vers n'osa plus enjamber. 

Tout reconnut ses lois; et ce guide fidele 

Aux auteurs de ce temps sert encor de modele. 

Marchez donc sur ses pas; aimez sa purete, 
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Et de son tour heureux imitez la clarte.49 

The conflict, here depicted in miniature, dominates the years encompassing 

Rosset's lifetime, and significantly influences, perhaps determines, Rosset's 

use of language. 

If the primary passage for literary French is from the freedom and 

diversity of earlier 16th century French to the purity and homogeneity of 

seventeenth century classical French, a similar change is, as intimated earlier, 

reflected in the language used in noble circles. Bakhtine sees a gradual 

imposition of boundaries: 

Des Ie XVIe siecle, les regles du langage deviennent beaucoup plus 
severes et les frontieres entre la langue familiere et la langue 
officielle, assez franches. Ce processus slest particulierement 
affirme a la fin du siecle, date oil s'est definitivement instaure Ie 
canon de la decence verbale qui devait regner au XVIIe siecle. 
(318) 

The larger setting for this change in sensitivity and use oflanguage in France 

was of course the pan-European phenomenon of the baroque. Cioranescu 

affirms: "Les frontieres du baroque sont largement europeennes ... "50. Yet 

things were not necessarily taking the same course elsewhere that they were 

in France. Regarding poetic language in England, Spain and Italy, it can be 

said that metaphor was the heart and soul of poetry, to be pursued and 

cultivated; the discovery of likeness between diverse entities was considered a 

mark of strength, a sign of the seer. For a time, extravagance of imagery, and 

its attendant rendering in sonorous verse, represented the height of literary 

49 Nicolas Boileau.Despreaux, "L'M poetique • Chant I," Oeuvres (Paris: Gamier, 1961) 
162·163. 

50 Le Masque et le visage: du baroque espagnol au classicisme franfais (Geneva: Librairie 
Droz, 1983) 10. 
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art. In Italy, Giambattista Marino's lifetime and career are almost perfectly 

contemporaneous with Rosset's. The feeling for language embodied in Marino's 

work is certainly freer than that of Rosset and his contemporaries 

(particularly the school of Malherbe). Concerning Marino's poetry, Donadoni 

seems less than enthused: 

One gets the impression, which after a while becomes 
exasperating, of having to put up with some sort of juggler or 
hi strion , some virtuoso who does not let you glimpse his soul but 
wants to demonstrate his ability and make you raise your 
eyebrows in astonishment. In fact the poetics of the seventeenth 
century is summed up in the verbs 'to astonish' and 'to amaze'.51 

Marino's surprising sojourn in France took place during the last years of 

Rosset's life - he was in France from 1615 to 1623. It is conceivable that the 

vogue of Marinism helped momentarily reinstate the dramatic baroque 

sensibility in France.52 

At the same time, of course, the warring currents of conceptismo and 

culteranismo were making Spain a literary battleground, pitting Quevedo 

against G6ngora and his imitators. Both of these movements, in retrospect, 

seem sprung from one source. While culteranismo includes "Latinisation of 

syntax and vocabulary, constant use of classical allusion, and the creation of a 

distinctive poetic diction as far removed as possible from the language of 

everyday discourse"53, conceptismo evinces a predilection for the conceit (thus 

the name conceptismo), a metaphor that the poet exploits to the utmost, 

51 Eugenio Donadoni, A History of Italian Literature, trans. R. Monges, vol. 1 (New York: 
New York University Press, 1969) 277-278. 

52 See e.g. RoussetInterieur 230·238; Adam 1968 125·127. 

53 R. O. Jones, The Golden Age: Prose and Poetry (London, Ernest Benn Limited, 1971) 142. 
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wringing every bit of ingenious meaning out of it that he can. It is interesting 

to note that culteranismo embodies some of the characteristics that were later 

singled out as negative by the Malherbians in the work of Ronsard, while in 

France the disposition toward conceits seems ever at the sidelines, 

subordinated to the social raison d'etre of poetry, from Ronsard's time through 

the last years of the salon of Madame de Rambouillet. 54 It is certainly 

noteworthy that the greatest poets of these four cultures were preoccupied 

with the very same poetic devices at the same time in history. More telling, of 

course, are their respective decisions as to the relative importance of these 

effects: the esthetic distance from Malherbe in France to G6ngora in Spain is 

considerable. 

While conceptismo, culteranismo, Marinism and euphuism occupied the 

literary avant-garde in the countries adjoining France, a contrary movement 

was at work within the circles of the elite in French poetry. Malherbe had, to 

paraphrase Boileau, finally come to Paris (he was 50) to live at court and 

practice his art. His was in different ways a divisive presence, since partisans 

and continuers of the "old school" of poetry, that of La PIeiade, found 

themselves at odds with the new poetic theories expounded from Malherbe's 

spartan chamber, where he held the frequent meetings of his coterie. We know 

that Rosset was familiar with his work before Malherbe came to Paris, since 

54 Whereas the conceit is considered something of a mvolous figure in French poetic circles, 
the attitude is different in England. There, as consistently manifested in works by Marvell, 
Donne and Shakespeare, among others, the conceit is a figure of power and genius - play on 
words only serves to heighten suspense and semantic resonance, rendering the effect more 
moving and profound. What still surprises four hundred years after the fact is that there 
was so little contact between the intellectual and artistic circles in England and those in 
France. The French looked much more readily to Italy and (at times) Spain for cultural 
inspiration. 
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his Ode a Monsieur'de Malerbe appeared in the XlI Beautez de Phyllis, published 

in 1604. The possibility of their prior acquaintance in Provence is provocative. 

Rosset's legend now places him in Paris, hopefully persistent in his attempts to 

find approval and patronage, at the moment of the reformer's arrival. As 

pointed out earlier, and no doubt to his profound woe, Rosset was not allowed to 

become one of Malherbe's disciples (Fromilhague 389). In fact, no Proven~al 

poets were permitted in Malherbe's inner circle, a curious fact that can only 

give rise to speculation. Thus, Laugier de Porcheres, Deimier, La Roque and 

Rosset were out. Yet repeated overt mention of Malherbe in the poetry, and 

the inclusion of the Ode a M. de Malerbe in the 1618 Delices anthology, 

reconfirm Rosset's continued admiration for the master and his gratitude for 

what he perceived Malherbe to have taught him. 

The progression from La PIeiade to Malherbe is a gradual one, in terms 

of poetic theory and practice, which includes Desportes, Bertaut, and Du 

Perron. According to Adam, however, even before Malherbe's arrival these 

poets had already distanced themselves noticeably from the ways of La 

PIeiade: 

En realite la langue de Desportes, comme celle de Bertaut, est 
une langue moderne tres differente de celle que la PIeiade avait 
pratiquee avant 1560, tres differente de celle que des provinciaux 
attardes prolongerent jusqu'apres la reforme malherbienne. 
(1948 16) 

Even without Malherbe's contribution, the trend would have been "dans Ie sens 

d'une purete, d'une simplicite, d'une abstraction toujoW's plus grandes" (Adam, 

1948). And again it is significant that Rosset begins his 1618 anthology with 

Du Perron, Desportes and Bertaut. This movement from the dreamy, 

visionary quality of La PIeiade's vast wordstore to the restrained "raisonnable" 
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idiom of Malherbe is a reflection of what was happening on a larger scale. In 

the words of Foucault: "Le langage se retire du milieu des etres pour entrer 

dans son age de transparence et de neutralite" (1966 70). 

What, in fact, did Malherbe's doctrine involve? According to Rousset 

(1953 196-203), his principles, as extracted from his most typical poetry, give 

rise to the following characteristics: increased use of abstraction, a 

monochrome palette, little or no ambiguity in expression (e.g. avoidance of 

puns!), few witticisms, a paucity of anecdotes or incidents developing 

in/through time, use of rectilinear progression, uniformity of tone and point of 

view, static images (versus the obsession with dynamics typical of the 

baroque), and a pronounced sense of decorum. Metaphor was restrained: no 

longer was a poetic image to be elaborated through one strophe and into the 

next, let alone occupy the whole poem. On the contrary, only one image or 

metaphor was allowable per strophe (Rousset 1953 59). Regarding 

versification, a number of rules were instituted: enjambement was forbidden; 

as a consequence, individual stanzas came to form self-contained blocks; 

alliteration, apocope, hiatus and certain types of rhymes were proscribed as 

well; the caesura was carefully observed and metrical cadences were to 

coincide with closure of the grammatical phrase or sentence. 55 Rosset's 

simulation and emulation of Malherbe's school (and the simultaneous 

dissimulation of his former self) extends to many areas - as we examine 

individual poems, details will help define the contours of his transmutation. 

55 Maurice Allem, ed., introduction, Antltologie poetique franfaise: XVIle Siecle I (Paris: 
Garnier, 1965) 10. 
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The new esthetic is indeed a far cry from the extremes of Gongorismo or 

Marinism, farther still given their contemporaneity. Probably the most crucial 

readjustment of all was the revised (French) attitude toward metaphor. 

Concerning Malherbe's use of metaphor, Rousset concludes: " ... il y a la une 

maniE~re d'attenuer la metaphore sans la faire disparaitre, de la rendre pour 

ainsi dire inoffensive" (Rousset 1968 59). With the thundering diction and 

scintillating imagery of La PIeiade and d'Aubigne as a foil, Malherbe and his 

followers purposefully and purposely create their own revisionist esthetic. 

Metaphor is secondary, parcelled out in doses: " ... il importe qu'elle demeure 

subordonnee, qu'elle ne deborde pas d'une strophe sur l'autre" (Rousset 59). 

This new esthetic effectively dissimulated all former poetic 

extravagances - the dynamic and vibrant inspiration of La PIeiade as well as 

the thrilling verbal pyrotechnics of the high baroque are obscured by what is 

self-consciously intended as a static, impassive poetic construct. Though we 

are incapable of placing Rosset's individual pieces in a chronology arranged by 

year, the two cross sections we possess betray this change. If Rosset's early 

work is well-represented by the XII Beautez and if the poems collected in the 

Delices in 1618 and not reprinted from the XII Beautez are typical of his later 

work, it can be stated unequivocally that Rosset's poetic career mirrors the 

general evolution of the poetic language of his period. 

Baroque Constants 

Rosset shares with almost all poets of his time, even the Malherbians, a 

set of baroque preoccupations manifested as tropes or motifs in his work. 
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Among baroque poets in general, Odette de Mourgues discovers a common 

stock of metaphors: 

After reading a certain number of poems, the reader becomes 
obsessed by recurrent metaphors which are the same whatever 
the subjects of the poems: lilies and roses, blood-drops like rubies, 
tears like pearls, wine and milk, flames, and fountains, silver and 
gold. (80) 

While the metaphors habitually used by Rosset are not so extravagant as 

these, the impulse to repeat is the same. If the baroque poets and their 

successors generally were spontaneous imitators, Rosset was even more 

inclined to ensure that his poetic works "fit in" by adopting and recapitulating 

characteristics he perceived as dominant and prominent in his surroundings. 

The ensuing dialectic - that set up between intake and output - involved of 

necessity a continual play of (dis)simulation. 

Unmistakable evidence of Rosset's emulation of baroque imagery is 

present in the following groupings of figures: 

1 - Images of Light: These include the sun, torches, fires, coals, 

lightning, etc.; or conversely, evocation of darkness in contrast to light: night, 

shadow, ashes, eclipses, etc. The ambivalence, even contradiction, inherent in 

these images is not lost on the baroque mind. Fire is both a source of 

sustenance and a potential agent of destruction. 56 The baroque affinity for the 

changeable and the brilliant, as well as the obvious archetypal symbolic 

associations relating to light, explain the frequency of such images in Rosset's 

and other poets' work of the time. 

56 Light and light sources also come to be of primary importance for baroque painters 
during the same time period. Georges de la Tour, Caravaggio, Ribera are artists for whom 
chiaroscuro and lighting effects are primordial. The art of mise en scene during the period 
exploited this predilection, as did many composers of the time, who created effects of 
brilliance or obscurity in music. 
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Images of light are used to personify the virtuous character traits of 

individuals: "allume de la Gloire" "sa vertu luisante." The sun is sometimes 

invoked as a witness to events, thus elaborating the baroque metaphor eye = 
light source: "Le Soleil, ce grand luminaire ... / Selon que sa course ordinaire / 

Passe par ses douze maisons, Ne vid iamais tant de vaillance ... " (Delices 

1059). The beloved's reciprocation of affection, her beauty, her gloire, etc. are 

often conveyed through light images: " ... quel Flambeau peut mes yeux 

eclairer ... Si son oeil ne m'eclaire?" (Delices 1073). By conjugating the theme of 

inconstancy with the image of brilliant light, Rosset sometimes obtains a more 

powerful effect: "Mes plaisirs ont passe de mesme qu'un eclair, / A qui viure et 

mourir, luire & s'esteindre en l'air / Est une mesme chose" (Delices 1074). 

2 - Images of Inconstancy: Tromperie lies implicit in these figures 

evoking movement: weathervanes, wind, smoke, the moon, water, waves, etc., 

are particularly characteristic of the early baroque, though they continue to be 

found later in the century. The universe is viewed as replete with tromperie -

what appears one way at one time inevitably mutates, dissolving even into 

non-existence subsequently. 

Baroque writers often go further and personalize the passing nature of 

all worldly things - humanity is then both victim and perpetrator, perpetuating 

the cycle by inconsistent behavior. Particularly in the arena of love, where 

lovers' inconstancy becomes a conventional motif, the beloved almost 

naturally becomes suspect. 57 Infidelity in the galant context is a special case 

of tromperie and will be examined in more detail at the end of this chapter. 

57 In this regard, it should be pointed out that the social milieu which gave rise to this 
poetry, the salons and courts of the period, were composed of nobles who naturally had few 
obligations placed on their time. Like the characters of d'Urfe's Astree, these aristocrats 
were able to cultivate and concentrate on gallantry; in such a hot-house of amorous suits 
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Aside from amorous variations, images used to depict the transitory 

quality of all things of this world are varied and frequent. As in the Histoires 

Tragiques, Rosset often invokes le Ciel at the same time as'he delineates the 

passing nature of lire here-below: "0 Rigoureuse Loy du Ciel, & du Destin, / Qui 

fais de nostre soir, & de nostre matin / Presque une mesme chose ... " (Delices 

1041). Or elsewhere, in another consolatory poem: "Que l'espoir des Humains 

est bien-tost en fumee! / C'est une impression dedans l'air allumee, / C'est un 

uerre casse ... " (Delices 1050). The juxtaposition of earthly affairs to a 

transcendent providence - evident in both these examples - substantiates 

Rosset's ingrained tendency to conceive of situations dualistically and 

antithetically. 

3 - Images of Travel: An important subset of images emanating from 

the paradigm of inconstancy and movement is that of travel: ships, tides, 

ports, maps, roaming, etc.: "0 Troupe vagabonde / Plus que Ie flot de l'onde / 

Qui roule incessamment ... " (Delices 1094). In one poem reminiscent of true 

metaphysical poetry, Rosset abruptly produces a conceit worthy of Donne, 

ushering in a set of metaphors related to sea travel: 

Vous esprits courageux, appris a bien aymer ... 

Que mes desirs hautains vous seruent de phanal, 

Mes pensers de timon, mon but de gouuemal, 

and pursuits, fidelity would have been one of the rarest of virtues, thus the turning to its 
opposite. Hylas, the personification of infidelity and changeability in Astree, demonstrates 
an unconventional (in terms of courtly love), almost subversive, but in some ways realistic 
approach to loving. Dulong invokes certain maxims of the conventional wisdom of the time: 
" .. .languir longuement dans Ie sein d'une meme dame, c'est en vouloir tirer l'amertume apres 
en avoir eu toute la douceur; que d'aimer en divers lieux, c'est etre amant avise et 
prevoyant" - Claude Dulong, L 'Amour au XVIIe siecle (Paris: Hachette, 1969) 46. The courts 
of Henri IV, Louis XIII and Louis XIV all had this feature in common (cf. La Princesse de 
Cleves). 
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Mon courage d'estoille, & ma foy de modelle. (Delices 1126) 

4 - Floral Images: Already imbued with symbolic meaning as the 

Renaissance took hold, this group of flora includes the rose, the lily, myrtle, 

laurel, the palm leaf, etc. This stately application of symbolism recalls the 

floral motifs found in statuary and monumental architecture (including 

tombs). 58 

5 - Exotic or Legendary Animals: Bequeathed by Antiquity or the 

Middle Ages, most of these creatures - the salamander, the Phoenix, the 

pyralide, the basilisk, the chimera, the swan - embody paradox: their very 

incarnation involves in almost every case the oxymoronic.59 Found throughout 

Rosset's poetry as well as his prose works, they also exemplify tromperie. The 

Phoenix, for example, is a superb baroque image, since in it two natures, even 

two beings, converge: the deceptive image of the dying Phoenix contains (and 

thus dissimulates) the Phoenix newly reborn. As in the motif of inverse 

relationship discussed below, such images are particularly powerful, for unlike 

mere antitheses and oxymorons, which seem after all two-dimensional, the 

dynamics at work in the poem set this type of image off in relief, almost as if it 

were three-dimensional: that is, the image comprises both the dying Phoenix 

58 The {leur du souci, a sWlflower which closes up when the Sull goes down, is particularly 
common in Rosset's poetry and is a quintessentially baroque image, since it embraces two 
states (opening and closing), responds to the sun, objectifies potential movement, and, when 
closed, can become a metaphor for a mounUullover. 

59 The pyralide was believed to live and even flourish in fIre, the element which quickly 
destroys other living things; likewise the salamander was thought to live in fire; the snake
like basilisk kills merely by looking at a mortal; the chimera is composed of disparate 
animal parts; the swan sings (thus attaining true beauty) only when it dies. Remnants of 
the medieval bestiaries, the magical attributes of these beasts had no doubt lost credibility 
by the late Renaissance, though the evocative power of their images was still exploited by 
baroque writers. 
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and the reborn Phoenix, but (aside from being a possible metaphor of Christian 

existence) transcends both these poles in its implication of immortality. 

Tout ce qu'on a chante de I'Oiseau sans pareil, 

Qui se brusle luy-mesme aux rayons du Soleil, 

Afin que par sa mort il reprene la vie, 

Ce n'estoit qu'vn Pourtraict, mon Amour figurant: 

Car ie suis Ie Phoenix, qui reuis en mourant, 

Aussi-tost que ses yeux ont mon Ame rauie. 

(Delices 1106) 

6 - Allusions to Greek and Roman Mythology and Culture: 

Rosset's classicist dialectic - ever occupied with linking his subjects to 

prototypes in antiquity - is but another manifestation of his fundamental 

conceptual dualism. His frequent allusions to Greek and Roman mythology, 

culture, and historical figures constitute another type of metaphor, often 

multivalent. 6o Rosset uses these allusions to communicate to his 

(aristocratic) readers and other contemporary literati that their culture 

partakes of the culture of antiquity, that the continuum indeed bridges the gap 

60 As will become evident, many of the metaphors and images Rosset uses in his poetry (as 
well as many of his thought patterns) recur in his prose. Kibedi Varga discerns a continuum 
linking poetry and prose during the classical period: 

Pour Ia conscience classique, aucune difference essentielle ne separait Ia poesie et 
Ia litterature. La poesie etait tout simplement un discours plus travaille et plus 
orne que l'histoire ou l'eloquence; elle se distinguait de ces genres en prose par un 
emploi plus frequent et,comme on disait Ii l'epoque, plus "hardi" des images et des 
metaphores, et par Ia versification. Somme toute, Ia poesie fut done ce qui se 
surajoute Ii Ia prose, une "difficulte" technique suppIementaire pour l'artiste. 

- Rhetorique et litterature (Paris: Didier, 1970) 8-9. 
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between their period and that of the ancients.61 These overt "classical" 

allusions should be regarded in light of the later Querelle des Anciens et Modernes 

- instead of updating an ancient work by expurgating the "barbarous" traces 

[as Homer's Iliad was at one point rewritten in the late 17th century], Rosset 

backdates his own work to dignify it. As Bernadette B. Caravaggi points out, 

the constant recourse to such allusions is intlinsic to the baroque style: " ... il 

s'agit presque toujours de trouver aux epreuves, aux sentiments, aux choix de 

l'homme, des equivalents divins ou heroYques qui en magnifient la valeur"62. An 

esthetic impulse is at work as well: the mention of these classical personalities, 

places or events conjures up in the mind harmonious and striking images. The 

unity which existed between the natural world and the human mind, like a whiff 

of utopia, is evoked by these images; and by "footnoting" his poetry or prose in 

such a way, Rosset, like the great majority of his contemporaries (excluding 

perhaps certain religious writers) augments his credibility, certainly in the eyes 

of his readers, who had come to accept and expect such allusions in all art 

works, whether visual (painting and sculpture teem with classical subjects, 

both mythological and historica!), musical or literary, as well as in the all

important eyes of his potential patrons and fellow writers. Antiquity offered an 

ever available avenue of potential imitation and simulation. As Thierry 

Maulnier says, " .. .Ie paganisme classique offre seul aux poetes fran~ais non 

61 That Renaissance imitation was often a means of linking present with past, of 'creating 
etiological constructs, Wlblocking - within the fiction of the work - blockages in transmission' 
is argued by Thomas Greene in The Light in Troy (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982) 
19. The richest such imitation 'makes possible an emergent sense of identity, personal and 
cultural, by demonstrating the viability of diachronic itineraries'" - Wendell V. Harris, 
"Allusion," Dictionary of Concepts in Literary Criticism and Theory (Westport, Connecticut: 
Greenwood Press, 1992) 13. 

62 Introduction, La Belle Egyptienne, by Alexandre Hardy (Paris: Schena-Nizet, 1983) 14. 
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seulement la securite d'une tras ancienne consecration litteraire, mais encore 

sa dignite de religion morte"63. 

Speaking the language of classical allusion, a code that continues to be 

used well into the twentieth century (cf. Proust's use of mythological images), 

Rosset demonstrates his fluency in an important lingua franca of his time. 

Proving that he can embellish a thought or round out an image with such an 

allusion affirms his high-born station and classical education. At the same 

time, he seizes the ephemeral and fixes it in a sort of permanence, enshrining 

his subject in a work possessed of lasting appeal and closing the seams that 

link it with that which mattered to the ancients. A play between figure 

(Rosset's subject) and ground (Antiquity) validates the present by juxtaposing 

it against the exalted past. This ability to look at contemporary life and see 

classical phenomena, a sort of double vision, came to be second nature to 

intellectuals and writers, particularly in the Latinate cultures. 

The term "influence" hardly suffices to describe this systematic 

recasting of events and characters in terms of classical antiquity. We again 

broach duality: the antique becomes a metaphor for today - through cultural 

interhistoricity, all of classical culture comes to be regarded as a vast hypotext 

upon which the modem era is a hypertext. Rosset's use of such allusions is still 

quite unconstrained - his period slightly preceded that in which references to 

antiquity were codified and reduced in number, a fate reminiscent of that which 

befell other metaphors and topoi. 

7 - Classicized Names - Related to the classical allusions discussed 

above are the classicized names of characters in most literature of the period, 

63 Cited in Mourgues, 174. 
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examples of a custom which began during the Renaissance and continued 

through the classical period and into the Enlightenment. Marivaux and 

Voltaire still partake of this tradition which only ended when the bow'geois and 

the real-life began to contribute subjects which were taken up and treated in 

and for themselves. By giving characters "classical" names - they may be 

fictitious, but with a Greek or Latin ring to them, or they may be actual names 

existing in antiquity, but rarely or never conferred in the very Christian and 

French aristocracy of the period - the writer institutes the aesthetic remove 

required in sublime art while rendering the character somehow ideal, ideal in 

the sense that the trivial and the redundant cannot interfere with the 

character's incarnation.64 Just as Rosset's poetry removes the reader from 

the baseness of life and places him/her in the realm of the abstract or the ideal, 

so do these names, redolent of antiquity, confer upon the character a distinct, 

precisely "classical" air. What these characters say, what they do, is 

definitive and has nothing to do with the arbitrary and irritating intrusions of 

real life. Having a classical name helps - or the contemporaries may have 

thought that it helped - guide the reader into the domain of la morale. Thus, 

both in Rosset's poetry and prose, a dualistic reflex similar to that delineated 

above for classical and mythological allusions is at work, an interplay between 

the real and the ideal which both enlarges and distances the fictional character. 

64 One immediately thinks of the names the precieuses devised for themselves, drawn from 
the real, but transformed into the ideal: Arthenice, in place of Catherine, for example. And it 
is not difficult to detect an element of the baroque affinity for illusion or disguise asserting 
itself here as well, an inclination for the mask. Perhaps this mask is after all more real 
than the "real" in that it imitates nature more truthfully (in the absolute sense) than mere 
copying of day-to-day "reality" onto the stage or the page can do. Astree and Celadon are 
somehow more representative of a presumed essence of human life than the average person. 
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The actual identities of numerous contemporaries - patrons, mentors, fellow 

writers - are frequently dissimulated behind such idealized names. 

What are the connotations of these names, their ramifications and 

associations in the mind? How do the names enrich with meaning the actions 

and fate of the characters? What did the name Phyllis, for example, 

communicate to Rosset's readers? Were they aware of its derivation, its 

relationship to the Greek word for foliage, interpretable as an oblique reference 

to the pastoral world? Further, were they aware of the possible subconcious 

confusion with the word felix or felicite? Did they know that Ronsard (and 

others) had used this same name Phyllis, so that by echoing it, Rosset was 

appending his work in some sense to that of Ronsard and other Renaissance 

writers who used it? A reader well-grounded in the classical could no doubt 

appreciate the poem more fully due to the associations conjured up by such 

names. 

Thus Rosset, comparing some gesture on the part of his contemporary 

Phyllis to a similar act by a goddess of antiquity, does more than merely 

enhance the beauty of his poem. He gives one more proof of the fact that he 

deserves acclaim, both now (ca. 1600) and into the future. This type of 

validation presages a crucial issue, later much debated during the Querelle des 

Anciens et des Modernes: is that which matters in literature essentially different 

from or essentially the same as that which was of value in antiquity? 

Certainly the response of the French classical period is that the value system 

is the same; in fact the more a writer could demonstrate that his (or her)65 

65 It is to be noted that none of the poets referred to in this chapter or mentioned in the 
historical and critical studies of this period in French poetry are women. The male pronollll
in referring to poets of Rasset's generation - will therefore be used. A further rationale is 
that both courtly love and Petrarchan convention for amatory verse required that poems be 
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procedures and products worked out to be of a kind with those of antiquity, the 

more that writer had succeeded in creating a bona fide work of literary art. 

Rosset's mirroring and mimicry of current poetic practice came 

naturally, one might say, in the case of certain of these names, which belonged 

to a collective "pool". Multiple writers refer to a particular character, whether 

fictitious or real (beneath the pseudonym that only the initiated can see 

through), using conventional names. As Howarth points out: 

... even the names of Alcandre ('strong man') and Oranthe 
('possessing the flower of beauty') were not of the poet's own 
invention: other poets had called Henri IV Alcandre, and a 
collection of anecdotes about the King's private life, published in 
1657, bore the title Les Amours du grand Alcandre.66 

Here is a further indication that Rosset tapped into the elite common culture 

of this inward-looking court society - by writing a poem about "Tircis" or 

referring to Henri IV as "Alcandre", by naming a heartless and unresponsive 

lady "Cloris", as other frustrated poets had named their cold ladyloves, the 

writer demonstrated his proficiency in accepted literary and linguistic 

conventions and proved that he "belonged" to the group. Again the 

simulacrum: by employing such references, Rosset - ever the chameleon -

signals that he is on a par with his contemporaries, enables his work to blend 

in with theirs. 

addressed by men to women. There are, however, women poets writing in the generations 
which preceded and followed Rosset's. 

66 W. D. Howarth, Life and Letters in France: I. The 17th Century (New York: Scribners, 
1965) 7. 
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Verbal Mannerism: Hyperbole's Prodigious Claims 

Exaggeration of different sorts has been identified as an unmistakable 

defining trait of the baroque. Though Rosset uses hyperbole less than some 

baroque poets, it is widespread in his early works. But the poetic counter

current personified by Malherbe, in which Rosset was later caught up, logically 

frowned on hyperbole as it did on metaphor. These excerpts from a set of 

stances published in the Delices give an idea of Rosset's use of hyperbole. 

Hyperbolic phrases are here italicized. 

STANCES 

(1) Mes yeux disposez-vous d'estre en aveuglement: 

Vous ne verrez plus rien, puisqu'un eloignement 

Me priue de Madame, 

Prepare-toy, mon coeur, Ii souffrir le trespas: 

Car il vaut mieux mourir que viure, & ne voir pas 

Le SoieH de son Arne ... 

(6) Mais las, ceste BeauM d'oll, procede monjour, 

Pour rendre mon tourment egal it mon Amour, 

Destouma mon courage: 

Pour suiure mon dessein qu'elle s~eut empescher 

Il me {alloit auoir d'vn Tygre, ou d'vn rocher 

La nature sauuage. 

(7) En fin en ceste absence il me {aut pre parer 



Aux tourmens qu 'aux Esprits fait la bas endurer 

Le luge inexorable: 

Car si ne voir point Dieu c 'est l'enfer proprement, 

Loin de rna de'ite i'auray pour element 
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Vn enfer miserable. (Delices 1100, 1101) 

The sentence structure obliges the reader to cope somehow with this 

unrelenting barrage of exaggeration, which is part and parcel of the style, 

setting the "events" of the poem into high relief. Unlike the metaphorical 

process, which basically sets two images or ideas in apposition, Rosset's 

hyperbole systematically defo,rms thoughts and images. Analogous to 

mannerism in painting, where a similar distortion befalls the physical features 

of the subjects (arms, hands, noses, eyes), portions of the poetic sentence 

undergo semantic distortion, looming almost surrealistically in the mind. As in 

the above examples, roughly half the text is affected: scrutinizing the 

sentences grammatically, hyperbole usually occurs in main clauses or objects 

(grammatical complements). The resulting pattern alternates literal and 

hyperbolic clauses and phrases, as if cutting the hyperbole into manageable 

chunks. Hyperbole is deftly embedded, as in a mosaic. This contrast is 

necessary, for if the whole sentence and therefore poem were hyperbole, its 

effect would be nil. Rosset paces his use of hyperbole to allow the mind to 

assimilate the consequences of each figure. As Hallyn has suggested for the 

baroque in general67, tromperie here returns as a motif in the sense that the 

poetic speaker feigns to believe his hyperbole in order to drive his discourse 

onward. Consequently, the verse becomes tremendously stylized - it is easy to 

67 Femand Hallyn, Formes metaphoriques dans la poesie lyrique de l'age baroque en France 
(Geneva: Droz, 1975) 195. 
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see why the vogue for such expression quickly passed. In fact, in only a matter 

of years, this overblown style fell from favor and was replaced by the subtler 

though admittedly less powerful imagery of the precieux. If the baroque is "a 

distortion of the universe through sensibility", as Mourgues maintains (76), 

then Rosset's use of distortion can be most readily seen in his hyperbolic 

treatment of emotion. What seems to simultaneously militate against his use 

of hyperbole, however, is the repertoire of hackneyed, repetitive figures and 

images which insinuate themselves into his poetry more and more as 1619 

approaches. In an attempt to render his verse more assimilable to his chosen 

milieu, Rosset calls into playa finite number of tropes (mostly similes, 

metaphors, oxymorons and hyperbolic figures), which "lull by their 

unconvincing and mechanical reiteration" (Mourgues 82). 

Most of these figures, when utilized in a poem (and it is well to remember 

that poetry of the time was usually recited, that is to say, performed, as well as 

read silently), were intended to call forth a predictable response, consonant 

with the schemata of the reader or audience. At opposite poles from our post

Romantic conception of poetry and its function, the use of such images, like the 

medieval application of topoi in poetry, often conveyed through formulaic 

phrases, amounted to a sort of mondain litany. The combination of this 

standardized approach to figures and metaphors and the drastic restriction of 

vocabulary, to be discussed below, makes Rosset's poetry more and more like 

that of Malherbe and his followers as time passes. 
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Prefiguring Preciosite 

Epithets and periphrasis are commoner than the conventional 

metaphors, though they tend to become less colorful in Rosset's maturity. 

These figures are sometimes deemed to be a sign of classicism or pre

classicism - their frequent use by Corneille and Racine is well-known. In the 

five-page introductory poem of Les XII Beautez de Phyllis, "L'Avthevr sur les 

Dovze Beavtez de sa Phyllis," there are no fewer than 44 epithets, referring to 

persons or to the "twelve beauties," that is, Phyllis' physical attributes, e.g. her 

hair, eyes, mouth, cheeks, etc. The number and nature of these epithets would 

not immediately lead one to call the work classical, however; on the contrary 

they are more typical of the baroque - some examples: Phyllis = Ie lustre de cest 

age; la beaute qui n 'a point de semblable~' Phyllis' eyes = les arsenaux des fleches~' 

Phyllis' nose = l'autel de I 'Amour; Phyllis' lips = deux coraux; Phyllis' hands = ces 

deux braves guerrieres; ces ministres d'amour; ces belles meurtrieres. 

These metaphoric expressions are very close to the famous periphrases 

of the precieuses a few decades later - clearly, they partake of the same cultural 

impetus. 68 It is logical that the more epithets and periphrases a poem 

contains, the more elaborate and visually evocative it is, the more it mimics 

the baroque, or at least the precieux. A poem of comparable length included in 

the 1618 collection, and not to be found in the XII Beautez - thus probably 

written later in Rosset's career - the Stances. Sur vne Absence., contains but 4 

epithets. Another (about a third longer than the introductory poem from the 

Phyllis volume) from the same period, the "Ode a Monsievr de Silery 

68 Such conventions even led to literary guessing games, called enigmes, which became a 
poetic genre for the precieux / ses. 
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Chancelier de France," has no more than 17. Many of these epithets are 

formulaic: "Cheres delices de la France," "noble tige de ta race," "la Fleur-de-lis," 

"les belles plaines d 'Idumee," ''grand ornement de nostre dge," "les delices du 

genre humain," are expressions which recur in Rosset's later poetry. Certain of 

them are repeated in his prose works. These ritualized epithets and metaphors 

foreshadow the precieux approach to poetic language. As the century 

progresses, only certain metaphors remain acceptable, and these, by dint of 

repetition, lose their ability to provoke wonder. Indeed, Odette de Mourgues 

finds that this revisionist approach helps kill metaphor: "As precieux poetry 

does not create new metaphors and kills those it borrows from others, the 

normal evolution will be towards the abstract..." (139). 

Rosset's poetry evinces as well certain recurring motifs which involve 

more cognitive resonance than metaphor, hyperbole and periphrasis - they 

bespeak conceptual patterns, and ultimately partake of the sensibility and 

esthetic toward which Rosset aspired. These include figures which exhibit an 

inverse relationship between dual components and Rosset's recurrent 

juxtaposition of human affairs to an inscrutable fate, le Ciel. 

Duelling Dualities: Figures of Inverse Relation 

Sensitivity toward a continuum in which two factors, usually opposites, 

vary inversely, so that the one increases while the other decreases, is found 

elsewhere in seventeenth-century thought. Pascal's writings contain frequent 

references to such continuums, the best-known perhaps being the misere et 

grandeur de 1 'homme paradox: to the degree that man turns away from God, he 

is miserable, and his misery increases the more he distances himself. 
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Nevertheless a spark of the divine abides within him, even dUling the depths of 

his debauchery, for as he comes to accept God and Christ's redeeming power, 

he progressively regains more and more of the in-born grandeur that was to be 

his. Humankind cannot rid itself of either component of the antithesis, yet is 

capable of transcendent redemption through Christ. The perception of inverse 

relations - akin to the vases communicants· is a baroque notion par excellence. 

First, it incorporates opposites, secondly it emphasizes the dynamic nature of 

their relationship. 

In Rosset this sensitivity to the inverse relationship between opposites 

appears frequently. Here is a relatively straightforward example: "Dafnis ... / 

Ne cesse de verser un torrent de ses yeux, / Et d'accuser sans fin l'Injustice des 

Dieux ,! Qui font gaing de sa perte." (Delices 1044). Whatever Dafnis (the 

grieving husband) has lost has at once become the gods' gain, thus bringing 

about inverse effects in heaven and on earth. 

Here is another example from an early sonnet reprinted in 1618: "Cloris, 

dont les appas d'apparence si dous / Font voir par les effects l'evenement 

contraire,! Lors que l'Amour me veut faire cognoistre a vous,! L'honneur me Ie 

deffend, comme trop temeraire." (Delices 1107). This contradiction 

incorporates a dynamic process, further elaborated in the remainder of the 

sonnet. As one quality develops in one direction, another grows in a different 

direction; in this case the opposites involved (honor and love) are traits only set 

in opposition by the circumstances detailed in the poem. 

Opposing the two terms of an antithesis sets up a tension likely to result 

in the stasis of deadlock. This impasse may be overcome through a 

transcendent resolution which palpably alters or even obviates the basic (dual) 
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equation, introducing a third, distinct quality. Eg. Joy of love vs. Agony of 

love B~ Redemption through composing immortal verse. Numerous 

examples of this conceptual pattern are present in both Rasset's poetry and 

prose. 

A Dissimulated Divinity: Le Ciel 

While Rasset rarely mentions Christ or the Christian God in his poetry, 

he frequently refers to le Ciel, sometimes les Cieux. His concept is a worldly 

one, allowing references to religiosity surreptitious entry into the neo-pagan 

corpus of his writings. Undoubtedly a reminiscence of the Stoic philosophy as 

it was known by the libertins and other mondains, resembling the philosophy 

underlying much of Seneca as well, le Ciel is little more than a poetic term for 

fate, an inscrutable, implacable force which determines the course and length 

of our lives. 

Though Rasset sometimes indicates the possibility of an afterlife, 

mentioning les Dieux and their contest with mortals, he makes no overt 

reference to any of the Christian sacraments or articles offaith. Unlike many 

other baroque writers of the time, particularly in Spain (Santa Teresa and 

Fray Luis de Le6n, for example), but also in France (La Ceppede, Du Bartas, 

Saint Fran~ois de Sales, d'Aubigne), Rasset the poet generally avoids overt 

references to Christianity. The bienseances of the time, quite strict in regard to 

stylistic consistency, dictated that classical inspiration did not mix well with 

forthright Christian piety. Mourgues writes of " ... the divorce between 

literature and religion which was to be the main feature not only of French 

classical poetry but of French literature during three centuries" (174). The 
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poet does not express any of the intricacies of human perplexity in face of 

fate's blows, but instead returns - as to the consoling formulae used when 

reciting the rosary - to commonplaces that fit both Christian and mondain 

concepts. 

Moralism is anti-metaphysical. It resolves the conflict between 
humanism and religion ... by separating religious creed from 
rationalistic truth and works out a peaceful coexistence of both. 
The result, as far as poetry is concerned, is that the poet will no 
longer express metaphysical difficulties in his verse. 

(Mourgues 153) 

We find here then, in Rasset, another form of dissimulation - Christian 

emotions and doctrines emerge disguised as pseudo-pagan, mondain. The 

fatalism suggestive of the ancient philosophers merges with the fatalism of a 

strain of Christianity (affecting both Catholicism and Protestantism), evident 

particularly whenever the themes of death or love are treated. In the Vers 

funebres sur Ia mort de feu Madame de Sainct-Luc Rosset cries out in 

lamentation: "0 Rigoureuse Loy du ciel, & du Destin, ... Que l'Estat des 

Humains est plein de changement!" (Delices 1041); and later he 

anthropomorphizes unabashedly: "Ie pense que Ie Ciel enuieux, & ialous / De la 

belle clane qui luisoit parmy nous / A treuue l'industrie / De l'oster a nos yeux 

pour luy-mesme l'auoir ... " (JJelices 1042). 

In the next poem in the anthology, Regrets sur la mort de feu Monseigneur 

Ie Comte de Laval, further attributes of this sometimes blind, sometimes 

envious divinity emerge: 

... De mes gemissemens ie fends la terre, & l'air, 

Et les Cieux i'importune: 

Mais las! i'ay beau frapper de mes plaintes les Cieux, 
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Puisque les Dieux n'ont point ny d'oreilles, ny d'yeux 

Pour ma triste infortune. (JJelices 1045) 

Impassive and unconcerned, the Gods in Heaven will not hear the poet's 

laments. Later in the poem, this neutral stance turns sinister. The 

circumstances of the Count's death are revealed: he was evidently killed in a 

battle with Muslims. Le Ciel, no longer merely unresponsive, has become an 

accomplice, a contributor to his death: "Ie ne puis ... Que pleurer, que crier, ... 

Et dire que Ie Ciel est complice inhumain / De la plus infidelle & plus barbare 

main / Du sceptre de la Lune." As in the religion of the Greeks and Romans, 

the gods may descend to earth and interfere with human destiny at will; but 

humans vainly ascend Olympus to initiate an exchange. Other instances 

where le Ciel is invoked reinforce the several traits we have mentioned: 

bestowing personal qualities both positive and negative upon mortals, deciding 

the course and length of a person's life, and ignoring human outcries at death 

and injustice. This inexorable divinity reappears elsewhere in Rosset's prose 

works, particularly the Histoires Tragiques, and will be discussed further in the 

next chapter. 

The presence of this forbidding divinity, universal yet inscrutable, is 

coeval in Rosset's poetic language with a trend toward formulaic, abstract 

expression. 

Intoning the Inconcrete: Lexical Restriction and Formulae 

The vocabulary that Rosset uses to compose his works becomes ever 

more restricted and rarefied over time; especially in the official poetry, the 

encomiastic pieces and the more formal odes, words with little power to allude 
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to anything graphic are evidently chosen for that very reason. At the same 

time, the number of exploitable words is drastically reduced. As will be seen, 

this too is evidence of Rosset's simulation of an esthetic fast coming to 

frutition, and, as indicated earlier, the social setting behind the creation of this 

poetry is no doubt involved: poems were performed. As a result, their existence 

ceased to be an atemporal graphic one (the printed poem on the page) but 

changed into an aural one whose temporal nature became primary. 

Challenging figures, like those of the "metaphysical" poets, for instance, would 

only serve to muddle the process of comprehension and appreciation and might 

offend as well, given the mounting opposition to suggestive metaphor. Kristen 

Neuschel's study of sixteenth century French aristocratic culture and its use of 

language, Word of Honor, discusses the oralityf39 still inherent in much writing: 

Nobles were accustomed to face-to-face communication, and the 
language with which they perceived and expressed knowledge 
about their world was still largely an oral one. Its oral quality is 
revealed, in part, by some of the characteristics of language use 
within the written sources that have survived to us.70 

69 It is easy to overlook the interactive oral/aural nature of Rosset's works, the poetry as 
well as the Histoires tragiques and the Amants volages. It is possible that the text and its 
oral inspiration/revivification manifest another duality with multiple ramifications within 
the narrational context. Rosset supplies certain rhetorical flourishes that are only fully 
comprehensible in a story-telling context. The heterogeneous nature of this narration can 
cause stops and starts, double-takes, and misinterpretations when it is read silently on the 
page. It is certain that a great number of early 17th century "readers" first encountered the 
histoires tragiques as they were read aloud. "Presque tous les romans de cette epoque ont 
un trait commun: ce sont des romans de la parole appretee; au XVIe siecIe Ie recit etait 
parle, la redaction ecrite avait soin de conserver Ie rytbme et l'accent de la voix, la 
spontaneite de la verve ... " - H. Coulet, Le Roman jusqu 'a la Revolution (Paris: Colin, 1967) 
136. The guide words at the bottom of the pages are possible further evidence of this 
performance-oriented textual reality. Our twentieth century habits of cross-referencing, 
skimming, scanning, pre-reading, etc. are irrelevant if not deleterious to this other way of 
appreciating Rosset's works. Having the whole work spread before the reader in the silent 
entombment of print distances and transmutes it from its original state, a vivid, sonorous 
narrative, not dissimilar to a sermon or a legal exposition (See A. Kibedi Varga 1970). 

70 Kristen B. Neuschel, Word of Honor: Interpreting Noble Culture in Sixteenth Century 
France (Ithaca, N.¥.: Cornell University Press, 1989) 103. 
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She points out that a formulaic use oflanguage and frequent redundancy was 

necessary to the nobility for several reasons, not the least of which was to 

facilitate memory: "The rhythmic structure and fixed content of such 

statements as 'to err is human, to forgive, divine' make knowledge formulaic 

and hence assimilable" (104). The formulaic nature of Rosset's poetic language 

is not, therefore, limited to the metaphors and epithets discussed earlier. 

Rosset relies upon different sorts of redundancy as well as fixed, ritualized 

images or expressions, to render his work both assimilable and memorable.71 

Expectations virtually dictated what was created, under the circumstances: 

poetry as speech act simulated both anonymity and plurality. To ensure a 

favorable reception, poems repeated in august language the commonplaces 

everyone had heard before. Like exchanging currency, a poem flattered its 

recipients and impressed bystanders best by following set rules and 

conventions: unoriginality became a virtue, mimicry the norm. 

An example ofRosset's later encomiastic verse will serve to illustrate 

some of the foregoing points. The first poem by Rosset included in the 1618 

anthology addresses the Duchess of U zes, which was probably Rosset's home

town. The poem - there is no actual title: rather an ostentatious dedication, 

certainly meant to underscore the relationship between the poet and those to 

whom it is dedicated - consists of stances and is meant to celebrate the virtue 

and renown of the Duke and Duchess. It begins: 

71 Despite his more inflexible vocabulary, Rosset maintains a stately, elegant delivery. One 
reason for this is the obsession with syntax and verse form. best personified by Malherbe; 
words are carefully chosen and even more carefully placed within the stanza and the line. 
Their grammatical identity is of prime importance, as is their semantic weight. Malherbe's 
revolution extends even to the most basic of linguistic building blocks and scrutinizes all 
ramifications of context. 



AngeUque beaute, dois-ie bien entreprendre 

De chanter vostre los, OU bien plustost apprendre 

Amon ieune desir un terme limite? 

Si ie parle de vous ie seray temeraire: 

Mais bien plus tot ingrat, si ie viens Ii me taire, 

Que dois-ie donques faire en ceste extremite? 

La grandeur du subiect estonne mon courage, 

Et Ie desire l'anime, & l'accroist d'auantage: 

Car alors que ie pense aux lois de mon deuoir, 

II faudroit que ie fusse un rocher insensible, 

Si pour ne pouuoir faire une chose impossible, 

Ie n'avais point d'audace, & manquais de devoir. 

(Delices 1037) 
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A striking feature of this poetry is its lack of imagery. The only metaphor in 

the passage is a conventional one, repeated over and over in Rosset's verse 

(and even in his prose), that of having to be "un rocher insensible" in order to 

resist an emotional imperative. This fact alone, that there are so few figures, 

makes this language quite prosaic: prosaic in that it is colorless and 

predictable, and also in that it could as well be stated in prose. The syntax is 

challenging, while a number of vocabulary items launch us into the realm of la 

morale: entreprendre, temeraire, ingrat, grandeur, courage, lois, devoir, audace. 

Suggestive of numerous literary works yet to come, this wordstore 

paradoxically becomes more potent at the same time as it becomes more 

abstract. 
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And, as might be expected, the two stanzas set forth a dilemma: will the 

poet accept the challenge of being temerarious enough to attempt to describe 

the Duchess' perfection, or will he give in to the ungrateful tendency to abandon 

the task? A common reflex of baroque writers is to set up such a conflicting 

situation and exploit the resulting tension to produce language - Comeille does 

this time and again in his work (it is interesting to note that the word devoir 

occurs here twice). This serves to emphasize Rosset's supplicant position, as a 

writer always on the lookout for patrons, and reaffirms his link as a subsidiary 

noble to the Duchess' family. 

At the same time as the vocabulary that Rosset uses is simple, it is 

semantically charged; the poet often approaches an effect of litote. For 

example, the word los, "lot" nowadays, is highly ambiguous. But the poetic 

context furnishes us enough information to assign it a positive, not a negative, 

connotation. The tendency toward periphrase, now become less obvious and 

less graphic than in the XII Beautez, is still active: "vostre los", limon ieune 

desir", "un terme limite", "ceste extremite", Ie "subiect", "une chose impossible" 

- these are all periphrases, but noticeably blank and apoetic. Rosset is 

particularly fond of speaking from the depths of quandaries: his amatory verse 

is filled with antitheses, paradoxes, and oxymorons. But one could in no way 

accuse him of being extravagant in his expression in this instance. The 

cultivated speech of nobles in society is audible in this poem, as is the sobrietry 

extolled by Malherbe. A few strophes later, Rosset refers to the turmoil that 

had upset the Crussol family decades earlier: 

Vostre grande maison, iadis si renommee, 

Par des maux intestins estoit com me opprimee: 



On y voyoit par rout Ie regne de l'excez: 

Lors que ce bel Esprit du tout incomparable, 

S~eut tirer d'un desordre une paix admirable, 

Et d'un mesme subject un contraire succez. 

o que l'oeuvre du Ciel, est rare, & nompareille! 

Que nos sens esronnez sont rauis de merueille! 

Vne femme iadis par ses impures mains, 

A nos maux infinis ayant la porte ouuerte, 

Vne autre puis apres en repare la perte, 

Et donne Ie salut au reste des Humains. (Delices 1039) 
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Although the lexicon is more restricted and the expressive strategies muted, we 

still encounter the baroque affinity for paradox: the Duke was able to create 

peace out of discord. The sixth line in the first stanza serves to repeat and 

reinforce this idea. Redundancy here has its purpose. Another Rossetian (and 

baroque) device is to be found in the following stanza: just as the Duke was able 

to remedy chaos by making peace, so did Mary come to cure the evils loosed 

upon humankind by Eve (an exceptional nearly overt allusion to Catholic 

Christianity in Rosset's encomiastic verse).72 Part of the pleasure experienced 

by the seventeenth-century readerllistener is this echoing of antitheses from 

the one stanza to the next. 

Again the periphrases - e.g. "maux intestins", "ce bel Esprit", "un mesme 

subject", "un contraire succez" - are drab and formulaic. Graphic metaphor is 

72 The veiled mention of Mary's role in humankind's salvation may be meant to subtly 
underscore the poet's Catholicity/dissimulate his former Protestantism. 

----_._----_. -----
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nearly absent73 : the phrases "impures mains" and "la porte ouverte" are 

tantalizingly vacant, though grounded in the real. Indeed, the passage displays 

various frankly empty vocables: "On", "par tout", "du tout", "puis apres;" 

Malherbe might have pounced on them as superfluous padding, yet they serve 

to render the poem less stilted, almost talkative. Rosset's penchant to group 

words or ideas by twos is also evident here, : "maux intestins ", tIle regne de 

l'excez", "une paix admirable", "sens estonnez", "rauis de merveille", "impures 

mains." This habit - possibly a reminiscence of Latin rhetorical practice -

reappears in the prose works as well, and will be discussed below, for duality 

appears in Rosset's writing at every tum. 

The paradox of simplified generality here predicts a new poetics: while 

Rosset's diction remains plain and repetitive, the words of any substance 

inserted into the poetry are massive semantic blocks fairly bursting with 

meaning(s) - the whole classical lexicon is here foreshadowed: courage, devoir, 

race, /lamme, grace, vertu,jugement, gloire. 

Rosset's studied repl'oduction of genre, verse form and poetic language 

(including imagery and metaphor), his echoing of tone and syntax, reveals his 

creative technique in poetry to be but a step away from his customary method 

of prose composition (as evidenced in the Histoires Tragiques, for example) -

rewriting pre-existing stories, elaborating certain details, recasting the 

hypotext into hypertextual discourse that simulates what Rosset sees to be 

the most acceptable and assimilable style. 

73 A parallel with Malherbe is apropos. Speaking of his use of metaphor, Rousset declares 
that "Malherbe lui enleve toute autonomie ... et la neutralise en la rapprochant Ie plus 
possible de l'alIegorie; elle n'est plus, des lors, que Ie developpement image d'une idee 
generale" (1953 199). And general ideas are with difficulty rendered graphic. 
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Petrarch Redux: the Lover's Dilemma 

Rosset's amatory verse also relies upon an assessment of reader 

expectations for its existence and appreciation. The circles he frequented had 

highly evolved expectations, both in terms of poetic form and content, as well 

as an awareness of their rich cultural patrimony. Certain themes and 

approaches were more in favor than others, and of course as modes came and 

went, poetic language changed, sometimes subtly, sometimes abruptly. The 

time span separating the XII Beautez de Phyllis from the Delices de la Poesie 

Fram;oise brought changes in Rosset's own poetic language and ideals, an 

evolution perhaps most obvious in his love poetry. The 1604 volume contains 

more love poetry than any other kind and the Rosset encountered here is 

distinct from the poet of the Delices. First of all, the influence of Ronsard and 

his school is primary in the earlier work, particularly in the first cycle of poems. 

The neo-Platonic CUITent which encouraged idealizing the beloved, equating her 

in some ways with the divinity, underwent a confluence with the Petrarchan 

tradition, of which Lafay points out "la complexite et l'extreme diversite" (95). 

Rosset celebrates Phyllis, enthusiastically depicts her charms in a youthful, 

almost naive way. He is effusive, and as one eighteenth-century critic snidely 

remarked, "trop fecond" (Goujet 332). The earlier Rosset is too fecund, for 

example, in that he is repetitive and not very critical of his own work. As time 

passed, however, Rosset no longer wrote in this celebratory vein. The later love 

poems revolve around two themes: unrequited love and inconstancy. Adam 

characterizes thus this new strain in poetry as it is present in the work of Des 

Yveteaux - the same can be said for Rosset: 
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Le ton est tendu et apre. L'amour y apparait com me une passion 
douloureuse et douloureusement contenue, exigeante et dominee 
avec peine. On a reconnu Iii cette forme nouvelle de la poesie 
amoureuse qui apparait Ii partir de 1580, si differente des 
raffinements et des mollesses des Amours de Diane et des 
Amours d'Hippolyte. (194818) 

It is as if Rosset has undergone some of what the Spanish culture suffered 

during this same period: el desengaiio, a sort of disillusionment. Of course 

unrequited love had long been one of the most common themes in poetry: from 

the troubadours through Petrarch and into the Spanish, English and French 

traditions, love plaints are probably more common than poems celebrating 

love fulfilled. Nor is inconstancy a new theme in the year 1600. But the fact 

that these two pessimistic strains come to completely dominate Rosset when 

he speaks of love is significant. 

Rosset almost instinctively dualizes situations that he writes about, and 

his mature love poetry is no exception: on the one hand, the impassible Beauty 

who unknowingly inspires passion in the lover while rebuffing him, directing 

stunning ambivalent glances in his direction, looks that only serve to redouble 

his pain; on the other hand, the quagmire of masochistic longing, frustrated 

self-deprecation, that is the lover. No progress is possible - subject and object 

remain deadlocked. This impasse produces the language which is the lover's 

only release. Just as Marcel, through the experience proustienne, summons up 

the emotions and visions of a long-lost past through a chance encounter in the 

present world, thus bridging the chasm between yesteryear and today and 

triggering a flood of language which emerges in its final form as literature, in 

the same way Rosset, opposing the sovereign distanced presence of the 

beloved to the intimate almost unsavory subservience of the lover, extracts 

myriad variations on the basic, irresoluble dilemma, stations of a static via 
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dolorosa which speak as verse. In 1618 Rosset reprints in revised form74 a 

sonnet which, though it had appeared in the XII Beautez, is now more typical of 

his later amatory manner. It is reproduced here in its entirety: 

Ces Rochers esleuez qui voisinent les cieux 

Sont pareils aux desirs cause de mon dommage, 

L'on ne peut approcher leur sommet que des yeux: 

L'on n'atteinct que des yeux Ie vol de mon courage. 

Du haut de ces rochers maints torrents furieux 

Descendent en bruyant, & deschargent leur rage: 

Mes superbes desirs, les compagnons des Dieux, 

En versent par mes yeux autant ou dauantage. 

Les sommets de ces rocs du foudre sont broyes: 

Comme des Phaetons mes desirs foudroyes 

Des beaux yeux de Cloris espreuuent Ie tonnerre: 

La nege de ces monts dure etemellement: 

Mes desirs de respect sont gelez, tellement, 

Que bien qu'ils soient au Ciel ils ne bougent de terre. 

(Delices 1096) 

74 This SOIUlet appears in the 1617 Histoires des amants volages in almost the same form (a 
name is changed) as it had in the XII Beautez de Phyllis, which suggests that Rosset's 
Malherbe-inspired revisions may have been made just prior to the publication of the 
anthology. However, one line in the 1617 version is slightly different from both those of 1604 
and 1618 - line 6: "Descendans en bruyant deschargent leur Ol-age ... II Histoires des amants 
volages ... (Paris: du Clou, 1617) 325-326. 
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If Rosset ever wrote a "metaphysical" poem, according to Odette de 

Mourgues' definition 75, this comes close to it. More images are found here than 

in the encomiastic poetry examined previously. Much of the poem's interest 

resides in the parallel drawn between the mountains and the lover's desires. 

The first quatrain establishes this comparison and further develops it by 

adding the image of eyes, sole means of perceiving either the lover's high-flying 

desire or the rocky summit of the mountains. A contrary movement is 

announced in the second quatrain wherein a further parallel is drawn between 

the rushing tolTents descending the rocky heights, and the lover's tears. These 

two strophes once more illustrate Rosset's obsession with duality. While the 

first quatrain desclibes a strong movement upward, exemplified by the flight of 

the lover's desires and the straining of the eyes, the second does the opposite. 

Almost as an effect of the straining to move up, the tears join the "furious 

tolTents" in tracing a downward motion. We recognize the baroque in this 

visual and emotionally hyperbolic play of conflicting forces: optimistic, nearly 

divine ("compagnons des Dieux") aspirations soar; dashed hopes plunge 

downward. Then lightning strikes and thunder shakes the speaker's Phaethon

like desires which, having dared to brave the heights, must now plummet to 

earth. The final tercet returns us to an immobile state: just as the summits 

are covered with eternal snows, so are his desires frozen, grounded. The last 

line neatly wraps up the paradox: while his aspirations fly high, the poet finds 

himself tragically earth-bound, faced with the necessity of coldly dissimulating 

his ardent desires. As is typical of Rosset's love poetry, the locutor speaks 

75 See Mourgues, Chapters 2 and 3. 
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from within a bipolar predicament; the sonnet is a meditation describing a 

state of stalemate. More generous with metaphor than in his later 

encomiastic poetry, Rosset succinctly describes both the omnipotent nature of 

the Beloved and the impotence of the lover. Neo-Platonic in its deification of 

the lady Cloris and in its striving to overcome the pull of earth to attain the 

heights, it ultimately expresses defeat. The fact that Rosset exploits one 

comparison throughout the poem and draws subordinate metaphors from it, 

while painting a picture of a lover's mood, makes this sonnet verge on the 

metaphysical. Conventional in its depiction of the lover's plight, it is 

nevertheless original in some of its imagery. Both the fact that it is built upon 

a paradoxical situation as well as its use of verbal antitheses betray the 

poem's baroque inspiration. The fact that there are two different scenarios, 

the Beloved's which is communicated only indirectly, and the lover's which is 

detailed sotto voce through the poem, here anticipates his subsequent 

preoccupation with the dual interpretation of a single encounter, a perception 

subjected to much variation in the later Histoires tragiques and Histoires des 

amants volages. Genetiot could be speaking of Rosset when he writes: "Le 

discours serieux retient donc de la mystique petrarquiste sa conception 

idealisee de la femme, sa vision tragique de l'amour, ses lieux communs 

metaphoriques et son arsenal rhetorique ostentatoire (antithese, oxymore, 

hyperbole, paradoxe .. .)"76. 

76 Alain Genetiot, Les Genres lyriques mondains (1630-1660) (Geneva: Droz, 1990) 96. 
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Tromperie in Love 

Genetiot (97-146) points out that true Satire loses its vogue in the first 

two decades of the seventeenth century. But other varieties of verse, some 

poking fun at human foibles, some even subversive, arose to take its place. 

This mocking parasite of serious love poetry is known as l'amour galant. As 

Genetiot indicates, referring to the contributions of Jean-Michel Pelous, a gap 

had arisen between the serious vein in amorous verse and the reality people 

encountered. The commonplaces and wordstore that poets had used and 

abused for decades were wearing thin. Overblown comparisons became 

wooden. This countercurrent is present even at the turn of the century, if 

Rosset's verse is valid evidence. And here, as later, Rosset turns to 

inconstancy and deception for his themes. An unnumbered sonnet from the 

second cycle of poems in the XII Beautez, Diverses Amours, displays these and 

other characteristics of the baroque: 

Belle qui vous plaisez de me voir en emoy, 

Pourquoi m'accuses [sic] Vous d'vne inconstance extreme 

Si vous aymez pour vous, ie puis aymer pour moy 

Ne blamez en autruy ce qu'on blame en vous mesme. 

Vous passez tous les iours les bornes de la foy, 

Comme si de changer estoit vn bien supreme 

Et moy, qui suis force de suyure vostre loy, 

I'ayme Ie changement puis que vostre ame l'ayme. 



Donques estant force ie change comme vous, 

Nature vous apprit de changer a tous coups: 

Madame & la Nature ont vne mesme flame, 

Chacune se delecte au diuers changement, 

L'vne change de temps, l'autre change d'amant, 

La Nature est femelle & Madame vne femme. 

(XII Beautez 33) 
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The speaker has here turned inconstancy and tromperie upside down. Instead 

of continuing to subject himself to her mistreatment, the lover rebels - he plays 

her game. Rosset here utilizes the dual situation of two insincere lovers as 

catalysts for his verse: paradoxically, since the lover must obey the law of his 

Lady, he too must be inconstant. In a praxis dear to the baroque sensibility, a 

method that Rosset and many another poet of his time use, the speaker 

employs the nature of the words themselves to annihilate their meaning: the 

speaker proclaims that he loves the very trait that, in serious love poetry, 

would destroy the ability to love, i.e. changeability. Rosset turns the habitual 

equation inside out: whereas in traditional love poetry, the speaker wishes for 

nothing less than reciprocation on the part of the Lady, a mirroring of his own 

passion, here, perversely, the speaker sets out to mirror what he sees as the 

essence of his beloved, that is, inconstancy. Two parallel existences, 

incommunicado, signal each other across the gap in a parody of love. 

Rosset's poetic career encompassed the production of three basic kinds 

of love poetry: celebratory poems in the Ronsardian mode; neo-Petrarchan 

expositions of the lover's sorry plight, doomed to eternal frustration despite his 
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worshipful attitude; and a rebellious, caustic vein, wherein traditional love 

motifs and stances assumed by fictitious lovers are ridiculed. Rosset's love 

poetry thus contains the germ of his defining fixation on (dis)simulation and 

tromperie, themes to assume major importance in his later prose works. 

Grotesque (Dis)simulation: Misogyny and Anti-Semitism 

The truly satirical vein was apparently more typical of the younger 

Rosset, since no satire (as a genre rather than a verse form) is found in the 

1618 anthology, while the 1604 collection contains four pieces devoted to 

caustic rebuke. Genetiot rightly affirms: " .. .la pratique de la satire par les 

poetes mondains - car par nature elle n'est pas veritablement mondaine - est, 

de fa~on generale, commandee par la circonstance, en rapport avec une 

situation precise, et toumee contre une cible designee" (144). Rosset's is indeed 

ad hominem satire, though one might include the feminine as well, since two of 

the pieces are directed at women. Interestingly, the two poems singling males 

out for ridicule target men ofletters, one a critic (Contre vn Zoi"le. Stances. - XII 

Beautez, 44) and the other a dabbler in verse (Tombeau d'vn Poetastre - XII 

Beautez, 46). Each of these poems has implications for Rosset's obsession 

with (dis)simulation and tromperie, and will be looked at again presently. But 

the other two satirical pieces are virulent diatribes against individual female 

members of marginal groups, a Jewess and a cripple. One wonders, on reading 

them, if they aren't translated or inspired by Spanish poems, so thoroughly 

reminiscent are they of similar pieces by Quevedo and GOngora; a search of the 

complete works of these poets has yielded no direct "source", however. The 

poetic speaker claims to have at one time fallen for the lame lady ["Ell'a beau 
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de tenter encore ma conqueste ... "], while now he seems bent on drowning any 

memories in an onslaught of raillery against her deformity. It is intriguing to 

find the theme of dissimulation here as well: 

Elle feinct de marcher par nombre & par mesure, 

Et compose ses pas d'vn mouuement diuers: 

Mais c'est pow' receller les defauts de nature 

Laquelle luy forma les iambes de tauers [sic]. 

(XII Beautez 43) 

This is not the only time a character in Rosset's work dissimulates in order to 

achieve a goal the author divines. In this case, the dissembler compensates for 

a natural shortcoming, attempting to appear, if not normal, at least 

unremarkable in her gait. The poem details in miniature a veritable 

psychology of dissimulation. As is customary in such verse, our twinges of pity 

for the victim are squelched by the poet's bitter denunciations. 

The other poem, CONTRE VNE MARRANE OV DESCENDVE DE LA 

RACE des Iuifs. STANCES. (XII Beautez 45), makes the one above look pale 

by comparison. Fulminating epithets are hurled at the woman; religious 

imagery, usually absent in Rosset, serves to taunt her Jewishness. She is 

twice horrific: 1) in that the terms used to describe her are an accumulation of 

negative superlatives never seen elsewhere in Rosset, and 2) she inspires fear. 

Composed helter-skelter of the ultimate negations of attributes we have seen 

in Phyllis, and of animal body parts, she becomes a chimera, recalling the 

dreadful humanoid creatures of Hieronymus Bosch: 

Image de la mort, 0 fureur execrable, 

Pasture des corbeaux, nourriture des vers, 



Ie veux par mes escrits te rendre miserable, 

Et te depeindre au vif aux yeux de l'vniuers. 

(XII Beautez 45) 

... Rage de noirs serpents, & de vipere ceincte, 

Erebe de l'enfer, infernale fureur, 

Quand ie parle de toy mon coeur fremit de craincte 

Et Ie poil de mon chef s'en herisse d'hOlTeur. 

(XII Beautez 46) 
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A harpy, a hydra, a witch! We do not wonder that Jews were banished and 

burned, even into the eighteenth century. She too resorts to tromperie: her hair 

is not her own. Come nightfall, she haunts graveyards to harvest the hair of 

the dead with which she makes her wigs: 

Amis voyez vous pas que la perruque blonde 

Dont elle orne son chef, de verolle pete, 

Est l'entortillement d'vne coleuure immonde, 

Que d'vn poil deguise cest' Alcine a voile. 

Car quand l'astre du iour de dans la mer se mouille, 

Et que d'obscurite Ie monde est tout couuert, 

Cest' infelnale horrew-Ies sepulchres despouille, 

Et des cheueux des mortz la vilaine se sert. 

(XII Beautez 46) 

The gruesome details depicted here make this the only poetic work where 

Rosset approaches the nearly hallucinatory morbidity characteristic of many 
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of his later histoires tragiques. We find it a shocking, repellent poem - it is 

instructive to note, however, that misogynistic verse (and prose) is virtually a 

sub-genre of its own, during this period. Nor is anti-semitism an uncommon 

tapas. The fact that Rosset takes up these topoi with such aplomb betokens 

collateral simulation, signals his literary and cultural fluency as well as his 

readiness to fortify his' (presumed) centrist position by the marginalization of 

selected "others". 

Regarding a defect perceived by some critics of the time in this type of 

verse, Genetiot asserts that " ... la fonction satirique s'adresse toujours a 
quelqu'un sansjamais oeuvreI' dans l'universel de la moralite" (143). Indeed, as 

the century progressed, both literary language and subject matter made their 

way more and more into the domain of the general. This could be one reason 

why none of these virulent pieces appeared in the 1618 Delices. 

Mutation in Miniature: Poems for the Ballets de Cour 

If Rosset's style and imagery were tightly corseted by circles who read 

his salon verse, he was considerably freer in the poetry written to accompany 

the frequent ballets performed at court. Jean Rousset paints a vivid verbal 

picture of the ballet de cour: 

Crest dans un monde etrange que Ie ballet de cour nous invite a 
penetrer, monde du bizarre, des reves loufoques, des formes 
disparates ... Un fourmillement de grotesques, un pele-mele de 
masques delirants, une bacchanale barioIee de silhouettes 
multiformes: voila ce qui se reveIe au premier regard. 

(1953 13-14) 

No obligation here to flatter, plenty of room to be carefree, no need to strive for 

both profundity and terseness, as Mozart's piano Sonatinas are to his Sonatas, 
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so are these pieces to the rest of Rosset's corpus. The nature of these stances 

indicates that they were sung or recited: each grammatical unit ends with the 

line; there is no hyperbaton, no enjambement. These lyrics are more functional 

than the courtly poems; their message is straightforward and there is little 

semantic resonance. The first, POVR LE BALLET DES MESSAGERS 

D 'AMOVR (Delices 1108), delivers a message of cuckoldry to the ladies 

assembled in the audience. The second, STANCES. Du Ballet des Grenouilles. 

(Delices 1109), portrays the plight of a hanied character for whom nothing 

seems to be going right; finally, one of the gods relents, and allows him a 

symbolic drink at a fountain. Even here in this designedly superficial verse, 

certain baroque themes recur: metamorphosis, instability, infidelity, 

exaggerated affect, embellishment with allusions to classical myth. These 

lines are from the second poem: 

Seray-ie tousiours vagabonde 

Sans treuuver de retraicte au Monde, 

Qui puisse arrester ma douleur, 

Faut-il que la ialouse enuie, 

Dessus Ie pourtrait de ma vie, 

trace l'exemple du malheur? 

I'ai couru la mer, & la terre, 

Les Elemens me font la guerre, 

Ie n'ay plus d'espoir qu'en la mort ... 

(Delices 1109 - 1110) 
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Rasset's style is recognizable even in this simplified version, but the message is 

strangely familiar - this mournful character might be thought to dissimulate 

Rasset's despondent and resentful alter-ego. 

A Double-Edged Sword: Les Delices de la Poosie Fran{!oise 

Rosset's published poetry is not our only clue to his poetic esthetics. He 

was thrice accorded the privilege of assembling anthologies. Again following 

suit within a tradition, Rasset's last collection was similar to anthologies which 

had already appeared in 1597, 1598, 1599, 1600, 1601, 1603, 1607, 1609, 

1611, 1613, and 1615 (Lafay 80). Rosset had worked on the 1609 and 1615 

volumes (both entitled Nouveau Recveil des plvs beavx vers de ce temps ), but 

the 1618 Les Delices de la poesie fram;oise ou Recueil des plus beaux vers de ce 

temps is longer and therefore more imposing than its predecessors. Both the 

1609 and 1618 collections were brought out by an important publisher, 

Toussaint du Bray (Lafay 366). The 1618 volume has been chosen for 

examination partly because Rosset's poetry is better represented there, but 

also because it is his latest selection. As mentioned earlier, Rasset may be so 

generously represented due to the fact that he himself is the anthologist. The 

other poets included in this volume are, in order: Du Perron, Desportes, 

Bertaut, Malherbe, des Yveteaux, d'Urfe, Colomby, Motin, Picardiere, d'Avity, 

Lingendes, l'Espine, Callier, Maynard, Touvant, Bellan, Du Moustier, du Maine, 

and d'Audiguier. Rosset reserves the final position for himself, thus implying 

that his work is a culmination of sorts. 

We enter into potentially thorny territory in trying to reestablish the 

criteria Rosset used to select and reject his predecessors and peers for this 
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anthology. The documents are few, legends abound, and the paper trail of 

critics and biographers, scanty in the beginning, has become more profuse 

since the nineteenth century. On the other hand, the points of contention are 

clear-cut. The reputation of these various poets, some well-known, some 

obscure, is quite consistent both in regard to loyalties, affinities, and aversions, 

as well as to their respective esthetic principles and practices. Conclusions are 

often possible based on primary texts alone. 

It may be said with little hesitation that the major considerations used 

in determining who was included were: 1) political - this category includes 

interpersonal conflicts, loyalties, friendships, etc., as well as status perceived 

by the powerful grandees and the crown itself; and 2) esthetic - the poet's 

language, subject matter, versification, verse forms, etc., as perceived by 

Rosset, or those close to Rosset. 

Poets Chosen: Approximating Malherbe 

The majority of the poets included are noblemen; a few are 

bourgeois. Some are so poorly known today that we may effectively exclude 

them from discussion here: the Sieurs du Maine, de l'Espine and BeHan, 

whose output was meager, are of negligible importance. Worthy of passing 

mention is Forget de la Picardiere, whose poems included in the Delices differ 

not at all in conception and realization from those of Rosset and his 

contemporaries. Lafay sums up his contribution thus: "Ce qui frappe, crest un 

style beaucoup plus abstrait, une economie d'images (seules subsistent les 

images les plus communes), un effort d'expression plus simple et plus directe" 

(Lafay 487). Du Monstier (also misspelled du Moustier and du Mounstier) 
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was a professional painter, but an amateur poet whose output consists of only 

a few poems (Fromilhague 389). He was nevertheless allowed into Malherbe's 

inner circle and he may have been included in Rosset's collection for political 

reasons; in a preface to his translation of an Italian work, Rosset claims to 

have done some of his translating while visiting Du Monstier.77 Pierre 

d'Avity's place in literature is more secure, though still slight. Lafay 

maintains that "11 y a chez lui un gout de la reflexion, de l'analyse des 

sentiments, avec un accent par moments corneliens ... " (421). Raoul Cailler 

(also spelled Callier) was born a decade before Rosset. He writes about an 

idealized "Phyllis"; his works were often included in the recueils collectifS of the 

turn of the century. Primarily amorous, and in the neo-Petrarchan vein, 

Cailler's poetry has features so like those of Rosset's XII Beautez de Phyllis 

that his work may well have served as the main II source II of Rosset's earliest 

poetic work (Lafay 379-380). 

Moving up the ladder of fame and importance, we come to Colomby and 

Touvant, both ecoliers of Malherbe; we can reasonably assert that they were 

included both for both political and artistic reasons. Maurice AHem 

characterizes Colomby as " ... un disciple servile de son maitre; ... si ses vel'S ne 

sont pas mal construits, ils n'ont, en revanche, aucune originalite" (225). 

According to Allem, Racan recalled Malherbe's saying that Touvant "faisait 

fort bien des vers" (83). Allem continues: liEn realite il pastichait son maitre et 

s'efforcait de lui ressembler autant qu'ille pouvait" (83). Jean de Lingendes 

had already died by the time the Delices de la Poesie Franr;oise was compiled. 

77 See Rosset's Advertissement preceding his sequel to Ariosto, Suitte de Roland Ie furieux 
(Paris: Sommeville & Courbe, 1643) dill. 

-- ----------------------------
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He was among the poets who, like Rosset, frequented the salon of Queen 

Marguerite, Henri IV's first wife (Lafay 443). A number of his poems were 

repeatedly published in the recueils collectifs from 1607 to 1630. "La tendresse 

de ses vers amoureux, son style doux et abstrait en font l'emule de Bertaut," 

according to Lafay (444). Vital d'Audiguier, fellow translator and member of 

Queen Marguerite's entourage, wrote verse in the same forms as most of these 

court and salon poets, but is better known for his prose, especially his 

translations - he and Rosset divided Cervantes' 12 novelas ejemplares between 

them (See Hainsworth 1933 44-57). Rosset apparently held d'Audiguier in high 

regard. 

The poets mentioned thus far have been either members of Queen 

Margot's circle, or imitators of Malherbe. The various similarities between 

their verse and Rosset's should be evident. As poets, their contribution to 

French literature is incidental - their inclusion may have been due to personal 

bias, friendship, or sheer politics. However, most of the remainder encompass 

the greatest French poets between the apogee of Ronsard and the hegemony of 

Malherbe. Rosset's choice here makes several statements about his style, his 

esthetics, his aspirations. He sets forth an esthetic lineage at the same time 

as he identifies models to be emulated. The fact that he includes Du Perron, 

Desportes and Bertaut in his anthology, which is after all sub-titled RECVEIL 

DES PLVS BEAVX VERS DE CE TEMPS, the fact that Malherbe follows 

them directly in the order of presentation, is evidence that Rosset was 

attempting a rough chronological overview of the high points in recent poetic 

history, of what had taken place since La PIeiade. It is important to realize 

that all of the poets in this anthology are to some extent writing in the shadow 
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of Ronsard and Du Bellay, yet deeply convinced that they must distance 

themselves from the traditions of La Pleiade. Further, by placing the four 

greatest poets of the turn of the century at the beginning, Rasset pays tribute 

to poets he considers to be in some way his mentors, and whom he holds to be 

the masters of poetry in France. He displays his poetic pedigree at the same 

time as he testifies to his own good taste. 

The more important poets anthologized are: 

Honore d'Urfe - L'Astree had been the rage for some time when this 

anthology came out. Rasset chooses a representative sample of poems from 

the portions of the novel that had appeared up to that time - we recall that the 

concept of copyright did not yet exist. The polish and limpidity of d'Urfe's 

intercalated poems are widely attested. 

Pierre Motin - Literary figures universally celebrated during their own 

historical period often fall into obscurity as the centuries pass. Such has been 

Motin's fate. Henri Lafay extols him: 

Parmi les nombreux poetes injustement meconnus de ce debut du 
XVIle siecle, Ie plus important, non seulement par la place qu'il a 
occupee dans la production poetique de son temps, mais aussi par 
la richesse de son inspiration et de son style ... est assurement 
Pierre Motin. (452) 

Boileau apparently found him "glacial" (All em 93), while Regnier and even 

Malherbe had been considerably more impressed. A versatile versifier, Motin's 

work encompasses several different periods. Though it was never published in 

one volume, his poetry occupies a major place in the recueils collectifs. His 

death sometime between 1610 and 1614 did not halt the continued publication 

of his poems into the 1620's. Amatory and encomiastic verse make up more 
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than half of Motin's output, though he attained notoriety for his satirical verse. 

Lafay points out, among his many virtues as a poet, 

un style ou s'exerce Ie souci malherbien de rigueur et de clarte ... , 
mais savoureusement concret, aux images riches et fortes; une 
sensibilite profonde et vive, portee aux extremes: des sentiments 
amoureux ou religieux les plus purs et les plus forts, aux delices de 
la Iegerete, de l'inconstance, du sarcasme, de la sensualite et de la 
gaillardise: une imagination feconde, une aptitude au reve et aux 
'visions' qui nous conduit au bord d'un univers etrange, attirant a 
la fois et effrayant; finalement un mode tres personnel 
d'apprehension du monde ... (459-460) 

One can not say as much of Rosset's poetry. 

Vauquelin des Yveteaux - Des Yveteaux was also a member of Queen 

Margot's entourage, where Rosset no doubt first encountered sophisticated 

Parisian society. It is well-known that des Yveteaux sponsored Malherbe at 

the court of Henri IV. Less well-known is his disgrace and near banishment 

soon after Henri IV's death because of his licentious reputation - some called 

him a deist, others an atheist! His mark in the poetic world was therefore 

made in the last decade of the sixteenth century and in the years before the 

great king's assassination. Antoine Adam describes his work thus: 

Ses sujets aussi sont les memes que ceux de Bertaut et de Du 
Perron. Vers sur Ie retour de la paix, vers sur la naissance de 
Monseigneur Ie Dauphin. Vers sur Gabrielle d'Estrees, sur la 
beaute de ses mains, de ses yeux et de ses cheveux. Vers sur des 
absences, sur des fidelites et sur des inconstances, ecrits pour Ie 
compte de quelque grand seignew·. (1948 19) 

Des Yveteaux's work is therefore consonant with that of Rosset and his better

known peers, highly topical and encomiastic. Adam rightfully concludes: 

"Toute cette fin du XVIe siecle va dans la direction de Malherbe, se precipite au 

devant de lui, abjure les audaces de la PIeiade a sa naissance" (1948 16). 

Fran~ois de Maynard - Fromilhague affirms that: 
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Maynard est la seule conquete veritable de Malherbe, Ie seul qui 
ait trouve son chemin de Damas, et renonce a une situation 
prometteuse pour adherer au nouvel evangile ... Crest bien ce que 
l'examen de son oeuvre nous confirme: Ie maitre n'a pas eu de 
disciple plus obeissant. (389-390) 

Maynard's poetry is unanimously viewed as imitative of Mal her be's. As Odette 

de Mourgues remarks, "There is no concrete description in Maynard; even the 

images are cliches with very little evocative power ... " (159). Maynard 

therefore manifests a conscious repudiation of the baroque esthetic; far from 

explOling the fundamental difficulties of existence, his mind turns, for its 

themes, to elevated commonplaces, as does Rosset's. 

Philippe Desportes - The legendary insult leveled by Malherbe against 

Desportes' poetry, which was, according to the militant reformer, less worthy 

of attention than Desportes' soup, echoes through the centuries, obscuring the 

fact that Desportes at the time was considered "Ie plus grand poete vivant" 

(Lafay 323). While Desportes is justly renowned for his love poetry, he devoted 

the latter part of his career to writing religious verse. We can safely say that 

several of the trends away from Ronsard, away from La PIeiade, first begin to 

show up in Desportes' work: a penchant for abstraction, for harmoniously 

written verse, a refusal to permeate poetry with pedantry. "Desportes made 

his choice within the Ronsardian vocabulary and limited himself to the words 

which could best suit polite society. Characteristically he discarded dialectal 

expressions ... " (Mourgues 156). His poetry is often considered of a piece with 

that of Du Perron and Be11;aut; the work of these three poets contrasts with 

that of proponents of the strong baroque CUlTents manifested elsewhere at the 

century's end. Raymond Lebegue characterizes Desportes' poetry thus: "Ce 

qui nous frappe, quand nous feuilletons les poesies de Desportes apres celles 
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d'un Ronsard ou d'un Du Bellay, c'est l'appauvrissement. des genres, des 

themes, des ornements et de la langue poetique"78. 

Jacques du Perron - Du PelTon was a converted Protestant and a 

great orator. He delivered Ronsard's funeral oration and presided over Henri 

IV's recantation of Protestantism. His verse may be divided between the 

gallant and the religious. According to Bray, Du Perron was one of the first to 

reevaluate the verse of Ronsard and to begin to steer prosody on a modified 

course.79 O. de Mourgues points out Du Perron's significance in the evolution 

of poetic trends of the time: 

Like Desportes's preference for abstract words, Du Perron's 
statements on general metaphors show how poetic diction was, 
little by little, not only tending to differentiate itself from prosaic 
diction but losing touch with the concrete, so that the diction of 
metaphysical poets like La Ceppede and Sponde, who did not 
hesitate to use bold concrete words, was bound to be defeated. 
(Mourgues 156) 

The fact that "Du Perron would allow only what he called les metaphores 

universelles" (Mourgues 151) is further evidence that he is a forerunner of 

Rosset. 

Jean Bertaut - A contemporary of Desportes and du Perron, his pieces 

were published mostly in the recueils collectifs (Lafay 357-359). The genres he 

worked in were, as with Rosset, primarily amorous and encomiastic. Mourgues 

maintains that he "followed Desportes in his regularity of diction and of 

prosody" (Mourgues 151). His career marks a stepping-stone in the passage 

from Ronsard to Malherbe: "Cette evolution est deja en plein cours a l'epoque 

78 Raymond Lebegue, La Poesie fra~aise de 1560 a 1630, vol. 1 (Paris: Societ,e d'Edition 
d'Enseignement Superieur, 1951) 160. 

79 Rene Bray, La Fonnation de la doctrine classique en France (Paris: Nizet, 1966) 10. 
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de Desportes et de Bertaut. On n'a releve chez ce dernier que deux exemples du 

tour un moment cher a la Pleiade ... " (Adam 1948 15-16). 

Fran~ois de Malherbe - Rosset's procession of poets converges on 

Malherbe, before diffusing into different directions. While a considerable 

portion of the material of this chapter concerns the results of Malherbe's 

reforms as evidenced in the poetic works ofRosset, it is important to point out 

that many of the changes in prosody advocated by Malherbe would probably 

still have taken place had he not emerged. The general drift of things was 

evident in any case. But no one carried this reforming tendency to such a 

height of eloquent insight and purity of example as Malherbe. His mission and 

his work dominate the beginning of the Grand Siecle and shine like a beacon 

through its duration, reflected at its end by Boileau. He is truly the centerpiece 

ofRosset's 1618 anthology and all tlibutalies, whether preceding him in time, 

or following, lead to Malherbe. A. Adam, betraying a trace of the master's own 

inflection, concisely accounts for Malherbe's greatness: 

Ce n'est souvent qu'une strophe, qu'un vers, parfois meme 
seulement un groupe de mots. Mais ils presentent une harmonie 
si parfaite de la pen see et de l'expression, une telle noblesse 
heureuse, une elegance si haute que l'esprit se sent pleinement 
satisfait, et salue la beaute classique. (1948 42) 

The foregoing poets, then, are deemed by Rosset to be authors of the 

"plus beaux vel's." They are certainly acceptable politically (several are 

converted Protestants, as Rosset may well have been) - on a national, and on 

an interpersonal level. A handful of them would probably not have been 

included by anyone else, thus implying that these may have been personal 

friends or expedient alliances. Moreover, Rosset and Du Bray, his publisher, 

may also have been mindful of the need to make a profit, which could have 
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determined some of their choices (no copyright laws were in effect at the time). 

Influences on Rosset? Perhaps. Compeers at a time when poetic principles 

and practices were in flux, evolving very generally toward the classical ideal, 

certainly. It would be facile to flatly state that Desportes influenced Rosset, 

for example. More penetrating would be to point out the prodigious degree to 

which the fundamental assumptions as to what poetry is and how it is done are 

similar for these men, from Desportes to Maynard. 

Speaking generally, then, the poets Rosset anthologized illustrate the 

following preclassical characteristics: a penchant toward the abstract, a 

renewed concentration on form, simplification of syntax, frequent simulation of 

a conversational tone, and severe restriction of imagery. 

One important factor in creating this homogeneity was certainly the 

nature of the social context in which the poetry was created. The fact that 

artists, architects and writers in most other areas of the Western world were 

caught up in the vast paroxysm of the baroque (Segel 51-64), while in France, 

at the turn of the century, a revisionist counter-current was triumphing, is 

remarkable. More remarkable perhaps are its far-reaching consequences, the 

extent to which the working poetic vocabulary and use of metaphor become 

stylized, fixated and incantatory. Individuality falls by the wayside. Moral 

generality triumphs. Poetry is henceforth at the service of drama. The fate of 

lyric poetry in the decades and centuries following Rosset's time is 

breathtaking: it dies. With certain possible exceptions, such as Chenier, 

lyricism is not reborn within the French tradition until the romantic era. 
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Poets Excluded: Dissimulating the Extravagant 

At the same time as Rosset delineates his esthetic kinship by his choice 

for the Delices de la Poesie Fran~oise, he makes another set of statements by 

excluding a number of important, even great, contemporaries. He exhibits his 

prejudices, defines who he is not esthetically, and simultaneously draws tighter 

the circle of his in-group (or what he wishes or hopes it to be). Refining the 

simulacrum80 requires both strengthening of the center and stern definition of 

boundaries. Personal animosity, professional jealousy, reputation and poetic 

style, favor in the eyes of the nobles and royals may all have played a part in 

his choice. In addition, the nature of the anthology itself dictated the avoidance 

of certain types of poetry and certain genres: satirical poems, for example. 

Availability and chronology are also a factor: many well-known poets whose 

reputation blossomed before 1635 had simply not produced the bulk of their 

work, or their best or best-known work, by 1618. By his choice, Rosset in fact 

rejects a number of poets whom posterity has elected to the canon. 

We can reasonably account for certain of the younger poets: Saint

Amant, Theophile de Viau, Tristan I'Hermite, Colletet, Voiture, 

Malleville, Chapelain, Scudery, and Desmarets de Saint-Sorlin are 

writers whose poetic careers had not yet peaked in 1618. 

It is possible to approach and suggest reasonable explanations, some 

probably more accurate than others, for the absence of certain of the other 

important poets of Rosset's time from his anthology; in other cases, there is 

80 In this study, and for Rosset generally, the simulacrum involves a convincing 
reproduction of a recognizable entity capable of passing for the original. It can embody, as 
here, numerous traits apt to signal a certain presence, even though the being assumed 
present is not, or is so only imperfectly. 
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very little to go on. Often the information is anecdotal. We begin with the less 

well-known figures: 

. La Roque, Du Mas, Deimier, Claude Garnier, Maillet, Laugier de 

Porcheres (along with Rosset and D'Audiguier) were members of Queen 

Margot's circle (Lafay 324; Fromilhague 384-385; Adam 1948 20). Aside from 

d'Audiguier, Rosset's collaborator, none of them were included. Rosset had 

even written an introductory poem to one of Deimier's collections, which is 

reprinted in the XII Beautez. It is impossible to say with certainty why Rosset 

baITed them; however, Fromilhague formulates a possible explanation when he 

calls Queen Margot's court "Ie quartier general de l'opposition a Malherbe et Ie 

centre de ralliement des satiriques, en meme temps qu'un foyer d'hostilite au 

clan de la Reine Marie ... " (388). Although Rosset had early allied himself with 

this group, he may have turned from them as Malherbe's ascendancy declared 

itself. Despite their absence from Malherbe's group of ecoliers, Deimier and La 

Roque were both swayed by Malherbe's technique (Fromilhague 392). 

Maillet - The later infamous poete crotte - he was nicknamed by Saint

Amant - Maillet could have been excluded for either professional or esthetic 

reasons. His explosive personality has become legendary. Lafay terms his 

Poesies a la louange de la Reyne Marguerite (1611) "de fort mauvais gout" (482) 

and relates that he wrote a cruel sonnet targeting d'Audiguier (63). He was 

disgraced because of his eccentric behavior and was reduced to selling his verse 

piecemeal. Such a character is scarcely consistent with the figure Rosset 

wanted to cut in the poetic world of the time, nor are his satirical tone and 

numerous epigrams compatible with the nature ofRosset's anthology. 
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Laugier de Porcheres - Porcheres' case is multi-faceted and most 

interesting. He must have been an irritating doppelganger in Rosset's eyes. 

About Rosset's age, he too was from Provence. He went to Italy about the 

same time as Rosset, where he was immortalized in verse by Marino. Lafay 

portrays him, by 1598, as well-known and even favorably comp9.red to Bertaut 

and Du Perron by his contemporaries (370). Like Rosset, Porcheres was given 

permission to produce a historiographical account of the 1612 Carrousel; the 

privilege granted Rosset indicates that at some point there must have been a 

disagreement or misunderstanding regarding who was to be allowed the task of 

writing the piece concerning the Carrousel - as things worked out, they both 

wrote acounts of the festivities. According to A. Adam, Porchere's was the 

most fully realized baroque poetic style of his time (1968 103). But this style 

was fast losing ground to the followers of Malherbe: 

Ainsi Colletet nous indique que Ie sonnet celebre sur les yeux: de 
Gabrielle d'Estrees, apres avoir eM fort admire, perd tout son 
credit vers 1610-1615 .... On peut done eonsiderer que la vogue de 
Laugier de Porcheres cesse au moment OU est assure 
definitivement Ie triomphe de Malherbe. (Lafay 370) 

Rosset may have wanted to underscore this newly-realized shortfall of taste, 

for he wrote a sonnet parodying Porcheres' which was printed in the 1604 

collection.81 Editorial considerations might have been at work as well (Lafay 

81 SVR LES AMOVRS DE MONSIEVR BERTA VD Abbe d'Aunay. SONNET. 

Ce ne sont pas des vers, ce sont plustost des mers 
D'ou l'ame de l'amour tire son origine, 

Mers non: ce sont des fers, dont la belle Cyprine 
Enserre tous les iours I'vn & I'autre vniuers. 

Fers non: mais des enfers: car l'enuie & ses vers 
Y lisent a regret leur fatale ruine, 

Enfers non: mais plustost Ie foudre i'imagine, 
Anne de mille feux, & de flambeaux diuers. 
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371). There are, therefore, esthetic, political and interpersonal reasons for 

Laugier de Porcheres' absence. 

Guillaume du Bartas - A primarily religious writer of the sixteenth 

century and a Protestant, it is not difficult to see why du Bartas was excluded. 

He evinces the "Baroque proclivity for the exalted and the massive", according 

to Segel (90). Other critics mention his "profusion enthousiaste"82, his 

"langage poetique rude, concret, riche en images nouvelles et fortes" (Lafay 

69), or his "creations de mots" (Lebegue 164). These characteristics were 

anathema to Malherbe and his followers. 

Agrippa d'Aubigne - Similar objections can be made to the poetry of 

d'Aubigne, of course. Though the turmoil of the religious wars of the sixteenth 

century are his primary inspiration, d'Aubigne outlived Rosset and even 

Malherbe. Apocalyptic visions of a Protestant Last Judgment couched in 

powerful pulsating meter would have been entirely out of place in the salon. 

Jacques Bailbe writes of Les Tragiques: "On ne saurait dissimuler les faiblesses 

de ce long poeme, et on comprend que Ie gout classique naissant n'ait pas tolere 

son exuberance"83. Besides, Les Tragiques did not appear until 1616, while 

d'Aubigne's earlier poetry was not widely circulated. 

Car s'ils estoient des mera, porteroient ils la flame? 
Si des fera: ils auroient emprisonne leur Dame. 
Enfera non: car l'Amotu' y faiet son Paradis. 

Foudre non: car desia tout seroit mis en poudre. 
Toutesfois ne pouuant mieux dire, ie les dis 
DES VERS, DES MERS, DES FERS, DES ENFERS, ET LE FOVDRE. 

WI Beautez de Phyllis 58) 

82 Jacques Morel, Litterature fralu;aise 3. De Montaigne a Corneille, vol. 3 (Paris: Arthaud, 
1986) 277. 

83 Jacques Bailbe, introduction, Les Tragiques, by Agrippa d'Aubigne (Paris: Garnier
Flammarion, 1968) 27. 
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Jean de Sponde - Another converted Protestant - Du Perron was 

instrumental in his conversion (Lafay 332) - Sponde died young in 1595 and 

was published posthumously. Though his works appeared in the earlier recueils 

collectifs, according to Lafay, he fell out of favor as the seventeenth century 

reached beyond its earliest years. Sponde unified a sensitivity to the concrete 

with a nearly metaphysical turn of mind (Lafay 333). Odette de Mourgues 

mentions Sponde's "particular blend of familiar tone, colloquialism, dramatic 

irony, and sometimes fantastic imagination ... " (59), unfavorable attributes 

from Malherbe's (and Rosset's) point of view. 

Jean de la Ceppede - Like Sponde, la Ceppede was ignored by the 

salon poets. His provocative use of conceits and exploitation of tension, his 

exploration of the profundities of contradiction, make him, in O. de Mourgues' 

eyes, a metaphysical poet. La Ceppede's verse brings "together elements 

belonging to very different orders of things, and this in order to express the 

puzzling quality of religious mysteries" (Mourgues 54). Termed a "mannerist" 

by Imbrie Buffum (246), his vein of expression as well as his subjects would 

have offended the salon poets' fastidious sense of decorum and taste. 

If the foregoing were excluded for primarily esthetic reasons, the 

following poets probably ran afoul of interpersonal enmities and coteries. Some 

of the evidence is anecdotal in the extreme. 

Berthelot - Though enamored of certain of Rosset's favorite techniques, 

use of oxymoron and the theme of tromperie, for example, Berthelot (or 

Bertelot) railed against Malherbe's tyranny and was a friend of Regnier, a 

further strike against him in the eyes of Malherbe's followers. Fromilhague 

depicts the fracas that resulted: 
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Le satirique Berthelot, ami de Regnier, ayant raille Malherbe 
cruellement et non sans esprit, dans sa parodie de la chanson 
Qu 'autres que vous soient desirees, notre poete Ie fait bdtonner par 
un gentilhomme de Caen, La Boulardiere. 

Les coups enveniment la querelle, et les injures sui vent. Le 
meme Berthelot, non content de s'en prendre au poete, attaque la 
vicomtesse d'Auchy. II ecrit contre elle des "stances odieuses", 
On m 'a dit qu 'une Robine, et parodie mechamment Ie sonnet dans 
lequelle poete ceIebrait les beautes de sa dame ... (387-388) 

This incident alone may have prompted his elimination. 

Schelandre - Jean de Schelandre was outspoken in his opposition to 

Malherbe; Lafay finds that "Jean de Schelandre unit Ronsard et Du Bartas" 

(Lafay 70). Thus, he was at a great disadvantage. 

Sigognes (or Sigogne) - Lafay writes of this poet's baroque tendencies 

and "evocations d'hon-eur" (101), and Adam avers: "Son vrai terrain est celui 

de la truculence grossiere" (194861). He died in 1611, having left the court in 

1605 (the year of Malherbe's belated arrival). As further reasons for rejection, 

we note that Sigognes was Motin's enemy (Lafay 63), and that he wrote satire, 

which would have been out of place in Rosset's collection. 

Racan - Racan was born in 1589, and may not have had sufficient 

exposure by 1617 - 1618 to attract Rosset's attention. Although he was a 

member of Malherbe's circle, along with Maynard, who was included in the 

Delices, his poetry had been circulated but was not published until 1618. It is 

noteworthy that in the Recueils des plus beaux vers published from 1627 to 

1630, Racan ranks with Malherbe and Maynard as best represented (Lafay 

469). Allem insists on his "plus vive amitie" with Malherbe (229). Could the 

cause for his absence in 1618 have been a falling-out with Rosset or the 

publisher, or was he not yet well enough known? We cannot say. 
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Regnier - Regnier's case is clear. The nephew of Desportes, he was 

present at the legendary incident of the soup, when Malherbe degraded 

Desportes' Paraphrases of the Psalms. Regnier promptly took up his uncle's 

defense. Ever a free-spirit, he rebelled against Malherbe's esthetic despotism 

from the start. He is best-known for his Satires, one of which, Satire IX, is an 

acerbic indictment of Malherbe and his school. He chafed angrily at the 

preoccupation with the signi/iant over the signi/ie: 

... car s'ils font quelque chose, 

C'est proser de la rime et rimer de la prose, 

Que I'art lime et relime, et polit de fa~on 

Qu'elle rend Ii l'oreille un agreable son; 

Et voyant qu'un beau feu leur cel'Velle n'embrase, 

lIs attifent leurs mots, enjolivent leur phrase, 

Affectent leur discours tout si rei eve d' art, 

Et peignent leurs defauts de couleur et de fard.84 

As seen earlier, Regnier's Satires also mock impoverished poets, one of whom 

may have been Rosset. If these were not reasons enough to rule Regnier out, 

more could be found: he continued to admire the poets of La PIeiade and to 

advocate their prosody. He duelled with Maynard (Lafay 63). Allem speaks of 

his "muse gaillarde" (18). Odette de Mourgues sums up Regnier's contribution 

to French literature thus: 

Regnier may be thought of as one of the last champions of 
colloquialism. The conversational tone of his satires, and even of 
his elegies, the use of everyday familiar expressions ... , the 
concrete picturesqueness of his images ... link him to Villon and 

84 Mathurin Regnier, Satire IX, in Allem 142. 
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Rabelais. But, as is well known, Regnier stood in opposition to 
Malherbe and Malherbe won. (156) 

Ronsard - It should be obvious by now why Ronsard, though implicitly 

present in the list of poets for the Delices, is overtly absent. However great his 

impact on Rosset's generation, his influence is carefully dissimulated in the 

anthology. There is still room for some clarification, however. In many ways, 

Rosset and his contemporaries labor to overcome the dominance of Ronsard's 

conception of poetry. As Beethoven loomed over the whole of nineteenth

century music, obsessing even the great Brahms, so did Bonsard and his school 

intimidate his successors and dictate much of what they did (if only negatively, 

by their rejection of what he did and how he did it). Ronsard enjoyed freedom of 

register, of inspiration, of imagery. A cursory look at his love poetry alone 

reveals an ease with sensual love and the fluent expression of it, a naive 

innocence and candor that the salon poets cannot approximate. Youth, fancy, 

the beauty of the physical world are present in Bonsard - reading him, we catch 

a whiff of the Renaissance in all its fullness. Like Hugo, Ronsard is a complete 

poet, but not a perfect poet. AHem writes: 

II s'est trop embarrasse d'erudition et il a meM a son inspiration ... 
trop de souvenirs et trop d'imitations des litteratures anciennes; 
son genie impetueux et son ardeur reformatrice ne lui permirent 
pas de discipliner cette inspiration; il accueillit aussi trop de 
formes de parler empruntees des constructions antiques; on .ui 
reprocha ces defauts, et il vivait encore que deja germait une 
reaction contre son oeuvre et contre son influence. (35) 

Ronsard is not thought of as characteristically baroque. Whereas, however 

one might characterize them, the poets of Rosset's time included in the Delices 

inevitably took a stance in relation to the baroque esthetic, thereby 

distinguishing themselves (this is true particularly of Malherbe's school) from 

Ronsard and from the baroque. 
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To sum up, the poets excluded from Rosset's anthology (or their work) 

exhibited the following damning characteristics: 

- Political transgressions, including published ad hominem attacks. 

- Concrete or colloquial language. 

- Richly evocative imagery and conceits. 

- Neologisms or archaisms. 

- Overt imitation of Latin sentence structure. 

- Profound metaphysical or religious rumination (or both at once). 

- Ostentatiously detailed displays of classical learning. 

In short, they represented what was out-moded or extravagant. In an 

evolution tending ever toward the purity and harmony of classicism, their 

work, however prerequisite and contributory, must be denied mention. Their 

presence, however inherent, must be dissimulated. 

Rosset Revises Rosset: SeIf-(Dis)simulation 

Everyone alters and is altered by everyone else. We are all the time 
taking in portions of one another or else reacting against them, and by 
these involuntary acquisitions and repulsions modifying our natures. 

- Gerald Brenan, Thoughts in a Dry Season, 1978 

A rare and significant opportunity to observe the direct impact of pre

classicism's assertive principles at work has been afforded us by Rosset's urge 

to revise a number of his early poems for republication in the Delices anthology. 

The earlier poems, having appeared in the XII Beautez de Phyllis in 1604, are 

relatively free from Malherbe's influence, although an Ode to Malherbe does 

appear there. It is just possible that Rosset had met him by then, since 

Malherbe spent ten years in Provence during his early years, and later 
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returned there. Rosset's roots were in Provence as well and he too returned 

often in mind and body; if he did not meet Malherbe there, by 1604 he had at 

least heard of him and read some of his verse. Rosset chose seventeen poems 

from the XII Beautez to reprint. Of these, five have been substantially altered, 

while five are modified only slightly. The other seven have not been changed at 

all. Given the fluctuations in the conventions used during the period, variations 

in spelling and punctuation have been discounted for the purposes of this 

study. Presumably the seven poems reprinted as they were in 1604 passed 

Rosset's renewed scrutiny. The unaltered works encompass Rosset's habitual 

genres, mostly encomiastic and amatory. 

Of the poems that have been reworked, the revisions are of different 

orders of magnitude. Physically, these alterations ascend from simple one

word changes to the elimination of entire strophes. There are changes in 

names, in isolated words. Most changes involve rewriting an entire line of 

verse, occasionally several lines running. The most drastic is the excision of 

several strophes from a poem. We have no indication as to when the revisions 

were done, though judging from the poetry reproduced in the 1617 Histoires des 

amants volages, they could well have been made when Rosset was preparing 

his poetry for republication in 1618. Most indicative perhaps is the fact that a 

major portion of these revisions show Rosset attempting to make his verse 

conform to Malherbe's standards, thus actively and consciously simulating the 

new esthetic. Rosset's changes rarely have to do with the content or message 

of the verse or strophe. Certainly Rosset here admirably illustrates 

Malherbe's approach to poetry writing - spontaneity and "inspiration" do not 
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enter in. Rather, the poet constructs poems with words much as a mason 

builds a wall with stone and brick. The poet is a craftsman. 

In the following examples, the original (1604) version of the passage is 

printed in standard type. Modified passages are bracketed [ ] and the revised 

(1618) version of the passage printed in bold above the earlier one. 

Several alterations have taken place in the early sonnet (JJelices 1096) 

previously reproduced. The reader may consult the complete text above; only 

the relevant lines appear here: 

1 Ces Rochers esleuez qui voisinent les Cieux 

eause de mon dommage, 

2 Sont pareils aux desirs [dou procede ma rage,] ... 

5 Du haut de ces rochers maints torrents furieux 

Descendent en bruyant, & rage: 

6 [Naissants, courants, bruyants] deschargent leur [orage,] 

Mes eompagnons 

7 [Ces] superbes desirs, les [corrivaux] des Dieux, ... 

roes 

9 Les sommets de ces [monts] du foudre sont broyes: ... 

monts 

12 La nege de ces [roes] dure etemellement: ... 

It is obvious that Rosset is trying to tone down this distinctly baroque poem. 

The first modification substitutes a colorless and vague periphrase ("cause de 

mon dommage") for a vivid, jolting, and somewhat clumsy direct statement 

("dou procede ma rage"); his updated version, being both more vague and more 

mellifluous, fits Malherbe's principles better from two points of view. The 
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infelicitous and abrupt repetition of fa! ("ma rage") is avoided, while the new 

phrase replaces it with "darker" vowels, including a nasal. Since much of the 

poem portrays introspection and its attendant brooding mood, the word rage in 

the old version clashes noticeably with the poem's intent. The poet 

nevertheless salvages the word rage and places it much better elsewhere, 

utilizing it as a metaphor to depict the streams rushing down the 

mountainside. The second change, in line 6, is just as significant in light of 

Malherbe's doctrine. The three repeated present participles create a definite 

baroque effect, an example of what Rousset calls le poeme deehiquete - "dont la 

structure apparait en voie d'eclatement" (1953 193). The echoing of the 

endings, the variations offered by the roots, jerkily stridently insistently jar the 

reader (or listener). As for replacing eorrivaux with eompagnons, the latter is a 

commoner word, perhaps closer to the noble dialect emulated by Malherbe and 

the other court poets. Regarding the interchange of roes for monts in lines 9 

and 12, a plausible explanation again involves phonetics: the sound of the word 

roc is harsh, sudden, and acute; better to put it in a context where that effect 

is not deleterious but actually productive. Rosset accordingly moves it up in 

company with foudre and broyes, where the repeated r's produce an explosive 

effect; correspondingly, the last tercet, written to conjure up immobility and 

cold in the mind of the reader, is improved by the addition of the "dark" and 

"deep"-sounding word mont. Besides, snow goes better semantically with 

monts than with roes. The revised version of this piece indicates the degree to 

which phonological considerations may determine word choice for a poet. 
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The poem entitled Le leu aux Dames, discussed thematically in the 

following section of this chapter, displays numerous changes, especially at the 

beginning and end. 

CelIe qui prend les belles Ames 

1 [La belle source de mes flames,] 

Dedans les filets de l'Amour, 

2 [Cest Astre tout luisant d'Amour,] •.• 

Moy qui n'estime rien ma vie 

5 [Moy, qui ne respire ma vie] 

Au prix de son contentement, 

6 [Que pour l'offrir II son autel,] 

Pour accomplir sa douce enuie, 

7 [pour faire passer son enuie] 

Ie vais chez elle promptement. 

8 [Ie cours, ie vole a son hostel.] 

Sa belle main que i'idolatre ... (Delices 1097) 

9 [La ceste main que i'idolatre] ... (XII Beautez 35) 

The earlier version of this poem is lighter, with more verve, but often clumsily 

worded. Rosset's revision is more dignified, better articulated as an utterance, 

smoother in expression. In the original, the imagery in the second strophe 

reveals itself as awkward on close examination (How can you "breathe" 

something which you place on an altar?). The revision is less graphic than the 

original, as would be expected. The choice of words in line 7 ("Pour faire passer 

son envie") is poor: the implication is that the poet and his lady are going to 

hurry through whatever they plan on doing. The repetition ("Je cours, je vole") 
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can be construed as redundant, or as too frolicsome (even too Ronsardian) for 

preclassical taste. "La ceste main" (line 9) may be an archaism or an 

Italianism, either of which Malherbe forcefully proscribed. No further changes 

intervene until the next-to-Iast strophe, which has been totally rewritten: 

Alors ceste rare Merueille, 

45 [Adonc c'est Astre de c'est age,] 

Baissant de honte un peu les yeux, 

46 [Pliant Ie Damier a l'envers,] 

Et deuenant toute venneille, 

47 [Me regard ant d'vn doux visage] 

Me dit ce propos gracieux. 

48 [Me dict ces trois ou quatre vers:] 

Line 45 is surprisingly graceless. Aside from the worrisome insertion of an 

apostrophe in the word cest - certainly a confusion with the legitimate c 'est [= 

ce + est] - the apparently inadvertent repetition of the word cest and of the fa! 

sound make this line very unpoetic. Fromilhague touches on an explanation for 

the recasting of this line when he writes: "Malherbe a impitoyablement 

pourchasse la repetition, dans des syllabes successives, d'une meme consonne 

ou d'une meme voyelle" (401). Further, adonc probably even then had an 

archaic ring to it - all the more reason to excise it. Line 46 in the 1604 version 

verges on the technical, another proscribed area, line 47 is extremely prosaic, 

while 48 is superfluous, contributing nothing to the thought line, imagery or 

action; and besides, if she only "said" 3 lines of verse, the poem would come out 

wrong! Malherbe was dead set against this prosy padding, la cheville. The 

later version of the strophe is more graceful grammatically and more apposite 
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in terms of placing the right verbal "weight" among the available syllables. 

There is just the slight suggestion of dynamics, just a touch of action, while the 

capitalized "Merueille" moves the reader momentarily into an area close to 

allegory. All in all, Malherbe's doctrine is the winner; by his revisions, Rosset 

has succeeded in rendering the poem more regular and more readable. 

The sonnet Cloris~ dont les appas (Delices 1107) was reprinted from the 

XII Beautez with none other than a name change: in 1604 the sonnet is 

addressed to Phyllis; in 1618, to Cloris. Phyllis and Cloris are both fictional, 

classicized names commonly used by poets at the end of the sixteenth and the 

beginning of the seventeenth century. We may surmise that on the one hand 

Rosset may have wished to avoid association with his earlier Phyllis, and 

therefore the 1604 collection. On the other, the name may have fallen from 

fashion by 1618 and been supplanted in courtly usage by Cloris. The need to 

address the sonnet to a fictional ladylove remained - the name itself changed. 

If Rosset barely altered this sonnet, the Stances - Encor que mille /lots ... 

(Delices 1105) fared much differently, for he has made changes in every one of 

the eight remaining strophes, but more radically, he has removed four whole 

stanzas. The lesser changes involve replacing verbs and adjectives (rare 

replaces aymable; allumer replaces chatouiller; consumer replaces attiser) and 

function words (En fin replaces aussi; si replaces que; encor que replaces 

com bien que) - the latter obviously intended to replace archaisms. The 

discarded stanzas contain certain ebullient but redundant phrases and 

inteljections (8 beaute parfaicte! honneur de l'vniuers; ... Mais helas! garde bien~ 8 

divine clairte ... ) and several epithets in apposition (Phyllis, belle Phyllis~ 

l'ornement de nos iours~' Ne cesse, beau Soleil, de me bruler tousiours; Le 
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Paradis des coeurs, & la gloire des ames; ... ce foudre d'amour). These four 

stanzas are embellishment; they pile appositive on appositive, compound 

conventional metaphor with hyperbole; in short, they are extravagant. They 

also manifest use of the apostrophe (" ... Malherbe proscrivait l'emploi des 

apostrophes, qu'il considerait comme des chevilles ... " Fromilhague 400). There 

is another instance of Rousset's baroque structure eclatee ("Rigueurs, desdains, 

reffus ... ") and two of the stanzas overdevelop conceits to such a point that the 

reader must stop and reread to fully comprehend them. A more obvious 

blunder, perhaps, is the use of the verb aller with a present participle ("Nous 

savons que Malherbe condamnait la construction du verbe aZZer avec un 

participe present ... " Fromilhague 400): 

, mon Amour figurant: 

28 Ce n'estoit qu'vn Pourtraict [qui m'alloit figurant,] ... 

By cutting the final two strophes, which were at any rate nothing but 

elaboration, Rosset tightens up the thought-line, and, in a clever touch, ends 

the poem with the image of the song of the dying swan. The poet has again 

disguised his youthful fascination for the name and personnage of Phyllis and 

eliminated the now-dreaded apostrophes, by cutting these four strophes, where 

her name had appeared. Here are further instances of Rosset's early, 

exuberant joy in flashy, empassioned language yielding to impending sobriety 

and seriousness of tone. Rosset markedly changes the nature of the poem as 

he cuts away what he had come to see as superfluous or passe. 

In a piece originally composed, according to Rosset, at the age of 15 (ca. 

1585), STANCES. POUR MONSEIGNEVR LE DVC D'VZEZ, we find the 

- ---- -- ----------- -------- -- ---._-----_._----
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middle-aged editor substituting the conjunction bien que for the original quand 

bien, which by 1618 was likely an archaism. 

The STANCES. POUR M.L.B.D.F. (Monseigneur Ie Baron de F .... ), one 

of Rosset's poems of gallantry, contain a reference to Provence and the 

Proven~allanguage which is removed from the later version, another example 

ofRosset's instinctive tendency to dissimulate elements of his past: 

Tout Ie rnonde adrnirant vne teIle rnerueille 

13 [La Prouence estonnee en ceste grand' merueille] 

Redict a tous propos cet estrange accident, 

14 [Redict en ses accents ce nouvel accident,] 

Despite his Proven~al origins, Rosset removes any specific mention of the 

province and replaces it with a vaguer, more generalized expression; but more 

than that, he takes out his reference to Proven~al as a language and its 

divergence from French. One recalls the absence of Proven~al poets from 

Malherbe's clique, Malherbe's desire to "degas conner" the French language, and 

the Proven~aI/Parisian duality that was Rosset's life. 

There is in line 13 of this poem still another turn of phrase that 

Malherbe's prosody rejected, the contraction of the feminine grande to grand' 

when the full form would have added a foot too many to the line. In fact this 

error has been remedied three times in the ten poems that display revisions -

grand' merueille occurs once more, in the STANCES on the Immaculate 

Conception (XII Beautez 71; Delices 1159), and in the STANCES. A 

MADAMOISELLE DIANE DE CRVSSOL. (XII Beautez 56; Delices 1132), we 

find: 

1 Chere sew' d'Apollon, belle, & rare planette, 
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commevne 

2 Dontle moindre regard est [vne grand] Comete ... ". 

Though grand' merueille might have passed as a fixed expression (based on 

archaic usage: cf. grand-mere, grand-messe, grand-rue, etc.), "vne grand 

Gomete" is either antiquated or colloquial, in either case unacceptable. Rosset 

manifestly hesitates, registering ambivalence toward a linguistic quirk 

evidently problematic at the time. Six syllables were required in the 

hemistiche - here was a case of blatant abuse of contraction, at least from a 

revisionist point of view. Three strophes later in the same poem, we find 

Rosset again removing the structure aZZer + present participle, and 

simultaneously rendering the diction more regular, the imagery less precise, 

the thought-line more abstract: 

19 Mes vers qui depeignez ceste rare merueille, 

dedans l'oreille, 

20 Que vous estes heureux d'entrer [en son oreille,] 

De celIe qui vous sert de lumiere & de pris: 

21 [Et d'aller chatouillant ce flambeau des espritz,] 

Encor qu'elle 

22 [Lequel bien qu'il] s'occupe a des choses plus hautes, ... 

One final "error" that the older Rosset spotted in the younger was the 

occasional use of rhymes consisting of words from the same family or derived 

from the same root. One of the four excised stanzas from the long poem 

mentioned earlier already contained the rhyme point / poi net. That blunder 

went out with the rest. But another instance of the same error occurs in what 
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becomes the eighth and last stanza, where the rhyming pair nom / renom is 

removed: 

45 Car nul autre que moy n'en s~auroit estre digne, 

tant de perfection, 

46 Non plus que pour chanter [la gloire de son nom,] 

a mon affection, 

47 Ce seroit faire tort [a son diuin renom] ... 

The rhyming pair point / poinct occurs again (ironically) in the ODE. A 

MONSIEVR DE MALERBE. (XII Beautez 59; Delices 1137) at the beginning 

of the twelfth stanza. 

en taisant la verite 

67 Mais [aussi de ne chanter point] 

Cacher a la posterite 

68 [0 grand Malerbe, de tout poinct] 

69 La gloire de ta rare Muse ... 

Rosset is able to do away with not only the offending rhymes, but also an 

apostrophe - an apostrophe to Malherbe himself! Of course Rosset had to 

remove that~ even (especially!) if the poem was written in Malherbe's honor. 

Had Malherbe seen or perhaps even critiqued the poem? Aside from these two 

lines, the long ode remains as it was in 1604. 

We are left with the impression of a poetaster tinkering. In no case are 

Rosset's changes attributable to a renewed vision or a personal imperative to 

communicate more deeply. What Rousset so aptly writes regarding Malherbe 

is equally true of Rosset: "La poesie de Malherbe fait fi de l'inspiration, de 
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l'incantation et du message. Elle veut etre avant tout construction II (1953 

201). Such a statement underscores to what extent this poetry is the product 

of artifice. Rosset has assimilated Malherbe's lessons and takes his earlier, 

more carefree work in hand to attempt to make it conform. He strives to 

fashion simulacra of Malherbian art. And it is true that Rosset's later verse 

is more sober, more elegant, more generalizing, more ... classical. But we have 

also seen the many registers of the baroque permeating his work from start to 

finish, from its surface to its depths, a scintillating presence never quite 

entirely dissimulated. Despite the general trend, in the words ofRousset, liOn 

est parfois baroque malgre soi" (1953 203). 

Tromperie in Rosset's Poetry: 

Inconstancy> (Dis)simulation > Duplicity> Destruction 

That Women are Inconstant, I with any man confess, but that Inconstancy 
is a bad quality, I against any man will maintain: For every thing as it is 
one better than another, so is it fuller of change; The Heavens themselves 
continually turn, the Stars move, the Moon changeth; Fire whirleth, Aire 
£lyeth, Water ebbs and £lowes, the face of the Earth altereth her looks, time 
staies not... then why should that which is the perfection of other things, 
be imputed to Women as greatest imperfection? Because thereby they 
deceive Men. Are not your wits pleased with those jests, which cozen your 
expectation? You can call it pleasure to be beguil'd in troubles, and in the 
most excellent toy in the world, you call it Treachery: I would you had yow' 
Mistresses so constant, that they would never change, no not so much as 
their smocks, then should you see what sluttish vertue, Constancy were.85 

- John Donne: PARADOXES - A Defence ofWomens Inconstancy 

85 Jolm Donne, Complete Verse and Selected Prose, ed. Jolm Hayward (London: The 
Nonesuch Press, 1978) 335·336. 
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Whether we feign to believe, following Donne's intricate conceit, that the 

consequences of inconstancy are pleasant, or choose, like Rosset, the drearier 

wages of changeability, there is no doubt that either course is more interesting 

than the plain and stolid state of virtue. 

The earliest inklings of Rasset's subsequent obsession with tromperie 

reveal themselves in the context of gallantry. Inevitably, following a 

standardized equation, the beloved is inconstant. Rosset does not paint a 

picture of love fulfilled - instead the two poles of the experience of love as seen 

through his poetry are: the role of the lover as the lady's thrall, unflinching but 

ever wary, suffering behind a fa~ade of worshipful adoration, prolonging 

existence through a defeatist monolog in verse; and the other, less static, but 

hardly more sanguine prospect of a disabused paramour who has seen the 

truth: his lady is unfaithful. He sings therefore of inconstancy. Whatever 

fidelity there is dissimulates its eventual self-destruction. 

Infidelity is a subset of the great baroque paradigm of inconstancy. 

As Donne says, the whole world embodies change; why shouldn't a lover? 

Rasset formulates a strikingly similar statement: 

Qve me sert il d'estre fidelle, 

Puis qu'elle change si souuent. 

La Lune, la Mer, & Ie vent, 

Se vont formant a son modelle ... (XII Beautez 31) 

"Ie ne peints pas l'estre; ie peints Ie passage," said Montaigne. This thought 

reconfirms a well-known baroque notion: there is no essence, no fixed state. Or 

perhaps the essence of humankind is this law of change. As glimpsed through 

Rosset's poetry, lovers are fickle by definition. If he views the world from the 
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'\ 
standpoint of a male, his pronouncements on inconstancy generally concern 

females, but not always. At times the male lover is drawn into the game and 

plays as earnestly as the female; and men are sometimes the first to be 

inconstant. 

Inconstancy and tromperie are of course intimately related. In the 

context of a love affair, for Rosset, tromperie has two faces, one which presents 

itself as the beloved draws away, gravitating toward a new love interest; and 

another, wherein the prospective beloved, new on the horizon, creates an 

illusion she wants the future lover to believe. This last is best illustrated in the 

STANCES. Elle feinct de marcher ... , discussed above, wherein the lady 

disguises her limp as she seeks out lovers. This dys-simulation fails to work 

and she incurs the animosity of her erstwhile lover.s6 In either case, of course, 

Rosset's two-tiered vision comes into play - there is a reality beneath the 

appearances, a hard core beneath the fabricated fa~ade, simulation and 

dissimulation wedded and working in unison. Between these two positions a 

panoply of ambivalence is displayed - an arsenal of mutually exclusive signals 

naturally eliciting tension in the lover. An aberrant form of gallant tromperie, 

found repeatedly in Rosset, pits the two unfaithful lovers against one another, 

S6 Rosset in this early piece already hews to an archetypal Rossetian scenario: that of 
trompeur trompe and trompe detrompe: 

Elle pense pourtant n'estre pas descouuerte 
Tant elle est indulgente a sa presomption, 

Non plus qu'en se parant de ceste robe verte, 
Laquelle des long temps passe prescription. 

De son Godemissis l'histoire est trop cogneue, 
On en parle par tout elle a [sic] beau Ie ceIer, 

Car les petis enfansl'a [sic] chantent par la rue, 
Toutefois par honneur ie n'en veux point parler. (XlI Beautez 43) 
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both sometimes cognizant of the other's faithlessness, neither willing to 

terminate the liaison, mirror images of disabused deception. 

A most forthright statement of the first type of gallant tromp erie is 

found in Rosset's STANCES. Sur vne Infidelite: 

Dessoubs une tendre ieunesse, 

Dafne cache tant de finesse, 

De ruze & de legerete, 

Que l'on diroit que l'artifice, 

Le changement, & la malice, 

N asquirent auec sa beaute. 

Elle bn1lait d'vne autre flame 

Et feignoit sentir dedans l'ame, 

Les ardeurs de ma passion, 

Mais i'ay sa ruse descouuerte ... (Delices 1103) 

She dissimulates her love for another as she simulates love for the speaker. 

Having seen through her act, the poet, though hurt, emancipates himself as he 

tells her that if she accedes to the force of reason in the future, he will come 

back to her. 

As mentioned above, several poems portray a mirror-like situation in 

which both lovers deceive each other concurrently, sometimes knowingly, 

sometimes unknowingly. As distinct from the poem cited above, the 

STANCES. Si vous aymez de fantasie ... represent a dialogue of disillusionment: 

... Quand vous me promettiez merueilles, 

II est vray que Ie plus souuent 



Pour vous entretenir de vent 

I'abbreuuois d'espoir vos oreilles, 

Si bien qu'en deguisant nos coeurs, 

Nous estions tous deux des moqueurs. 

(Delices 1127) 
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The poem proceeds with the speaker's counsel to his ladylove: "Prenant Ie 

propos pour l'effect,l Contentez-vous de la parolle ... " - certainly a direct 

statement of Rosset's familiarity with the theme later taken up by Moliere in 

Don Juan and Tartuffe, i.e. the deceptive nature of the face value of words, 

however flowery and convincing - a theme much amplified in the Histoires 

tragiques. In a surprisingly modern - even decadent - statement, Rosset 

consoles his lady with the power of the imagination (a faculty as ill-thought of, 

at the time, as its power was considered to be great) - if the reality of his love is 

not forthcoming in the future, she is encouraged to combine fantasy, hope, and 

remembered words. 

In an unexpected Picasso-like image - conveying simultaneous yet 

opposite sides of the beloved - grounded in duality, tromperie resides in her very 

natw·e. She becomes the personification of ambivalence and division: 

... Car de ses yeux meurtriers, dont tout [sic] Arne est blessee, 

Quand un traict est cruel, l'autre est doux & trompeur, 

L'vn apporte Ie coup, l'autre la Panacee, 

L'vn fait viure d'espoir, l'autre mourir de peur. 

(Delices 1142-1143) 

While the inconstancy of lovers was a less obsessive topic in the 1618 

anthology, most of the second part of the 1604 collection, called Diverses 
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amours, is devoted to poems in which deception and inconstancy are primary 

themes. The title in itself contains the idea of deception: diversus in Latin 

means "turned aside." A diversionary tactic substitutes an illusion for the 

later, more devastating reality. Indeed, Rosset's title can indicate either 

different, separate loves, or loves which have been diverted, thus taking on a 

doubtful, doubled existence. Both interpretations are in harmony with baroque 

archetypes. Synonyms (and antonyms) proliferate: feindre, jouer, decevoir, 

{latter, fausser, transformer, emprunter, deguiser, trahir, piper, dementir, 

tromper, couvrir; ruse, dessein, vaine esperance, moqueur, imagination - Rosset 

seems to have dwelt on the topic to such an extent that he has wrung the 

French language of every conceivable hyponym for the category "deceit". [A 

similar list is possible for the concept of inconstancy: changement, 

metamorphose, volage, errant, zeger, etc.] A catalog of images from antiquity 

posits the same di-Iemma: the Trojan horse, the Sirens, crocodile tears, 

Orpheus and his lyre, all personifications, in some way, of tromperie. 87 

Whereas Phyllis and her endowments occupied Rosset in a relatively 

straightforward manner in the first part of the XII Beautez, he shifts into a 

different, more mocking mode for this second section. 

One of the finest poems in the Diverses Amours, the STANCES. Sur Le 

leu aux Dames., is an unusual one for Rosset. Though superficially resembling 

any poem of gallantry, on close examination the piece reveals a bi-planar 

existence. Not content with merely evoking duality, or inserting images in 

87 The Trojan horse, ostensibly a peace-offering, turned out to be a death-deliverer; Sirens 
lure men onward toward their death in dangerous waters, dissimulating destruction through 
their hypnotic song; crocodile tears are false and insincere, though they offer a semblance of 
genuineness; Orpheus so enchanted mortals and gods with his song that he was allowed to 
bring Eurydice back from the dead, thus tricking death (but lacking faith, he looked back 
while she was following him - as he was told not to do - and lost her again). 
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which duality is implicit, Rosset writes two poems at once, one hovering just 

beneath the other. To say the piece is symbolic would be misleading. Every 

stanza can be read two ways; each realization of the poem's dual nature lures 

the reader further into the game. The title itself is a pun: Le Jeu aux Dames 

becomes the pursuit of a lady in the game oflove. Ostensibly, the lady invites 

the man to come play checkers. He consents of course, through chivalry. She 

readies the checkerboard and they divide the checkers between them, the lady 

taking the white ones and the man the red. The game is described in the most 

ambivalent of terms. Finally, the man wins. The last stanza relays the lady's 

promise to play often with him if he preserves her reputation. Rosset 

apparently prized this piece highly, since he carefully reworked it for inclusion 

in the Delices, and the later version is in fact superior, as mentioned above in 

the discussion of the differences between the two versions. 

Genette, in a 1969 essay, broaches the strategy used by Rosset in this 

poem when, apropos of the distinction between the connotative and denotative 

properties of poetic language, he writes: " ... c'est leur double presence 

simultanee qui entretient l'ambigulte poetique, aussi bien dans l'image moderne 

que dans la figure classique"88. Thus a word or image can conjure at once its 

literal meaning and various associated or adjunct meanings. Precisely this 

process is at work throughout Le Jeu aux Dames. An extract will give an 

indication of the double entendre which pervades this poem (we quote the 1618 

version): 

... La Belle pour gaigner la lice, 

S'efforce a ioiier finement, 

88 Gerard Genette, Figures II (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1969) 142. 



Et ie conioins Ii l'artifice 

Ma main, mon oeil, mon iugement. 

Pour frustrer Ie point OU i'aspire, 

Elle ne se tient que de loing, 

Et quand au combat ie l'attire, 

Elle se retire en un coing. 

Moy de nature impatiente 

Ie fonds d'ardeur, & de desire: 

La Belle nage en ceste attente 

Dans un doux fleuue de plaisir. 

Elle dilaye, & moy ie brusle, 

De voir bien-tost la fin du ieu, 

II est vrai qu'elle dissimule, 

Lors que son ame est toute en feu .... 

(Delices 1098) 
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Never too obvious, yet always provocative, the poem hastens to a conclusion 

predictable enough in a courtois / galant context 

o douce cause de mes flames, 

Le sort accompagne ton heur: 

Nous ioiirons bien souuent aux Dames, 

Si tu conserves mon honneur. (Delices 1099) 
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Whatever her protests, here there is more than an implication of complicity on 

the part of the lady. This stanza recalls the dual reality of aristocratic life at 

the time: the perpetual dichotomy between public and private life. But are we 

to take it literally? 

If in other contexts, functioning at the level of metaphor is indeed a sort 

oftromperie, here we can legitimately ask ourselves what level is literal, what 

level figurative? Is the lady duped? Is she the victim of a canny ploy on the 

part of the gentleman? Or could he be the dupe, as he is led on and eventually 

gently rebuffed by the lady? Or have we as readers been the victims of 

tromperie, the two players silent in their shared secret? 

Buffum could be speaking of this poem when, regarding the baroque 

esthetic, he writes: 

Illusions are felt to be fascinating; and in order to enjoy the 
experience to the full, one should first allow oneself to be taken in 
(partly at least) and then see clearly that the whole impression 
was an illusion .... The baroque writer, by retaining a certain 
detachment, preserves his sense of humor as well, without, 
however, losing his sense of wonder. (143) 

The manifestation of faithless love as represented in Rasset's poetry is 

tantalizingly ambivalent: an uneasy truce is maintained between the 

enthralled courtly lover and the disenchanted, worldly paramour. Both 

tromp erie and inconstancy have distinct incarnations in his two volumes of 

verse. In the XII Beautez de Phyllis, Rosset often works in pastels, in 

mannered, nearly precieux phrases and motifs; in contrast, the fulminations of 

his early satires belie his subsequent inconcrete and proto-classical diction. 

His later poetry is more finely honed, but, as we have seen, also more abstract. 

Insouciant variations on inconstancy give way to elevated perorations. 
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Rosset's youthful plaints graduate to heartfelt consolation in the Delices de la 

poesie franr;oise, where he recapitulates in more grave and stately accents the 

lessons of life's evanescence. 

The dual stance Rosset had interiorized - e.g. his double status as 

Provell\tal and Parisian poet, his frustrated attempt to penetrate Malherbe's 

circle, the need to save face - these and other factors possibly induced Rosset 

to forge a persona which he enacted both in life and on the page. We must 

remember that this was a social setting in itself theatrical, highly charged with 

competing interests, even in terms of poetry. Henri IV's lukewarm interest in 

his court poets is legendary; even the great Malherbe was secured a pension 

with difficulty. We can surmise the turmoil caused for Rosset by Henri IV's 

assassination and the difficult Regency that followed it. His great opportunity 

was the editorship of the recueils collectifs in 1615 and 1618. Polysemically 

signifying through both word and deed, the anthologies are Rosset's esthetic 

coat of arms. They contain his poetic ancestry and establish his 

connoisseurship. They proclaim as well his latest self, the product of choice 

and conscious evolution: 

... c'est essentiellement dans les Delices de 1615 et de 1618 (ou de 
Rosset a seulement la modestie de classer ses propres 
productions en fin de volume) que Ie nombre de ses poesies lui 
permet de se classer a egalite avec les plus grands: Bertaut, 
Maynard, Malherbe, Des Yveteaux, Du Perron. Ensuite sa 
presence devient des plus discretes. (Lafay 366) 

This detail is indicative: Rosset had died. Lafay relays the statistics: in 1615, 

when he was editor, Rosset inserted twenty-nine of his own poems - only 

Bertaut, Maynard and Malherbe were better represented. In 1616, under 

another editor, only one of his poems appeared! In 1618, when he was again 
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editor, forty-five appeared; in 1619, only one; in 1620, three, and again in 1622, 

three. Like a house of cards, Rosset's persona collapses with his death. 

But icons of the struggling poet and his battle with antagonism are 

revealed in his verse. (Dis)simulation and/or tromperie appear in several 

poems, not under the auspices of gallantry, but as apprehended through public 

or professional life. An early example of Rosset's self-assertion over and above 

opposition occurs in the STANSES, CONTRE VN ZOILE. Rosset accuses the 

critic of empty, malicious words: 

Ce sot qui mesprise mes vers, ... 

Faict des parolles sans effect, 

Moy des effectz & des paroles. ()(II Beautez 44) 

In his characterizations of the zoi'Ze, Rosset spares no invective: forfant, bouffi 

d larrogance, bouffon enfle de vent, The images which Rosset uses paint a 

picture of a personnage swollen with pretension, making unfounded claims 

about Rosset's poetry, a freak-show version of Rosset's own persona. If the 

personnage attempted by the critic is a failure, Rosset considers his own to be 

unsullied: 

Les Corbeaux ont beau se parer, 

Le Cygne ne peut endurer 

Que leur voix son Meandre souille, 

Et la Syreine ne veut pas 

Avec sa voix pleine d'appas 

Mesler la voix d'vne grenouille. (XlI Beautez 44) 

Tromperie: the puffed-up critic becomes a crow decked out to fool the observer, 

while the swan must be a figure for Rosset himself. In a contemporary note, 
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Rosset identifies Avignon as the home of one of the critic's pretentious friends, 

and he goes on to note: 

Ma patrie a bien cest honneur, 

D'auoir produict quelque sonneur 

Dont la vertu la gloire esleue ... (XlI Beautez 44) 

There is no doubt he refers to himself here, and when he accuses the critic of 

maligning him ("Lors que ie l'escoute mesdire" ... ) we hear the first in what will 

be, over the years, a string of similar attempts at self-justification and 

exoneration. 

A short humorous poem, TOMBEAV D'VN POETASTRE, if written 

primarily in fun, still focuses on a pretended poet's reputation, on his writings, 

their interpretation by posterity, and his epitaph. We are afforded a rare 

glimpse of the playful Rosset, whose double vision here extends to puns and 

double entendre: 

... Quand il mourut ie ne s~ay pas 

S'H crachoit les vel'S par la bouche, 

Mais ie s~ay bien que du Grimouche 

Les vel'S prendront vn bon repas. 

II trespassa l'an qu'il mourut: 

Priez Dieu qu'en paix il sommeille, 

Car il vuidoit vne bouteille 

Lors que la Parque Ie ferut. (XlI Beautez 46-47) 

If (dis)simulation and tromperie in the context of a person's public or 

professional life are present only tangentially in his earlier set of poems, these 
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themes are treated more directly in the later work. By that time, Rosset had 

had much more contact with the court, the various poetic coteries in Paris, the 

salons of the time and the world of publishing. He had a reputation as a writer, 

though for some of his contemporaries it was questionable. In his ODE. A 

MONSIEVR DE BASSOMPIERRE. (Delices 1066), his outcry becomes more 

forceful: 

Or tandis que ie coronne 

De vert Laurier tout mon front, 

Vne tourbe m'enuironne 

Qui veut grimper sur Ie Mont, 

Oil par une foUe audace 

Elle se promet ma place, 

Comme s'n estoit donne 

A ceste tourbe importune 

D'auoir part a la fortune 

Des vers qui m'ont couronne. 

Corbeaux qui sous Ie plumage 

De quelque Cigne emprunte 

Taschez d' auoir en partage 

L'honneur que i'ay merite: 

Vos Muses ne sont fertiles 

Qu'en avortons inutiles 

Aussi tost enseuelis, 

Comme ceUes d'un superbe 
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Qui s'ingere apres Malherbe 

De chanter la Fleurdelis. (Delices 1066 - 1067) 

Again, this portion of the poem requires a "key" we do not have. But the thrust 

of it is obvious: Rosset is threatened. Someone wants to steal the honors 

which should rightfully go to him. As usual in Rosset's poetry, the dynamics 

involve tension between two constituents. It is suggestive that Rosset crowns 

himself with laurels here, only to have them challenged by an envious rabble. 

We recall his outburst against the zoi'Ze from years before - he even uses the 

same images. Once again the Crows don the plumage of the Swan to try to 

claim Rosset's due. Tromperie here includes both dissimulation of the crow-like 

reality and simulation of a swan-like exterior, the motive being acquisition of 

the prize that Rosset alone deserves. But the crows can put forth nothing but 

still-born attempts at poetic art, stunted imitations, no sooner borne than 

buried. The avorton is a promise broken, a vapid simulacrum, an empty shell 

that, despite appearances, holds nothing. These well-chosen images of 

deception recapitulate the effects oftromperie. 

The superbe who dabbles in patriotic verse in imitation of Malherbe 

deserves a closer look. Arrogant and haughty, the superbe believes himself 

possessed of great gifts - he aspires toward and emulates that which he does 

not have. What is evident to others, he does not realize: as with the lame 

courtesan encountered earlier, his image of himself does not square with 

reality. Others, in a version of Rosset's two-tiered vision, see the dual nature of 

the superbe - he is not what he pretends to be. In an exact reversal of the 

habitual scenario involving tromperie, the superbe is the dupe, while those 

around him suffer through the reality of his failed pretension. Probably directly 
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proportional to his protest against the rabble and the arrogant pretender is the 

poet's fear that someone else might do as well or better than he. It is intriguing 

that this figure of the prideful imitator of Malherbe could once more be Rosset's 

projection of himself, ifonly subconscious. 

If inconstancy leads to dissimulation/simulation which leads to duplicity 

which leads to destruction, what is destroyed, and what attained? Illusions are 

destroyed - naIvete gives way to disillusionment, desengafio. Reputations are 

besmirched. Virtue is compromised. Order collapses. And the story line ends! 

What is attained? Sometimes the semblance of requited love; sometimes the 

fruit of another's labors; even celebrity, or entry into a closed society. But 

these illegitimate attainments, it should be noted, are usually ephemeral 

themselves. The gallant bearing of the poems dramatizing tromperie do not 

carry it to its ultimate conclusion. (Dis)simulation as seen in the poetry seems 

more a game than a sinister machination. We must read the Histoires 

tragiques for a systematic depiction of the consequences of tromperie in all 

their drama and horror. 

Imbrie Buffum writes that "by his enjoyment of the contrast between 

appearance and reality, Montaigne reveals his baroque mind" (32). The dyad 

appearance/reality appears in Rosset's work principally through the 

numerous guises of tromperie. Though developed in Rosset's poetry primarily 

through his amatory verse, and thus somewhat restricted in extent, the theme 

of tromperie elsewhere shows itself to be so native, so natural, so pervasive, 

that it is intrinsic to his thought processes and integral to his view of the world. 

*** 
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Thus it may be said that Rosset the poet displays many of the 

characteristics to be seen in the literature of his time. His two volumes 

contain all the major genres and verse forms used by his contemporaries. Not 

surprisingly, the two collections reveal two different stages of his poetic 

evolution. Through his numerous revisions, we are able to see him actively 

transposing his earlier voice into a more palatable form for his later readers. 

His love poetry, which occupies over half the pages extant, is neo-Petrarchan 

in its earlier incarnation, more galant in its later phase. The themes of 

tromperie and inconstancy as treated in the poetry are both largely innocuous 

and conventionalized. Nevertheless, they prefigure the more extensive plot 

lines and hint at the tragic denouements that will come to typify the Histoires 

tragiques and the Amants volages. Rosset's anthologizing may be seen as 

another step in the process of creating and defining a self, as well as vilifying 

the "other" poetically. A nearly paranoid side of Rosset declares itself in 

certain pieces - he repeatedly casts his opponents as impostors and himself as 

persecuted, a habit of mind that emerges elsewhere in his writings. While 

Rosset generally still feels free to use whatever mythological references he 

chooses, his verse gives an impression of archaism: blocky, repetitive, 

unsubtle, at times it rings hollow. His use of metaphor and hyperbole carefully 

maintains its orthodoxy, often to the point of monotony. His official verse is 

honed to assure respectability and, to some extent, universality (at least 

among the literate and the noble), but, ironically, at the expense of 

spontaneity; the tone used and the lexicon exploited both simulate the speech 

emulated by salon-goers of the period and predict the classical diction to come. 

From the first to the second decade of the century, his use of metaphor evolves 
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from a more exuberant free-flowing jollity of epithet to sober, circumspect 

iteration of simple but connotation-laden acts and substantives. The 

deficiency of religious pieces likely indicates that Rosset was not naturally 

inclined to treat religious topics in his verse, may even indicate a reticence 

natural enough in one hardly eager to call attention to his own past religious 

affiliations. 

We can, however, intuit the classical synthesis on its way in Rosset's 

vocabulary, his diction and certain of his themes. Odette de fv.Iourgues states 

that La Fontaine's verse is the "natural outcome" of the evolution from the 

baroque to the height of the classical: "This is not minimizing the genius of this 

poet; his genius lay in co-ordinating the various trends of poetry which could 

express the spirit of his age and in bringing this blend to perfection" (164-165). 

In the best of Rosset's gallant or topical verse, it is possible to make out La 

Fontaine's idiom on its way, still in gestation, sometimes indistinct, and in need 

of the tempering influences of Theophile, Tristan, Saint-Amant, Voiture and 

Moliere. 
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CHAPTER 2 

The Devil's Dominion: Les Histoires tragiques 

Rosset's revision of his own poetic work affords a gratifying view of the 

writer at work, oscillating between a previous form of expression and a 

subsequent "corrected" idiom. (Dis)simulation and tromperie, fundamental 

already in the poetry, but not always pronounced, declare themselves more 

openly in Rosset's Histoires tragiques. The dialectic between an earlier and a 

later esthetic of poetry transmutes here into a dual creative vision - a 

perspective which assimilates and simulates textual ways of being, a modus 

operandi demanding both hypotext and hypertext. 

This chapter first outlines the early editorial history of Rosset's Histoires 

tragiques. His precursors in the genre are then briefly discussed and 

contrasted. The fortune of the histoire tragique in France affords Rosset a 

t'eadymade vehicle for his insistent intertextuality, which is examined in 

several of its modes. There follows an exposition of the theological and 

philosophical framework underlying the elaboration of the Histoires tragiques. 

Six modes of tromperie conspicuous in Rosset's texts are then delineated: 1) 

disguises fashioned for characters and setting reveal themselves to be poses; 

2) an innocuous, even sentimental, frame encasing Rasset's narratives yields 

abruptly to the murderous; 3) Rosset's characters instinctively employ 

stratagems to further their own selfish ends; 4) love here becomes suspect, due 

to its tyranny and its metamorphosis into monstrosity; 5) the devil, ultimate 

source of all discord, permeates the Histoires tragiques, actively intervening in 

human affairs; 6) the denouements of numerous stories show the duality of life 

and death to be an illusion: capital punishment and burning at the stake 
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provide evidence of sacrificial rituals in which transgressor becomes scapegoat, 

symbolically purging society of its ills. Finally, the dynamics of (dis)simulation 

and tromperie as evidenced in five representative stories are described and 

discussed. 

*** 

Publication ofRosset's Histoires Tragiques 

The history of the early editions of Rosset's Histoires tragiques is 

involved and has only recently been substantially clarified, if not filled out 

completely. For many years, the volume was known primarily through the 

1619 and 1620 editions in the collections of the Bibliotheque Nationale, the 

Bibliotheque Mazarine, or the Bibliotheque de l'Arsenal. In 1980, Slatkine 

published a facsimile version, prefaced by Rene Godenne, of the 1615 edition 

(though not indicated, the probable place of publication is Paris) in the British 

Museum. This edition has been the primary source for this study.89 But it was 

known from references made elsewhere that there had been a previous edition 

of the work in 1614.90 This edition was considered lost until a copy of it was 

located in a library in Amiens. Maurice Lever reports the find in a 1979 

article91 and Jean Lombard uses the edition to help him deduce several 

89 Stories and quotations will be referenced in parentheses in this order: date of edition, 
number of story in that edition & page number, e.g. (1615 HT XIX 541). 

90 G. Hainsworth, "Fran~ois de Rosset and his Histoires Tragiques," The French Quarterly 
12 (1930): 124-141. Hainsworth even suggests the existence of a Paris edition prior to this -
he concludes "that the book first appeared in 1613 or 1614, and, although the edition of 
Cambrai may be the first, we see no objection to supposing an earlier Paris edition, of which 
no copy is extant" (131). 

91 "De l'Information a la nouvelle: les 'canards' et les 'Histoires Tragiques' de Fran~ois de 
Rosset," Revue d'Histoire Litteraire de La France 79 (1979): 577-593. 
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interesting particulars92 regarding the growth of Rosset's collection. We can 

now therefore trace the evolution of the volume in more detail. The fIrst known 

edition - Les Histoires Tragiques de Nostre Temps Cambrai: J. de la Riviere, 

1614 - contained but 15 stories. A second edition - Les Histoires Tragiques de 

Nostre Temps (Paris?93: Antoine Brunet, 1615) - contained 19 stories. Between 

1615 and 1619, editions were published in Lyon and Rouen, but no new stories 

were added (Hainsworth 1930 132-133). A subsequent edition, published 

during the probable year of the author's death - Histoires memorables et 

tragiques de ce temps (Paris: P. Chevalier, 1619) - was enlarged by four stories, 

and thus contained 23 altogether. One of these is a thinly disguised recounting 

of the downfall and execution of Concini and his wife, which took place in 1617 -

evidence of the actualite aspect of the histoire tragique. Finally, a sequel was 

published in 1620 (Seconde partie des histoires tragiques et etranges de notre 

temps Paris: Huby) - it is here that the publisher's remark fixes 1619 as the 

probable year of Rosset's death. This Seconde Partie contained seven stories, 

one of which is actually by Des Escuteaux94, leaving six new stories by Rosset. 

The number of histoires tragiques thus grows from 15 to 29 over a period of 6 

92 "La Femme au-dela du romanesque dans les Histoires Tragiques de Rosset," Figures 
Feminines et Roman, compo Jean Bessiere (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1982) 
59-73. 

93 This is the only book known to have been published by A. Brunet. The place of 
publication is not mentioned on the title page, though we note the indication "Au Pont." 
There are, during the fIrst half of the seventeenth century, two other Parisian publishers 
named Brunet working subsequent to 1615 (see Arbour Repertoire chronologique). The 
possibility that at least one of these is a relative of A. Brunet, the fact that Rosset's first 
editions were normally published in Paris, plus the indication "Au Pont," point to Paris as 
the probable place of publication. 

94 G. Hainsworth, "Additional Notes on Francois de Rosset," The Modem Language Review. 
33 (1938): 16. 
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years, leaving aside the stories appended by subsequent publishers, parasitical 

imitations which continued to appear with Rosset's collection into the 

eighteenth century. Adding a story here and a story there, Rosset readjusts 

their sequencing, thus changing the appearance of the collection periodically. 

This dynamic nature of the Histoires tragiques both illustrates the baroque and 

underscores the unspoken implication that violence and misfortune run 

rampant, far and wide, sparing no element of society, even threatening its very 

foundations95. A 1632 edition -Histoires Tragiques de Notre Temps (Rouen: G

B BehoUl-t) - gathers most of the stories by Rosset (as well as a few extraneous 

ones) into a single volume, and is the last to conserve the book basically as 

Rosset left it (Hainsworth 1930 129). Its popularity grew, and during the rest 

of the seventeenth century new editions came out on the average once every 

two years. Rosset's original text, though updated periodically in terms of 

spelling and punctuation conventions, is hardly tampered with otherwise, a 

fortunate state of affairs given publishing practices during the seventeenth 

century.96 Nevertheless, subsequent publishers and writers both felt free to 

add more recent stories to the core, piggy-backing on the fame and fortune of 

the one volume whose success Rosset did not live to see. 

95 Sergio Poli's seminal studies (See References: 1982, 1983, 1987) are to be credited with 
pointing out the two-tiered nature of Rosset's vision, which often results in lies, deception, 
and contradiction at various levels. Lombard (1982) underlines other baroque aspects of the 
collection, including examples of tromp erie and simulation. 

96 Slight stylistic modifications between the 1615 and the 1619 texts can be found, but are 
inconsequential, concerning only a word or two every few pages. These are probably Rosset's 
own revisions. 
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Early Intertextuality: Forerunners ofRosset's Histoires tragiques 

If Rosset the poet went out of his way to imitate the work of his 

contemporaries in various domains (form, theme, tone, imagery, etc.), Rosset 

the prose writer did the same, over a longer period of time and through a more 

extended range of modes. Were it not for Rosset's cunning narrative style, 

clearly identifiable in all the stories in the first editions of his Histoires 

tragiques, one might consign him to a secondary position, or worse. The fact is, 

however, that his Histoires tragiques approach greatness. Of all Rosset's 

many published adaptations, translations and "original" works, this collection 

was to become a best-seller and a "classic" during most of the Grand Siecle. It 

was soon translated into English, Dutch, German and other languages. There 

were 35 known French editions during the seventeenth century and a further 5 

during the eighteenth. Any of the best-known writers of the classical period 

would have known the book. 

The well-represented genre of the histoire tragique no doubt attracted 

Rosset for more than one reason. It offered him, first of all, a chance to place 

himself in line as successor to a number of conteurs whose works were 

renowned during his youth, the best-known being Boaistuau and Belleforest. 

Secondly, he was able to take advantage of recent events, legends, or scandals 

to attract readers and at the same time use the accounts of these stories, 

whatever their provenance, as a hypotext upon which to build. Thirdly, the 

strange mix of love, violence and morbidity allowed Rosset to tap into several 

types of discourse in which he felt comfortable, certain of which might bring his 

book more readers. 
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No need to dwell on the term "tragic" in these stories. The meaning is 

the simplest, most colloquial one current at the time: these are stories of 

characters to whom something unfortunate happens, characters whose fate is 

unhappy. Still, it is possible to roust about among the characters Rosset 

depicts, and find "fatal flaws"; it is possible to read the dreadful scenes he 

presents with terror and awe. But these readings would be informed with the 

hindsight the rest of the Renaissance and the French classical period have 

given us, colored by subsequent interpretations of Aristotle and Horace, 

analyses of Sophocles and Euripides, various disputes and treatises. Rosset 

was not concerned with so much as all that. Stabler characterizes the tragic 

present in Belleforest's Histoires tragiques as "a tragic which, as Reynier points 

out, is primarily of event, which is realistic, of violent adventure, the crime de 

passion, and which primarily concerns the noble classes"97. This is essentially 

Rosset's concept of the tragic. 

Rosset here is more than anything else a storyteller. His Histoires 

tragiques hark back to an identifiable current in French literature already well 

established in the Middle Ages. Stories such as La Chastelaine de Vergi, 

originally a thirteenth-century tale in verse, later taken up and retold by 

Marguerite de Navarre, contain the proper ingredients: adulterous sex, 

violence, jealousy, gore, to name some important ones. A sort of gross realism, 

akin to that found in the fabliaux, along with a graphic and dramatic punch, all 

delivered at a brisk pace, characterize this type of narrative as it moves into 

the Renaissance. Certainly the world-view in this pre-Cartesian era was 

97 Arthur Phillips Stabler, The Histoires Tragiques of FraTl90is de Belleforest, diss. U of 
Virginia, 1958 (Ann Arbor: UMI, 1991) 63. 
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vastly different from ours, so different that we puzzle at the proximity of the 

ribald, the grotesque, the violent and the naive in the late medieval story 

collections such as the Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles. This vein is immanent in 

Rosset's hard-driving narratives. 

Enter the Italians. As happened in so many other areas of French 

cultural development during the Renaissance and classical period, an infusion 

of Italian genius was a sufficient catalyst to provoke both change and 

innovation. Boccaccio's Decameron was read and appreciated in more than one 

French translation during the first half of the sixteenth century, and the 

variety and sheer abundance of Boccaccio's world had a lasting effect on 

French letters throughout the Renaissance.98 The year 1558 ushers in a first 

edition of Marguerite de Navarre's Heptameron, an unfinished story collection 

in which love acquires a more serious stature than previously accorded it. It is 

characterized by a variety of registers and narrative styles. 

Ses sujets, qui sont moins souvent de nature folklorique et plus 
souvent tires de faits veri tables que ceux de ses predecesseurs, 
posent les problemes du mariage ou de l'honneur en termes 
souvent graves. (Deloffre 11) 

If there is still a comic vein, it is now limited to certain narrators, and contrasts 

starkly with other more serious tales. The tendency to draw subject matter 

from current events and recent history will reappear in Rosset, as will the 

treatment of marriage as problematic. 

About the same time, a writer named Jacques Yver is assembling his 

collection of nouvelles called, thanks to a silly pun, Le Printemps d'Yver. Yver's 

typical story has grown to over 50 pages in length, and is garnished with 

98 Frederic Deloffre, La Nouvelle en France a l'age classique (Paris: Didier, 1967) 11. 
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moralistic commentaries and erudite allusions, traits which recur in Boaistuau 

and Belleforest, and to a limited extent in Rosset. Most of his stories are of a 

serious nature, and some have a violent ending. Yver's volume, published 

posthumously in 1572, is often mentioned as a forerunner of Rosset's Histoires 

tragiques. 

Yver was already influenced by another Italian, Mateo Bandello, whose 

volume of Novelle was read widely, even in the original. Whereas these stories, 

like those of the Decameron, contained a great variety of themes and outcomes, 

the French translators, working in the 1550s and beyond, focused on the more 

serious stories. Sturel remarks that the now more sophisticated French reader 

ne pouvait dedaigner ce riche recueil de contes empruntes a la 
France aut ant qu'a l'ltalie et a l'Espagne, et dans lesquels 
l'etrangete de l'intrigue et l'horreur du denouement, la peinture de 
l'amour et les considerations morales contribuaient egalement a 
exciter son interet.99 

As is the case with Boccaccio, the Novelle ofBandello number in the hundreds

they are the "sources" for several plays by Alexandre Hardy and Shakespeare 

(including Romeo and Juliet and Twelfth Night). 

But the English did not read Bandello in Italian. They read him in the 

French (or in later English translations of the French versions) of Pierre 

Boaistuau and Fran~ois de Belleforest. The fact of translation forced these 

writers into the arena of intertextuality: the oscillation between hypotext and 

hypertext was a well-established modality before Rosset appeared on the 

scene. Boaistuau's first volume of translations containing his versions of six of 

Bandello's stories was published in 1557 as Histoires extraites des oeuvres 

99 Rene Sturel, Bandello en Frarwe au XVle Siecle (1918; Geneva: Slatkine, 1970) 5-6. 
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italiennes de Bandel. By 1559, six more stories, translated by Boaistuau's 

collaborator Belleforest, had been added to the volume. Obviously these 

productions were intended to be consumed as translations, but are, on the part 

of both writers, actually adaptations. Boaistuau then returned to other 

concerns. But Belleforest continued on and over a period of about twenty 

years published seven volumes of "translations" from Bandello, sometimes 

adding a few stories from other sources. By the end of his career, there were 

more than sixty·five histoires tragiques by BandellolBelleforest. 

Critics and historians are unanimous in affirming that Boaistuau and 

Belleforest, rather than translating, virtually recreated Bandello, to such an 

extent that both actually forged new narrative forms. However, a number of 

differences are readily apparent between the two French "translators". 

Boaistuau is usually considered the greater literary artist of the two. He is 

quick to omit Bandello's historical or political digressions for the sake ofhrevity 

and reader interest. In fact, he is quite free with Bandello's text: "Boaistuau 

supprime, ajoute, abrege, developpe ou modifie a son gre" (StureI10). Like 

Rosset sixty years later, Boaistuau keeps the reader's enjoyment in mind when 

composing his versions of Bandello. On the other hand, whereas Boaistuau 

"envisage un recit pur dans lequella morale se degage de l'action meme sans 

l'intervention de l'auteur"100, Belleforest repeatedly bogs down his narrative 

with moralistic sermonizing. Other types of interventions are also regularly 

interposed between the reader and Belleforest's plot line: harangues on the part 

of characters, letters, poems, along with involved allusions to Greek and 

Roman history and mythology. All of these features are also to be found to 

100 Richard A. Carr, introduction, Histoires tragiques, by Pierre Boaistuau (Paris: 
Champion, 1977) XLIX. 
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some extent in Rosset's Histoires tragiques, of course, but there they are 

secondary - their presence rarely interferes with the primacy of the plot-line. 

Belleforest tends to choose stories in Bandello that take place in antiquity or in 

far-away lands, and though Bandello penned stories of different moods, many 

jolly, Belleforest picks out the "tragic" ones to retell, so that his story 

collections are pervaded by one tone, unlike those of most of the story-tellers 

who had preceded him. "Bandello may be described as amoral; Belleforest is 

eternally the moralist" ,101 It is nevertheless the latter who fosters a demand 

for the genre of the Histoires tragiques as well as a generous supply of stories to 

fill that demand. Unfortunately, Belleforest's prolixity and tendency to preach 

do little for the crispness of his narrative. Sture 1 finds Belleforest's prose 

ponderous: 

Cette impression penible de lourdeur, de pesanteur, est en somme 
celIe qui se degage Ie plus nettement de la maniere de Belleforest. 
Qu'il s'agisse de developpements moraux ou de digressions 
historiques, d'analyse de sentiments ou d'ornements litteraires, ce 
qui lui manque Ie plus, c'est toujours une certaine discretion, une 
certaine finesse, cet art de laisser entendre plus de choses qu'on 
n'en dit. (141) 

It is precisely this discretion that Rosset injects into the tradition of the 

histoire tragique - while retaining Belleforest's uniformity of tone, Rosset as 

narrator is rarely heavy-handed in his interventions and interpolations. 

Belleforest, unlike many writers of his period, earned his living writing. 

This may partly explain the large number of translations/adaptations he 

completed. Editions of his Histoires tragiques continued to be reprinted well 

101 Frank S. Hook, ed., introduction, The French Bandello: A Selection (Columbia: University 
of Missouri, 1948) 11. 
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into the seventeenth century, and in spite of their shortcomings, it is largely 

due to Belleforest that the genre of the histoire tragique was thriving at the 

turn of the century, spawning imitators both in France and abroad. 

It is at this point that Rasset enters the tradition. As we have seen, he 

had already had a varied if not illustrious literary career by the year 1614, 

when the first edition of his Histoires tragiques came out. From adaptations 

such as the XV Joyes du Mariage, to poetry - Les XII Beautez de Phyllis - to 

translations from Latin, Spanish and Italian, some secular, some sacred, 

Rasset was already a polygraphe. He was working in Paris, enjoyed some 

degree offavor, and was producing and publishing on a regular basis. 

Textual Doubling: 

Intertextuality and (Dis>simulation in the Histoires Tragiques 

The fact that none of Rasset's histoires tragiques is "original" comes as 

no great surprise, given the assumption of the period that literary creations 

partook of the principle of imitatio or mimesis. Based on the straightforward 

assertion that art imitates reality, this doctrine, by the Renaissance and 

Classical period, accomodated the idea that the artist ought to imitate models 

of excellence, models which of course preceded in time the production of the 

work in question. Both producers and consumers of literature had come to 

expect an antecedent, however sketchy. Since much of the artistic, cultural 

and literary life of the Renaissance was in fact a sort of hypertext upon the 

hypotext of Greek and Roman antiquity, most literary or artistic models 

originated there. Thus, for most great and less than great literary works of the 

sixteenth and seventeenth century, there existed a "source" or sources from 
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which the later author derived a greater or lesser amount of material, from 

bare plot lines in the case of some of Shakespeare's plays to much much more. 

A work like Corneille's Le Cid, for example, parallels a preceding work, Castro's 

Las Mocedades del Cid, to such an extent that one may at times follow 

Corneille's modifications line by line at the textual level. Because this 

intertextuality was general practice, it is hard to think of a work of the peliod 

that does not have a hypotext of some kind. It is, however, also rare to find a 

mere slavish copy of some Greek, Roman, Italian, or Spanish antecedent.102 

As G. Genette points out, "11 est impossible d'imiter directement un texte, on ne 

peut l'imiter qu'indirectement..."103. What would constitute plagialism or 

copylight infringement today was general practice then and went on at all 

levels of literary production. The way a literary work was realized - and this 

meant most of all how it was rendered into language - guaranteed its interest 

(or lack thereof). 

This naturally created in the mind of the literary craftsmen of the day 

an approach charactelized by duality: the act of reading and contemplating 

the hypotext engendered a hypertext. And this reflex was not, as Rosset's 

work demonstrates, limited to foreign texts (for Rosset, exclusively Latinate 

texts) - it might operate as well on French texts of diverse oligin. We cannot 

help but wonder at the total absence of any Germanic or Celtic strain - so close 

was Shakespeare, and yet so far! Rosset, like French classicism generally, 

was oliented toward Mediterranean cultures and Latin languages. 

102 Since the Renaissance reached Italy, Spain and Portugal earlier than it did France, the 
French permitted models from these countries' considerable corpora. 

103 Palimpsestes (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1982) 90-91. 
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Each of the Histoires tragiques ofRosset in fact has either an implicit 

hypotext, or an actual identifiable published text which can be proposed as the 

primary or sole "source" of the story. Hainsworth (1938 17) was able to assert 

that the "keys" to 17 out of Rosset's 29 Histoires tragiques had been 

discovered. Since 1938 other scholars have found further alleged sources. Of 

course Rosset is quick to assure us that these are all "true" stories. Reynier's 

comments concerning the Heptameron certainly apply to Rosset, as they 

remind us that swearing the authenticity of one's subject matter, far from 

being an innovation, was a topical convention during the period: 

Presque toutes ces histoires sont prises de la vie contemporaine: 
ceux qui les rapportent en ont eM les temoins ou les ont recueillies 
de ceux qui les ont vues ou ont 'faict inquisition veritable sur Ie 
lieu'; les noms seuls sont changes 'pour ce que c'est de si fresche 
memoire qu'on auroit paour de desplaire a quelcuns des parens 
bien proches'.104 (Reynier Sentimental 131) 

Similarly, Rosset frequently intervenes to point out the veracity of his 

anecdotes, even claiming contemporaneity for most of them - " ... il n'y a point 

icy d'Histoire en ce volume, qui ne soit aduenue depuis vingt ans" (1615 HT XV 

402). What a surprise then to learn that the historical incident which inspired 

1615 HT XIV, the story of Baiamonte Tiepoli's attempted coup d'etat, took 

place in the 1300's! On the other hand, some of the stories concern very recent 

events, e.g. 1619 HT I "Dragontine," an ambitious and audacious creation 

since it is based on a potentially very sensitive political scandal involving the 

Regent Marie de Medici and the young Louis XIII, dating back at most two 

years. Rosset's predictably laudatory mention of the Parlement de Paris in 

nearly every story taking place in or around Paris strongly suggests that he 

104 Gustave Reynier, Le Roman sentimental avant l'Astree (Paris: Colin, 1908) 131. 
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was indeed a member of that body, may even suggest that he knew numerous 

of these cases either firsthand or from fellow judges or lawyers who had been 

involved. The occasional insertion of technical legal jargon that most story

writers would not use is more evidence of this possibility: "n presente requeste, 

& a commission de faire informer. Decret de prise de corps est decerne contre 

cest homme" (1615 HT XII 353). If Rosset were indeed a member of the 

Parlement, he might have had access to the actual dockets of these cases -

more on the canards presently. 

If the situation for Belleforest and Boaistuau was quite straightforward -

their hypotext was the collection of N ouelle by Bandello - Rosset's 

intertextuality is complex. For one thing, even in terms of published texts used 

as the basis for his stories, there are several different types. But in addition, 

far from using a single creative mode in writing his versions of the prior text (or 

account), diverse considerations enter into the creation of each story at 

different levels, depending on the action of the story and the "condition" of the 

characters. At times waxing polemical, at others transparently encomiastic, 

Rosset colors each story with certain biases or certain political or theological 

stances from which he speaks, or, to make the matter more complex still, from 

which he pretends to speak. 

Consider for example this fawning panegyric (decked in Persian 

"disguise") of Marie de Medici's regency, a period which was in fact fraught with 

infighting and rebelliousness: 

.. .la sage Parthenie prit les resnes du gouuemement de l'Empire. 
Ce fut par vn commun suffrage des Estats que ceste charge luy 
fut commise, durant la minorite du ieune Sofy [Louis XIII], & elle 
administra si dignement en sa regence, que si l'ambition de ceste 
Sorciere [Eleonora Galiga'i, wife of Concini] ne se fut meslee 
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parmy ses actions incomparables, l'on diroit tout haut ces beaux 
vers de nostre Poete. 

Quel ingrat ne baisera pas, 

S'il n'a la raison empeschee, 

La terre qui sera touchee 

Des belles marques de vos pas? (1619 HT I 8) 

As Sergio Poli rightfully indicates, in the Histoires tragiques, Rosset not 

only portrays characters who must lie, but he himself, as writer, must lie as 

well. There is "une loi implicite: il faut mentir ... "105. Sometimes drastically, 

sometimes subtly, his depictions differ from objective reportage (whose 

elusiveness even - especially - Rosset would probably be quick to admit). 

Here then is one of the aspects of simulation present in the stories: 

Rosset goes to great pains to present a version of the story that will 1) glean 

him the most readers (by offering, or pretending to offer what they expect and 

like), 2) curry favor with any of the powerful who might read or hear about his 

story, 3) at least superficially replicate the most definitive official position on a 

recent scandal or crime, 4) promote (or appear to promote) a near-militant 

Catholicism. Each publication contained a privilege granted by an officer of 

the King (or Regent), a statement granting permission to publish a given work 

for a certain period of time, sometimes stating the relationship understood 

between the author and the publisher. The existence of the privilege implies an 

official who looks over the contents of the work to be published, checking for 

anything at variance with the official "line." The fact that Holland's free press 

grew to be of such great importance in the later seventeenth and eighteenth 

105 Sergio Poll, "Mensonge et lltterature: les Histoires Tragiques de Francois de Rosset," Le 
Miroir et l'image: recherches sur le genre narratif au XVIIe siecle (Genova: Istituto di lingue e 
letterature straniere modeme, 1982) 17. 
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centuries demonstrates the extent of the iron hand of censorship during the 

period. Offending books went into the fire, as sometimes did their authors. 

The pretense of teaching a lesson must periodically be injected into 

these texts as well. While Bandello stuck to more straightforward story-telling, 

and while the characters of Marguerite de Navarre often mulled over, and even 

disagreed about, the meaning or interpretation of a tale, authors of the 

Histoires tragiques go out of their way to state unequivocally that the stories 

are meant to be lessons. Plaire et instruire, considered as basic a classical 

literary precept as that of imitatio, is hammered home time and again, 

whether it squares with the text in question or not. Indeed this precept in a 

sense dictates much of the course of literary history during le Grand Siecle, a 

period when la morale triumphs. The concept had hounded Western literature 

since antiquity and certainly did not abandon it during the Middle Ages - the 

exemplum, for instance, instructs at the same time as it intrigues and moves 

us. Both antique and medieval currents converge in Rosset, who rarely leaves 

a lesson unclear, though he expatiates less than Belleforest. 

Vamour, l'honneur, les richesses, la beaute, & Ie contentement sly 
[dans la vie] rendent comparables a vn esclair, a qui naistre & 
mourir, luire & s'esteindre est vne mesme chose. Vhistoire 
deplorable que ie veux descrire en rendra tesmoignage. 

(1615 HT X 288) 

eruelle vengeance que tu as bien souuent de pouuoir sur .les 
hommes! Tu banis la raison de l'ame, & sans te soucier de sa 
perte, tu reduits les personnes en de telles extremitez, qu'elles 
executent des entreprises si horribles, quia peine ceux mesmes qui 
les voyent en peuuent imaginer les effects ... Mille histoires en 
rendent tesmoignage, & particulierement ceste cy que ie donne a 
la posterite pour l'vne des [sic] pitoyables & tragiques qu'on 
puisse lire. (1615 HT IX 323) 
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Thus Rosset announces the theme and focuses on the lesson to be learned. 

Eloquently trumpeted intentions such as these do not, however, square with 

glib finales such as the following: 

Voila l'histoire Tragique & lamentable de ces deux infortunez 
amoureux. Ie l'ay escrite succinctement. Si i'eusse voulu 
m'estendre, il eust falu composer vn gros volume, & non vne 
simple narration. Passons maintenant au recit d'vn autre, non 
moins funeste & pitoyable. (1615 HT X 322) 

There is not a lot of commentary here. One wonders, in light of such a hasty 

conclusion, how sincerely the author intends his text(s) to be taken as an 

object lesson. Rosset here actually calls the reader's attention to the brevity of 

his story and his commentaries. And, as happens on every page of Rosset's 

text, ambivalence hovers just beneath the surface: s 'estendre could mean to 

offer more details of the story, or to expand the moral commentary. 

Paradoxically, while seemingly simplifying lexis and syntax, the pre-classical 

idiom sometimes renders matters less clear. As noted in our study of Rosset's 

poetry, this tendency toward the abstract brings with it an element of the 

enigma. 

The preoccupation with constructing a tale which can appear to teach a 

moral lesson, then, also colors Rosset'sHistoires tragiques. Godenne finds J.-P. 

Camus' mission as writer to be virtually identical to that of Rosset: 

Camus recherche l'element anecdotique frappant; et cet element 
doit receler une valeur exemplaire, qui permettra Ii l'auteur de 
mieux degager la le~on qu'il pretend tirer. Le recit tragique court 
devient edifiant.106 

106 Rene Godenne, Histoire de la nouvelle franraise au XVlle et XVlIIe siecles (Geneva: Droz, 
1970) 44. 
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Godenne's choice of the verb pretendre in this context perhaps inadvertently 

indicates the same idea: the moral lesson is often subordinate to the force and 

drama of the narrative itself. The overt and covert manifestations of classical 

rhetoric (whose influences can be found on nearly every page), a topic closely 

aligned to that of didacticism, are also found dissimulated beneath Rosset's 

sinuous prose. 

Far, then, from being a "realistic" treatment of events surrounding a 

recent crime, accident or scandal, the histoire tragique in Rosset's hands 

becomes an example of simulation - it must present a front which, when 

examined in detail, reveals no obvious heresy, no subversion, no verbal lese

majeste, no lack of respect for officialdom, no breach of courtly etiquette; indeed 

it must discreetly flatter those in the power structure. 

In the opening story of his 1619 collection, for example, a story which 

concerns the disastrous fate of Concini and his wife, Rosset orchestrates, 

stylizes and editorializes upon what must surely have been an incident of great 

confusion following the violent death of Concini when the Parisian crowd 

thought momentarily that the young Louis XIII had been shot: 

Tandis vn bruit s'espand par toute la grande ville de Suze [Paris]. 
On y crie qu'on a tue nostre Monarque & tout Ie peuple qui l'ayme 
autant qu'il fit iadis son pere Ie grand Alcandre, ferme les 
boutiques, & court auec pleurs & gemissements en foule vers Ie 
Palais royal. Les gardes qui sont aux barrieres, & a la porte de la 
forteresse, a peine Ie peuuent retenir, & l'empescher d'y entrel" 
Quoy que 1'0n luy die tout haut que ce n'est que l'ambitieux 
Filotime [Concini] qui a este tue, il n'en veut rien croire, iusques a 
ce que nostre Sophy se monstre luy-mesme a vne fenestre, & 
commande a chacun de se retirer, & de crier, Viue le Roy. Ce ne 
sont alors que cris de resiouyssances, ce ne sont que benedictions, 
& applaudissements. (1619 HT I 32) 
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Rosset's efforts to both dramatize events (indeed he approaches melodrama) 

and accentuate whatever might flatter the royal family are obvious here. 

At the same time as his volume must be a sympathetic mirror of the 

historical period it speaks within, it must attract readers, as many as possible 

(we recall Rosset's ongoing financial problems, so acute as to become 

legendary). To do this, it must sometimes appear to be more or other than it is. 

It becomes a moral, political, as well as theological statement, and is 

correspondingly more influenced by contemporary socio-cultural considerations 

than the "translations" of Belleforest and Boaistuau. If these earlier writers 

usually transport the French reader to another time, another place, even 

offering a hint of cross-cultural sensitivity, Rosset customarily accomplishes 

the contrary: even when a story takes place abroad, even when it concerns 

foreigners, he is really addressing the French, and his characters are really 

French as well, at least they think, act and feel a la franr;aise. The most he 

offers in cross-cultural comment is usually limited to remarks such as this one 

(regarding women's place in Italy or Spain), which occurs repeatedly in the 

Histoires tragiques: "La coustume du pays n'est pas semblable it celIe de 

France, ou les femmes mariees discourent librement auec les hommes" (1615 

HTXV 409). 

As would be expected in a society where the levels of status and privilege 

are obvious to all, the further the theme and characters of a story are 

perceived to diverge from the aristocratic, phallocentric establishment, the less 

care Rosset takes with their identities and their verbal incarnations within the 

story. Or so he says. 
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Ie nommeray en ceste Histoire de leur propre nom les personnes 
dont ie vous veux parler, contre les protestations que i'ay cy
deuant faites. Leur condition vile & abiecte m'en dispensera: au 
lieu que Ie sang illustre de ceux de qui ie traicte quelque fois 
particulierement, m'oblige it la discretion. (1615 HT IX 265) 

Conversely, the higher the station of his characters, the more carefully Rosset 

treats them, taking care to make sure that respect is shown them implicitly 

because of their "condition" and the substantial difference they embody. He 

declares his intention to disguise the identity of these high-born unfortunates

ilLes noms de la pluspart des personnages sont seulement desguisez en ce 

Theatre, it fin de n'affliger pas tant les familIes de ceux qui en ont donne Ie 

suiect, puis qu'elles en sont assez affiigees," (1615 HT Preface II) - but this 

gesture too is tongue-in-cheek. The contemporary readers (those who bought 

and read books - primarily the aristocracy and the haute bourgeoisie who often 

kept better track of the grandee'S comings and goings than they themselves 

did) could certainly tell which scandal, which adulterous affair, or which duel 

was referred to. For one thing, such deaths and affairs quickly reached the 

level of legend, and for another, many of them concerned the highest-born, 

including the monarch himself. The court would have long since been abuzz 

with the details of such crimes and scandals; provincial drawing rooms would 

have fallen silent as travellers recently arrived from Paris recounted them. 

Rosset plays with the reader twice over in saying he disguises these 

character's identities. For he merely pretends to disguise their identity from his 

contemporaries, at least the contemporaries who matter. For those of the 

inner sanctum, the disguise is purely decorative, since the identity of these 

characters is known. For us, however, the trick works, and we must thank the 

Lansonian school of criticism for the fortitude to search out so many of the 
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"keys" to these stories! Further, the possibility exists that Rosset's text hides 

the true identity of the noble characters expressly from posterity, since he (as 

a noble striving for fame and fortune) and others would have liked to believe 

that illustrious families are (or should be) celebrated for other reasons (gloire, 

etc.), not for such dishonorable ones. In the 1615 Preface, Rosset in fact 

continues: "Mon dessein n'est pas de publier les hommes, Ii fin de les rendre 

deshonnorez par leurs deffauts, mais bien plustost de faire paroistre les 

defauts, Ii fin que les hommes les corrigent ... " (1615 HT II). This is a high

minded goal, and it sounds convincing, but weren't our forebears after all really 

interested in the same things many contemporary television and movie 

viewers are: sex, violence, and gore? 

Les Canards 

Not all the Histoires tragiques concern the high-born. In fact there are 

several distinct types of histoire tragique, to be detailed presently. A number of 

them have to do with commoners whose unusual and typically bloody fate 

attracted the attention of the nation as surely as that of the ill-fated nobles. 

This seamy side of fame, akin to the sensationalistic material touted by the 

tabloid press today, spawned small publications called canards 107. J.-P. Seguin 

defines the canard as: 

un imprime vendu Ii l'occasion d'un fait divers d'actualiM, ou 
relatant une histoire presentee comme telle. II peut avoir des 
liens plus ou moins etroits et avoues avec les evenements 
politiques et religieux contemporains, mais Ie fait divers y 

107 Especially suggestive in light of Rosset's preoccupations, the word canard now carnes the 
connotation of "a false report." 
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demeure Ie principal motif d'interet et si propagande il y a, celle-ci 
passe sous son couvert. lOS 

The existence and role of the canards is closely related to the phenomenon of 

prodiges, a recurrent cultural obsession in sixteenth-century France. Indeed 

after translating several of Bandello's Histoires tragiques, Boaistuau went on to 

the writing of the Histoires prodigieuses, his last published work (Carr 212).109 

Most major writers of the time take up the topic, including Montaigne and 

Erasmus. Carr's treatment of one example, the sighting of monsters in 

Cracow and Vienna, prompts him to affirm that 

For Boaistuau the veracity of these reports is unimportant. They 
are recorded and therefore authentic. If imagination delights in 
creating the monstrous, if superstition becomes authoritative 
assertion, there is a truth in these fantastic creations. Reality is 
that which exists in man's mind, and Boaistuau gives entire faith 
to these reports. (1979 212) 

The canards record the entry of prodigious events and beings into the world, the 

mind, and therefore the lore of everyman; they immortalize that which veers 

far out of line from the ordinary. Earthquakes, storms, murders, crimes of 

passion, assassinations, infanticides and patricides, floods, visions, apparitions, 

freaks, fires and other such are customary subjects. These topics appear to be 

a far cry from the elevated, inbred courtly tradition - the canards represent a 

sort of popular historiography, another set of legends that people repeated to 

each other. By taking up these accounts, Rosset taps into another fertile vein, 

that of the magical, the analogical and the supernatural, a vast expanse which 

lays bare the non-rational side of the pre-Cartesian, still largely medieval, 

lOS J.-P. Seguin, L'lnformation en France avant le periodique (Paris: Editions G.-P. 
Maisonneuve et Larose, 1964) 8. 

109 Richard A. Carr, Pierre Boaistuau IS Histoires Tragiques: A Study of Narrative Form and 
Tragic Vision (Chapel Hill: North Carolina Studies in the Romance Languages and 
Literatures, 1979) 212. 
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common psyche. By mining this vein, a current running deep within (yet 

hidden by) the various types of official discourse extant at the time, Rosset is 

able to link noble with commoner, cleric with peasant, in an almost 

carnavalesque (but ever virtual, never actual) communion. 

And thank God for the devil. He it is who links the two domains, the 

folkways of the people - astrology, witches, wizards, the occult in general- with 

Christian, Catholic officialdom. For the devil is fittingly doubled: He is found in 

both places. His stature in this Other-lore even predates the overlay of 

Christianity. Georges Duby explains that: 

les croyances pa'iennes ... survecurent tres longtemps. Les 
prelats du XIe siecle s'achamaient encore ales extirper; elles ne 
l'etaient pas tout a fait a l'extreme fin du Moyen Age, meme dans 
des provinces de la chretienM les plus fermement encadrees par 
l'Eglise; encore celle-ci avait-elle dl1 consentir a faire place a 
nombre d'entre elles, les plus tenaces et sans do ute les plus 
essentielles.110 

This cohabitation of the Christian with the pagan occult, of the Renaissance 

with the Middle Ages comes to the fore in the Histoires tragiques. Misguided 

priests and monks call upon God's opposite, the Great Divider, not so much in 

an anti-Christian gesture, as in a reversion to animism. Witches are 

consulted, magical storms (a la Chretien de Troyes) break out, spells are cast, 

amulets are murmured over, potions are drunk. As Lucien Febvre says, 

We should not forget the broad current of popular naturalism, of 
instinctive pantheism, which runs through the Middle Ages and 
the Renaissance. For those who were susceptible to such 
naturalism, who succumbed to its attractions without asking 

110 MaZe Moyen Age (Paris: Flammarion, 1988) 166. 
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where they led, Cluistianity had only one reply, the devil, anti-God 
of poor wretches.111 

It is with difficulty that Rosset dissimulates the breadth and strength of this 

Pagan strain beneath the paraphernalia of his Catholicism. Though the 

mismatch is apparent - for the Christian overlay never quite perfectly covers 

up the misshapen face of this pantheism underlying it - Rosset piles on more 

and more religious orthodoxy. In fact, of his several "original" works, the 

Histoires tragiques is the only one to mention the Christian religion in all its 

variety and detail, down to specific names of ecclesiastical offices, ranks, 

artefacts, rituals, etc. As a rule, unless Rosset is translating, Christianity is 

itself dissimulated beneath another veneer of patrician pseudo-paganism.112 

The extent to which the canard as hypotext and Rosset's histoire 

tragique as hypertext converge and intertwine is remarkable. The canard was 

at least potentially subversive113, given the subsequent political importance of 

pamphlets and fliers, particularly during the 18th century, but Seguin 

indicates that it may have been tolerated, even encouraged, as a diversion: 

111 Lucien Febvre, Life in Renaissance France, trans. Marian Rothstein (Cambridge, Mass: 
Harvard Univ. Press, 1977) 77. 

112 The pseudo.Persian milieu becomes more important in this description of a convent on 
the outskirts of Suze (Paris) from the 1619 collection: 

II y a aux faux bourgs de la grande ville de Suze, vn Temple venerable, & pour son 
anti quite , & pour la devotion qui s'y exerce maintenant. ... Depuis que Ie culte des 
faux Dieux a este banny de la Perse, il y a eu tousiours dans ce mesme Temple des 
Religieuses de bonne maison, qui y cons acre a Dieu leurs iours, leur vie, et toutes 
leurs actions. (1619 HT XVII 552·553) 

113 Foucault even suggests that the canard was allowed as a retelling of a crime or 
punishment in order to legitimate the sentence delivered upon the accused among the 
common people: "In one sense, the broadsheet and the death song were the sequel to the 
trial; or rather they pursued that mechanism by which the public execution transferred the 
secret, written truth of the procedure to the body, gesture and speech of the criminal. 
Justice required theses apocrypha in order to be grounded in truth." Michel Foucault, 
Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: Random 
House Vintage Books, 1979) 66. 
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" ... en effet, ils distrayaient les masses de sujets plus serieux et, s'ils servaient 

souvent de truchement a une propagande, c'etait presque toujours a celle du 

plus fort" (17). The Histoire tragique in Rosset's hands does precisely this, and 

as we have seen, Rosset was extraordinarily sensitive to the fine line that 

existed between creating texts of little interest and creating offensive ones. 

Stylistically, Rosset's texts at times parallel the source canard so 

closely that his simulation either degenerates to near copying or rises to 

heights of such ingenuity that it is virtually indistinguishable from the original. 

Consider the brevity, concision and directness (not to mention the morbidity) 

evidenced in this extract from a canard, where the murderess has beheaded the 

victim and undertakes further disfigurement and dismemberment: 

... Cette Megere prend cette teste, la roule, apostrophe dessus 
quelques paroles qu'elle jette hors d'une voix enrouee: apres vint 
aux yeux qu'elle luy creve et tire avec la pointe d'un fuse au: Elle 
prend des tenailles avec lesquelles elle luy arrache Ie nez et les 
oreilles: Ce n'est pas tout, illuy reste encore quelque cruaute a 
executer: elle luy arrache la barbe sans luy en laisser un seul poil. 

(Seguin 31) 

Compare this to a scene in Rosset: 

... elle se rue sur luy, & Ii belles ongles, luyesgratigne tout Ie 
visage. Le miserable veut crier, mais Maubrun est Iii tout prest, 
qui luy met vn baillon dans la bouche. Fleurie tire vn petit 
cousteau dont elle luy perce les yeux, & puis les luy tire hors de la 
teste. Elle luy couppe Ie nez, les oreilles, & assistee du valet luy 
arrache les dents, les ongles, & luy couppe les doigts l'vn apres 
l'autre. (1615 HT IX 363) 

Content and style are so closely aligned here that were these two cuttings not 

labeled, they might be thought the work of one author. That the two prose 

samples appear so similar is perhaps not such a coincidence in light of recent 

rethinking of the distinction between popular culture and high culture during 
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this period: Roger Chartier114 affirms an interpenetration and sharing of tastes 

and forms of thought on the part of all (mostly literate) members of the 

populace. Referring specifically to the canards, Chartier finds evidence that 

the higher classes enjoyed the brief narratives, while still holding them at arm's 

length: 

Le temoignage de Pierre de L'Estoile atteste Ie gout des elites 
urbaines pour cette litterature, en meme temps que la distance 
qu'elles veulent avoir vis-a-vis de ces "fadezes", "balivernes" , 
"couonneries" et "amuse-badaut", crus par les narfs et les 
simples. (109-110) 

This is not to say that Rosset does not sometimes transform and 

elevate what he finds in the canard. For despite (perhaps because of) 

numerous vagaries, Rosset does have his own prose style, recognizable in all 

the Histoires tragiques, the Amants Volages and elsewhere. Maurice Lever 

points out the qualitative difference between the terse prose of the canard and 

Rosset's treatment of the denouement of Histoire tragique VI "De la constante 

et desesperee resolution ... " . 

Voyant que Ie petard appose [sic] avait fait son effet, ils firent 
d'une pitoyable diligence force amas de combustibles, et d'une 
prodigieuse resolution, ayant allume ce bucher prepare, prenant 
chacun Ie pistolet en main, Ie delacherent l'un contre l'autre, 
s'exemptant de la punition humaine, pour aller subir l'effet eternel 
de la divine. (Canard cited in Lever 1979 588) 

Ainsi qu'elle acheuoit ce propos, Ie petard ioua auec tant de 
violence qu'il meit la porte par terre, & a mesme instant ceste 
courageuse Amazonne meit Ie feu au bucher, qui enuironnoit elle 
& son amy. Comme les soldats entroient, ils virent ce pitoyable 
spectacle. Vn grand feu allume en demy rond, & deux Amants 
dedans tous prests a lascher chacun sur sa teste vn pistolet qu'ils 
tenoient a la main. Si tost qu'ils virent qu'on estoit entre dedans, 

114 Lectures et lecteurs dans la France d'Ancien Regime (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1987) 7-
19; 107-110. 
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ils les debanderent. Les coups leur percerent la teste de part en 
part. Leurs corps t5berent roides morts, & furent bien tost 
consumez par Ie feu, & leurs ames s'en allerent pour brusler dans 
les flammes eternelles, si Dieu n'en a eu pitit~ par son extreme 
misericorde. (1615 HT VI 215-216) 

In comparing these two passages, Lever rightly insists on Rosset's ability to 

dramatize the dry anecdote in the canard: "Tout en conservant jusqu'au 

moindre detailles episodes du recit dans l'ordre OU ils apparaissent, Rosset 

introduit divers elements narratifs qui donnent a cette sequence toute son 

intensiM dramatique" (1979 588). Rosset's prose style is not therefore 

exclusively one of extradiegetic mimicry, but involves a creative impulse as 

well, and a pre-classical propensity for casting diverse elements into a unified, 

fluid amalgam. 

Turning to a different aspect of Rosset's stories, the conventional 

lamentation that often begins his narratives, similarities between the two sets 

of texts are again striking. One of the canards begins: 

Y eut-il jamais un siecle si deprave et corrompu en moeurs? si 
rem ply de pernicieuse doctrine, ou pour mieux dire, maximes 
diaboliques? si desborde et dissolu en toute sorte de luxe et de 
superfluite? et si ennemy de la vraye vertu et piete ... (Seguin 55) 

Compare this to the incipit ofRosset's Du Parricide d'vn Gentil-homme ... : 

Est-il possible que ce siecle soit si maudit, & si execrable, qu'il 
produise des Monstres que l'Afrique aw-oit honte d'auouer? Ie croy 
que c'est l'esgout des autres siecles: & l'infame Theatre OU tous les 
vices iouent leur personnage, & OU les fureurs exercent leur plus 
grande forcenerie. 0 France, autrefois mere de piete, & de 
religion, & maintenant de tant d'horreurs & de prodiges ... 

(1615 HT XI 337) 

Beyond mere convention, beyond adhering to pre-existing forms required by 

classical rhetoric, beyond the likeness of mind and turn of expression that 

contemporaries in all cultures display, such similarities lead to the suspicion 
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that Rosset is actively mimicking, sometimes artfully, sometimes slavishly, 

the manner of the canard. Lever in fact affirms that: "des pages entieres des 

Histoires tragiques ne sont que des transcriptions a peine remaniees des 

canards d'information" (1979 582). 

The baroque imagery of the period, so actively emulated by Rosset in his 

poetry, appears in the Histoires tragiques, as it does in the canards: 

Qve la race des mortels est subiecte a des accidens diuers: La vie 
de l'homme est vn branle perpetuel, vn flot inconstant, & vn 
nuage porte au gre des vents. (1615 HT X 288) 

L'homme est un vaisseau flottant sur la mer escumeuse de ce 
monde: les flots qui l'assaillent de tous costez, sont les miseres et 
les calamitez, Ie gouvemail qui Ie conduit est la raison ... 

(Seguin 54) 

The dearth of psychological analysis, which gives Rosset's tales an oddly 

archaic air, is also a characteristic of the canard, according to Seguin. In 

contrast to their detailed, drawn-out treatment of sadistic acts and bloodshed, 

Les canardiers se montrent beaucoup moins prolixes lorsqu'il 
s'agit d'expliquer les mobiles des meurtres et ils ne s'attardent 
guere a peindre la psychologie des criminels, ou s'ils Ie font, c'est 
generalement pour tomber dans des considerations beaucoup trop 
generales. (Seguin 31) 

This lack of psychological profundity makes the characters resemble 

automatons, zombies whose slow-motion crimes take on a distended life of 

their own, and whose creator compensates for the lack of analysis by an 

obsession with and elaboration of the morbid and abject. 

Rosset, astute as any advertising agent of our time, is quick to identify 

schemata in the culture around him and inject these schemata back into 

circulation through his prose, reinforcing them while enhancing his own 

credibility. J. Lombard notes the heterogeneous nature of Rosset's creations, 
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resulting from his tendency to appropriate whatever elements of disparate 

traditions he felt might promulgate his work: "Cet eclecticisme [sic] montre que 

Rosset ne tenait pas a la coherence romanesque, mais qu'il puisait dans tous 

les genres qui avaient du succes" (Lombard 63). Individual insight and 

creativity not being highly prized at the time, Rosset had more to gain by 

promulgating what he perceived to be the values and ideals of those in power 

and/or of those whose favor he sought. The relative unsuccess (if not to say 

failure) of his earlier publications may have encouraged him in this direction. 

One prime example of his reflection of contemporary common knowledge is his 

depiction of love, grounded of course in medievallRenaissance physiology and 

psychology. 

Love in the Histoires tragiques is usually a tyrant whose imperatives are 

implacable and whose joys are quick to evaporate: "L'amour des Histoires est 

presque toujours quelque chose d'irresistible, mete de desir et de convoitise, 

quelque chose qui aveugle l'homme et Ie mene a sa perte; bref, c'est tres 

souvent un amour coupable"115. It strikes unexpectedly and leads its victims 

down a well-trodden path, akin more to a contagious disease than to a 

celebration of mutual admiration. J.-P. Seguin points out the similar, negative 

influence oflove in the canards: "Parmi les passions qui detournent l'homme de 

l'obeissance aux lois de Dieu, la plus repandue et la plus redoutable est l'amour, 

con~u hors du mariage" (Seguin 56). Once consummated, love as seen in the 

canards deteriorates, as it does most of the time in Rosset, unless death 

intervenes. But this basic, even gross, view oflove is dressed up and fitted out 

115 Sergio Poli, "L'Amour dans les 'llistoires Tragiques' de Francois de Rosset," Les Visages 
de l'Amour au XVIIe Sieck (Toulouse: Service des Publications de l'Universite de Toulouse
Le Mirail, 1984) 270. 
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in such fine language and courtly behavior in Rosset that it is not initially 

recognizable - like a maelstrom it drags its victims helplessly round and round, 

slowly at first, then faster, disclosing its true nature only when it is too late. 

Whereas the canard is more direct, even naive, in its exposition of this almost 

Racinian side of love, Rosset delays, disguises and dissembles. His ingenuity is 

not in the originality of his conceptions or their execution but rather in the 

almost imperceptible joining of disparate constituents, deftly leading the reader 

through the elegant maze of courtship to the brink of sudden disaster, and 

farther still. 

Less subtle are Rosset's misogyny (conventional but insistent) and anti

semitism (conventional and virulent). One can more freely denigrate those 

already marginalized - it requires little courage, creativity or imagination, and 

garners at least token approbation from the phallocentric and ethnocentric 

powers-that-be. 

Par cest exemple nous pouuons remarquer l'inconstance de ce 
sexe, plus variable que la girouette d'vne tour, & plus mouuant 
que Ie sable. C'est vn rare oyseau qu'vne femme constate. Nos 
siecles n'en produisent plus, & s'ils en ont produict quelques vne 
[sic], la semence en est perdue. (1615 HT X 304-305) 

Or again, in a subsequent story: 

Les Italiens ... tiennent pour maxime, qu'on doit garder & 
enfermer les femmes aussi bien que les poules, autrement on est 
en danger de les perdre. Coustume que ie ne s~aurois appreuuer, 
puis qu'il est impossible d'empescher vne femme de mal faire, 
quand elle en a faict la resolution. (1615 HT XV 409-410) 

One potentially perceived as marginal himself (Rosset the Proven~al) appears 

more likely to endorse and reinforce the marginalization of other groups farther 

from the center of power. Jews in Rosset are often connected tangentially with 

the diabolical: the Black Sabbath is performed in a "Synagog;" Hebrew is used 
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in the ceremony, by extension lending the people associated with it an 

exotically evil air. This is of course nothing new - Rosset here taps into a 

another familiar vein. The canards too invoke the familiar litany of dastardly 

deeds attributed to the Jew: "Toutes sortes de forfaits et de machinations 

diaboliques leur sont imputes par les canards, qui ne manquent pas une 

occasion de perpetuer les vieilles calomnies: sacrifices vivants de chretiens, 

profanations d'hosties, empoisonnement de sources, etc ... " (Seguin 60). 

Rosset's misogyny, glimpsed in the poetry, is more conventional and 

superficial than it is elemental, for in their dreadful way, his characters, male 

or female, attain equally grand, almost heroic stature in the realization of their 

sins and crimes. Like the characters of Aeschylus or Corneille, the most 

memorable of Rosset's women are (whatever he may say in order to suit 

convention) strong, circumspect and self-possessed, if helpless before their 

fate. The contradictions between what Rosset says about women and how he 

portrays them draw the attention of J. Lombard, who finds Rosset's frequent 

misogynistic remarks to be "des lieux communs herites du Moyen-age, et qui ne 

tirent guere a consequence" (67). A lengthy, serious study remains to be done 

on the depiction of women in Rosset's work. Superficially, Rosset satisfies the 

expectations of his readers, supplying verbal evidence of stereotypes, while at 

a deeper level his female creations, though they lack psychological complexity, 

are nevertheless more dynamic and vital than those of the canards. 

Finally, another point of similarity between the canards and the 

Histoires tragiques is the predilection for mythological and classical figures: 

"L'Antiquite fOUl-nit aux canardiers, comme aux auteurs contemporains, leur 

source preferee de references. Ils y trouvent des points de comparaison avec 

----------- -- ---------- ---- ---------- ------
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les faits du jour" (Seguin 48). It would be unusual for the two genres not to 

have this trait in common, so prevalent was the reflex to look back to antiquity 

at the time. 

Comparing the reportage aspect of Rasset's Histoires tragiques to the 

canards, certain differences are worth noting. Rosset frequently makes 

reference to the courts, attorneys, the parliaments, the police - all the 

apparatus necessary for law-enforcement. According to Seguin, this aspect of 

society is neglected by the canards - as are trials (Seguin 34). The numerous 

glowing references to the Parlement de Paris - ce juste Senat - as well as 

frequent elaboration of legal predicaments using legal language are further 

evidence that Rasset was probably a member of the Parlement de Paris. 

On the other hand, the canards frequently mention Protestantism, while 

references in Rosset are rare, perfunctory and oblique. He mentions lice zele 

inconsidere de religion II (1632 HT XX 492), or "vne secte nouuellement 

introduicte" (1615 HT I 2), but does not go beyond allusion. We may permit 

ourselves to speculate that this relative silence dissimulates an ulterior 

motive: Rosset may have shied away from open condemnation either for 

political or personal reasons. Perhaps by openly attacking the reformed 

church, Rasset knew he would attract more attention and commentary than 

by quietly neglecting it. Perhaps he sensed that even by openly condemning or 

disavowing Protestantism he might inadvertently be admitting to some 

connection. Perhaps it was an issue sensitive to other family members. But 

however dissimulated, Protestantism is implicitly present in the Histoires 

tragiques, both as a silent counterpart to the militant, assertive Catholicism 
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that Rosset projects, and in the lingeting reaction, hopeful yet precatious, to 

the apparent end of the Civil Wars. 

In short, similarities to the canard, even active imitation, are important 

elements in Rosset's Histoires tragiques. According to Seguin, the most 

distinctive characteristics of the canard are: "choix tres sur des evenements 

les plus propres a seduire la clientele, gout du sensationnel et de l'horrible, 

sollicitation des faits en fonction de l'impression a produire" (Seguin 45). Yet 

these very features also accurately characterize Rosset's collection of histoires 

tragiques. 

Le Roman sentimental 

The roman sentimental, a genre whose importance grew progressively to 

eventually culminate with the publication of L'Astree, furnishes Rosset the 

matrix upon which he is able to mold the exterior of most of his stories. If the 

canard supplied or reinforced aspects of the subject matter and certain 

conventional figures, the roman sentimental conttibuted a portion of the plot, 

and a pre-ordained cast of characters. The fact that Rosset usually indicates 

certain situations, physical atttibutes or character traits with but a few 

conventional phrases, the fact that these descriptions or situations repeat 

themselves in story after story with only superficial vatiations, suggests that 

he is attempting to activate certain schemata in the reader's mind. At the 

same time, he gives the distinct impression that human beings are 

interchangeable, that individuality or eccentticity is specifically taboo in this 

courtly world where superlatives reign. This tendency to create cookie-cutter 

characters even gets the better of Rosset on occasion: there are lapsus -
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Rozandre is inadvertently called Fleurimont (1632 HT XXI); Lisandre, Leandre 

(1615 HT XVII); Leonore, DOlice (1615 HT XVIII). 

Not all the histoires tragiques conform to the courtly, aristocratic 

pattern, however. There are in fact several types of histoire tragique, which 

may be grouped depending on the type of crime or transgression depicted, or, 

alternatively, according to the nature of the characters and the atmosphere of 

the story. What starts out as the aristocratic love story, for example, can end 

up demonstrating any of several transgressions: violations of chastity, 

adultery, murder, suicide. These same transgressions may also be acted out 

elsewhere by characters of low birth, but in the absence of the usual love 

interest. 

The prototypical aristocratic histoire tragique begins with the 

introduction of a main character, more often a young man than a young 

lady116. Favored by nature in every way, noble, handsome, well-educated, he 

soon meets a young lady who is especially attractive. Though previously he 

had scoffed at love, he now sees himself changing uncontrollably, for love 

affects him psychically, emotionally and physically. Renaissance faculty 

psychology, which incorporates the four humors, comes into playas the image 

of the beloved penetrates via the lover's eyes, leaving an imprint on the soul. 

Though he may deny it in the beginning, once smitten, the lover, like a drug

addict, must have more of what originally left such a profound impression. 

Therefore inter-communication begins, through elegant discourse, letters, or, 

initially, by eye-contact. The man usually makes the first few moves, and the 

116 Rosset's fIxation on twos often obviates designating one character alone as protagonist 
in the beginning. On the other hand, stories which give equal weight to both characters 
through to the very end are rare. 
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lady predictably resists. But secretly she too falls in love. Next, the young 

man avows his love, which the lady initially rebuffs. But presently she returns 

his compliments and lets him know she is willing to pursue the affair. There 

follows an indeterminate period of courtship. Finally, the author generally 

admits or implies that the couple have consummated their love physically. At 

this point a higher power often commands the man to be elsewhere, and 

absence ensues. But happiness is fleeting - here it is that things begin to go 

wrong, and here too the stories diverge, eventually plumbing the depths of 

degradation and blood-lust. 

Lindorac and Caliste both undergo the elevating stage of the process at 

about the same time in 1615 HT ITI: 

Caliste, qui n'auoit encores expelimente ce que peuuent les belles 
qualitez, & Ie melite d'vn gal and [sic] homme, aussi tost qu'elle 
vist Lindorac, s'esmeut aucunement, & la glace qui seruoit de 
rampart a ce coeur, que les flammes de l'Amour n'auoyent peu 
eschauffer auparauant, commence de se fondre. 

Lyndorac cependant resue tousiours sur son amour, & tandis 
que Ie sommeil adoucit les trauaux des mortels, il ne peut fermer 
la paupiere. L'object de Caliste vole tousiours au deuant de ses 
yeux, & l'obscwite de la nuict ne Ie peut empescher de la voir. 

(1615 HT III 89-90) 

If Rosset uses the familiar scenarios of the roman sentimental at the 

beginning of his stolies, simulating what he knows his readers are familiar 

with, as the story progresses, he veers drastically from this course. While 

numerous novels at the turn of the century celebrate the virtues of chastity 

and spilituallove, Rosset rips this ideal apart with a vengeance. At the dawn 

of preciosite, Rosset inaugurates a desperate and murderous idiom, a negative 

counter-current to these effete exhalations of Platonic love. While the roman 

sentimental extolls steadfast virtue, Rosset's histoire tragique demonstrates 
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the inevitability of giving in to vice. The one celebrates constancy; the other 

enacts jealousy and suspicion. Chastity collapses to reveal naked lust, vented 

thoughtlessly, whatever the consequences. The self-effacing patience of 

courtly love is rendered quaint by the selfish, abusive aggression depicted in 

Rosset. The bienseances reveal themselves to be pure form, giving way to an 

onslaught of unthinkable ruthlessness and morbidity. Respect for social rank 

is cast aside, while difference is abolished and, as Rene Girard predicts, violence 

triumphs. Rosset is in fact writing a sort of anti-roman sentimental, bound to 

cater to a different side of the reader. If J. Lombard is correct in saying that 

"Rosset, qui cherche l'efficacite, s'en tient a ce qui plait aux lecteurs de son 

temps" (62), we must admit of a heterogeneity in these readers' tastes. Or of a 

secret prurience, all the more titillating in that what appears to be a courtly 

love tale, what promises to be an entertaining dalliance, dissimulates an orgy 

of sex, blood and gore. 

Seneca and Latin Rhetoric: Dissimulated Simulation 

One is struck by the extent to which Rosset's philosophy of 

acquiescence to fate, as exemplified in the poetry, is reminiscent of certain 

tenets of Stoicism, particularly that of Seneca. It is well-known that Seneca's 

tragedies as well as his philosophical works were a profound influence on the 

Renaissance: "La vogue des tragedies de Seneque a eM liee a celle de la morale 

stolcienne; or Ie neo-stolcisme s'est repandu surtout entre 1550 et 1650"117. 

Indeed in Seneca - that most baroque of antique dramatists - we find much 

that reminds us of Rosset: maxims and commonplaces to be illustrated by 

117 R. Lebegue, preface, Les Tragedies de Seneque et le tMatre de la Renaissance, ed. Jean 
Jacquot (Paris: Editions du C.N.R.S., 1964) XI. 
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narrative or dramatic incident, "the centrality of the hero and his failure; the 

prominence of netas, iniquity; grandiloquence ... and magic; an appeal to 

learning; a measure of didacticism; and all the qualities summed up under the 

triad atrocitas, maiestas, andgravitas"118• The stereotype of Seneca draws 

attention to the atrocities, of which Lucas says: "It is a perpetual riddle how 

audiences could stomach these same old fetid horrors, these banquets of 

human flesh, staler and staler every time"119. But for Seneca, their 

significance was philosophical as well as dramaturgical. 

Rosset's contemporaries - among others, Montchrestien, Erasmus and 

du Vail' - were engaged in merging neo-Stoicism with Christian ethics: there is, 

for example, little distance from Senecan resignation to Protestant 

predestination. Rosenmeyer concurs that much of Stoic thought was widely 

diffused in Western culture at the close of the Renaissance: "Wilhelm Dilthey 

and others have demonstrated that much of the European philosophical and 

literary tradition, from the late Middle Ages to the nineteenth century and 

beyond, may be interpreted as the working out of Stoic impulses, and that the 

Stoic seeds survive in the most varied sectors of human thought" (Rosenmeyer 

13). Rosset's numerous injunctions against and deprecations over inconstancy 

can be interpreted as moral lessons meant to be illustrated (negatively) by the 

events of his stories. Regarding these negative exempla, Rosenmeyer says 

that it is 

118 Thomas G. Rosenmeyer, Senecan Drama and Stoic Cosmology (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1989) 3. 

119 F.L. Lucas, Seneca and Elizabethan Tragedy (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University 
Press, 1922) 124. 
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wrong to jump to the conclusion that the cautionary paradigm, 
with all its packed freight of murder and lust, is less indebted to 
Stoic impulses than the admired image of nobility. Even a casual 
reading of the canonic Stoic texts reveals a constant 
preoccupation with the seamy and the sinister, an almost 
luxuriant dwelling on the vices the Stoic hopes to avoid. (18) 

He goes on to point out the lack of interest that a totally virtuous character 

inspires, and the apathy that ensues from the "ubiquitous obbligato of 

commonplaces and aphorisms and precepts ... " (28). Because they are dry, 

unpeopled scripts, commonplaces without characters leave us cold. Like 

Seneca punctuating portions of his tragedies, Rasset often begins his stories 

with aphorisms: 

Encores qu'il n'y ait rien de si difficile au monde que de taire ce 
qu'on ne doit pas dire: toutefois ceux qui font profession d'estre 
sages, & qui cherissent leur vie, doiuent prendre garde 
soigneusement a retenir leur langue, puis qu'vne seule parole 
simplement proferee ruine bien souuent toute vne famille, & 
cause la perte des corps & des ames. (1615 HT I 1) 

Rosset hereby rejoins classical rhetoric, whose traditional exordium usually 

consists of a similar statement meant to focus the listener's attention and 

introduce the subject to be treated (See Kibedi-Varga 1970). This passage, the 

1615 incipit~ could equally well be used to introduce a sermon. But Rosset and 

Seneca share the dramatic element: the fickle hand of fate grasps their 

characters with daunting swiftness - no one nods off. 

Rosenmeyer seems also to be speaking of Rosset when he says that 

"both ancient and Renaissance rhetoricians interest themselves in the figurae 

associated with the expression of the passions, the figurae patheticae or 

affectuosae: apostrophe~ interrogatio~ exclamatio~ hyperbole ... " (181). Rosset's 

soliloquies are particularly characterized by exclamations, apostrophes and 
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rhetorical questions120 , though the incipient classicism (appearing already, 

prior to the abortive relapse into high baroque imagery and syntax initiated by 

Marino) drastically tempers metaphor and hyperbole in Rosset's prose, as it 

does in his poetry. In the Senecan universe these figures deflect the speaker, 

communicating his feelings and plight to the universe at large. Though their 

function is not so pretentious in· Rosset, their form is strikingly similar. 

Nor need we heed the objections of purists who argue that Seneca's 

drama and his ethical writings are not congruent: Rosenmeyer retorts: "Stoic 

drama incorporates components that we associate with orthodox Stoicism ... " 

(35). The links, therefore, are multiple between Rosset's prose work and the 

poetics and rhetoric of Stoicism. 

Looking more closely at esthetic principles, Seneca advocates simple 

speech with striking but straightforward images or metaphors, is known for 

frequent rhetorical questions and pointed phrases, and uses images of the 

theater in the same auto-reflexive way that Rosset does. As for Seneca's use 

of gore, his revolting spectacles are meant to placate spectators (or readers) 

120 This soliloquy is delivered by Doralice, the incestuous sister, when she realizes the 
fullness of the sin she is meditating: 

Ha! cruel Amour qui me fais follement aymer celuy, de qui ie deurois, pour la proximite 
du lignage, non seulement fuyr l'impudique regard, mais encores craindre qu 'autre que 
moy n 'eust iamais cognoissance de ma foUe & incestueuse passion; a quoy me reserues
tu? Faut-il que ie commette un peche si detestable! Ostons ceste maudite fantasie, 
auant qu 'eUe s'imprime plus auant, & representons-nous le mal-heur qui pourroit 
proceder d'un crime si detestable. (1615 HT V 181) 

Compare this to a soliloquy in Seneca's Medea, in French translation: 
Il est parti. Est-ce possible? Tu t'en vas et tu m 'oublies, moi, avec tout ce quej'ai fait 
pour toi? Nous sommes sortis de ta memoire? Non, nous n'en sortironsjamais. Allons, 
appeUe a toi la puissance de tes malefices. Le fruit de tes crimes n 'est-il pas de ne plus 
rien considerer comme criminel? Il est difficile d'agir par ruse: on a peur de moi. Eh 
bien! attaque par un point OU nul ne puisse se mefier. Allons, a present: aie de 
l'audace; tente tout, Medee, le possible et l'impossible. - Medee I 560-567: Seneque, 
Tragedies, trans. Leon Herrmann, Tome I (Paris: Societe d'Edition "Les Belles 
Lettres," 1971) 157. 
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who lIexpect the worst. II Seneca too places great throngs of people onstage to 

watch executions, and delivers death in slow motion (Rosenmeyer 44-49). As 

in Rosset, lIevil... is made concrete in the guise of ugliness and ugliness, under 

the pressure of self-dramatization, acquires a lurid glamor ll (Rosenmeyer 55). 

And since Seneca inherited the same Greek philosophy and cosmology that 

medieval Europe eventually did, his world-view is consistent with that of the 

high Middle Ages, the same world-view that Rosset inherits over a millennium 

and a half later, even down to the physiology and psychology: 

In Stoic thinking, ethics, theology, cosmology, biology, and 
psychology are closely intertwined because of the basic premise 
that the pneuma, the stuff of life of which all vital entities are 
manifestations, is corporeal. Hence an examination of moral 
action cannot be conducted without a full accounting of the 
various biological and environmental factors that enter into it. 

(Rosenmeyer 74) 

This causality, which infiltrates Seneca's world from the realm of the spheres 

and stars above, relating human passions to the tides and the orbits of planets 

(l09), closely resembles that of Rosset's Ciel, the mysterious and 

unapproachable force that determines the course of our lives. The principle of 

coextension in Seneca is a corollary of this intercausality linking natural 

phenomena, and confers a deeper meaning to words such as pathos and 

sympathy (114-115). The world of the French civil wars of the sixteenth 

century, steeped in fratricidal bloodletting, seemingly bore out Seneca's 

conceptions, was indeed a prime exponent of the apparently uncontrollable 

spread of savagery. As described in Rene Girard's La Violence et le sacre, 

rampant violence is thought to arise from a similar (perceived) cosmological 

origin in many societies. Just as pestilence is contagious, so are moral 

corruption and violence, both for Girard and Rosset, and in Seneca's world-view. 
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In this context, disfiguring and dismembering corpses, or deliberately and 

repeatedly delivering sword blows to a dying opponent, on stage, becomes a 

metaphor for universal moral contagion: 

The raw dramaturgy of the body spreads effortlessly, but 
methodically, across all parts of the cosmos. Where the universe 
and its manifestations are felt to be uncontrollable • that is, 
where evil is feared to be automatic and mandatory· the Stoic 
scientist and sentient, deprived of choice or responsibility, can 
revel in its aesthetic horror. (Rosenmeyer 123) 

Nor is the world of the Stoics immune to demons. Though their identity and 

importance may be different given the distinct pagan theology, their function, 

that of distracting the protagonist from the path of righteousness, is the same 

as it is in Rosset. The apparently Manichean idea that good and evil emanate 

from the same source· unfailingly reiterated throughout the Histoires tragiques 

- is also implicit in Seneca (124), while the individual's lack of responsibility 

for/within the contagion of violence casts the very attribution of culpability into 

question. The idea that the individual may be caught up in crime and bloodshed 

without having consciously premeditated it again brings us close to Rosset's 

tragic stories. Various of the characters seem to commit murder as a sort of 

whim, or as the most expedient means available to rid themselves of a 

bothersome obstacle. Finally, the belief voiced in Seneca that everything in life 

is ephemeral (also a baroque commonplace) brings with it a fixation on the 

present (135), a fixation emulated by the rapid, inexorable flow of Rosset's 

phrasing, always delivering events, focusing on their sequencing and restricting 

commentary. 

Since study of Seneca was widely diffused during the Middle Ages and 

increased during the Renaissance, it is not surprising to find these Stoic strains 
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secreted in Rosset's stories. The casual reader need not even know - but this 

code, unlike the previous ones discussed, may be addressed to humanists. 

Those with the requisite background appreciate the rhetorical flourishes and 

figures so reminiscent of Latin phraseology, so pregnant with philosophical 

import. And those without it read the story still, unaware of (yet affected by) 

the rolling Latin sentences dissimulated beneath the surface of Rosset's adroit 

prose. 

The Natural Order: Conform or Rebel 

The turmoil evident in Rosset's Histoires tragiques is not merely another 

instance of the "absurd" in the modern sense. It is always a symptom of 

fundamental error on the part of the characters affected, a wandering from 

their designated "place" in the social structure, facilitated by tromperie. 

Rosset's work emanates in large part from an ancient and highly 

developed ideological framework, unquestionably universal in its acceptance 

during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. This is the concept of the great 

Chain of Being, the organizing principle of the universe and all things in it, and 

the ensuing order that was its defining principle121. The Chain of Being is a 

hierarchy into which all things great and small are placed, in ascending order 

according to their respective sophistication or importance. The chain begins 

with the humblest of the mineral realm and ascends through the vegetable and 

animal realms to man, who is thought to embody all aspects of the universe, 

and is therefore a microcosm, a universe in miniature. Humanity shared 

certain faculties with lower life forms as well as higher (e.g. angels). Proceeding 

121 See E.M.W. Tillyard, The Elizabethan World Picture (New York: Vintage Books, n. d.). 
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upward from humankind, the angelic hosts were arranged into different levels. 

Finally, God Himself stood atop the colossal hierarchy. Because of the Fall of 

Satan, there was thought to be an inverse hierarchy descending to the depths 

of Hell, where Satan presided in a central position. 

The Chain of Being had been drastically altered, first by Satan's Fall, 

and subsequently by the Fall of man. Because of this, the universe has been in 

ruins ever since, a pitiful reminder of the greatness that once was unsullied 

humanity within the natural world. Despite the Fall, indications of perfection 

could be discerned (but imperfectly) in the natural world. The speculum 

creaturarum revealed the grandeur of the divinity. E. M. W. Tillyard cites Sir 

Walter Raleigh, who claims that despite our half-blindness, "In the glorious 

lights of heaven we perceive a shadow of his divine countenance ... " (Tillyard 

24). For centuries Christian thought and imagery were enriched by this neD

Platonism, which at times informs the Histoires tragiques .. 

The Chain of Being subsumes all entities and relationships: more than 

including them, it is constituted by them. As a result, a vast number of 

interdependencies are inherent to it, dynamic relationships which imply both 

difference and stability. A set of correspondences are established between 

different realms, each realm possessing a primate - a superior exemplar of its 

genus, e.g. diamonds among stones, gold among metals, the evergreen among 

plants, the lion among animals. In Les Mots et les choses, Foucault discusses 

some of the consequences of the disintegration of this system, of which Tillyard 

says: 

This resolution to find correspondences everywhere was a large 
part of the great medieval striving after unity; it was pushed to 
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extreme lengths by Paracelsus and his like; and it survived in its 
main outlines past the age of Elizabeth. (Tillyard 84) 

The remains of the original state of the world were there, then, as reminders of 

a perfection beyond this world. As the currents of neo-Platonism and 

humanism syncretized their ideals with the dogma and doctrine of Christianity, 

the Renaissance crowned with optimism the underlying medieval structure. 

"This renewed Platonising created an enthusiastic idealism which is a true 

mark of the Renaissance, that phase of culture which nowadays tends ever 

more to lose its identity and to turn out to be simply the late Middle Ages" 

(Tillyard 45). Humanity's contradictory nature was thus accounted for: misere 

and grandeur both described us and called out to us. Some, through an astute 

oxymoron, spoke of the fortunate Fall, Felix Culpa, which eventually brought 

about the advent of the Savior, and thus the hope of salvation. In what comes 

to be a baroque figure, universal degradation is baptized and transformed, like 

the Phoenix rising out of her ashes, into our pathway back to God. 

The ingenious nature of this synthesis easily explained a number of 

anomalies in the world, for example, suffering, disease, crime, poverty and sin. 

Why did misfortunes befall humanity? We, through the doctrine of original sin, 

were in fact the authors of the very injustice and pain afflicting us. To ever 

remind us of ow' fallen state, God permitted the consequences of Eve's appetite 

and Adam's folly to multiply along with the human race. This mentality, which 

eventually joins up with a neo-stoicism more than reminiscent of Seneca, 

profoundly inspires the Histoires tragiques, for Rosset repeatedly and 

insistently points out that God permits dreadful events to take place in order to 

teach people lessons. The Fall thus brought about all manner of sins and vices. 
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Nor can our flawed reason penetrate the divine plan sufficiently to comprehend 

why evil things happen to good people. 

At the same time as it consoled humanity, the Chain of Being obviously 

demonstrated the virtue of the class system, the superiority of man over 

woman in things intellectual, moral and physical122, the inferiority of 

barbarous races and infidels. Just as the peasant served his master, his 

master in turn theoretically served him as he used him, looking after his well

being, lavishing him with generosity at certain times, ravishing his daughters 

at others. Less cynically, the King, though designated by God to be ruler, was 

beholden to his people, just as they were bound in loyalty to him. The feudal 

system received powerful corroboration in the Chain of Being, as did the 

ecclesiastical hierarchy, the landed aristocracy and the family unit. 

Faculty psychology123, the physiology and psychology of the Middle 

Ages, deriving ultimately from the Greeks, is intact in Rosset and frequently 

surfaces. In particular, the nefarious effects of animal spirits, melancholy and 

the imagination, which overwhelm higher human faculties, overthrowing 

122 Regarding the hierarchy described here, Duby highlights "la puissance d'une forme 
ideologique. Ideologie a plusieurs faces, evidemment. Elle tient pour necessaire, 
providentielle, la soumission naturelle de la femme a l'homme. La femme doit etre 
gouvernee. Cette certitude trouve son appui dans les textes de l'Ecriture sainte et propose 
l'image exemplaire de la relation homme-femme. Cette relation doit etre hierarchique, 
prenant sa place dans l'ordre hierarchique universel..." (1988 121) 

123 Everything in the physical universe consisted of the four elements, air, fire, water and 
earth; objects and organisms differentiated themselves through different combinations of 
these elements. Corresponding to the four elements were the four humors - blood, choler, 
phlegm and melancholy - which, in a unique combination, gave each individual his or her 
"temperament" or "complexion" (the term temperament refers to the tempering influence the 
humors had on each other). Science was more a matter of perfecting and enriching our 
knowledge of what was already there and known, than it was forging forth in areas of the 
unknown, "making progress," and pushing back frontiers. In keeping with the fact that 
science reposed on a principle of correspondences and resemblances, the black arts taught by 
witches closely mirrored legitimate science. These and other such concepts are fully present 
in Rosset. 
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reason and will, appear in most incidents involving lust or violence. In Joseph 

Lyons' words, " ... when the imagination, for some unGodly reason, persuades 

the will to follow the objects of sense instead of the objects of reason, man's 

lower nature runs rampant"124. The intricacies of faculty psychology are 

beyond the scope of this study, but they do direct the course of all the love 

affairs in Rosset, and dictate many of the murders. Odd beliefs, for instance 

the idea that the spilled blood of the murder victim can rise up and "bloody" the 

murderer125,that the souls of lovers join through their mouths during 

passionate kisses, that the image of the beloved is imprinted on the soul, thus 

causing obsession, or that love is akin to a physical disease, appear frequently 

in the histoires tragiques. 

More overt references to the Chain of Being are to be found in the 

Histoires tragiques. Rosset describes in elaborate detail the desecration of the 

corpse ofFilotime (Concini), who is repeatedly described as ambitieux. He has 

stepped so far out of line that it is only with difficulty that the cosmos can 

"stomach" him, dead though he is: 

124 The Impossible Synthesis in Venus and Adonis and Othello, the Moor of Venice, diss., U 
of Ottawa, 1974, 50. 

125 L. Febvre recounts the case of Felix Platter: "Felix studied medicine at Montpellier. 
When he was almost thirty and in his fourth or fifth year of medical studies, a servant was 
arrested one day and accused of having, three years earlier, killed his master, a canon. To 
convict the accused, the victim was disinterred and the supposed criminal was placed before 
the three-year-old cadaver. Platter, observing this scene, was greatly astonished to find that 
contrary to its duty, if one can put it that way, the corpse did not begin to bleed as soon as it 
was in the presence of its murderer. Felix writes, 'Nonetheless none of the expected signs 
appeared, as, for example, the reopening of the wounds to pour forth fresh blood.' The 
impression he gives is of a certain degree of astonishment at the display of bad manners. 
(39) 
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II sembloit que les Elemens fussent ses ennemis, & qu'ils ne 
vouloient nullement assister celuy sur qui tant de maledictions 
auoient este iettees. 

Tous les Elemens font la guerre 

Au corps de cet homme odieux: 

Car le feu, l'eau, l'air, & la terre, 

Abhorrent cet Ambitieux. (1619 HT I 37) 

Rosset's career in fact marks a time of crisis for what we call here the 

medieval synthesis. Due to the growing prevalence of rationalism, the 

beginnings of the scientific method, the audacity of Machiavellian politics, and 

the ingenuity of free-thinking libertinage, Rosset, as a converted representative 

of the power structure, feels threatened and wishes to reinforce the 

establishment wherever possible. All his work, in particular the Histoires 

tragiques, is characterized ideologically by an underlying quasi-militant 

Counter-Reformational bent. Despite (perhaps because of) the lingering 

effects of the Civil Wars, whose impact Rosset had to have lived through (we 

recall his birth in 1570 and his Proven~al origins), he consciously tries to 

project an image of a principally Catholic world-view intact and functioning 

well, despite the cracks and fissures that even his dissimulating text betrays. 

His work exemplifies the medievallRenaissance mentality in crisis. Since his 

career is therefore "transitional," we find him here reciting the litany of years 

gone by, elsewhere squarely facing the challenge of the changing times, 

justifying his apparently conservative position. At times he launches into 

elaborate rationalizations of his views; at times he chafes at the very idea of 
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invoking the "reasonable." Sometimes his mentality is classical, sometimes it 

is positively medieval.126 

This passage, from the opening of 1615 HT VIII, reveals the general 

quandary Rosset finds himself in. Beset with challenges to his orthodoxy, 

Rosset retreats into reasoning which incorporates and manipulates the 

irrational, much as medieval philosophers did: 

Ie m'estonne de l'incredulite de ceux, a qui ron ne peut persuader, 
que ce qu'on raconte de l'apparition des Demons soit veritable. 
Les raisons qu'ils amenent sont si foibles, qu'elles ne meritent 
presque point de responce puis qu'elles se refutent assez d'elles 
mesmes. ... Mais nous qui sommes enseignez en vne meilleure 
escole, & qui s~avons par Ie tesmoignage que les sainctes 
Escritures en rendent, que les bons & les mauuais Anges 
apparoissent aux hommes, suyuant qu'il plaist aDieu, nous 
dirons que tels esprits se peuuent former vn corps. (1615 HT 
VIII 247-248) 

Moreover, to say medieval implies the inclusion of traditions and ways of 

thinking neither Christian nor humanist which had survived in the hearts and 

minds of the people, animating much of the folklore. There is reason to believe 

as well that much of the involved social behavior alive at court and in 

aristocratic circles generally was passed down alongside Christianity, but 

arose outside it, perhaps even during the twilight of the Roman Empire. 

Rosset's ideological underpinning therefore consists of elements of four 

126 It is critical to realize that, in contrast to the British Renaissance wherein, for most 
writers and intellectuals, humanism and Platonism were continuous with the Christian 
faith and capable of overt reconciliation, for French classicism, arriving a bit later on the 
scene amid a different culture, there was a standoff between religion and literary discourse 
which became ever more evident as the seventeenth century progressed. In terms of literary 
works, French culture of the period tended to separate the two domains: religion and courtly 
morale. L 'Astree, for example, is a work which, due to its setting but also to the cultural 
imperatives guiding its creator, is not overtly Christian, but both emanates from and applies 
to the courtly milieu. Like D'Urfe, Rosset too habitually dissimulates Christianity as he 
simulates the worldly polish and inbred manners of the salon or court. 
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traditions: Christian and Catholic orthodoxy, aristocratic ethics and mores, 

the humanistic tradition and popular folklore. These various strains reach 

their consummate form within the phallocentric hierarchy, a construct quite 

consistent with the principles embodied in the Chain of Being. And just as 

manifestations of certain of these are more obviously simulated, constructed 

purposely in order to signal and attract, others are more subtle, hidden from 

immediate view. 

In order to describe the extent and effects of tromperie in the 

social/interpersonal relationships depicted in Rosset's Histoires tragiques, we 

must have some idea of the norms of that society. The Chain of Being 

permitted the hegemony of the white, Christian, noble, first-born, property

owning male culture over all other classes in the society of the time (the 

growing power of the bourgeoisie, by its very existence, continued to silently 

challenge and infiltrate the noble hierarchy and its attitude of privilege while 

simultaneously envying and emulating it). Though open-mindedness and 

questioning had begun in some quarters, it was dangerous to advocate or 

practice free-thinking openly. One's life, reputation, fortune and salvation were 

at risk: the affair of Theophile de Viau127, which came to a head a few years 

after Rosset's death, is a case in point. And if things were oppressive in the 

intellectual sphere, they were more so at court, in society at large or in the 

religious establishment. 

Social schemata extant at the time did not promote individuality or 

individualism; on the contrary, one's life was to conform to, perhaps to 

simulate, a set of preordained scripts. If the social group a person belonged to 

127 The pursuit, trial and disgrace of this free-thinking poet (1590-1626) reaffirmed the 
power of the very establishment Rosset purports to speak for. See Adam 1965. 
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did not already come with a complex of roles and expectations [monastic life for 

instance, with its different levels of attainment, and the privileges and 

obligations thereunto appertaining - a very order-Iy existence], they were 

busily generated. The manners of the salon, the standards and procedures of 

courtship, the very principles of taste, and ultimately classicism itself, involved 

sets of expectations transcending, even belittling the individual. Rosset's work 

presages the classical impetus in this regard. He tends already, in the second 

decade of the century, toward a bias which emerges in full force later in the 

century: 

La generation classique, l'une des plus castratrices de notre 
histoire, ne tolere plus la moindre audace, elle bannit toute 
allusion tant soit peu personnelle, et se revulse devant Ie debut 
d'un aveu ou l'ombre d'une confession. En fait, elle ne supporte 
l'individu que dans la mesure - tres etroite - OU il rejoint Ie fond 
commun de la "nature humaine."128 

We have seen the effects of these strictures on Rosset's poetic works, and his 

efforts to reorient his esthetics toward a new set of standards. 

All these social systems demanded unquestioning respect for authority 

on the part of the individual, a certain ostensible apprenticeship (even for being 

King!), and above all adherence to preordajned forms of behavior. With our 

post-Romantic, post-Freudian, post-Rogerian, post-Counter Culture mentality, 

we have difficulty conceiving a society where individualism is not only frowned 

on but systematically extirpated. 

Individuality of course lies latent and unsung in such circumstances, 

just as it still somehow survives in highly regimented societies in today's world, 

but the values that a culture "feeds" itself can stifle or cut off its expression. 

128 Maurice Lever, Les B-uclzers de Sodome (Paris: Fayard, 1985) 182. 
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Seventeenth century lives were no less theatrical than they were lacking in 

privacy: much of life was lived in the open, in front of others, at the behest of 

others. From body language to the profundities of religious and philosophical 

meditation, it was a life people held in common, a life of imitation. Foucault 

has also delineated the degree to which the seventeenth century was a period 

of surveillance. Ranum underscores this aspect: "Rien, pas meme les vols ni 

les accouchements clandestins, ne peut vraiment rester ignore dans ces 

societes de panoptique oil l'anonymat existe si peu"129. 

The individual therefore was subsumed by greater forces, one's identity 

determined by the stern dictates of gender, class, religious affiliation, and to a 

lesser degree ethnicity [Gascons, for example, were considered nearly as 

objectionable as Spaniards by Parisians, and therefore underwent considerable 

ridicule]. A life-style already existed for everyone, whatever class they were 

born into. In a very real sense it is possible to assert that the individual 

belonged to society as a whole. Rites of passage such as marriage and 

baptism were approached carefully, planned at great length and executed 

meticulously according to predetermined protocol, especially among the 

moneyed or noble classes. "Dans ces moments de l'existence, la definition de soi 

est en effet entierement depend ante de la reconnaissance coIlective"130. 

At the outset of his narratives, Rosset's characters give the impression 

of being prototypical products of this background. Yet through their 

transgression, they almost define themselves by their deviance from the 

129 Nicole Castan, "Le Public et Ie particulier," Histoire de la vie privee, eds. Philippe Aries 
and Georges Duby, Tome III (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1986) 426. 

130 Daniel Fabre, "Families. Le Prive contre la coutume," in Aries 1986, 543. 
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customary pattern, in their attempts to rebel and escape from the tyranny of 

conformity/acquiescence or in their sudden devil-may-care capitulation to 

impulse or the lure of vice. Possessing little apparent psychological profundity, 

on the whole theirs is a psychology of laisser-aller. Lombard singles out this 

passage: "La paillardise attire l'adultere, l'adultere l'inceste, l'inceste Ie peche 

contre nature, et apres Dieu permet qu'on s'accouple avec Ie Diable" (1615 HT 

261 - Lombard 68). This slippery slope, a descending scale of apprenticeship to 

vice, recalls the pessimism of Calvinism or Jansenism. Once embarked upon a 

life of sin, sooner or later the process will lead to the very bottom. Rosset's 

characters bear out this defeatism, despite his occasional remarks to the 

contrary. 

To add to the litany of misogynistic remarks, most implying a tendency 

toward the dissolute, Rosset generalizes thus from Cal amite's lack of 

willpower: "La plus-part des rigueurs, & des resistances des Dames de ce 

siecle, sont suivies de lent consentement, quelque excuse qu'elles puissent 

alleguer, en rejettant la coulpe sur l'Amour ou sur Ie destin" (1615 HT XIX 

533). 

The overall effect is one of a lack of moral and psychological depth, 

indeed of interchangeability, the sense that one character could just as easily 

be substituted for another. 

Again we must look to the nature of the society in which Rosset lived 

and for which he wrote. Not only did Christianity, through its doctrine, its 

catechism, the institution of confession and its elaborate ritual (Dante speaks 

of nostra vita) ceaselessly subordinate the individual, the literary milieu did as 

well. The esthetic Rosset espoused strove to transcend the individual and the 
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personal, thereby accentuating the importance of the abstract. One of 

Rosset's more successful productions, if not to say creations - he claims to 

have compiled and edited the letters, not to have written them (another 

subterfuge, for he did in fact write many of them) - was his Lettres amoureuses 

et morales des beaux esprits de ce temps ... , a collection which nobles could 

presumably use as models (or copy outright) for their own letters, an 

interesting variation on the principle of imitatio. Like the later Carte du 

Tendre, all stages of the lover's suit were thought out ahead of time. Instead of 

mapping the stages, Rosset's collection of letters verbalizes them. From the 

first timid letter addressed to the beloved until the last bitter recriminations, all 

possible scripts were set out in graceful language. Far from associating the 

love impulse with the personal and the intimate, here was a public display of 

how anyone and everyone should express (and therefore comport) themselves 

throughout the whole process. The need to publicize the private dilutes and 

disperses it through formulaic discourse, like a phrase book for a foreign 

language, secular stations of the lover's via crucis visited and experienced by all 

through identical words, very like a catechism or apatenotre. At the same time 

the externalizing of a set of socially acceptable, even mandatory, responses 

facilitated both the modeling of behavior (psychological, emotional, verbal) and 

the simulation of that behavior. And Rosset's Histoires tragiques was only one 

of a number of similar volumes whose style emulated that of the roman 

sentimental. Reynier's comments apply equally well to this sort of novel as to 

the Lettres amoureuses et morales: 

.. .Ie fait que ces romans ont eM ainsi des manuels de civilite et de 
beau langage donne une certaine importance it la question de la 
forme. Par eux on peut voir quelle sorte de style etait alors en 
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faveur dans la societe polie. II est manifeste que les auteurs ont 
apporte Ii cette societe les modeles qu'elle souhaitait: ils se sont 
visiblement appliques Ii depouiller leur expression de ce qu'elle 
pouvait avoir de personnel pour atteindre un certain ideal 
convenu et, Ii quelques exceptions pres, on peut dire qu'ils ont tous 
parle la meme langue. (1908 318) 

This supra-personal approach devalues the authentic and personal as it 

heightens the theatrical. Both the letter-writers and Rosset's characters are 

all in a way simulating a pattern, at least as they commence their amorous 

journey. The extent to which standards determining social behavior, verbal 

expression, and even legitimacy, are seen to originate outside the subject, the 

extent to which they become an ideal to work toward, has implications Rosset 

would probably not have liked,131 But only the characters of the Histoires 

tragiques will sink to the lower depths. As they commit their sins and crimes, 

they are individualized only in the particular outlet for their baser instincts, not 

in their barbarity, which, like the contagion of Sene can tragedy, flows 

undifferentiated through Rosset's volume subtextually from tragic story to 

tragic story. 

Both the fact that Rosset uses stereotyped characters132 of whom he 

allows us only the most superficial inner knowledge as well as the fact that he 

uses the same plot lines almost interchangeably133 cast doubt on whether he is 

telling individual stories, on whether he is really telling stories at all. Instead, 

131 For example, if so many may ostensibly perfect their verbal expression by imitating a set 
of models, isn't the door then open to the ascent of the commoner? 

132 Rosset's characters are not types like those of Moliere or Balzac, who are monomaniacs 
in some respects. Rosset's are purely conventional lUltil they are born again into sin and 
crime, which grants them a measure of individual identity. 

133 Coincidentally, apropos of the canards, Chartier points out that not only the woodcuts 
but also the very stories are recycled over the years: "Le principe du reemploi semble 
d'ailleurs au fondement de l'edition des canards puisque, outre l'image, il conceme Ie texte 
meme. En effet, lUle meme narration, aux noms et aux dates pres, peut etre reprise a 
quelques annees de distance ... " (108). 
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his "stories" remain, until the thrust of passion and violence finally individuate 

the characters, a complex of fa~ades - like theater flats, pure surface with no 

depth - a play of appearances meant to lead the reader onward to what really 

matters, that turning point where the characters attain terrible individuality 

through their monstrous crimes. 

Modes of Tromperie 

All the things of this worlde, being but the seruants of the bodie, and the 
bodie of the soule, howe base are they, that flie their owne authoritie, and 
become seruauntes to their seruauntes seruaunt? and how foolish are they 
that will make these things destinated to this life, longer-liued then mans life, 
to account the needful helps of a mortall body, immortall? yet doth the 
erronious choise of the world set vp these things aboue all respects; preferre 
degrees of the world, aboue the preferment of their soule, setting vp power 
against trueth; greatnesse of fortune, aboue the puritie of a good conscience; 
wealth against honestie; gilded honour, aboue reall; the applause of men, 
before the allowance of vertue; the body, aboue the soule; villanie, aboue 
goodnesse; confusion, aboue tranquillitie. 

-William Comwalleys Discovrses vpon Seneca the Tragedian (1601) 

Rosset's Histoires tragiques offer a panorama of individuals responding 

within certain categories of social authority, and as they lead their lives, they 

live through a number of encounters with the systems of values inherent to 

these categories. The interrelational dynamics inherent in the Chain of Being 

become relevant in this light. We experience the characters as they act out 

their passions and projects in the contexts of: God and religious authority; the 

monarch and the aristocracy; the legal system; the diabolical hierarchy; we 

also see them interacting with their peers and their own conscience. Tromperie, 

as it is primarily a stratagem of interaction, may be attempted in each of 
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these contexts and may involve one or more of several different modalities, to 

be detailed presently. 

Individuals who deviate from the pathway set out for them make 

spectacles of themselves, figuratively and/or literally. If their aberration is 

serious enough, they become, in effect, prodiges, singular and remarkable, 

negative object lessons, the matter of cautionary tales, the eccentric which 

attracts direct, immodest stares as surely as the conformist deflects them. 

These characters have become fables in need of exegesis, anomalies 

demanding reintegration. Reconciling the act of sin with continuing reinvention 

of a beneficent universe, world and human society is the perpetual challenge 

thrust upon the human spirit. "L'abjection [ ... ] trouve, entin, avec Ie peche 

chretien, une elaboration dialectique, en s'integrant comme alterite menacante 

mais toujours nommabIe, toujours totalisabIe, dans Ie Verbe chretien"134. 

The relationships implicit in the Chain of Being function harmoniously 

through constancy, true state, as the Elizabethans called it. Hewing to true 

state involves a whole set of virtues ever in action, inspired by the belief in and 

yearning to remain in one's place. For though the expression has today 

acquired a negative connotation, in this context it indicates the embodiment of 

essence, the logical and fitting fulfillment of paradigm. 

But not everyone is content to remain in place. The greatest of sins all 

comprise betraying our true state, over-stepping our bounds and attempting to 

secure something that is not legitimately ours - doubling that which is our lot. 

Each of the seven deadly sins involves either taking more than our share of 

134 Julia Kristeva, Pouvoirs de l'ho1Teur (Paris: Editions du Seull, 1980) 24. 
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something, taking something that is not destined to be ours, or allowing a base 

instinct (through the action of imagination and the animal spirits) to 

overwhelm our will and reason. If we step beyond our bounds, we are of 

necessity intruding on someone else's place, or forcibly altering their state, even 

interfeling with God's plan for them. Theft, rape, murder, incest, adultery are 

obvious examples of such transgression. We either deceive ourselves, or 

others, or both. The word deceive derives from de- + capere, meaning to take 

from. 

Sylvestre, the patricide of 1615 HT XII, provides an excellent example of 

overweening pride deceiving a young man into denying his place in the universe, 

indeed actively repudiating it: 

... il s'enferma tout seul dans vne chambre, OU il se mit it maudire 
Ie ciel, les Astres, & ceux qui l'auoient engendre. ... Maudite soit 
l'heure que ie vins au monde, puis que i'y deuois receuoir tant de 
mal-heur. Maudicts soient encores ceux qui m'y ont donne la vie, 
puis qu'ils sont cause du mal que i'y souffre, plus cruel que la mort 
mesme. Ainsi parloit ce desespere, despitant tantost son pere, & 
proferant maintenant des propos contre son Createur, indignes 
d'vn Chrestien. (1615 HTXII 346-347) 

Worse than transgressing against others, the end result oftromperie in 

Rosset's works is usually self-appropriation of the laws of fortune and fate, a 

subversion of what is God's own. Through blindness or concupiscence, we 

deceive ourselves into thinking that our way is to be the way. Tromperie, like 

pride, involves setting ourselves up over and beyond our own rightful place, 

even sometimes before God himself. 

To simply and obviously reach out and commit such selfish acts would 

be foolhardy in the extreme; therefore characters in the Histoires tragiques use 

tromperie to help them accomplish their ends. This French word is rich in 
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associations: semantically, it runs the gamut from prestidigitational sleight-of

hand to downright duplicity; now innocent-sounding, now sinister, it may take 

effect through words or deeds. Tromperie comprises simulation, pretending to 

represent something which one is not, and dissimulation, the hiding of 

something private, potentially harmful, disagreeable or shameful, from public 

scrutiny behind a fa~ade. Such tactics derive from a divided vision typical of 

the baroque: what one really is, versus what one wishes to project. Baiamont 

Tiepoli(o) in the story analyzed below is the culmination of this duplicitous 

trinity: his tromperie involves a threat to the well-being of the city of Venice, 

which arises through his simulation of a legitimate and well-meaning political 

leader. Behind this cunning fa~ade, however, lurking in dissimulation, lies his 

ulterior motive, selfish and baneful. 

Tromperie is often instrumental or tactical, a mere means to an end 

within a complex of objectives. Rasset's protagonists turn to it as ifby second 

nature, seemingly born duplicitous. Through tromperie, they attempt to 

legitimize the illegitimate. Their fantasy takes hold of the world and contends 

with the hierarchical powers for its possession. 

Tromperie = (Dis)sirnulation> Duplicity> Destruction. 

This equation attains its fullness in the Histoires tragiques. Because 

(dis)simulation sets up a tension which - baroque, of course, and therefore 

unstable - cannot last, the two contending world views clash in a crucial 

confrontation. The "tragic" arises through this conflict. As a rule, annihilation 

results, either that of the victim of the transgression, or that of the 

transgressor(s), or both. 
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Duplicity takes many forms. It is made to order, tailored to the 

situation in question. The simulacrum walks, talks. Words spoken take on 

proclamatory life, signaling their message to whom it may concern. Duplicity 

defies scrutiny, defines the assimilable, denies the truth. Duplicity disqualifies 

the evidence of reason, disseminates discord. Duplicity distracts, divides and 

destroys. 

Grounded in the baroque esthetic, tromperie and (dis)simulation 

actualize Rosset's archetypical baroque trope: one entity obscured by the 

appearance of another creates a quality distinct from both. The sins Rosset 

depicts sometimes possess this feature in and of themselves, e.g. incest, which 

beneath innocuous-seeming appearances (brother and sister, in the case of 

Rosset's story, discussed below) dissimulates a forbidden stream of desire and 

assuagement. 

Inevitably, tromperie is an exponent of duality. As has been seen, 

Rosset is profoundly obsessed with the dual - his pages teem with antitheses, 

dilemmas, paradoxes, polarizations, as if the mere fact of perceiving or thinking 

caused a double to bloom behind or beside every entity. Resoundingly Western, 

archaic and modern at once, Rosset's thought processes mark the transition 

from medieval to modern as surely as Shakespeare's. 

The ml:\ior manifestations of tromp erie in the Histoires tragiques arise 

from different domains delineated by the nan-ator and his characters. Let us 

briefly characterize each one. 
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Feigned Tromperie 

We are fooled into thinking we are being fooled when we are really not 

fooled; or if we are fooled after all, it is because we are not of the chosen few for 

whom Rosset writes. Rosset pretends to disguise the identity of his 

characters, the names of cities, festivals, monuments, wars, churches, 

treaties, countries, cities, mountain ranges, rivers, etc., by giving them new 

names in a new context; all manner of proper nouns are the material Rosset 

transposes into his new setting. 

HTI: 

Thus does Rosset lure the reader into the feigned fantasy world of 1619 

En l'vne des Isles Fortunees, est vne Prouince la plus delicieuse de 
l'Orient. Le SoleH qui l'esclaire esgallement de toutes ses douze 
maisons, n'y fait de toute l'annee qu'vne seule saison. C'est vn 
vray iardin de delices; & s'il y a au monde quelque trace du paradis 
terrestre, c'est sans doute ce bien-heureux pays. La prist 
naissance la belle & sage Parthenie. Quiconque en oyant 
professer ce nom, n'en a point de cognoissance, ignore la clarte du 
Soleil. C'est celIe que Ie grand Alcandre choisit pour digne 
espouse. CelIe encore qui a produit ce ieune Sophy, qui en l'aage 
de quinze ans a acquis Ie tiltre de Iuste... (1619 HT I 3) 

Even when the "theater" remains France, if his characters are sufficiently 

noble, he makes the gesture of bestowing classicizing names on them. Often 

this fictitious setting is, as above, "Persia" - the quotes are necessary for in no 

way other than a very mannered, stylized, metaphorical one is the country 

that Rosset writes about Persia. Paris becomes "Suze" (a city of ancient 

Persia), the monarch becomes "Ie grand Sophy," Henry IV becomes (as he did 

for other writers of Rosset's time) "Ie grand Alcandre." By assuming this code 

and using it, Rosset demonstrates that he belongs to a certain collectivity. 

Through conventions such as these, all of contemporary reality is clothed in a 
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self-consciously feigned identity. Like children playing, Rosset and his readers 

no doubt derived some enjoyment from using this code. But as the subjects 

become more exotic, more distant in time or space, or should the characters be 

commoners or clerics involved in heresy, Rosset drops the pretense. There are, 

however, exceptions. The 1615 HT XV - Des horribles exces commis par vne 

ieune Religieuse, a l'instigation du Diable. - supposedly takes place in 

Abyssinia. In fact, between the 1614 and the 1615 editions, Rosset recast this 

story, transposing it to Africa for a familiar Rossetian reason, according to J. 

Lombard. 135 Seeing the possibilities in simulating aspects of a recent 

popular book, Rosset sets about rewriting the story to include them. Parasitic, 

he wants to enhance his chances of a bestseller. 

We can be sure that Rosset's readers saw through these "disguises," 

most of which were after all intended to be transparent. But beyond the 

generation that was familiar enough with these incidents to recognize whose 

story was being told, Rosset indeed succeeds in protecting the good name of the 

families involved. Giving the characters new Latin or Greek-sounding names, 

recasting the factual event in terms of an exotic setting, Rosset effectively 

dissimulates the real name, the actual individuals. Subsequent generations 

will not participate in the derogation of these families. Thegloire of the family 

will live on in future generations unsoiled, though his own generation will have 

identified the specific names involved (the general triumphs over the 

135 " ... les annees 1614 et suivantes voient paraitre, en editions ou en reeditions, plusieurs 
traductions des Ethiopiques d'Heliodore, qui confirment Ie grand sucres de ce roman, dont on 
sait que l'action pour Ie debut et pour Ia fin, se situe a Meroe, en Ethiopie. C'est done Ia 
aussi que se situera desormais ce recit des Histoires tragiques; et comme Ia vraisemblance 
interdit qu'on y transporte Fran~oise de Vannes, celle-ci, par une autre concession a Ia mode, 
recevra Ie nom de Melisse" (64). 
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particular). In one of his last stories, he even admits this openly: under the 

pretext of protecting the highborn families, he reminds us 

... ie les desguise en ce lieu pour Ie suiect que i'ay insere au 
commencement de ce premier ouurage ... c'est pourquoy sans vous 
informer trop curieusement de la cognoissance de ceux dont vous 
n'auez que trop de cognoissance, prenez, s'il vous plaist, la peine 
de lire cette Histoire tragique... (1632 HT XX 436) 

"Ceux dont vous n'auez que trop de cognoissance" - we not only !mow who they 

are, we know only too well who they are. This sentence brims with possible 

interpretations. Knowing "only too well who these people are" may imply that 

their scandals cast shame upon the entire noble class, or, alternatively, that 

these personages are so closely related to us that how could we not know who 

they are? Perhaps he means that we, nobles that we are, have heard these 

stories again and again, ad nauseam. We may have "too much knowledge" of 

these anecdotes because, sinners and revelers that we all are, they cut too 

close to home. Again, at a different level of remove, Rasset may be saying that 

the stories take on greater moralistic purpose if the specific identities are 

changed, for these distract from the generality targeted by (pre)classicism. As 

with the enigme, those with proper background knowledge possess the key, 

while those without it are (intentionally) barred from the original signifie. The 

murals on the fortress wall in the Roman de la Rose still speak, at once 

banishing some and welcoming others, degrading as they elevate, defining as 

they divide, circumscribing as they marginalize. 

Feigned tromperie, auto-reflexive and precieux, typifies the mannerist 

side of the Histoires tragiques. 
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Narration as Tromperie 

Rosset's narratives constitute tromperie in that they are not what they 

say they are, or what they purport to be. We have seen earlier the disparate 

strands woven into one variegated fabric: the roman sentimental, Latin 

rhetorical categories, the canard, Seneca's dramaturgy and stoicism, even 

occasional traces of the picaresque novel and l 'histoire devote. Sugar coating 

the bloody brutality which is invariably found at the heart of his stories, Rosset 

offers up an ersatz exterior which, like the placards that his knights hoist 

above them, like the shield of verbalization (projecting what Rosset wants the 

outside world to believe while doubling as a refuge from/for the inconsistencies 

of selD, pretends one thing, but delivers another. 

Literature has a moral purpose. It is meant to speak the truth while it 

instructs. And though Rosset claims that his stories relay this truth -

verisimilitude, documentation, authenticity - they transform it. The 

characters of the Histoires tragiques are as often as not polemical constructs. 

At the same time, the tragic narrative serves Rosset's own purpose and 

cleaves as much to its own esthetic and dynamic as it does to the historical 

anecdote, though there are several instances in the repertoire where 

reconciling these imperatives has become impossible. At these points, Rosset 

has to sacrifice verisimilitude or moral consonance or adherence to historical 

fact - he cannot maintain all three. In such cases136 Rosset opts to stick to 

the account as it is in his hypotext - which does not of course guarantee 

136 The fIrst story from the 1620 collection (1632 HT 24) and the opening story in the 1615 
edition both manifest the impossibility of integrating the vicissitudes of the historical 
anecdote with the demands of consistent moral precept, artistic polish and believability. 
Several other stories display this same tension to a lesser degree. 
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historical "truth." Other influences on his final text must be mentioned: 

political considerations and official accounts of crimes or scandals, alternate 

versions of the tale as told by the populace, renditions published in early 

periodical publications, e.g. Le Mercure fram;ois. Then there must be others we 

are ignorant of or can only speculate about From these disparate elements, 

Rosset forges a striated narrative which rises above them all, displaying one 

thing as it activates another. For S. Poli, what results is a skillful critique of all 

contemporary narration: 

De cette fa~on, les stereotypes du roman, l'ironie de la nouvelle, Ie 
ton sombre de la tragedie se suivent et se melent, mais a la fin ils 
se desavouent mutuellement. D'autres contradictions s'installent 
ainsi au coeur de l'histoire, laissant percer non seulement 
l'habilete de l'ecrivain qui connatt toutes les res sources de son 
metier, mais aussi sa critique, son incredulite. Grace a sa 
technique d'ecriture, Rosset met donc en cause la litterature de 
son temps.137 

Tactical Tromperie 

Examples of tromperie in bewildering profusion spring forth like snakes 

on Hydra's head from the primordial human mis-take - aspiring to more or 

other than what we deserve. No philosophical underpinning, this modality is 

purely interpersonal. Here is the atmosphere of darkened rooms and hushed 

conversations, back alleys and faces vaguely familiar, veiled in darkness. This 

is the battleground, a no-man's-land between outward appearances and inner 

yearnings, between the virtual and the actual. Connivance and conspiracies, 

fraud and bribery, hypocrisy and mendacity weave themselves into the fabric 

137 "Les Histoires Tragiques de F. de Rosset ou de la contradiction," XVlle Siecle 140 (1983) 
345. 
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of the characters' lives, effortlessly, almost naturally. The ulterior motive 

must maintain a constant dialog with appearances. Machiavellian, this modus 

operandi rarely fails to accomplish its ends in the short term. Plays within 

plays, divided into acts and scenes, periods of delusion alternating with brutal 

realizations of truth - peripeties awash in blood (as in Shakespeare's Macbeth)

punctuate the tragic expanse. Irreverent in the extreme, tactical tromperie 

obeys no laws except the most instinctually selfish, respects no bounds but 

those of self-preservation and self-aggrandizement, enforces no difference but 

that between crime and criminal. Here are all the tricks of baroque theater 

bathed in the light of unrelenting hyperbole: quid pro quos, disappearances, 

masks and disguises, traps and ambushes, sudden unwonted trips to distant 

places. We might laugh were it not for the somber mood. Hired murderers, 

feigned grief, secret vows of vengeance, broken promises, all betray the need to 

simulate an acceptable profile in the eyes of the other, while dissimulating 

true motives until the blow is delivered and it is too late. Some characters 

play-act so well that they approach allegory. Calamite (1615 HT XIX), after 

plotting and helping execute the murder of her husband, makes such a show of 

her grief that, as she pretends to turn a knife upon herself, Rosset comments: 

"on l'eust prise pour l'image de l'ennuy mesme" (1615 HT XIX 545). 

Tactical tromperie is the primary method Rosset's characters use to get 

their own way; at the same time Rosset employs it to move the plot forward. 

The analyses of individual stories at the end of this chapter will illustrate the 

degree to which tactical tromperie permeates Rosset's world. 
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Love . La Passion Trompeuse 

Love in Rosset's Histoires tragiques invades the character like a disease, 

taking over first one faculty, then another. The personality is a fortress under 

siege· Rosset's vocabulary is routinely military in this regard: ennemy, hazard, 

peril, courage, resistance, tuer. Though initially a great joy, love dissimulates a 

darker side: "11 cache tousiours vn noir serpent sous vne belle fleur" (HT 1615 

III 90·91). Love is a passion, in the Latin sense· something that the subject 

undergoes. This passion has a power and a scope of its own, a reach that 

outdistances the character at its mercy. This love thereby reveals a Senecan 

aspect· like a plague, love grows in intensity, transcends space and time. It 

threatens the character and the context surrounding her. It adumbrates the 

violence to follow. Like Racinian love, it resembles an affliction, a malediction 

over which the character has no control. And at bottom, it is a guilty love: 

"L'amour des Histoires tragiques est presque toujours quelque chose 

d'irresistible, meM de de sir et de convoitise, quelque chose qui aveugle l'homme 

et Ie mene a sa perte; bref, c'est tres souvent un amour coupable" (Poli 1984 

270). Most characteristic of all for Rosset, it follows a pre-determined course. 

As in the typical scenario detailed earlier, medievallRenaissance psychology 

was able to explain the process in all its phases. Burton's Anatomy of 

Melancholy, for example, offered a compendium of causes, effects and cures for 

the affection of melancholy, surely the most insidious of the four humors. 

Among many other topics, this volume treats the process of falling in love. As 

with the other humors, melancholy's appearances were as multifarious as they 

were inescapable. 

---- --------------
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Les passions du coeur donnent a l'homme son identite 
particuliere. Ce sont elles qui Ie provoquent aux crimes les plus 
funestes, aux actions les plus heroyques, aux amours les plus 
violentes et aux actes sexuels les plus humains ou les plus 
inhuniains. [ ... ] L'homme des anciennes societes eprouve de 
grandes difficultes ales maintenir dans les normes etablies. II 
faut en tout eviter les exces; si l'homme n'est rien sans les 
passions, sans leur controle par la raison, il est perdu.13S 

There often occurs within the character a nearly Cornelian debate which 

Rosset lays out upon the page in the form of a soliloquy. But optimistic 

intentions are dashed. Love overthrows reason, inducting the character into 

an existence of extremes. As an illustration of love's usurpative power, Ranum 

quotes a seventeenth century jurisconsult, Jean Chenu, who contends that 

"l'homme, comme disoit Ie Comique, cum ratione amare non potest, tellement 

que pour parvenir OU il veut il n'epargne rien" (246). 

At the same time, it is possible to assert that for Rosset in the Histoires 

tragiques, love generally occurs outside the bounds of wedlock - marriage is 

usually fatal to love. Such a state of affairs is not in conflict with the common 

knowledge of the time, however: 

... de la relation entre l'epoux et l'epouse, les moralistes d'eglise 
jugent volontiers que cet autre sentiment, different de la dilectio, 
qu'ils appellent en latin amor, doit etre exclu, parce que l'amour 
sensuel, Ie desir, l'elan du corps, c'est Ie trouble, Ie desordre; 
normalement, il doit etre rejete hoI'S du cadre matrimonial... 
(Duby 1988 121) 

Love, because of its ability to blind and to enflame, deceives the subject and 

becomes a mode of tromperie. Rosset's characters are therefore inspired to 

overstep their bounds in order to accomplish their amorous goals: relatives' 

wishes, family name and fortune, the sacrament of marriage, even class 

13S Orest Ranum, "Les Refuges de l'intimite," in Aries 1986, 234. 
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distinctions fall in the face of Cupid's assault. A particularly effective case of 

dissimulation, the icon of an innocent cherub ("un enfant, tout nud'~ conceals 

the desperate, bloody eventualities we read of in the Histoires tragiques. 

Gabrine, the older woman who falls in love with her son's friend, Tanacre, 

loses all semblance of moral restraint in her thrall to passion - she even 

contemplates the sacrifice of her own children in order to consummate her love: 

Toutes tes excuses (repart-elle) ny tes fuittes n'esteindront 
iamais la moindre estincelle de mon ardeur. Ie t'ayme de telle 
sorte, que pour toy ie ne me soucie de hayr, & de perdre, s'il en est 
besoin, ceux qui sont sortis de mon ventre: voire moy-mesme. 

(1615 HT XVIII 501) 

And since love materializes during many of its stages through language, 

we encounter, as has been seen earlier in regard to the roman sentimental, an 

elaborate courtly ritual set down in distinctive linguistic units. Soliloquies, 

Jetters, dramatic scenes, all reflect the schemata of the period regarding love 

affairs. But as often as not, these elaborate stratagems are empty - they 

contain no truth, for the subject employing them is perpetrating a ruse, 

simulating like the chameleon. The words are there, but the underlying reality 

is not. 

Tres souvent donc - on serait tente de dire: trop souvent - les 
expressions typiques du langage amoureux et litteraire servent 
dans les Histoires a voiler, a deguiser, a tromper. Bien des fois 
nous les trouvons 18. OU l'amour a peur de se declarer, ou tout 
simplement 18. OU il n'existe pas. (Poli 1984 277) 

Finally, at a time when the influence of L 'As tree was being felt nearly 

everywhere in the literate world, it is striking to find a theory of love so 

apparently rudimentary and archaic. The celebrated refinements of the 

policies, procedures, and poetics of love to be found in d'Urfe are resoundingly 

absent in Rosset. Now and then we hear echoes, though Rosset's basic 
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pessimism largely precludes the grave and elevating magic of d'Urfe's amatory 

religion. For d'Urfe, love, in the last analysis, is reasonable and allies itself with 

admiration, as it will for Descartes and Corneille a few decades hence. 

Evidently the nature of the thematics involved in Rosset's Histoires tragiques 

prevents his even attempting any thorough-going simulation of d'Urfe's 

conceptions, characters or language. Because for Rosset, at least in the 

present work, love is ultimately a sham. 

Tromperie de la parole 

" ... vne seule parole simplement proferee ruine bien souuent toute vne famille, 
& cause la perte des corps & des ames. II (1615 HT I 1) 

The nature of the human world as the Renaissance drew to a close 

involved an attitude toward the spoken (and written) word different from ours 

today (see M. Foucault's Les Mots et les choses). This theory oflanguage did not 

habitually make the distributive distinctions we are so familiar with, but 

rather invested the word with a number of powers it effectively has no longer. 

These powers emanated from degrees of authority linked to systems of being 

inherent to the universe as it was perceived. Words could conjure, create, 

transform or destroy. The priest's blessing of the host is certainly the most 

archetypal instance of the word as active, creative, though other similar uses 

abound, some paralleling or imitating this God-given use of language, others 

arising out of diabolical parody of it.139 

The potent import attributed to many types of language - to the word -

is ever present in Rosset. Noblemen might stake their lives on each others' 

139 This performative facet of language receives further scrutiny in Chapter 3 and the 
Conclusion of this study. 
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word, and to fail to hold good was the ultimate in dishonor. Oaths and pledges 

were taken seriously. Inadvertently swearing by Satan or commending 

someone to the devil could call forth the Great Divider in person, or one of his 

representatives. "Dans une civilisation essentiellement rurale OU persistait un 

animisme sans age, la parole continuait d'avoir puissance magique, d'etre 

creditee par l'opinion commune d'une efficacite reelle sur etres et choses"140• 

In the social realm one's use of language was expected to square with 

reality. Words became public property and took on a life of their own, often 

publicly disclaiming a divergent, private reality. In aristocratic circles one's 

reputation was intertwined with the concept of honor and gloire, both of which 

attained part of their existence through language. One's intimate private self 

was less a concern than this official version which had to be carefully nurtured 

and constantly monitored. People were defined by the way others saw them, 

and this was determined by what other people said - therefore one had to live 

life in such a way as to not seriously jeopardize this linguistic simulation, a re

creation of one's own being. Part of what is at stake in La Princesse de Cleves 

and in much of the literature written during the height of court life under Louis 

XIII and XIV, part of what distinguishes the overtones of the French word 

morale, is precisely this sensitivity toward the vital role language played in 

perpetuating one's very existence in and around such milieux. 

Discord ensues when the gap between what we say and what we do, 

between what we pretend and what we practice is obvious enough to attract 

attention. Lying, treason, swearing without meaning it, giving one's word and 

140 Jean Delumeau, La Mort des pays de Cocagne (Paris: Publications de la Sorbonne, 1976) 
101. 
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not following through are examples of intentional interpersonal tromperie 

involving language. Rosset announces this theme at the beginning of his 

opening story with these near aphorisms: 

11 n'y a domage de biens qui ne se puisse reparer mais il est 
impossible de manquer la parole vne fois donnee .... La Nature 
nous a done deux oreilles, & vne seule langue, pour nous 
apprendre qu'il fault escouter deux fois plus que parler. La vie & 
la mort despendent de la bouche, & quiconque en scaura bien vser 
recueillira Ie fruict qu'il desire. (1615 HT I 1-2) 

Instances of mismatch and their consequences as worked out in the social 

world reinforce the principle embodied in the dictum Le mot, c 'est la chose. 

Rosset's preoccupation goes beyond what is said in itself, to include the 

entire context in which it is said. Words have a power that can potentially link 

many other sorts of power: 

11 est bien dangereux de dire non seulement de choses fausses: 
mais encores d'en proferer de veri tables lors que celuy contre 
lequel on les adresse ne manque point de pouuoir, ny de 
ressentiment. La mort entre par la porte de nostre logis, quand 
nous nous emancipons de discourir hors de saison, sans considerer 
Ie lieu, Ie temps, & la personne de qui nous parlons. 

(1615 HT I 39-40) 

But language is deceptive in and of itself as well. When misfortune 

befalls Rosset's august personages, rumors sometimes fly throughout the 

provinces, distorting and transforming the truth. Sometimes words hang like 

windows, revealing entire vistas of meaning that could be there - or are they 

reflections instead, or perhaps illusions? 

Polydor has taken his putative enemy Melidor hostage and is having his 

wounds treated by a doctor. Called away on important business, Polydor 

leaves Melidor in the hands of his wife Clymene 
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& la coniura par tous les liens d'amour qui les estraignoit 
fermement, d'auoir en son absence autant de soin de Melidor que 
de sa personne propre: qu 'elle ne luy refusast chose dont il eut 
besoin, & par toutes sortes de courtoisies luy tesmoignast l'amitie de 
son mary. Clymene qui aymoit son espoux, & en l'ame de laquelle 
iamais autre impression amoureuse n'estoit entree que celIe de 
Polydor, promist a son mary d'auoir soin d'vne si chere personne, 
puis que telle estoit sa volonte. Promesse qu 'elle obserua, & encore 
plus exactement que son honneur ne luy permettoit pas, & d'vne 
maniere que Polydor n 'eut iamais creue ... 

(1619 HT XI 354) (Italics mine) 

Polydor's original entreaty to deal with Melidor in a hospitable manner, 

carefully worded by Rosset, takes on a distinct, ironic meaning as the story 

progresses, for Clymene and her guest soon fall in love, and presently 

consummate their desire. 

Another example of the word taking on an ambiguous and uncontrollable 

life of its own occurs in 1615 HT 5, the story about the incestuous brother and 

sister, Lizaran and Doralice. When it becomes known that the sister has 

eloped from her husband's home with her brother, the story is conjugated into 

different versions depending on who is telling or interpreting it: 

Le bruit de ceste aduanture s'espand par tout Ie pays. Tout Ie 
monde en parle: mais diuersement. Les vns ne peuuent croire vne 
telle meschancete, mais seulement que Lizaran, de pitie qu'il a 
eue de voir sa soeur indignement traictee par vn mary ialoux, l'a 
retiree de ceste captiuite. Les autres disent au contraire, que si 
cela estoit, ils ne s'en seroient pas enfuis si secrettement & qu'ils 
auroient descouuerl leur entreprise a d'autres. (1615 HT V 189) 

Rosset is highly sensitized to the ambivalent nature oflanguage itself, to 

the frightening realization that a set of words can mean one thing when read or 

understood one way, another when read or understood another way. His 

characters take naturally to this ambiguity, revel in it. Through ambiguity, 

they defend themselves, or destroy others. 
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At the same time they display a frantic effort to establish their 

legitimacy through words. Rosset's underlying approach to language indeed 

seems eerily contemporary - he (and his characters) desperately cleave to 

their verbal identity - reputation, fa~ade, gloire - paradoxically indicating by 

this very gesture the precariousness of an existence predicated upon what 

people say. Like the Chevaliers de la gloire who brandish a placard declaring 

their essence high over their head, proclaiming to all and sundry that which 

they wish others to believe of them, Rosset's characters are ever mindful of 

what others think, and how they come to think it. As if echoing Rosset's need to 

emphatically reinforce the hegemony of the white, Catholic, aristocratic male, 

his characters use and abuse language according to their own ends. But 

beneath the simulated front, so bold, so seemingly unified, are contradictory 

currents, murmuring and pestering, pulling this way and that, ever threatening 

the whole with disintegration. 

The Devil and his Tromperie 

In several senses, the Histoires tragiques are engendered by the Devil. 

They are both contemporary history and His story, ancient and awesome. 

Si iamais l'ennemy commun du genre humain, a donne du 
scandale au monde. Si iamais il a fait paroistre par ses horribles 
impietez, & par ses abominables seductions la malice de sa 
Nature, & la tyrannie· qu'il exerce sur ceux qui en sont possedez, 
i'estime qu'ill'a faict en ce siecle OU nous viuons, plus qu'en tout 
autre. (1615 HT II 43) 

The devil is the ultimate trompeur, the very essence of tromperie. His is the 

most ubiquitous role, his the most versatile, convincing version of deception. 

He belongs in pagan legend, belongs in Christian dogma, belongs in folklore. 
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Without Him, the most definitive of divisions, the most destructive of dualities, 

the Fall of Mankind, would not have been. He it is who can disseminate himself 

throughout the world in multifarious guises, assuming the appearance of any 

earthly entity, including the human form. He it is who rivals God Himself in 

laying claim to the spiritual being of (Wo)Man - that fertile field, capable of so 

much misere and grandeur, characterized by an exponent of that most 

Rossetian of figures: a wayward yet potentially invaluable essence contested 

by two antithetical principles simultaneously, either one capable of 

transforming and revitalizing the vulnerable soul. It is the devil who insinuates 

himself into the nooks and crannies of our personality, into the idle moments of 

our everyday life, searching out weak points like an enemy laying siege to a 

fortress. It is he who respects none of the social or ideological divisions and 

domains mentioned earlier. Most double-dealing of dualizers, the devil's very 

name, dia-bolos, connotes both strife and injury, both confusion and deceit. 

Diffusion and conceit are also of his essence. 

No sacred text is immune to his perversion - the Black Sabbath and its 

rites represent systematic derision, a parody of the most sacred rituals of 

Christianity. If Hebrew is the holiest of languages, the Native Tongue of babes 

and prophets, in the mouths of devil-worshipers it takes on a hellish air, the odd 

enthrallingly exotic sounds conjuring not piety but putrescence. 

Suiuant la deposition de ceux qui ont este atteints & conuaincus 
de sortilege, les Sorciers crient auiourd'huy en leurs Synagogues: 
Har Sabat, Sabat. Dieu vueille reduire ces miserables Ii la voye 
de Salut... (1615 HT II 85) 

No sacrament is safe from his intrusion: marriage, communion, baptism, vows 

of celibacy, by their very sanctity seem to invite the devil's mockery. He scans 
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the wholeness and hallowedness affirmed by the sacraments for ways to 

intrude. No high estate is immune in Rosset's stories: Kings, Queens, Princes, 

Regents fall victim to his subtleties. Nor does he prize one class of people over 

another - a libertarian bondsman, he offers peasants, merchants, artisans, 

hunters, thieves, farmers, doctors, lawyers, scholars, clerics and nobility equal 

opportunity. No gender gap exists for him; men as well as women are desirable 

prey. As the grace of God permeates the universe with peace and hope, so do 

the wiles of the devil supply it with strife and pain. 

At every point where patience, charity, modesty, or any other Christian 

virtue should enter into everyday life, there He is, the Great Divider, urging the 

rejection of common sense, of reason, advocating a capitulation to impulse, to 

lust, to immediate gratification, whatever the consequences and whoever the 

people involved. 

The priest Goffredi, for example, before his downfall, protests that the 

pains of Hell will outweigh whatever transitory joys the devil can provide, 

whereupon the devil launches into a speech reminiscent of a libertin point of 

view: 

Que tu es simple, dit Ie Diable, de croire ce tourment. Ce sont des 
choses imaginees, & forgees a plaisir, pour faire peur aux 
hommes. Penses-tu que si cela estoit, moy & tous mes Anges 
eussions pouuoir d'aller par tout oil nous voulons exercer nostre 
Empire, & y prendre nos esbats? (1615 HT II 46) 

Interestingly, not all the seven deadly sins [Pride, Greed, Anger, Envy, 

Gluttony, Sloth, Lust] are portrayed in the Histoires tragiques. There is a 

preponderance of exempla involving anger, pride, envy and lust, and their 
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consequences,141 Perhaps these sins are more amenable to dramatic 

treatment; perhaps they activate more directly the unpredictable, agitated 

depths of the human soul; perhaps they lend themselves more readily to the 

expression of violence; perhaps they are the more acute manifestations of 

excess melancholy, the humor responsible for emotional dysfunction and even 

madness, the cause, in Robert Burton's elaborate system, of "giving way to 

every passion and perturbation of the mind: by which means we 

metamorphose ourselves and degenerate into beasts"142. The volatile and 

precarious coalition of conflicting, even warring, components which is the 

human being is ideal game for the devil. People are easily distracted or upset; 

they are vulnerable, tainted by original sin, characterized by needs and drives 

that earthly things and other people can only partially or temporarily stanch, 

needs and dlives easily perverted. 

Like a plague, like the contagion of violence, the devil threatens to be 

everywhere at once, transmuting creation into a kingdom of his own. If it is 

easy to become "infected" with the devil, it is difficult or impossible, after 

contact with him, to be restored to full-blown spiritual, mental and physical 

health. Like venereal disease, leprosy, or other contagious illnesses - incurable 

dUling the period - contagion with the diabolical brings about near-permanent 

change in the individual. Consider the case of this victim of the infamous priest 

Goffredi, a young woman possessed not by one, but by various devils, and who 

is unsuccessfully exorcised: 

141 Sloth, gluttony, and greed are with more difficulty rendered interpersonal (Eugenie 
Grandet notwithstanding), and often require a measure of time to come to full fruition. 

142 Michael O'Connell, Robert Burton (Boston: Twayne, 1986) 57. 
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Quant a Magdeleine de la Palud, elle fust aussi deliuree 
d'Asmodee, cest Esprit maling qui la polluoit, & d'autres diables. 
Cependant elle faict des Pelerinages, tantost vers la saincte 
Baume, tantost a S. Maximin, & maintenant elle va a S. Firmin, 
Eglise proche de la ville d'Vzez143 en Languedoc. Elle est 
neantmoins encores posse dee de Beelzebub, qui la tourmente 
tousiours, pour l'expiation de ses pechez. Elle Ie tient pourtant lie, 
par la permission de Dieu, dans son corps, de telle sorte qu'il n'en 
peut sortir aucunement, bien que Ie diable luy demande conge 
pour vn quart d'heure seulement, a fin de mettre ordre a ses 
Sabbats. (1615 HT II 80-81) 

As Rosset writes the story, the girl has not become whole. Transgression has 

permanently changed its victim, and recovery is lengthy if possible at all: 

"Dieu la vueille assister, par sa saincte grace, & la deliurer entierement de la 

possession du mallin Esprit." Thus do the effects of the devil's caprices prolong 

their effects in human time, transforming what was pristine and whole into a 

cipher, a disquieting double. 

Diabolical possession indeed offers a plime example of dissimulation: the 

human form remains basically unchanged, but the signature of Satan on the 

soul at times causes grimaces, cries, contortions and breathlessness. A violent 

contest takes place between the rightful human soul, and those imps who 

would subvert it. Normally in Rasset, possession involves not just one devil, 

but an indeterminate number, all the more disturbing an invasion since the 

alien numbers are not lmown precisely, and threaten to increase, like rampant 

violence in the world. 

Goffredi, the diabolical priest of Marseille, attempts to dissuade his 

victim Madeleine de la Palud from going into a convent by sending devils to 

possess her soul: 

143 Uzes being Rosset's probable birthplace, we discern repeatedly in this story (1615 HT II) 
a personal urgency. At one point, he even mentions the shame brought upon the region 
(Provence) by this incident. 
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Goffredy ... luy enuoye dans son corps Beelzebub, Leuiathan, 
Asmodee, Balberith, & Astaroth. Deplorable condition de ceux qui 
seruent a de tels maistres. Non content de cest acte, il iette 
encores vn malefice sur vne autre ieune Religieuse nommee 
Louyse Cappeau, & la faict posseder par vn autre Demon, appelle 
Verrine, & de deux siens compagnons, Grezil, & Sonneillon. Ces 
deux filles ainsi possedees, faisoient paroistre des mouuements 
estranges & non accoustumez. Elles se remuoient, se 
destordoient, rouloient les yeux, tiroyent la langue, & faisoient par 
fois de telles grimaces, que les Prestres, qui en auoient Ie 
gouuernement en estoient tous esbahis. (1615 HT II 53-54) 

Of note as well is the difference between the way in which God and the devil 

communicate with humankind. The devil diffuses himself through replicas of 

his minions, discrete beings who, going forth to inhabit human souls, become 

usurpers who cut people off from their own personality. God's way is more 

abstract: one must open one's soul to receive His grace, His goodness, His 

mercy or lovingkindness. One cannot ever be wholly possessed of the spirit of 

God. His way unifies, infusing us with a trait originating in Him. The devil 

subverts our humanity to place an alien malefactor where our reason should 

be seated. But the evil sphit cannot be seen directly. He is an equivocator, 

dissimulated beneath the form God gave to humankind, wholly perceptible only 

to those versed in the demanding art of ousting him. 

More provocative for us is the outright assertion in Rasset that there is 

an active relationship between God and the devil, that the devil is actually the 

servant of God, that he cannot do anything without God's express permission, 

and that the devil's deeds have an inscrutable sense that we blind humans 

cannot make out. One example among many of the direct link between God 

and the devil's legions is found toward the end of Rasset's 1619 recounting of 

the demise of Concini and his wife, here called Dragontine: "Le demon mesme 
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de Dragontine, force par vne plus grande intelligence, demeura muet, puis qu'il 

n'a point de pouuoir que celuy qu'il re~oit d'en haut" (1619 HT I 29). 

This near-Manicheism recalls the (pseudo-)pagan force Rasset terms Le 

Ciel, a transcendental fate, arcane and unknowable, directing events and 

determining the outcome of every enterprise, communicating with mankind 

through portents, catastrophes, coups d'etat, assassinations and other such 

highly graphic events, difficult of interpretation, yet munificent in blood and 

discord. As 'HIlyard explains, however, it was evident to the thoughtful that 

God purposely allowed humankind the freedom to err. "The havoc was all 

within the scheme. The answer to the question why God allowed the havoc was 

almost self-evident. It was not primarily God who allowed it but man who 

inflicted it on both himself and the physical umverse" (Tillyard 54), and who but 

the devil could exert the pernicious influence necessary to cause humanity to 

indulge in such folly and self-destruction? 

To assert that the devil performed his conquests without God's 

permission, would be to posit the beginnings of polytheism, would even render 

the appellation Almighty paradoxically meaningless. Such an allegation would 

truly double the divinity. Strangely, the devil is dissimulated within the 

kingdom and purview of Almighty God, while the hand of God - a sort of Dieu 

cache - works sUlTeptitiously through the ominous signs, cataclysms and tragic 

events that Rasset is inspired to record, happenings thought or said to be the 

work of the devil. 

There is room for argument regarding the question ofpre-destination.144 

Rosset occasionally contradicts his deterministic faculty psychology by 

144 Marlowe's Doctor Faustus, though ostensibly arguing in favor of orthodoxy, in fact posits 
a serious indictment of the doctrine of predestination. M. Keefer believes that the textual 
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mouthing a belief in free will which is still belied by the thrust of his characters' 

thoughts, emotions and actions: 

.. ,il n'y a point de doute, quelque chose qu'on en puisse dire, que 
l'Amour ne s~auroit renger soubs son obelssance, que celuy qui Ie 
veut ainsi. Ce n'est pas son pouuoir qui dompte ceux qu'il attaque, 
ains plustost Ie deffaut d'vn peu de resistance. (1619 HT VI 366) 

Tacitly however, he is always close to affirming that events are preordained. 

The idea expressed by the words "avec la permission de Dieu," the qualifier 

Rosset uses to validate the devil's activities when he gets particularly nasty, 

presupposes room for negotiation, and a certain amount of freedom of choice on 

the part of men and women. One dare not ask why God doesn't simply 

intervene to stop the devil's activities in every case. For if He did, the doctrine 

offree will would be nullified. The devil therefore retains for Rosset what may 

be termed a certain autonomy. Besides, if God simply stopped the devil's 

activities, there would be no histoires tragiques! As in the paradox of the felix 

culpa, the fortunate Fall, what appears calamitous to humankind is in fact a 

sign of great hope. The presence of the devil paradoxically reassures us that 

God is the source of all goodness. Within this context, the efficacy of the devil's 

wiles against us signifies ultimately the greatness of God, the righteousness of 

His plan for us and our potentially great joy if we will only cleave to His Law. 

The devil's dominion is in fact a Chain of Being in reverse, a grandiose 

doubling of God's creation. Amply portrayed in Dante's Divine Comedy and 

elsewhere, the system places lesser devils above greater. More heinous sins 

suggestions that the protagonist's "repeated inability to will his own salvation is due to the 
workings of another will, anterior to his and subjecting him to its determinations, make 
Faustus' 'torture' deeply unsettling. A Calvinistic orthodoxy may appear to win out at the 
end of this play, but it does so at the cost of being exposed, in the moment ofits triumph, as 
intolerable." - Introduction, Doctor Faustus, by Christopher Marlowe (Peterborough, 
Ontario: Broadview Press, 1991) xiv. 
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receive more severe and dramatic punishment. A whole inverse hierarchy is at 

Satan's beck and call: Beelzebub, Chemosh, Ashtaroth, Belial, Azalel, Astarte, 

Baphomet, Asmodeus, emissaries of hate, discord and despair, each a 

specialist145, appear in Rosset's stories. Just as Rosset, converted Protestant 

that he must have been, is doubly careful to maintain the image of legitimate 

Catholicism displayed in his works as orthodox as possible, so too does he 

adhere as closely as he can to an intricate and recondite system of demonology 

- one mirroring (of course) in many ways Christian theology - a system that he 

is as anxious to justify and document as Kepler, Galileo or Bacon are to itemize 

their own scientific observations in support of a new world-view. On more 

than one occasion in the Histoires tragiques Rosset attempts to refute the 

arguments of those he calls atheists and heretics (i.e. libertins) regarding the 

existence of the devil. 

Ie s~ay qu'il y en aura plusieurs qui riront de ceste Histoire, 
encores que la verite en apparoisse par Ie tesmoignange de tant 
de gens de bien, & par l'Arrest d'vn si celebre Parlement, 
prononce de la bouche de l'vn des plus illustres hommes de nostre 
siecle. Entre telles personnes, ie vois les Athees, & les 
Heretiques, qui rapportent aux causes naturelles ce qu'on raconte 
des Demoniacles & des Sorciers. (1615 HT II 82) 

This is the very heart of the conflict between the old order and the new, 

eventually t.riumphant voice of reason. But Rosset is able to segue from a 

summary of the "heretical" point of view to a blatant denunciation of those 

145 According to Robert Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy, a storehouse of 
MedievalfRenaissance lore, there are nine levels of evil spirits: 1) Beelzebub is prince of false 
gods and oracles; 2) Apollo, of liars and equivocators; 3) Belial is prince of anger; 4) 
Asmodeus, of revenge; 5) Satan is prince of cozeners (i.e. tricksters); 6) Lord of the aerial 
devils causing plagues, thunders, fires, etc., is Meresin; 7) Abaddon is prince of destroyers 
(wars, tumults, uproars, etc.); 8) the calumniating devil, who drives men to despair, is not 
named in Burton; 9) finally, Mammon is prince of tempters. (Tillyard 51) There are various 
versions of this hierarchy, some with different devils or variations on their functions. 
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who hold such views, to an impassioned litany of Biblical authority upholding 

the existence of demons and witchcraft, and finally to a consideration of the 

devil in Greek and Roman antiquity. The eternal classicist, Rosset is as eager 

to certify the existence of the devil in antique soil as he is to use polemical 

means to demonstrate his existence. Ever intertextual, Rosset mentions Pan 

and Bacchus as incarnations of Satan: 

tout ce qu'on nous raconte des Menades qui suivoyent Bacchus en 
forme de Bouc, n'est que Ie Sabbath des Sorciers de ce temps, qui 
adorent Ie Diable en figure de bouc, puant & infect. C'est ce Pan 
lascif, tant recherche des Matrones d'Italie. C'est ce Demon 
Dusien, qui s'accouploit iadis auec nos Gauloises. Nous lisons 
encores, qu'en Grece l'on celebroit anciennement les Bacchanales 
de trois en trois ans sur Ie mont Parnasse .... Ie laisse maintenant 
a iuger si ce n'estoit pas Ie Sabbat des Sorciers d'auiourd'huy, qui 
dansent, & qui se meslent parmy les Diables. (1615 HT II 84-85) 

So the devil of the seventeenth century subsumes and dissimulates these 

other divergent incarnations, avatars which link Rosset's contemporaneity 

with recorded history Biblical, Gaulois, Roman, Greek, Egyptian, Syrian, and 

Persian (1615 HT II 83-84). Ambitiously panoramic, Rosset's comprehensive 

vista of the devil's history betrays the same summative impulse as the 

peopling of his public executions with entire populations. 

Unaccountably, Rosset's tactic suddenly turns defensive. His very 

insistence on his argumentation and its extrusion from the narrative, his long

windedness and intransigence, are, paradoxically, indications of the prevalence 

and persuasiveness of the "heretical" point of view. Wasn't his version of 

Goffredi's story - Oliginally a canard - proof enough, not only of the existence, 

but of the actual living threat of the devil and his retinue? Why this other, 

refutational mode, if the "impious" arguments of the libertines are not 

convincing? Why indeed, unless the Western mind in some ways had already 
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turned a corner? Intriguingly, the stridency of Rosset's dialectic argues in favor 

of his (imagined) opponents as effectively as it does for his own beliefs. 

Curiosity 

Learned Faustus, 
To know the secrets of astronomy 
Graven in the book of Jove's high firmament, 
Did mount him up to scale Olympus' top, 
Where sitting in a chariot burning bright, 
Drawn by the strength of yoked dragons' necks, 
He views the clouds, the planets and the stars, 
The tropic, zones, and quarters of the sky, 
From the bright circle of the horned moon 
Even to the height of primum mobile ... 

-Marlowe's Doctor Faustus Act III 

The implicit indictment of the enquiring mind contained in several stories 

singles out another important aspect of the diabolical in Rosset, and identifies 

a Renaissance mal de siecle wide-spread in the Western world at the time. 

Beset with ambiguities, the human mind thirsted for knowledge, for answers. 

Weary of the repetitive, circular and self-contained disputes of scholasticism, 

physicians and metaphysicians had reached an impasse. Vaguely but 

profoundly discontent with what the Renaissance had achieved as well as what 

tradition insisted on preserving, willing to go along with Christian faith but 

thirsting for specifics, thinkers of the time strayed into dangerous territory 

where the division between scientific enquiry and diabolical tromperie became 

blurry. 

Dr. Faustus is the prototypical metaphysician whose dissatisfaction 

leads him astray. Like certain of his learned contemporaries, Faustus (as the 

legend has come down to us) wished to go beyond the epistemology of his day. 
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He, like the alchemists, was after a short-cut, in his case a short-cut to 

Knowledge146, but he enlisted the devil to satisfy his curiosity and cater to his 

carnal pleasures, paying for it with his soul. 

Curiosity is a natural and normal state of the human mind, and is not 

dangerous if it is satisfied by the inculcation of proper doctrine and ultimately 

subordinated to other, higher concerns. But curiosity can easily overwhelm the 

mind and lead to the assimilation of the improper or the forbidden. "One of 

man's highest faculties is his gift for disinterested knowledge. It was through 

that gift that he might learn something of God" (Tillyard 71). But this faculty 

could easily be misused and perverted. Because of the Fall, "the natural thirst 

for knowledge and wisdom still survives, but the soul's instruments had been 

impaired and often shirk the labour by which knowledge is obtained" (73). Thus 

arises the search for some easier way to acquire knowledge. What is normally 

painstaking and slow might conceivably be instanta:neous had we humans only 

the requisite means. And there was, in fact, an entire body of knowledge 

running parallel and yet counter to established doctrine - a doubling, a black 

parody of religious or humanistic discourse - and this "alternative" pathway to 

knowledge was bound to interest people whom Duby describes as: 

des etres insatisfaits, dont l'Eglise a leur portee n'a pas su 
combler les exigences spirituelles, et qui pour cela s'en detournent, 
pretant l'oreille a d'autres messages. Je retiens la suggestion qui 
a ete faite, de considerer l'heresie parfois comme une devotion 
manquee,je dirais plutOt une devotion frustree. (1988228) 

146 And thereby, to power as well. Foucault highlights the relationship between knowledge 
and power when he asserts "that power and knowledge directly imply one another; that 
there is no power relation without the correlative constitution of a field of knowledge, nor any 
knowledge that does not presuppose and constitute at the same time power relations" (1979 
27). 
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Thus the metaphysician's very sincerity and piety backfire in the grip of 

curiosity, becoming a liability apt sooner to damn than to save. 

Curiosity indeed plants the enquiring mind face to face with the 

possibility of tromperie. Searching for a shortcut circumvents the elaborate 

system set up in the hierarchy of the Chain of Being and betrays the 

physiology/psychology inherent in humankind. Aristotle baptized by Aquinas 

represents the epistemological establishment that overweening curiosity would 

enquire beyond, or behind. For just as the irrational lurks beneath the rational, 

the analogical and supernatural beckons beyond the rational edifice of orthodox 

scholasticism. The human mind, in asking for more than the system offers, 

performs an act similar to the very one that landed Lucifer in Hell: in addition 

to opening our intellect up to different kinds of deception, we err through hubris, 

through pride in ourselves and what we are allowed to know - we refuse to 

acknowledge our place in the universe. Rosset himself vilifies curiosity when he 

writes, in the story ofVanini: 

FolIe curiosite, Ie premier degre de l'orgueil qui cause tant de mal 
au monde. Nous deurions tousiours nous ressouuenir de ce que 
nous conseille vne grande lumiere de l'Eglise, qu'il faut que 
l'humaine temerite se contienne, & qu 'elle ne recherche iamais ce 
qui n 'est pas, autrement elle rencontrera ce qui est en effect. 

(1619 HT V 188) 

The italics are Rosset's own. The implication that looking beyond the 

teachings of church and state will disclose the diabolical reveals another case 

of dissimulation: the devil peeks out from behind the pious triptychs containing 

the familiar but no longer fully satisfying iconography. In other words, 

everyday reality is bathed in the diabolical, were we astute enough to see it. 
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The enquiring mind as portrayed here by Rosset is looking for something 

that in reality does not exist, is wandering astray, deceived by a figment, a 

victim of tromperie. Although it may take into account the given explanations, 

it looks beyond them, often attempting to explain and exploit natural 

phenomena in a second way, doubling the official explanations with apocryphal 

discourse. But while engaged in this futile endeavor, which Rosset says leads 

nowhere, human intelligence may run face to face into what it might not have 

expected, into that which does indeed exist [here is another pitch for orthodoxy, 

for the existence of the devil, as against heretical denials], "ce qui est en 

effect" - the black arts, and their objective, Satan and his power to transfigure. 

Rosset here carefully bolsters the fa~ade of orthodoxy, adroitly 

simulating theological arguments, making a show of warning against 

"heretical" tendencies. After all, didn't Galileo's research suddenly call into 

question Ptolemaic geocentrism and bolster the theories of Copernicus? How 

could one look at the same old universe and yet see another; through what 

heretical double vision? Didn't a misplaced curiosity bring new readings of the 

Holy Scriptures which came to challenge Roman Catholicism? Curiosity 

meant lack of respect for elders, for superiors, for authority. Rosset's very 

language shows that he (and those who professed as he did) believed that 

curiosity would undermine the phallocentric hierarchy, that same power 

structure which he and other nobles held so dear. 

Indeed the medieval synthesis survives so well in Rosset that he can 

equate curiosity both with diabolism and with aspects of the new objectivism. 

And he was not alone in this - scientific enquiry was often scrutinized and 

demonized by ecclesiastics of the time. Dissection was considered sacrilegious 
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or immoral. Learned men were burned at the stake for writing or teaching the 

wrong thing. Certainly we are here face to face with evidence for outright 

resistance to the impending epistemological shift, and we recall in a new light 

Descartes' disclaimers regarding religion, his "proofs" of God, or his canny 

construction of a conformist morale provisoire. By reorienting human thinking, 

by recasting the very categories of that which is knowable and how it is 

knowable, Descartes performs one of the most momentous intellectual flip

flops in history. Suddenly what preceded him is a vast field of tromperie. But 

he dare not say so openly. 

Rosset clearly is caught between the two epochs. What threatens him 

is that a scientific method, an objective investigation, might find anything to 

be true, anything other than the official explanation. Thus disinterested 

enquiry must be checked or disenfranchised, at any cost. Thank God for the 

devil! Rosset handily lays the blame for tromperie in his lap. The devil's very 

presence and the stature he takes on in the Histoires tragiques testifies to his 

perceived power and seductiveness, speaks for a medieval belief, not in an 

abstract force, but in a real preternatural being. 

Though implicitly present in most of the stories, the devil (or one or more 

of his surrogates) intervenes directly in human affairs and becomes a 

character in seven of Rosset's histoires tragiques - nearly a quarter of the total. 

Of these, two concern Faust-like characters, one a priest (GoffredO, the other a 

scholar, philosopher, and early libertin (Dr. Vanini), while three out of the seven 

concern priests or nuns - as if the religious tends to attract the diabolical, as if 

only a dual modality levels the score or portrays reality successfully. 
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Life as TromperielDeath as Tromperie 

Considerez l'incertitude dujour de votre mort. Q mon ame, vous sortirez 
unjour de ce corps. quand sera-ce? sera-ce en hiver ou en ete? en la ville 
ou au village? de jour ou de nuit? sera-cea l'impourvu ou avec 
avertissement? sera-ce de maladie ou d'accident? ... Considerez qu 'alors 
le monde finira pour ce qui vous regarde, il n y en aura plus pour vous; il 
renversera sens dessus dessous devant vos yeux. Qui, car alors les plaisirs, 
les vanites, lesjoies mondaines, les affections vaines nous apparaUront 
comme des fantomes et nuages. 

-St. Fran~ois de Sales Introduction a la vie devote (ca. 1610) 

This vale of tears is not life, but an illusion, a dream soon over. The 

ultimate dissimulation is that of true Life beneath the myriad appearances of 

this earthly charade. How neatly the images derived from the baroque 

paradigms of inconstancy and evanescence fit the thought processes of 

Catholic theology! Ever mutable in the mind of Rosset and his contemporaries, 

the world is filled with reminders of its own passing nature: 

o Crvels destins, qui ordonnez de nos iours comme il vous plaist, 
pouquoy permettez vous que la Nature produise de si dignes 
fruicts, puis qu'ils sont de si peu de duree. Est-ce point que vous 
auez ordonne du mode en ceste sorte, que les plus belles choses 
passent tousiours legerement, & qu'vn matin voit naistre & 
mourir les plus belles £leurs. (Incipit 1615 HT XVII 466) 

o Miserable condition du sort des Mortels, comparable a la 
fueille des arbres, ou aux plus belles £leurs, qui ne viuent qu'vn 
matin, & qui meurent en naissant... (Incipit 1619 HT I 1) 

Cevx qui donnent a la vie de l'homme les noms de songe, de 
nuage, de vent, & de fumee, ne s~auroient si bien raualer nostre 
miserable condition, que tous ces attributs ne soient encores des 
titres trop releuez pow' exprimer nostre infirmiM. 

(Incipit 1632 HT XXIII 558) 

Nor is death much consolation, for actually there is no death. One awakens to 

life everlasting - everlasting torment, or everlasting joy. 
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Considerez la majeste avec laquelle Ie souverain Juge 
comparaitra, environne de tous les anges et saints, ayant devant 
soi sa croix plus reluisante que Ie soleil, enseigne de grace pour les 
bons, et de rigueur pour les mauvais.147 

All vain attachments, all passions, possessions, and pretensions shall fall 

away. No effort on our part can prevent all earthly things from succumbing to 

this fate. If Rosset the poet periodically confronts the reader with this topos in 

a neo-Stoic or mondain guise, Rosset the prose writer, while feigning still the 

trappings of antiquity, broaches it more directly, with the Catholic doctrine 

sometimes barely hidden. A dialectic is set up between the divine plan - a 

prescient but ever obscure pronouncement by the Dieu cache - and the 

vicissitudes lived by the character: 

La dualite qui apparait au niveau des groupes lexicaux reproduit 
exactement Ie schema narratif de l'histoire tragique ou l'ordre 
supreme du monde est sans cesse confronte avec Ie desordre de 
l'existence humaine. Seule, la metaphore de l'Oeil divin, point d'ou 
partent les glaives qui transpercent les transgresseurs, donne une 
vision unitaire de l'univers ... 148 

Rosset's duality is so ingrained that it can be found at virtually every 

level of his composition, from the words making up his sentences to the 

grounding of his theology. Even crime is not crime in the greater scheme of 

things: it is God's will working itself out. Beneath, behind, beyond this life is 

another existence, spiritual and essential, an existence toward which all human 

actions, whether good or ill, ultimately tend. Both life and death are rendered 

paltry by comparison to our Redemption. Our natural and prescriptive duty is 

147 Saint Fran~ois de Sales, Introduction a la vie devote (Paris: Nelson, n.d.) 46. 

148 Anne de Vaueher Gravili, Loi et transgression: les Idstoires tragiques au XVIIe siecle 
(Leece: Edizioni Milella, 1982) 82-83. 
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to humbly reconcile our ways to those of Him who is both our source and our 

destination, to effect in some small wayan Imitation of Christ. 

But those driven to extremes are doomed to pay the dearest price for 

their transgressions. The desperate course of passion typically finishes one of 

four ways in Rosset's Histoires tragiques: 

1 - Retreat - Scarred by the experience of passion, several of Rosset's 

characters end their lives in humble meditation far from the raucous world 

that bore them. 

2 - Murder - Having violated laws, taboos, and/or the noble code of 

honor, numerous characters are killed by an agent of one of their victims. 

3 - Self-destruction - Driven to a choice between a world that cannot 

exist and a world bent on immolating them, a few of Rosset's characters, 

despite the Catholic prohibition, find an honorable solution in suicide. 

4 - Trial, Confession and Public Execution - Delivered into the hands of 

the governors of society, the sinful straying member is excised. The 

transgressor who is apprehended represents a special case. Empowered by 

human and divine Justice, the judges subject him to an accelerated fate. 

Having demonstrated contempt for laws of God and man, he deserves just 

punishment, a sentence which will place him once more before God, and 

remove him from the human community. A cosmic pariah, he is propelled into 

nothingness through the riveting collective experience of the public execution. 

The gangrene gnawing at the body politic - a scourge ever threatening to 

encroach and engulf - must be staunched by dread example. 
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Masks Afire: A Theater of Cruelty, Retribution and Atonement 

Loe, now I fly: I flyaway, the cause of your unrest. 
Lift up your heads: a better state of Ayre shall strayght ensewe 
Whan I am gone, from whom alone, these dreadfull myschiefs grewe. 
And you that now, halfe dead yet liue in wretched misers case, 
Help those whom present torments presse. Forth, hye you on apace. 
For loe, with me I cary hence, all mischiefes under Skyes. 
All cruell Fates, Diseases all that for my sake did ryse, 
With mee they goe: with me both griefe, Plague, Pocks, Botch, and all 
The ills that eyther now you presse, or euer after shall. 
With me they goe, with me: these Mates bin meetst of all for mee, 
Who am the most unhappiest wretch that euer Sun did see. 

-Seneca's Oedipus: Act V (1560 translation by Alexander Neville) 

In reading the Histoires tragiques, one is struck by Rosset's repeated use 

of terms involving the theater, which is, of course, doubled: there is a theater of 

the world, where these tragic events take place, and a theater of 

retribution/reconciliation where the crimes are punished, where the criminal is 

offered the opportunity to confess and to implore forgiveness of God and man, 

where the body politic is purged and set on the road to oneness. 

L'on eust dit quand elle monta sur l'eschafaut, qu'elle alloit iouer 
vne feinte Tragedie, & non pas vne veritable... (1615 HT V 195) 
Et de 1:) sortent puis apres les deffiances, & les cruelles 
resolutions dont les effects sanglats remplissent les Theatres, de 
meurtre & d'infamie. (1615 HT XIX 528) 

Anne de Vaucher Gravili confirms this motif, not only in Rosset and Camus, 

but also in Malingre and Parival, two later writers of his to ires tragiques, when 

she points out that all these authors: 

... ont en effet Ie souci constant de qualifier leurs histoires de 
tableaux ou de peintures, mais surtout de scene, de spectacle, de 
theatre ... L'acte transgresseur qui etait pour ainsi dire l'objet 
intime, 'interieur', de l'histoire tragique se transforme en un objet 
public, 'exterieur' et par 1:) meme theatral. (74) 
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The metaphor of the theater is prevalent in thinking of the time, and examples 

easily come to mind: Calder6n de la Barca, Corneille, Shakespeare, Rotrou. 

The play-within-a-play, aside from highlighting the illusionary nature of 

dramatic spectacle in general (and its parallel therefore to human life) usually 

presents an exemplum of some kind for characters and spectator to toy with 

mentally. Rosset repeatedly alludes to the parallel between stage and scaffold. 

This parallel is fertile: dramatic works are meant to teach a lesson - so does an 

execution. The "act" affects the spectators profoundly, as it certainly does the 

guilty sinner soon to die, at every level of conscious and subconscious 

existence; if actors play roles, perhaps our very lives are predetermined 

scripts: a fatalistic vision comes to the fore easily here, as does the sense that 

our human personality is but a mask, an illusion, to be cast away or 

transformed after death. We recall with a shiver that in Portugal, the 

ceremony involving burning a heretic at the stake was called un auto da fe. 

Closer to Rosset in time and spirit is l'eveque Jean-Pierre Camus (1584 -

1652), whose collections of bloody cautionary tales carry titles such as Les 

Spectacles d'horreur and L'Amphitheatre sanglant. These stories by Camus, 

explicitly patterned after Rosset's own, are nevertheless greater in number, 

more wide-ranging, more variable in length, and more highly embroidered with 

moral commentaries, homilies and admonishments. The idea that literary 

works should teach moral lessons guides Camus through most of his career, as 

Godenne explains: "Camus, ecrivain par devoir et non par vocation, ne conte 

pas pour Ie plaisir de conter, mais pretend, a l'occasion d'une breve histoire, 

dispenser a son lecteur un veritable enseignement" (1970 42). Rosset is never 

so consistently nor so convincingly moralistic as Camus. By concentrating on 
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delivery of the plot line and by keeping psychological analysis to a minimum, 

Rasset renders his tales correspondingly more dramatic. Nevertheless Camus, 

like Rasset, perceives a world in crisis, a world always nearly in the clutches of 

a medieval devil, yet characterized by a strangely gratuitous violence. 

In the Histoires tragiques, Rosset in fact evokes a vision of society in 

dissolution: sons killing fathers, sisters having sexual relations with brothers, 

mothers killing sons, selfish noblemen rebelling against royal authority, young 

couples rejecting society and forming their own ethical world, monks 

fornicating, witches casting spells on monarchs ... the list is unfinished if not 

infinite. The fact that the collections of Rasset's own Histoires tragiques grew 

from 15 in 1614 to 29 by 1620 (and continued to grow after his own death, 

augmented by other hands), the fact that they encompass all social strata, 

that the violence therein may in some dark way mirror the generalized collapse 

of society during the Civil Wars, all this implies the dynamics of a "plague," its 

continuous extension ever outward, its ability to forever replicate negative 

exempla. This plague, like that assaulting Thebes under Oedipus' reign, is a 

metaphor for corruption, symbolizes in fact the violence underlying the 

dysfunctional kingdom: "L'epidemie qui interrompt toutes les fonctions vitales 

de la cite ne saurait etre etrangere a la violence et a la perte des 

differences, "149 those differences, Girard means, which are intrinsic to the 

Chain of Being. By the leveling of differences, creation runs riot; violence 

generalizes and generates itself; horrid crimes multiply. As mentioned 

elsewhere, the thrust of the psychology native to Rosset's characters makes 

all members of society subject, not just to victimization, but actually to the 

149 Rene Girard, La Violence et le sacre (Paris: Grasset, 1972) 117. 
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commission of crimes such as these. Indeed French people at the tum of the 

17th century walked on dangerous cultural ground in the sense that they had 

to be extraordinarily circumspect, placing great faith in the renewal of 

traditions and institutions, taking pains to accommodate - albeit sometimes 

grudgingly - a certain diversity, in order not to slip back into the bloody chaos of 

the previous flfty years. 

The obsessive way in which Rosset time and again brings in the 

Parlement to decide the fate of the accused is not merely incidental 

information; it is an empassioned assertion of order over chaos, an imposition 

of an orthodox, traditional decision-making body over upheaval and 

devastation, fresh in the living memory of nearly all concerned. By reaffirming 

the supremacy of the Parlement in these cases, Rosset effectively sublimates 

the fear and anxiety working still in French society, both at an individual and a 

general level. As stated earlier, Rosset himself may well have been a member 

of the Parlement de Paris, so there were no doubt personal and political reasons 

for profiling this body, but beyond Rosset's own historical existence, within the 

works and within the society of the time, the Parlement solves or dissolves 

what Girard calls la crise sacrificielle, the state of a society in need of sacrifice. 

Whereas many "primitive" societies maintain an institutionalized version of 

animal or even human sacrifice, so-called "advanced" societies consider such 

overt, ritualized bloodshed barbaric. In modem societies, as Girard says, "Ie 

systeme judiciaire rationalise la vengeance ... ilIa manipule sans peril; il en fait 

une technique extremement efflcace de guerison et, secondairement, de 

prevention de la violence" (1972 39). The calculating, consciously impersonal 

approach to punishment, in which a representative body (jury, parliament, city 
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elders, etc.) seems to rationally mete out justice smacks of post-Cartesianism. 

Since Rosset is situated somewhere between the medievallRenaissance 

epistemological system and the rational system typical of classicism and the 

Enlightenment, we see elements of both approaches to violence: isolated 

examples of the aggressive Id run amok, a generalized violence demanding 

vengeance, cruel reprisals redolent of Greek tragedy, and, in an effort toward 

equanimity (yet retaining a religious underpinning - for all these crimes are sins 

first and foremost), the collective judgment of a group - specialists in such 

matters - sending the person guilty of violence to a ritualized death, sometimes 

involving torture as well, e.g. beheading, breaking on the wheel, drawing and 

quartering, garrotting, hanging, or, more dramatically, burning at the stake. 

Even in cases where the criminal/sacrificial victim is killed in another manner, 

his or her body is usually burnt and the ashes dispersed in the wind. This 

gesture makes a cultural and religious statement, of course - the victim ceases 

to exist physically, ceases sometimes even to have ever officially existed at all 

(in the case of some witches and wizards, including Goffredi, any official records 

involving the guilty party, even the records of the trial, were burned - as if the 

very verbal traces of a person were that person - le mot, c 'est la chose). For 

Girard, the sacrifice of an emissary victim ('scapegoat') is meant to purge 

society of the threat of generalized bloodshed. But if it is to do this effectively, 

the religious element must not be lacking: "11 ne faut pas oublier, d'autre part, 

que pour rester efficace, Ie sacrifice doit s'accomplir dans l'esprit de pietas qui 

caracterise tous les aspects de la vie religieuse" (1972 36). If the executions so 

common at the end of the histoires tragiques are sacrifices meant to reconcile 

the remaining members of society to one another and to the established order 
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(maniage & family, church, monarchy, aristocracy, etc.), the judicial system -

or at least Rosset's version of it, the Parlement - in fact overlies (and thereby 

dissimulates) more basic cultural imperatives of violent retribution. Girard, in 

his penetrating analysis of the matter, relevant to both "primitive" and more 

advanced cultures, is able to affirm: "Derriere la difference Ii la fois pratique et 

mythique, il faut affirmer la non-difference, l'identite positive de la vengeance, 

du sacrifice et de la penalitejudiciaire" (197242). Or, from a Freudian point of 

view, the public execution is the Super-Ego's answer to the Id's antisocial 

behavior, a grandiose tit-for-tat, embodiment of the duality Crime and 

Punishment150, while the ego watches helpless and spellbound. Like several 

societies partaking of ArabiclIslamic culture today, medievallRenaissance 

France foreshortened the ego, while simultaneously allowing the id more (and 

less) freedom - more freedom to look, less freedom to touch - and investing the 

superego with more visible or vocal, but less effectual power.151 The fact that 

so many such ritual executions took place in the 16th and the 17th centuries 

on such a regular basis certainly indicates, to the dismay of many moderns, 

that they served some purpose to the society - living parables immolated as 

object lessons, certainly - but that these supposed lessons were not, 

apparently, well learned. In fact, the supplanting of violence by ritual sacrifice 

is a type of deception, as Girard affirms, a propos of the need for a theological 

dimension: "Seule une transcendance quelconque, en faisant croire Ii une 

150 Foucault highlights the fact that in numerous of these executions during the classical 
period, the crime was actually re-created in detail in an effort to symbolically, yet physically, 
re-impose the crime upon the criminal. (See Discipline and Punish, Chapters 1 and 2). 

151 The guilt-ridden societies portrayed by Kierkegaard and Ibsen are at opposite poles 
from the pre-Cartesian culture alive in Rabelais and still half-present in Rosset. 
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difference entre Ie sacrifice et Ia vengeance, ou entre Ie systeme judiciaire et la 

violence, peut tromper durablement la violence" (1972 41). The judicial 

system itself is tromperie, meant to fool violent instincts. 

So we seem to end up, despite ourselves, in the lap of Greek tragedy 

(which also arose - it should be noted - from sacred rites): fate, pity, fear, 

catharsis - the ritual executions portrayed in Rosset are also cathartic acts, 

performed by society upon itself. The criminal caught in flagrante delicto 

(frozen by Rosset's spare prose) surely inspires fear, like the spectacles of gore 

in Senecan tragedy, while the image of the contrite, repentant sinner [common 

enough again to constitute a pattern in Rosset's stories, though some of his 

characters go' to their death stubbornly remorseless] facing death almost 

heroically152, inspires a pity heightened by the stark and overcolored 

pathetique of the execution scenes. 

Whereas theater is usually no more than a sort of tasteful tromperie, 

transporting those who watch it to another realm, this theater, that of the 

stake or scaffold, would seem to restore things, however bruised, to the way 

they should be. Paradoxically these acts of living theater - "'l'amende 

honorable,' rite public qui commence par une procession et s'acheve par un 

supplice marque par Ie sang et Ie feu" (Vaucher Gravili 74) - reconcile and 

perform restitution, before God and man, before ecclesiastic, noble, 

commoner, peasant and fool, straightening what was once askew, and, through 

what can only be termed human sacrifice, cauterizing the wound in society 

that the criminal/victim stands for. If the Id dictated the first theatrical act, 

152 "If the condemned man was shown to be repentant, accepting the verdict, asking both 
God and man for forgiveness for his crimes, it was as if he had come through some process of 
purification: he died, in his own way, like a saint" (Foucault 1979 67). 
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pushing beyond the bounds, allowing the grossest and basest instincts their full 

measure, now, suddenly become the center of the world for a brief moment, the 

sacrificial victim must face the terrible retaliation of the Superego. What had 

been meaning smeared and bloodied beyond recognition, the very incarnation of 

the abject, has now returned, as if through an apotheosis, and each murmured 

word, each creak of the bleachers, each set of nostrils, each intent regard 

burning down bears special, super meaning - meaning on a macro cosmic scale -

for assembling the populace is equivalent to speaking for and through the 

Universe itself. Rosset repeatedly stresses the fact that an enormous crowd, 

even the entire population of the city is present at the execution: 

Iamais on ne vit tant de peuple, qui accouroit a ce spectacle. La place 
en estoit si remplie, qu'on sly estouffoit. Les fenestres & les couuertures 
des maisons en estoient toutes occupees. (1615 HT V 195) 

Tout Ie peuple couroit, non tant pour Ie supplice, dont l'espece est si 
commune dans cest [sic] grande ville, que pour la curiosite de veoir ... 

(1615 HT IX 286-287) 

Ce fut a la place Maubert oill'execution en fut faicte. Iamais on ne vist 
vne telle foule de toutes sortes de personnes ... Toute la place estoit toute 
pleine de gens. (1615 HTXIX 553) 

The object lesson is driven home to the total populace. Tromperie cannot 

survive this righteous stare. The characters betray their pitiful humanity in 

the face of such pious, awesome and paternal justice. Masks vanish. Worldly 

appearances fall away - even the human frame curls and crackles like an 

autumn leaf in the hot summer sun, or falls inert, reduced to an abject and 

pitiful wreck. 

The immolation of living human beings in sacrifice/punishment is 

consonant with the baroque esthetic at several levels: as a most graphic 

exemplum, first of all, their disappearance in the fire, their vanishing into 
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smoke, their disintegration into ashes and dust scattered in the wind, 

underscores and publishes the basic fact of the human condition: 

impermanence, evanescence. The forms and feelings of this earthly life are 

sham, puissances trompeuses. Individual acts are subsumed by a greater, 

cosmic plan, in which even these mortal sins and despicable crimes serve a 

purpose while they appall and benumb. But if the sinner is repentant, the new, 

now-penitent self overlies the old, and is transformed through possible 

redemption and grace. Here Rosset's triplicate baroque motif recurs: 

superposition of opposites creates a third, distinct resonance of a different 

quality from either of the original terms of the antithesis; a sort of three

dimensional entity (possibility of salvation and eternal life in God) emerges -

the previous two (the sinful and repentant) having been mere two-dimensional 

figments: a Phoenix rising from the ashes of former selves, transformed and 

revivified. Imbrie Buffum may be right after all in affirming a complex 

interrelationship between the art and imagery of the baroque and the Counter

Reformation. 

*** 

Rosset's twenty-nine histoires tragiques may be arranged into four very 

general groupings: 

1- Stories of noblemen and women led astray by guilty passion. 

2 - Stories of the devil's incursions into the human world. 

3 - Bourgeois or peasants yielding to intemperate passion. 

4 - Stories of passion or diabolism set in exotic or foreign lands. 
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It should also be noted that, as has been seen in the poetry, there exist hybrid 

productions containing elements of more than one category. Since space does 

not permit a commentary on the workings of tromperie within each of the 

stories, the section that follows deals with a representative selection. In 

choosing, an effort has been made to draw something from each of these 

different groupings, as well as to give examples of quite distinct sins or crimes. 

Since the Histoires tragiques were primarily addressed to the nobility, it should 

not be surprising that more than half the stories concern them. 

Tromperie Incarnate: Oaths and Fornication 

The apotheosis of Appearance, Satan is ubiquitous, no less so than God 

himself, at least in the sublunar realm. Therefore God's creatures are cloaked 

in signs both beneficent and evil, caught up in the most urgent war of all, the 

war for humanity's soul. The devil knows the human heart and mind, the 

motivators of power, sex and money. Anyone might meet him unexpectedly, 

disguised as someone harmless, affable, or attractive. He can simulate any 

mode of worldly existence, not only those appealing directly to our human 

senses and understanding, but even those addressing the subliminal level. 

Cleverer than the moguls of modem advertising, this Great Impostor sets the 

stage for his dramas of seduction so convincingly that even the smallest details 

are tailored to work in his favor. 

Histoire VIII. D'vn Demon qvi apparoist en forme de Damoiselle au 

Lieutenant du Cheualier du Guet de la ville de Lyon. De leur accointan~e 

charnelle, & de la fin malheureuse qui en succeda is the story of a stupendous 

trick played by the devil on three officers of the law. In terms of effectiveness 
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of figure and phrase, economy of delivery and dramatic pacing, this story is 

probably the best written in the collection. Dropping the conventional 

"straight" love-story framework, Rosset opts for a fiendish parody of it, a 

scintillating story of two-way seduction. Ironies abound, as they do when law

makers or law-enforcement officers transgress. 

The night watchman of Lyon and several of his deputies are on patrol 

one night about midnight. The watchman suddenly turns to his friends and 

says: "Ie ne s~ay mes amis ... de queUe viande i'ay mange. Tant y a que ie me 

sens si eschauffe, que si maintenant ie rencontrois Ie Diable, il n'eschapperoit 

iamais de mes mains, que premierement ie n'en eusse faict a ma volonte" 

(1615 HT VIII 249). What a mistake to invoke the devil (le mot, c 'est la chose)! 

No sooner are the words out of his mouth than he notices a beautiful, well

dressed young woman accompanied only by a diminutive lackey carrying a 

lantern. "Elle marchoit a grand'hate, & sembloit a la voir qu'elle n'auoit pas 

enuie de seiourner gueres par les rues" (250). Suggestively, she is masked. 

The mask is doubly distracting, for when the DamoisellelDevillifts the mask to 

speak to the head watchman, La Jaquiere, (s)he reveals a face of stunning 

beauty. La Jaquiere (whom Rosset names accurately, since he is a 

commoner) approaches her and asks ifhe may accompany her home in order 

to guarantee her safety - an ironic touch, for this "lady" is the one who poses 

the true threat, to La Jaquiere and his deputies. La Jaquiere takes her arm 

and their apparently idle patter reveals further ironical twists: (s)he complains 

of ill-treatment on the part of her husband, who is "Ie plus rude, & Ie plus 

mauuais qu'o puisse treuuer" (251). Doubly ironic because true, these 

comments refer to Satan. A moment later La Jaquiere proceeds with his 
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flattery, borrowing language more suited to the roman sentimental when he 

says she is "capable de reduire en seruitude tout Ie monde." But the innocent 

metaphor drops its innocence as the conversation progresses, for the figure 

again applies literally to Satan. 

The conversation continues as they make their way, while la Jaquiere 

insistently steers it in an amorous direction. He then dismisses three of his 

deputies as they approach her quarter of the city. Her house proves to be 

isolated, but simply and comfortably fmnished. La Jaquiere continues to press 

his suit, promising "toutes sortes de seruices" if she will grant him the favor he 

asks. He continues to swear in every way he can think of - "il est prest de 

s'exposer pour son seruice a toutes sortes d'occasions" - until the Damoiselle 

finally grants him his wish. She stipulates, however, that he must remember 

his oaths and promises, and live up to them. La J aquiere has been tricked into 

serving the devil! 

Having sated his lust, the watchman now asks her to grant the same 

favor to his two cohorts, "les plus grands amis que i'aye au monde". 

Alternatively pleading and threatening, la Jaquiere makes his case: everything 

is shared among them; if the same favor is not extended to them, they might 

talk of what has taken place. The apparition redoubles her tromperie as she 

protests and even threatens suicide. La J aquiere mixes kisses and caresses 

with more pleading; they even copulate again. Finally he is able to convince 

her to give herself to his two friends, "encore qu'elle face semblant d'en estre 

toute dolente." Once they have finished their "belle oeuuvre," Rosset issues a 

statement more obviously symbolic: "Les voila donc tous trois si aises de ceste 

bonne fortune, qu'ils ne la changeroyent pas pour vn Empire." 
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The three men then sit down in front of the apparition to praise her 

beauty. This hackneyed litany, which parodies the courtly description of the 

beloved, contrasts pointedly with the abruptness that follows. For the 

apparition asks them who they think she is, to which la Jaquiere naively 

replies "la plus belle, & la plus galante Dame qui viue." "Vous estes trompez," 

she replies. In a theatrical gesture, as she delivers this line: "Ie veux me 

descouurir a vous, & vous faire paroistre qui ie suis," she lifts her skirts to 

reveal a hideous, putrid, stinking carcass. The moment of recognition arrives -

appearances fall away to reveal truth. There is a thunderclap and the three 

men are knocked to the ground unconscious. The house disappears, leaving 

only a few ruined walls filled with manure and excrement. One of the three men 

dies instantly, while the other two survive to tell the story and confess 

themselves before dying. As in numerous other stories, Rosset adds a 

comment relating to his favored theme of language as a mode of existence: "Le 

bruict ayant bien tost este seme par toute la ville, il se respandit en peu de 

temps par toutes les Prouinces de France." 

Several themes are broached in this story. The men should have been 

conscious of trangressing against the "woman"'s (supposedly) married state, 

her place as wife and homemaker. They should have stopped short of 

pressuring her to commit fornication. Secondly, they make a mockery of their 

role as keepers of the peace, as they prove themselves to be precisely not 

trustworthy. The reader is inclined to have little pity for them. This 

temptation to transgress has turned out to be a trap to catch the unwary, 

those who follow the course of least resistance. There is a decided Counter

Reformational inflection here, a new-found Puritanism that signals the 
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recession of Rabelais' principe materiel joyeux. The relatively nonchalant 

approach to sexuality visible in the fabliaux and other similar literature has 

disappeared. Sexuality in the context of the Histoires tragiques carries with it 

implications of sinfulness and transgression. 

Rosset's habit of making one sign (word, symbol, image) mean 

something besides what it habitually means is carried to artful extremes in 

this story. When the watchmen first apprehend the "lady," she is evidently a 

woman unwilling to be out in the streets late at night, hurrying to get home. 

The very fact that she is (apparently) rushing to get away is, ironically, 

precisely what both convinces the men of her reality and attracts them to her. 

No common prostitute, idle and ogling passers-by, this figure exhudes 

decisiveness and modesty - she is a business-like blur. Tromperie is at its most 

subtle - the apparition's concerted desire to flee speaks more eloquently than if 

she were to approach the men directly. Similarly, Rosset has the "lady" lift the 

mask she was wealing to reveal a disarmingly beauteous face - another 

deceptive ploy, for who would suspect that the face is itself a mask? 

This ambivalence extends as well to the language used both by La 

J aquiere and the apparition. Most of the dialog can be read two ways: those 

with the "key" might understand it fully. But when apprehended from the 

outside, context lends it a safe, almost conventional tenor. Consider this 

comment, which follows her explanation that she had dined that evening at a 

relative's and was now returning home: "Si i'eusse este en vostre place, dit la 

Iaquiere, i'eusse mieux ayme passer Ie reste de la nuict la OU vous auez souppe, 

que non pas m'exposer au hazard de quelque mauuaise rencontre" (251). 

"Mauvaise rencontre" there is indeed, but unbeknowns to la Jaquiere it has 
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already taken place! This double entendre is present as well in every reference 

the "lady" makes to her "husband" or master, whom she characterizes as 

"obstine en sa malice" and "Ie plus rude, & Ie plus mauuais qu'o puisse 

treuuer," continues in La J aquiere's unwitting promises to extend her "toutes 

sortes de services," extends even to Rosset as narrator, who issues this 

symbolic statement regarding the three men once they have sated their desire: 

"Les voila donc tous trois si aises de ceste bonne fortune, qu'ils ne la 

changeroyent pas pour vn Empire." He refers, of course, to the Kingdom of 

Heaven. 

Rosset's awareness and exploitation of this semiotic ambivalence reveal 

an aspect of the baroque often eschewed by seventeenth century French 

wri ters - indeed Rosset is seen here to be working in contradiction to the 

esthetic he so earnestly espoused in revising his poetry and aspiring to 

Malherbe's tutelage. By packing his language with meanings that burst out in 

two directions, he reveals links to diverse baroque traditions, both French and 

foreign. 

Rosset is even capable of penning a sparkling parody of the very literary 

techniques that might have garnered him readers. This mini-simulation 

amounts to a parody as well as an indictment of courtly love language (all the 

more ironic given the suspense built up at this point in the story): 

L'vn loue son front, & dit que c'est vne table d'yuoire bien polie. 
L'autre s'arreste sur ses yeux, & asseure que ce sont les deux 
flambeaux dont Amour allume toutes les ames genereuses. 
L'autre se met sur la loiiange de ses blods cheueux qu'elle delioit, 
parce qu'il estoit temps de s'aller coucher, & ne cesse de proferer 
tout haut, que ce sont les filets OU Ie fils de Cypris arreste la 
liberM des hommes & des Dieux. ... Sa gorge surpasse la 
blancheur de la neige, & les petits Amours voletent a l'entour de 
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ses ioues, pour y succer les roses, les lys, & les oeillets que la 
Nature y a semez... (258-259) 

Deliciously ambivalent, this discourse mocks itself at the same time as it sets 

the stage for the denouement. Like a present-day hOITor-story writer, Rosset 

dwarfs the pathetic utterances of the three men, renders their language 

suddenly meaningless, absurd, in light of the revelation about to take place. 

Equally suggestive is Rosset's insistence on artifice in this story. This 

emphasis on play-acting - on the presence/absence of the devil, for example, or 

on the feigned nature of the apparition's responses - rejoins a widespread 

baroque thematic motif already mentioned. Rosset periodically inserts clues in 

the text clearly signaling this: "Pour Ie present il est aIle aux champs: ou il a 

feint dry aller." "lIs ... eurent plusieurs autres propos, que la Iaquiere faisoit 

tousiours tomber sur l'amour, sans qu'elle fist sembi ant d'en estre mal 

contente." Even her resistance to the watchman's entreaties has a double 

meaning: "Elle faisoit sembi ant de Ie refuser, opposant l'honneur pour sa 

defence, l'infidelite des hommes, qui est si grande au siecle OU nous sommes, & 

leur peu de discretion, qui publie aussi-tost vne faueur que ils ont receue" (254). 

The multiple ironic overtones are obvious - Rosset executes a mini-parody of 

his own imprecations of the sinful world, and elaborates on this recurrent 

theme of la parole. And as if echoing his own preoccupations with gloire as 

apprehended through language - the viability of a purely linguistic entity -

Rosset has La Jaquiere threaten the "lady" with the power of rumor. If she 

does not prove her "generosity" threefold (again the number 3 guarantees 

disintegration), the power of rumor will destroy her (imagined) reputation. The 

ploys on the part of the "lady" make her character all the more convincing and 

appealing. In a sense, the men earn their damnation - they cannot recognize 

-- --- -- ------ ------
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the devil in this Damoiselle because of the enormous efforts they have put into 

seducing her. The devil in turn has exacted from them precisely what s/he 

wanted - eternal service - through mimicry (and parody) of courtly romance. 

The contagious nature of sin is conveyed by more than one metaphor in 

this story. The fact that the three men lust after the one "woman", the fact 

that they share everything they own, and eventually all partake of her favors 

confirms this. But further along, for Rosset here appends one of his frequent 

disquisitions, he observes: "Ces choses n'arriuent point a ceux qui se disent de 

la compagnie des fideles, qu'ils n'ayent commis d'autres pechez." There follows 

the noteworthy passage quoted earlier: "La paillardise attire 

l'adultere:l'adultere, l'inceste, l'inceste Ie peche contre nature, & apres Dieu 

permet qu'on s'accouple auec Ie Diable" (261). The collective nature of sin -

even the doctrine of original sin - here pervade the story, transcend the 

individual, and set the stage for tromperie. Rosset goes on to discuss how the 

devil was able to perform this trick, and asserts that he must have used the 

corpse of a beautiful woman "que Satan auoit pris en quelque sepulchre, & qu'il 

faisoit mouuoir." It is indicative and suggestive that Rosset would have the 

devil create his illusion, not out of thin air, but in a hypertextual manner, 

robbing an "original" from elsewhere and infusing it with his own life. Certainly 

this statement links the theme of diabolism to Rosset's obsession with 

tromperie: "Ioinct qu'il peut tromper nos sens, & s'insinuer dans eux, pour nous 

faire prendre vne chose pour vne autre." Further along, Rosset again takes up 

his quarrel with the Athees and Epicuriens who suggest natural explanations 

for such phenomena. Dead-set against the tenets of the libertins, Rosset 

confirms - or simulates - the link between the world of antiquity and that of 
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early modernity by presenting instances of corpses revivified from Roman and 

Greek times. But he seems more desperate than convincing, hiding the 

intransigence of his militant Catholicism beneath classical images. 

This story displays in high relief one of the more troubling dualities 

Rasset introduces into his work: the assimilation of woman to the devil. In 

fact, Rasset's misogyny, as mentioned earlier, is normally quite conventional 

and follows suit to a resilient tradition in Western culture, beginning with 

Genesis and culminating in the medievaVRenaissancelbaroque topoi so well

worn as to become trite: woman is weak, vacillating, inferior intellectually, 

unfaithful in love. She is easily controlled at the same time as she lacks self

control. Genuflecting verbally before this scapegoat on a regular basis, Rasset 

nevertheless proceeds to negate his own conventional misogyny both through 

his portrayals of majestically vengeful and malicious females, as well as in 

certain remarks where he overtly allows that men are as inconstant and 

deceiving as women. For example, consider these disparaging views on men 

from a band of young ladies: 

... elles asseuroient que la plus grande partie d'eux [des hommes] 
n'est que dissimulation, & qu'inconstance, & qu'il faut bien que les 
filles, au siecle OU nous sommes, prennent bien garde a elles a fin 
de n'estre point abusees... (1615 HT IX 324) 

Freudian projection or reverse prejudice; force of habit or egalitarian impulse? 

Whatever the case, such instances indicate that Rasset's views on women are 

perhaps not as cut and dried as other passages might lead us to believe. 

Rasset's misogyny is in fact inconsistent and complex. 

Three primal images come to the fore in this regard, images garnered 

from a reading of the Histoires tragiques: 1) First, that which we encounter in 
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the present story, the apparition of irresistible beauty - in reality a 

simulacrum materialized by the devil - which dissimulates perdition beneath 

the most exalted charms of womanhood, a coexistence the implications of 

which are dire indeed. 2) Woman with a knife, a near archetype for Rosset. 

Possessed by bloodlust and liberated through murderous impulse, she attains a 

grandeur denied her in the temporal hierarchy. Unthinkingly aggressive, her 

crimes remove her from the common lot of women - this image constitutes a 

violent negation of the regnant stereotypes: the appearance of woman 

dissimulates a homicidal monster. 3) Woman possessed. Recurring regularly, 

this image also illustrates duality: a parasitic diabolical existence lies hidden 

within the form of woman. Her identity unsure and volatile, she becomes a 

mouthpiece for Satan and his subordinates. The Evil One appropriates 

woman's body in order to mock the world through the diabolical word. In each 

of these three archetypal images, Woman is aligned with Evil. Her outer 

appearance dissimulates the monster within. She is dangerous, a Siren 

capable of lwing men to their doom through tromperie. 

In the story of the diabolical female apparition, tromperie insinuates 

itself into living form, projects a realism so convincing, an appearance so 

enticing, that everyman is willing to mortgage his soul for an intense but 

transitory earthly pleasure - though he may not realize at the time that he is 

striking such a hard bargain. The very furtiveness of the liaisons serves to 

heighten the level of urgency. Rosset's alluring apparition entices these men 

(meant to be representative of the common people of the time) to commit 

various transgressions with little or no forethought. As far as they know, they 

are committing adultery, flying in the face of the sacrament of marriage. They 
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let lust take the fore in guiding their actions, even to the peril of their immortal 

soul. The deft parody of courtship reveals the lengthier version to be just as 

hypocritical - the elegant language is but an analogous means to a similar 

concupiscent end. Beyond even this mockery of romance, their wanton sexual 

sharing of the woman animalizes these men, elevating the basest of pleasures 

(from the writer's point of view) to the prime motivating force. The infernal 

Damoiselle becomes thereby a symbol of the pleasures of the flesh, which are 

all ultimately tromperie. Rosset's habitual dualistic thinking envisions a world 

overcast by the diabolical, transformed by a black miracle into a putrid ruin, 

opening up into the abyss of Hell - one dynamic reality overlays another, 

creating a third of a different, more profound nature. 

In what is at bottom a most medieval conception, Rosset's exemplum 

serves to show that swearing allegiance to earthly beauty and sensual 

pleasure equals enslavement to Satan. Humanity has heard this message 

time and again, but is tricked into ignoring it by the transitory yet alluring 

charms of this world, attractive even when simulated by the devil. 

Clandestine Marriage 

The story entitled Des advantvres tragiques de Floridan & de Lydie, the 

tenth in the 1615 collection, presents the case of a lady whose identity is 

progressively effaced, ifnot erased, due to a misg'lided marriage and the wiles 

of a servant. The matrix of the conflict is the unwillingness of the characters 

to remain in the bounds delegated them by their position in the natural 

hierarchy. Probably because of the distance from Paris of the provinces 
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involved, Rosset does not revert to his habitual "Persian" setting, but allows 

the story to take place in France. 

Cleon, "heritier d'vne des plus illustres maisons de France," and his wife, 

who has died young, have one son, Floridan, a young man endowed with great 

beauty and charm. Cleon is determined to marry Floridan to a rich neighbor's 

daughter, but while at Court, Floridan meets a young lady who captures his 

heart. Lydie, "yssue d'vne noble famille de Picardie," but still inferior in rank to 

Floridan, is about to go back to Pi cardy when Floridan redoubles his suit. Lydie 

insists on protecting her honor, protesting that she is not his equal by birth, 

but Floridan says he only wishes to legitimize his love for her through marriage. 

Over Lydie's protestations that his father will never consent and that a 

clandestine marriage will get them both in trouble, Floridan assures her he can 

overcome the problem. 

Through the connivance of Floridan's Governor (ironically named la 

Garde), Lydie and Floridan flee to a castle in Auvergne, where, while her 

relatives try in vain to find her, they are married by a local priest. A boy 

named Gentian is born of this union. But Floridan's duty to his King calls him 

away to war. He sets out, leaving Lydie in custody of the Governor La Garde. 

Cleon, Floridan's father, has caught wind of the liaison and upbraids La 

Garde in the strongest terms. Partly to justify himself, La Garde tells Cleon of 

the marriage, but now reveals a diabolical plan to get rid of Lydie. Feigning 

great grief, he dons mourning and informs her that Floridan has been killed in 

battle. Playing upon Lydie'S extreme vulnerability with Floridan "dead" and her 

emotional devastation, La Garde unexpectedly proposes marriage to her, 

arguing that his assets in Poitou will afford them an acceptable living. The 
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desperate Lydie accepts his offer. But after slaking his lust with his master's 

wife for a few days, La Garde invents a ruse and insists they must flee to 

Poitou. They arrive at La Garde's brother's house, where he leaves Lydie in the 

hands of his brother and sister-in-law, claiming he must return to see Cleon for 

his back wages. At the same time he instructs his brother to chase Lydie from 

the house after a few days. 

La Garde does return to Cleon, but only to tell him of the trick he has 

played on Lydie and to collect his reward. Late one night, La Garde's brother 

chases Lydie from the house, scantily dressed with nowhere to go, under the 

pretext that a marshall is coming to arrest her. She wanders in desperation all 

that night and most of the next day until she is given food and clothing by an 

old peasant couple. She then moves on, going from castle to castle begging. 

She ends up at a castle in Maine where the chatelaine takes her in as 

dishwasher. Unable to hide her beauty, Lydie is soon courted by a rich old 

widower. Despite being twice a wife already, Lydie marries a third time. But 

overtaken by grief and doubt, she wastes away. As she dies, she tells the 

chatelaine everything. 

FIOlidan now returns from war, and encounters La Garde, who tells him 

of Lydie's (supposed) death. Floridan is grief-stricken. La Garde then asks for 

his severance pay, and disappears. A remaining servant tells Floridan what he 

knows, implying that Lydie is still alive. 

Floridan then sets out for Poitou with an armed party. Retracing Lydie's 

path, he eventually makes his way to the castle where the chatelaine tells him 

of Lydie's last days. The blow is too much: Floridan falls ill of a fever and soon 

dies. His father Cleon then realizes his error, and dies immediately thereafter. 
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Fortunately, Cleon had remembered Gentian (Floridan and Lydie's son) in his 

will. The young man, now about twenty, is named Bishop by the King. 

Meanwhile La Garde is tortured night and day by his conscience. He 

also falls ill, and before dying, has his only son draw up a detailed account of his 

misdeeds along with a request for forgiveness and asks that this be sent to 

Gentian. After La Garde's death, this account reaches the young Bishop, who 

is eventually reinstated as Floridan's legitimate son and heir and allowed to 

wear the family's coat of arms. 

It is obvious that tromperie - in the sense of deception - is the driving 

force of this story. La Garde is in a pivotal position, so central as to be able to 

determine the fate and the reactions of the other main characters: Lydie, 

FIOlidan, and Cleon each depend at some point on what La Garde tells them. 

He becomes in a sense the author of the story, since most of the plot is a result 

of La Garde's deceit. 

The basic offense here is Floridan's willingness to step outside parental 

consent in order to marry. Cleon in turn refuses to recognize this legitimate 

(though unwanted) marriage and conspires with La Garde to get rid of Lydie. 

For her part, Lydie, as the narrator never stops reminding us, is rather quick 

to remarry in both cases, and ought never to have married Floridan because of 

their difference in station. Each of these wrongs is caused or facilitated, 

however, by La Garde, who himself perpetrates numerous frauds: 

1) He encourages Floridan in his amorous passion, despite the mismatch 

of "condition" between Floridan and Lydie. 

2) He tells Lydie that Floridan has been killed. 
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3) He says he has always been in love with her, will marry and take care 

of her. 

4) He says they must leave Floridan's castle to go to Poitou. 

5) Once in Poitou, he says he must return to Floridan's castle to collect 

his wages. 

6) La Garde's brother turns her out of the house, saying the Marshall is 

coming with a warrant for her arrest. 

7) La Garde tells Floridan that Lydie has died. 

8) In order to save his own neck, he says he wants to "retire". 

The nefarious effects of La Garde's lies are immense. Lydie, Floridan and Cleon 

all die either indirectly or directly as a result of them. His own death is also a 

result of this fabric of falsehood. 

It is instructive to trace the course of Lydie's loss of identity. It would be 

possible to argue that she in fact has none other than that conferred her by the 

men she is involved with. Because of La Grange's treachery, Lydie is reduced 

to the most wretched of life-styles, that of a mendicant, all the more demeaning 

given her noble blood. Her consenting to a match that was opposed from the 

beginning was a foolish move. Although initially elevated in status - Floridan 

comes from one of the most illustrious houses in all of France - Lydie falls to 

the lowest level possible, and is obliged to hide her origin. And no sooner does 

she come to Poitou than things get worse, not better. Buffetted from princely, 

to bourgeois, to mendicant status, she eventually settles for a position as 

scullery maid. La Garde's lies effectively send her bouncing from one 

"condition" to the next, her sense of identity growing more and more tenuous. 

She loses her child in the first round, everything else in the second. She only 
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acquires a pitiful dress to wear through the generosity of the peasant woman 

who takes her in. The dishonor she would bring back with her prevents her 

from seeking out her own family, while she is sure to be turned away by Cleon. 

The extent to which woman's identity is determined by the categories of birth 

or marriage militates against any real freedom or possibility of revolt. 

Trapped in the vortex of lies, outwardly she loses more and more of herself, 

until she dies. Yet she never loses her in-born nobility completely, since the 

chatelaine of the castle where she is taken in can recognize this in her, despite 

appearances: "La Dame l'ayant de plus pres regardee, & ayant remarque en 

elle ie ne sCay quoy qui ressentoit son bien, encores que Lydie eust Ie visage 

tout barbouille ... " (1615 HT X 310). Thisje ne sais quoi already speaks 

mysteriously, announcing Lydie's "otherness" to those who can recognize it. 

The narrator intervenes repeatedly to condemn her for not remaining 

constant. But Floridan forgives her for marrying again. Elsewhere in the 

Histoires tragiques we find the same situation: the narrator argues one tack, 

while the reader and some of the characters follow another. 

As in La Celestina, a go-between brings about the downfall of a pair of 

lovers who had various reasons to rejoice in each other and their love, had they 

only had the sangfroid to bring their liaison into the light of day. The fact that 

their relationship is clandestine determines to a great extent the nature of the 

events that follow. Dissimulated from general view, the illegitimate side of 

their relationship is magnified and lends itself to abuse, abuse all the more 

distressing and acute because of its hidden nature. In the absence of 

legitimate and universally recognized regulative mechanisms, the marriage 

between Lydie and Floridan must fail. Clandestine marriage is not a real 
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marriage, condoned and reinforced by society, but rather, a fraud, a type of 

tromperie. Claude Gaultier's Plaidoyer contre un mariage clandestin recalls the 

stringent demands families placed on youth of the time: 

selon Aristote, Ie premier soin de la nature est d'inspirer aux peres 
& meres un esprit de prevoyance pour leurs enfans, de 18. vient 
que leur unique desir, leur soing principal, leur seule pensee, est de 
les etablir par un mariage heureux, & rien ne les offense 
davantage que de leur oster ce choix d'ou depend Ie repos de leur 
famille & Ie bon-heur de toute leur posteriM. (Kibedi Varga 1970 
145) 

Incest 

Based on a contemporary incident (1603), the story entitled Des amours 

incestueuses d 'un frere & d 'une soeur & de leur fin mal-heureuse, & tragique 

(1615 HT V) contains a moving depiction of illicit passion between a young 

brother and sister, and the price they pay for not relinquishing their aberrant 

love. The theme of incest, at once intriguing and revolting, awakens 

uncomfortable emotions within the modern reader. As in other histoires 

tragiques, the role of tromperie is multiple, closely allied to the theme itself, 

while also facilitating the development of the plot at various stages and in 

successive guises. Most basic here is the concept of incest as taboo, as 

transgression against natural law, and the power of love as a decisive 

contributing factor in deceiving the young couple, robbing them of their reason 

and pushing them to extremes. 

In the social context of the early seventeenth century, the sin/crime of 

incest becomes all the more serious given the intensity of the social 

relationships and the fortitude with which people clung to constructs and 

behavior perceived to be legitimate, blessed by church and state. Nor must 
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the idea of prodige be forgotten in considering this tale: like a two-headed calf, 

or darkness at noon, this exemplum holds the average person in suspense as 

she examines it, halfin awe, halfin revulsion. 

Rosset begins the story by emphasizing the extraordinary beauty of the 

young man Lyzaran and the young lady Doralice (" .. .la Nature auoit pris plaisir 

a les former, pour faire voir vn de ses miracles II 1615 HT V 175), and their 

resemblance to each other. They are well-educated, receiving instruction in the 

social arts required of the aristocracy at the time. But even at a young age, 

they show themselves to be very devoted to each other. The narrator 

highlights the fact that they even sleep in the same bed. 

Lyzaran is sent to a College where he stays for four years and, on his 

return for a visit, is already grown. He is sent back, however, so he may be put 

in charge of an abbey. The language Rosset uses to describe the siblings' 

relationship is largely lifted from versions of the roman sentimental: "Ceste 

separatio leur fut si griefue, qu'ils en verserent tous deux mille larmes. Ce 

n'estoient que sanglots, & que souspirs ... " (176). Meanwhile their father 

decides to marry Doralice to a wealthy older man, Timandre. Thus does the 

father inadvertently doom her to the prospect of a long and unhappy future, 

violating the Chain of Being and its natural hierarchy, and setting the stage for 

the drama to come. Lyzaran is called back for the wedding but as soon as she 

sees him Doralice pours out her heart, asking his counsel. He advises patience, 

but connives with their mutual unspoken desire, for at the same time, he says 

that once she is married he will not let her out of his sight, a remark with 

multiple implications. Only shame and fear of discovery restrain them at this 

point. But the future seems brighter for Doralice, thanks to Lyzaran's veiled 
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suggestion, and the middle-aged husband becomes a prop in their tromperie: 

Doralice "ne se soucia gueres plus d'espouser ce vieillard, qui desormais seruira 

de couuerture a ses abominables plaisirs" (180). 

Doralice and Lyzaran consummate their love, taking their pleasure 

often and using the fact that they are brother and sister as a foil. But they 

are eventually caught: "vne seruante les treuua sur Ie faict" (182). Doralice 

beats and dismisses her - the girl would have joined in the masquerade if 

Doralice had consented to be more careful. Now the servant denounces the 

couple to Tim andre , the husband, who dissimulates his hurt, hoping against 

hope that what the maid has said is not true: " ... il dissimula sa iuste douleur, 

espiant en tant de sortes les actions de sa femme, & de son beau frere, qu'il ne 

fut que trop asseure de leurs incestueux deportemens" (183). Timandre forbids 

Lyzaran entry to his home henceforth, still concealing the fact that he knows 

of their illicit love affair. But the husband's deception is answered with his 

wife's own, who feigns innocence and wonders why Lyzaran is not allowed to 

come back. Whereupon he reveals that he knows of her incestuous adultery, 

but will forget all if she mends her ways. In vain: the husband's repeated acts 

of clemency only serve to heighten tension, not to dispell it. 

Not to be long detained, the incestuous lovers begin to communicate 

through clandestine letters. Once they meet again and satisfy their love-lust, 

they decide on a plan of escape. Doralice gathers together her jewels and she 

and Lyzaran fly during the husband's absence. 

Like a sudden death, the disappearance strikes Doralice's family as hard 

as it does Timandre. At the same time, word of their flight circulates through 

the region, creating different versions of the event which attribute their flight 
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here to Timandre's cruelty, there to something even more sinister. Eventually 

they choose to hide in Paris, believing the capital will offer greater anonymity 

than provincial cities. "Opinion qui les reiissit pour quelque temps, mais qui les 

trompe a la fin" (190). One of Timandre's friends recognizes Lyzaran and tells 

him where they live. Timandre then leads a commissaire and his men to the 

couple's quarters; they are arrested and imprisoned. 

Rosset leaves no inkling of doubt - he stops the progress of the narrative 

and announces: "11 falloit que Ie detestable crime qu'ils commettoient deuant 

Dieu, fust publie deuant les hommes par vn chastiment publique & 

exemplaire." It is a crime against God, and they are to be punished in an 

exemplary fashion. The implication, unmistakable yet startling, is that 

siblings elsewhere might also commit this crime; the powers of church and 

state must be invoked to forestall such an occurrence. The young couple are 

condemned to be beheaded, but the execution must wait until Doralice is 

delivered of a daughter, for she is pregnant. The decision is appealed, but the 

Senat - ceste venerable assemblee de gens les plus s9avants, & les plus iustes du 

monde - confirms the sentence. Recourse to a higher authority, the King 

himself, is still possible. But when the King learns what the crime has been, he 

says he cannot pardon it before God because of its gravity. Transgression of 

this taboo is so serious that though no blood was shed, the couple must die. In 

a heroic gesture, Doralice pleads for the life of her brother, saying everything 

was her fault. Her efforts to make herself the scapegoat are nil. Rosset 

underscores the pathos of their execution: he emphasizes the inclusive nature 

of the crowd of spectators at the execution, and provides the reader with the 

young woman's last words, presented as fervent and heartfelt. It is obvious 
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that Rosset's reader was interested in the crowd's reaction - he is careful to 

include it in the retelling of executions.153 Under the circumstances, the 

language used as the brother is led "on stage " is amusingly melodramatic: "Tout 

Ie peuple pleuroit encores a chaudes larmes, quand on fist monter Ie frere sur Ie 

theatre" (197). Lyzaran's soliloquy is as moving as his sister's had been. They 

both face death courageously, almost heroically. Their epitaph is significant 

too. It dissimulates the cause of their death at the same time as it announces 

it: CY GISENT LE FRERE, ET LA SOEVR. PASSANT NE T'INFORME 

POINT DE LA CAVSE DE LEVR MORT, PASSE ET PRIE DIEV POVR 

LEVR AME (1615 HT V 198). The pronouncement is baroque in that it 

forbids, el'ects absence as a presence twice over, and entreats the passerby to 

a meditation on the life to come, Rosset's familiar antithesis followed by 

qualitative transformation. 

The author's preoccupation with twos is particularly evident in this 

story. The fact that the couple consists of a high-born brother and sister 

underscores their sameness at the same time as it signals the fact they are 

two. Rosset implies that both nature and nurture conspired toward their 

sameness. Their "condition", beauty, background all being equal, the sexual 

difference comes to the fore as more than usually significant, since it is the 

only difference between them. This contributes substantially to the interest of 

the story and to the queer fascination incest holds. Their sin was dual: they 

committed both incest and adultery; the reader is treated to a dual scene of 

153 In this case, the executioner's assistant botches part of the ritual by inadvertently 
lUlcovering the leg of the corpse, an affront to modesty. As Rene Girard insists, sacrifice 
implies an involved ritual with numerous specifications which must be followed to the letter. 
The offending boy is kicked off the scaffold. 
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execution. Surprisingly, they are buried side by side - they regain in death what 

they so desperately sought in life: union and escape from the world. 

And if the text frequently reveals dualistic motifs, what happens when 

an interloper interferes is just as significant - for Rosset the number 3 is 

untenable, the third element a powerfully destructive influence on the basic 

dyad. Like an additional ingredient in a chemical formula, it changes the 

nature of each relationship definitively, and of the whole gestalt depicted in the 

story. Timandre, long a potential adversary, is finally forced by events to take 

up this third position. Once the odd man out, he comes to know as much as the 

reader, and more than Doralice or Lyzaran. His is the power to allow things to 

remain as they are, or to precipitate disintegration by simply saying what he 

already knows. The pattern of a dual presence transformed by a third entity 

reappears. For Rosset, two people, the couple, as an institution, would be 

workable were it not for the social nature of the world, wherein interferences 

constantly pummel away at the primordial dyad. When the original two 

perceive and interact with a third, disunion, disintegration and collapse follow. 

The couple cannot survive this onslaught - dissolution of the dyad seems 

inevitable. Humankind is therefore proved naturally inconstant. 

Indeed, the story culminates in an attempt on the part of the couple to 

found a world of their own. Desperately unhappy, they temporarily forge a 

reality second to the one they are imprisoned in, an alternate vision of their 

world at odds with the persons and institutions opposing them. Whereas most 

double vision involves a deception laid over the truth, or embroidered upon it, 

this flight of fancy discloses a yearning for a more complete, more unified 

existence, a life other than the one the couple has been forced to live. But in 
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their desperation, the couple still misjudges the world they leave behind. They 

are caught after all, even amid the supposed anonymity of Paris. Tromperie 

extends then not only to acts perpetrated against others, but even to one's own 

plans and conceptions. Iftromperie is habitually a camouflaging of the truth 

from others by erecting a plausible cover, here it is a failure to foresee an 

imminent reality due to a mistaken notion (i.e. that they will be safe in Paris). 

Instead of exploding outward upon others, tromperie here implodes upon the 

couple. They become the victim of their own designs as identity catches up 

with them. 

From the outside their gesture of evasion may appear to be mere 

rebellion. But it goes farther: ripped from their context, incognito henceforth, 

the lovers found a society, a universe of their own. It is here where Rosset 

most resembles l'Abbe Prevost. The frantic attempt of the incestuous lovers 

to fly to freedom, like that of the lovers in the Constante et desesperee 

resolution ... , though bound to fail, doubles this world with another almost idyllic 

one in the mind, an alternate reality that would even deny nature herself. 

Indeed, tromperie in this story revolves around the "natural." The sight 

of brother and sister wandering arm in arm, sharing observations, would 

appear to be normal. No doubt there resided in the culture itself a degree of 

unspoken or unadmitted ambiguity regarding the familiarity brother and sister 

are allowed, but which lovers must struggle so hard to attain. However, 

dissimulated beneath the seemingly innocuous picture presented here, there 

lies a monstrous passion. The couple's appropriation of Tim andre as a sort of 

insurance against being found out compounds the deception. Who would 

suspect them? They continue to exploit that which appears natural, turning it 
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into tromperie: "Encores qu'on les surprist ensemble couchez sur vn lict, qu'ils 

se baisassent deuant tout Ie monde, & qu'ils s'escartassent dans Ie bois, & en 

des lieux solitaires, qui eut iamais presume vne telle accointance?" (182). 

What from the outside appears to be legitimate, natural and laudable becomes 

a fa~ade, transformed in quality from a natural state or a sacrament to a mere 

pretext. 

The debate over the "natural" is covert but intense throughout the 

story. Early on, Doralice convinces herself to remain chaste, but immediately 

rationalizes her love for her brother as natural. Turning a normally 

conciliatory argument on its head, she declares ilLes hommes ont faict des Loix 

a leurs plaisirs: mais la nature est plus forte que toutes ces considerations. Ie 

la veux suyure, puis qu'elle est une bonne & seure guide de nostre vie" (181). 

The suggestion is troubling - if incest can so easily be rationalized as "natural, II 

then other sins and crimes can too. Or is nature herself trompe use - does 

Doralice mistake her physical passion for her brother as the voice of nature? 

What kind of blind force could this nature be? Certainly dividing the word 

nature from its commonest denotation, forcing it to mean its opposite (contra 

naturam) and exploiting the resultant tension and ambiguity is a mark of 

modernity - it is also a mark of the baroque, even of Rosset's style. Saisselin 

clearly refers to the ambiguity of the term nature when he writes: liTo some it 

was a source of goodness, to others a source of evil"154• He goes on to cite 

Roger de Piles, a late seventeenth-century writer, who sees Nature as 

dichotomous: 

154 Remy G. Saisselin, The Rule of Reason and the Ruses of the Heart (Cleveland: The Press 
of Case Western Reserve University, 1970) 122. 
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La Nature doit etre consideree de deux manieres, ou dans des 
objets particuliers, ou dans des objets en general, et en elle-meme. 
La Nature est ordinairement defectueuse dans les objets 
particuliers, dans la formation desquels elle est (oo.) detournee par 
quelques accidents contre son intention, qui est toujours de faire 
un ouvrage parfait. (Saisselin 124) 

Perfect at the level of generality, but defective at the level of the individual, the 

Nature which inspires Doralice is a puissance trompeuse. The version of 

"nature" at work here is certainly the imperfect one - the nature which 

engenders prodiges. 

Rosset may in fact be inserting here a veiled denunciation of the libertin 

definition of nature. According to Alexandrian, who quotes Fran~ois Garasse, 

"La maxime du libertinage, au debut du XVIle siecle, etait celle-ci: 'II n'y a point 

autre divinite ny puissance souveraine au monde que la N atW'e, laquelle il faut 

contenter en toutes choses, sans rien refuser a nostre corps, ou a nos sens, de 

ce qu'ils desirent de nous en l'exercice de leurs puissances et facultez 

naturelles"'155. The inclusion of the infamous libertin Luciolo Vanini's 

tumultuous career and ignominious end as one of the 1619 Histoires tragiques 

demonstrates Rosset's willingness to openly tackle libertinage, which he 

repeatedly dismisses as diabolical. Besides, nothing fits Rosset's style better 

than to surreptitiously ascribe the sin/crime/taboo of overt incest to the errant 

tenets of the libertins. Rosset seems to imply that negative exempla are 

necessary to bolster society, and his overt mention of libertinage elsewhere 

links freethinking with all manner of decadence, even diabolism. This story of 

the incestuous brother and sister (and the inculpation of nature) is another 

example of moral decay - the threat to civilization is implicit in the growing 

155 Histoire de La Litterature erotique (Paris: Editions Seghers, 1989) 114. 
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collection of the histoires tragiques, explicit in Rosset's questioning of the 

truthfulness of language and Nature herself. 

Indeed, as elsewhere in Rosset, language undergoes both critique and 

collusion. At the same time as he admits the power and social determinism 

inherent in language - la parole - he recognizes its pitfalls: distortions, 

falsehoods, double entendres, ambivalence creep in. The couple and their 

defiant acts are effectively re-created. Through retelling, the story takes on a 

life of its own, though with blurred contours. The couple's identity is altered, 

not just by gossiping neighbors but in a more profound sense by the choices 

they have made. 

Given the social context of the time, the hierarchy upheld by church and 

state, the couple, having subtracted themselves from society by their sin and 

by their flight, roam free in a sort of limbo. As the lovers fall into error, they 

manifest their errancy, wandering farther and farther astray, literally and 

figuratively, masquerading first beneath the familial facade, then beneath the 

appearance of a married couple: "Tandis que les choses passent de la sorte, ces 

incestueux adulteres vont par les villes & par les Prouinces de France sans 

estre cogneus de personne" (189). Not unlike Lydie, who wanders from castle 

to castle begging, bereft of name and status, the incestuous couple lose their 

old identity. Without extemallegitimation, they are doomed to fail in their vain 

pursuit. 

The perverse chain of events related in this story was unwittingly 

encouraged by the couple's father, who insisted on marrying Doralice to "vn 

gentil-homme son voisin, fort riche, mais desia grison." The young woman has 

thus been barred from aspiring toward what befitted her, toward what she 
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might lightfully expect. This too is a transgression £i'om Rosset's point of view, 

and calls forth nearly a page of reproach against the custom of marrying young 

people against their will, a surplising glint of apparent liberalism in an 

otherwise impregnable edifice of traditional phallocentlism. 

Spurned by the world, and destined for a miserable mamage, Doralice 

turns to her brother. Her natural inclination now becomes a sort of inversion. 

In loving each other carnally, they deceive the institutions nature has 

bequeathed us. Rosset's baroque taste relishes the resonance in the mind and 

feelings of the thought of the brother and sister loving each other. By this 

doubling of the single, or unifying of the double, the couple becomes monstrous, 

aprodige. In their attempt to fool the world and set up their own rebellious 

existence, they revert to tromperie of valious sorts, from the consciously 

tactical to the most basic and ideological. 

Homosexual Rape 

Startling in its apparent modernity, one might even say in its 

contemporaneity, but fully typical of the classical peliod in its outcome, is the 

story entitled De l'abominable peche que commit un Cheualier de Malte, assiste 

d 'un Moine, & de la punition qui s 'en ensuiuit. Not only does it concern what 

we in the twentieth century call homosexuality, but it deals with rape as well. 

The fact that a Knight Hospitaler and a monk conspire to do this deed of course 

compounds the clime. Further, it is no doubt significant that this is the only 

(\ne of Rosset's 29 stolies to bear a title containing the word punition. There 

are tristes accidents and numerous examples of fin pitoyable, lamentable or 

malheureuse. But here Rosset specifically mentions the sanction exacted of 
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the sinner by society. And in the seventeenth century, as before and even 

after, the punishment for sodomy in France was burning at the stake, unless 

one was of high condition or had influential friends. Maurice Lever mentions 

"l'amalgame medieval entre heresie et sodomie" (1985 114). This association 

is a common one during the period, though for the privileged, one might still 

indulge le beau vice with impunity: 

De tous les craquements de la Renaissance la liberation de 
l'homosexualite - ou plus exactement de la bissexualite - constitue 
l'un des acquis les plus spectaculaires. Mais il n'aura profite 
qu'aux elites... A me sure que 1'0n s'enfonce dans les profondeurs 
du corps social, la repression montre a nouveau son hideux visage. 
(87) 

Rosset's deference to condition is voiced as the story begins. The main 

character, though a foreigner - a Pole - is a noble. Therefore the narrator 

reiterates his decision to conceal the man's identity behind a Greek-sounding 

pseudonym. The young Polish nobleman Eranthe decides to go to Italy to see 

for himself the ruins of ancient Rome, as well as to "apprendre toutes sortes 

d'exercices vertueux," an ambition soon rendered deeply ironic by the course of 

events. He and his retinue arrive in Florence, where the Grand Duke 

entertains him. Rosset's conventional description is emphatic in pointing out 

the young Pole's extreme good looks: "Sa beaute ... estoit telle qu'il estoit 

impossible d'en treuuer en vn homme de pareille au monde" [364]. Eranthe 

soon makes the acquaintance of a young Florentine girl called Virginie, a name 

later tinged with symbolic and ironic overtones. Though the mores of Italy 

restrict their contacts, Eranthe still shows his interest in the girl through 

letters, serenades and harmless amusements. But his guardian, invoking the 

Pole's honor, urges him to make his way on to Rome, his Oliginal destination. 
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The prospect ofleaving Virginie behind so distresses him that he falls ill with a 

fever and stops at an inn midway between Florence and Rome. Here he meets 

up with Flaminio (again a pseudonym, chosen out of respect for "l'illustre 

famille dont il est issu"), the Hospitaler, who is immediately smitten with 

Eranthe. The "sin that dare not speak its name" goes nameless here as well, 

interestingly enough, as Rosset, relying largely on the context, simply calls it 

"Ie maudit & execrable amour." The use of the definite article in this case 

underscores the fact that there is only one such love, that this type of love is 

special, an aberrant form. At the same time, designating it with "Ie" indicates 

that Rasset believes he has said enough to communicate his meaning to the 

reader. His preclassicism eschews specifics whenever possible. One might 

also maintain that Rosset here (as elsewhere with other sins and vices) 

fabricates a consumable but stereotyped image of the most negative aspects 

of homosexual love, an image prepared for consumption by officialdom, or by 

those readers most swayed by official pronouncements on such matters. In 

other words, Rosset placates the powers-that-be - he must emerge inviolate. 

He constructs the most obvious, despicable image of homosexuality possible, 

baptizes it with the terms "maudit et execrable amour," pushes it to the 

extreme, and washes his hands of it. The fact that certain of his 

contemporaries might be rumored to partake of this "execrable amour" is 

another story. Here the familiar motif of (dis)simulation reappears. What one 

offers up for public consumption, especially in print, is not necessarily what 

one goes by, let alone what one believes. The word leads a life of its own. 

In the archeology of homosexuality, particularly during the Renaissance, 

one might expect or wish it to be more personalized, but Rosset specifically 
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points out that Flaminio had stopped by Florence to "cruise": "Ceste 

abominable passion l'auoit arreste quelque temps a Florence pour veoir si 

l'occasion s'offriroit, a tel prix que ce fust, d'accomplir ses desirs:mais voyant 

qu'il tentoit vne chose impossible, il auoit resolu d'en laisser la poursuitte" 

(367).156 Having already noticed Eranthe in Florence, Flaminio conceives a 

scheme "autant subtile pour l'imaginatio, que maudite pour l'executio." This is 

the first important appearance of tromperie in the story. He pretends never to 

have seen Eranthe, but, as if "doing his homework" in order to better realize his 

plan, he approaches Eranthe's domestics and quizzes them about his family 

members in Poland, their names and rank. He even takes notes. Flaminio 

then follows the young Pole to Rome. There, Eranthe frequents the Academies, 

where he is well received. Flaminio meanwhile contemplates possible means of 

having his way with Eranthe. He eventually abandons his plan, bent on going 

back to Naples, where he is from. The narrator now returns to Eranthe's 

romance with Virginie, summarizing and commenting on their correspondence, 

though he does not interrupt the sleek plot line to quote entire letters, as he 

sometimes does elsewhere. Rosset cradles his reader safely in the reassuring 

tones of lovers' laments and oaths of amorous allegiance, the stock-in-trade of 

the roman sentimental~ partly to heighten the shocking effect of the events to 

follow, partly to placate a type of reader for whom this sort of "romantic" 

material was particularly appealing. 

156 Rosset's phraseology tends so toward the abstract that we are not allowed to make at 
least two interesting inferences about the homosexual culture of the time that might still be 
implicit in the text: 1) that male prostitution was at least a possibility ("Ii tel prix que ce 
fust" - is this expression to be taken figuratively?); 2) that even during this period males 
interested in other males frequented certain areas in cities - Eranthe simply didn't know 
where to go. But Rosset's unyielding pre classical idiom forbids any such specific conclusions. 
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Eranthe arrives in Naples during a sort of carnival. Since everyone in 

the city happens to be in the streets (again the entire population is present 

and participates in the event), Flaminio runs into him. As Eranthe passes by, 

Flaminio accosts him, embraces him as if he were his intimate friend, and 

immediately puts what he knows about him to use. He leads Eranthe to 

believe that he has been in Poland, that he has known his uncle and was on 

very good terms with him. He uses the names he learned from Eranthe's 

servant just days earlier, and puts everything in his possession at Eranthe's 

disposal. Under the circumstances, since both are aristocrats, Eranthe must 

reciprocate, and offers "tout ce qui dependoit de luy". Flaminio then insists 

that Eranthe stay with him as long as he is in Naples. He makes a great show 

of entertaining Eranthe so that he will not suspect anything unusual. This is 

the second phase of the tromperie. First deceptive language, then misleading 

generosity. 

While involved in winning Eranthe's confidence, Flaminio has met a 

monk who lives in an isolated monastery. The monk shares Flaminio's 

predilection for his own sex. Together they conceive a plan whereby Flaminio 

will bring Eranthe to the monk's cell, and that there Flaminio "receura de luy 

tout ce qu'il desire, soit de gre, soit de force." The irony of using a monk's cell for 

such an act is not lost on the narrator, who protests: "Ha! pestes abominables, 

qui faictes seruir a vostre horrible impudicite, vn lieu destine pour Ie ieusne, 

pour la pudicite, & pour l'Ol·aison ... " (372-373). On one of his excursions with 

Eranthe, Flaminio pretends to have an errand at the monastery. Rosset 

quickly heightens the level of tromperie. Flaminio makes a show of asking 

Eranthe's permission to stop the coach and go inside. Eranthe takes the bait, 
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and offers to go in with Flaminio, who refuses his offer, "auec vn reffus qui l'y 

conuioit, plustost qu'il ne l'en destournoit." As in other stories, the trompeur is 

so skillful that he actually elicits what he wants from the victim himself, as ifit 

freely originated with the latter. In this case, Eranthe volunteers to go in and 

see the monk, insisting over Flaminio's feigned protests to the contrary. The 

setting is just as deceptive, for the monk has prepared a meal; he takes the 

visitors' capes and swords, sets them aside, and offers them wine. Under the 

guise of hospitality, Eranthe is disarmed, both figuratively and literally. 

Flaminio now pulls out a pistol, puts it to Eranthe's head and levels with him: 

either he lets him have his way, or he is a dead man. Meanwhile, the monk 

grabs one of the swords and threatens Eranthe as well. In a true dilemma, 

Eranthe cannot decide what to do. Becoming impatient, the monk and 

Flaminio both employ feints to force Eranthe to make up his mind. Flaminio 

even swears to be his lifelong friend if he grants his wish. The fear of death 

forces Eranthe to yield to their demands, whereupon both Flaminio and the 

monk slake their lustful desires. We now learn that Flaminio and the monk are 

determined to kill their victim in order to hide their crime. But Eranthe, once 

the "belle besogne" is done, through trickery of his own, leaps to embrace the 

Hospitaler, saying he has found his love-making so sweet that he wishes to be 

his lover. Despite the trauma of what he has gone through, Eranthe is able to 

erect a wall of words and caresses that forestall the others' plans: 

Ie s!;ay bien ce que vous auez exerce sur moy ne procede que de la 
grande amour que vous me portez. Mais si vous m'aymez, croyez 
que ie vous ayme encores plus. Telles & semblables paroles, 
douces & flatteuses, ioinctes a tant de caresses, eurent ce pouuoir 
que d'empescher la resolution qu'ils auoyent prise de l'enuoyer en 
l'autre monde. (1615 HT XIII 376) 
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He is spared. At nightfall, Flaminio and Eranthe return home, but Eranthe, 

through a ruse, is able to escape, hire a horse and ride all the way to Rome by 

the next morning. Rosset's fleet narrative now places us before Pope Clement 

VIII. Eranthe breaks into a papal audience. The Pope notices him and allows 

him to approach, but Eranthe says he cannot bring himself to tell His Holiness 

the nature of his complaint. Through a Vatican official, he communicates the 

specifics of the crime to the Pope. The Pope has a Provost arrest both 

Flaminio and the monk, with the help of the the Viceroy's forces. At first, the 

Viceroy protests Flaminio's arrest, since he comes from a noble family. But 

Rosset invokes the will of the people: "mais Ie peuple crioit qu'on ne deuoit point 

laisser telles meschancetez impunies." Knowledge of the crime has circulated 

throughout the city, even beyond. Flaminio the Knight Hospitaler is 

condemned to be beheaded and burned; the monk to be hanged, strangled and 

burned. These penalties were merciful: in France they might have been burned 

at the stake alive. The Viceroy repeatedly tries to intercede for Flaminio, but 

is unable to shake the Pope's determination: if the Holy Father were to save 

him, "Dieu qui peut seul iuger de ses actions, luy en feroit vn iour rendre conte. II 

Rosset describes Eranthe's emotional and moral state at some length: he 

blames himself for having given in to a dishonorable act rather than accepting 

his mortality and dying to preserve his honor. As a consequence of the act of 

which he partook, however unwillingly, Eranthe is no longer able to face life in 

society. He disappears, professedly to do penance lien quelque pays desert." 

Almost as a mirror image, Virginie, apprised of the Story ("I'Histoire" - the word 

is capitalized in the text), would have committed suicide had it not been for her 
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immortal soul. She too enters a convent, vne austere Religion, where she dies 

after only two years. 

Perhaps the most striking aspect of this story is the number of 

transgressions that Rosset has been able to charge it with. Like incest, 

homosexuality involves a doubling-over upon itself of one of the categories of 

human existence; in a case where institutionalized difference is obligatory, a 

"difference" which rationalizes and contains all levels of being within a single 

system, preferring sameness becomes a sin for the religion, a taboo for the 

society. From the point of view of medieval and Renaissance Christian 

theology, of course, the primary transgression in this story is that of the "sin 

against nature." All creatures in God's plan have an end to which they are 

created, a sort of matrix to which they must conform, physically, morally, 

psychologically, etc. As mentioned above, Rosset designates this sin without 

actually giving it a name. In a way, it does not exist; it cannot exist: it is 

infertile, unimaginable and unspeakable. It is gender denying itself. 

In fact, from an orthodox point of view, desiring and performing a sexual 

act with a member of the same sex must involve tromperie of some kind -

treating the body of the male as a female body fools Nature herself. This line of 

thinking was of course an official standpoint, implicit in Augustine, explicit in 

Aquinas and others. The fact that Eranthe goes directly to the Pope himself 

just hours after the act points up the fact that the infraction is primarily 

religious, at least within the story. 

However, a number of other transgressions are involved as well. For one 

thing, Flaminio abuses the code of honor of the nobility in tricking Eranthe into 

staying with him, then finally raping him. As has been seen elsewhere in this 
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study, the aristocracy adhered to a rather strict set of guidelines for behavior 

in many situations. The fact that Eranthe is a Pole, therefore a foreigner, yet 

still an aristocrat, makes the story all the more pathetique within its historical 

context. An aristocrat who offers hospitality to another must offer it sincerely 

and not expect anything in return. Duels are merely the occasional negative 

mirror-image of the hospitatility and bon ton customarily extended to equals by 

the well-mannered alistocrat, soon to be known as the honnete homme. By 

providing a service or doing a favor for a fellow noble, especially one in need, the 

aristocrat is able to enhance his own gloire while at the same time displaying 

his largess. This set of expectations, of precepts, dictated a nobleman's 

behavior to some extent. For these reasons, Flaminio's befriending of Eranthe, 

indeed his making Eranthe beholden unto him, is as outrageous as the actual 

rape. By offering him the semblance of generous hospitality and personable 

care, Flaminio disarms the young, unsuspecting Eranthe, effectively 

neutralizing any resistance he might offer. The fact that Flaminio is not only 

born an aristocrat, but belongs to the Knights of Malta, the "Hospitalers," 

makes his affront all the more despicable. 

Thirdly, of course, and certainly not less important than the issues of 

gender and class which we have examined, is the personification of religion in 

the story. The monk is never mentioned by name, and perhaps for good 

reason. Rosset's continual repetition of the word moine hammers away at the 

irony implicit here. But further, we only know the monk as a traitorous sinner. 

His living in the convent, in a cell, even his habit, are purely masquerade. 

Dissmulated beneath the appurtenances of this apparently routine life lies the 

unexpected truth - as an accomplice in the crime, the monk is as great a sinner 
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as Flaminio. Rosset even makes token mention of Sathan, though this aspect 

of the story is not developed further. Thus the rape of Eranthe is not just a 

crime against nature, but a crime against the Christian religion. The monk's 

cell is desecrated by serving as theater for the crime. This story rejoins the 

many literary examples of the most basic of Rosset's conceptual dualities: an 

unremarkable exterior fully consonant with cultural expectations versus, on the 

inside, a subjective motive quite at odds with the exterior, in this case, a sordid, 

obsessive, sinful lust lurking like a serpent in the dark. The monk's 

appearance here, the desecration of his cell and by extension that of the whole 

monastery, the nature of his complicity with the Hospitaler, even the 

atmosphere of the story, call to mind certain literary productions of nearly two 

centuries later, e.g. Diderot's La Religieuse, the works of Sade, and the British 

Gothic novel. 

Rosset's habitual preoccupation with twos also surfaces in this story. 

While in many of the Histoires tragiques, an extraneous subject transforms and 

eventually destroys the original loving couple, here, the (heterosexual) couple is 

never realized fully, while the primary act of destruction is performed by a pair 

of perpetrators, linked through complicity in crime. The monk is not just a 

henchman or hireling here - he participates actively in the rape, both in the 

violence, and in the sexual act. As a result, the potential pairing of Eranthe 

and Virginie is obviated by the infernal deed of Flaminio and the monk. The 

dynamics involved here are fully typical of Rosset as storyteller. 

What distinguishes this particular story is Eranthe's ability to seize the 

initiative from his abusers and create an even more ingenious ploy by 

pretending to have liked the sexual act he was subjected to, a case of trompeur 
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trompe. His actions begin to mirror Flaminio's, though there is a difference in 

nature: Flaminio has been able to contemplate and prepare his tromperie over 

time, while Eranthe, under the gun quite literally, and desperate to save his life, 

proves himself as adroit as Flaminio in improvising his defense on the spur of 

the moment. This counter-tromperie serves esthetically as a response to 

Flaminio's own odious plot, and ultimately a negation of it. Rosset's familiar 

habit of overlaying one entity with its contrary - or its mirror-image - never 

quite wipes both away, however. There is a third, ambiguous state which 

survives, partaking of both, yet also partaking of the partial negation of both. 

As is seen in the conclusion of the story, merely escaping from Flaminio intact 

does not restore Eranthe's honor, nor his vitality. In fact, there is no way to 

restore his honor. Despite the success of his ad hoc strategem, Eranthe is 

doomed to a sort of mutant half-life, cut off from human society. Without his 

honor and former standing, he has in effect lost his identity. He is now a double 

of himself - a survivor physically, but dishonored morally. The tromperie he 

used to save his life exacts perpetual moral extortion. Eranthe quite literally 

can no longer live with himselfin any productive or normal way. Intolerable to 

himself because of the ambivalence he carries with him, he disappears, broken, 

dishonored, undone. Dis-union, dis-appointment, lack of atonement: the 

microcosm of his life cannot recover from the triple transgression. 

Virginie, without her partner, is also miserable, a second victim of the 

violation. Craving death, she too must retreat from the world. Oddly 

suggestive of the end of La Princesse de Cleves, the prototypical solution of 

retreat imposes itself on these souls estranged from wholeness. The 

despicable act eliminates the possibility of a "normal" life, ironically provokes 
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the monastic instinct. Sodomy sets in motion a contest of imperatives and 

prohibitions. Virtue once defiled cannot be made whole again, at least not on 

the individual level. Death, the greater sin if snatched from Heaven, must 

wait. Retreat and expiation offer an endless road to reconciliation, likely 

unattainable in this life. 

Eranthe, like the Prince sse de Cleves, behaved in a manner that did not 

square with expectations, certainly not with his own expectations. The 

construct of the courtier current in early 17th century French society (for 

Eranthe is Polish in name alone) did not accommodate this double detour of 

saving himself once by giving in to the malicious clerics and then pretending to 

like what he had been through to again save himself. Like a victim of a 

twentieth-century kidnapping, Eranthe has come close to his kidnappers, too 

close to feel whole any longer. We are here but a step from asserting that 

feigning too long and too accurately works indelible changes, that our being 

fluctuates according to the circumstances we find ourselves in, that by 

feigning a thing, we may become it. This is, after all, a wholly baroque 

perception, yet is also reminiscent of certain contemporary concerns. But 

what is even worse for Eranthe than his own personal interpretation of his 

actions is the fact that word of his ordeal has gotten out and circulated 

throughout the country. Again typical of certain seventeenth-century 

preoccupations and of Rosset's familiar obsessions, the primacy of the word 

intervenes. Concern with reputation and gossip-mongering is merely a 

symptom of the belief that a person is what others say (s)he is. As elsewhere 

in Rosset, a linguistic version of events moves out of control, an identity that 

others create as they reproduce it, by the telling. What, after all, could 
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Eranthe do, but go into hiding? That which remains behind must be henceforth 

dissimulated. 

Just as the Princess of Cleves' avowal of her potentially adulterous love 

did not fit the schemata of the time - as if simply speaking of her love realized 

it - so did Eranthe's pretended embracing of the homosexual act, though done 

out of desperation, somehow call his whole identity into question. 

It may not be going too far to say that the existence of this story and 

the natw'e of its denouement have two not immediately obvious implications: 1) 

Rosset is straining desperately to create a negative exemplum meant to 

reaffirm and reinforce "legitimate II sexuality. And if that "legitimate" sexual 

expression needs such reinforcing, the exemplum testifies (although in a 

negative way) to the possible existence of an alternative way of thinking and 

acting, if not to say "alternative life style. II The stridency of Rosset's asides 

and apostrophes here, the intransigency of tone speak as much through what 

is not said as through what is. It is so like a cautionary tale, after all. The 

perceived existence of something creates a striving toward the affirmation of 

its opposite. 2) To carry this line of thinking even further, the fact of the 

existence of this story, alongside the stories of heterosexual adultery, patricide 

and other excessive examples of individuals yielding to passions of various kinds, 

at least theoretically allows for the existence of a legitimate homosexuality 

that would no doubt express itself quite differently. Just as his star-crossed 

and murderous lovers are virtual negative shadows of legitimate love 

relationships, so too this foul violation may mutely testify to a possible loving 

relationship between two members of the same sex. This would likely not have 

been a conscious intention on Rosset's part, but his period in history certainly 
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serves, as much as or even more than others, as evidence of the fact that we 

humans are not always in control of our beliefs or creations. 

Despite the sordid nature of the crime involved, Rosset again provides 

the story an air of the roman sentimental. Encased in this truncated love 

story, the brutal sexual act contrasts oddly, obviously and perhaps fruitfully, in 

terms of the writer's satisfying the reader's secretly prurient expectations. 

The heart of the story is bound to keep readers motivated. While the forlorn 

ending, forbidding reconciliation for Eranthe and Virginie, sets the couple off, 

cameo-like, facing opposite directions in their separate solitudes, the author 

intervenes succinctly: "Dieu nous y [au Ciel] vueille receuoir vn iour par sa 

misericorde" - a final verbal gesture ostensibly crafted to inspire piety and 

faith, intimating atonement beyond the scope of man's understanding. 

Raping the Body Politic 

Rosset is capable of raising his sights to a more epic level, even within 

the confines of the histoire tragique, which, as has been seen, generally 

originates in a domestic setting and concerns a pair of lovers or a love triangle. 

In this case, it is the body politic of a whole society which is overtly threatened. 

A Venetian nobleman, Baiamont Tiepoli (or Tiepolo), through a well-planned 

and carefully concealed ruse which only attains its full fruition over a period of 

years, undertakes to bring down the ruling house of Venice during the St. Vito's 

day festivities. Though Rosset assures us elsewhere that the fait divers he 

uses as the basis for his Histoires tragiques are not more than 20 years old, the 

historical Tiepolo lived about 300 years before Rosset's story was written. The 

plot to overthrow the Doge of Venice in fact came to fruition in 1310. And 
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according to recent sources157, Tiepolo survived some 18 years after the failure 

of his plot, whereas in Rosset's version, he is put to death and his body 

desecrated, not an unusual fate in the Rossetian world. Though Rosset is 

probably relying on an unknown Italian version of the incident, his mark is 

unmistakable, thematically, linguistically and in the construction of the story. 

Tromperie suddenly graduates from the realm of the billet doux and the back 

alley to the corridors of power. And Tiepoli's plot is no mere impulse, but is 

intricately planned and prepared for. It is significant that Rosset has chosen a 

foreign anecdote to illustrate this most sensitive of topics, conspiracy against 

the ruler. No doubt the recent Civil Wars might have furnished numerous local 

anecdotes, but politically Rosset was better off not to touch them. In fact, a 

similar theme is taken up in the 1619 recounting of the demise ofConcini and 

his wife [L 'histoire de Dragontine}, but only in an atmosphere of almost 

universal revulsion at what had taken place. Here, the wealthy but restless 

young Tiepoli, a malcontent who chafes at the idea of having to restrain his 

affiuent lifestyle (certain Venetian ordinances forbade spending more than a 

specific amount each year, according to Rosset), decides to overthrow the 

ruling Duke, one in a long line of hereditary rulers. He approaches certain of 

the citizenry, gains their confidence, and gets them to swear to defend him 

against a supposed enemy, a Roman nobleman, who threatens to come attack 

Tiepoli armed, accompanied, and in disguise. Though not everyone agrees to 

help him, many do; these cohorts Tiepoli then swears to secrecy. Thus the plot 

is both based on a fabrication (tromperie) - Tiepoli has no such Roman enemy-

157 e.g. "Tiepolo, Baiamonte," Enciclopedia ltaliana, 1950 ed. 
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and kept under wra.ps (dissimulation). Cleverly, Tiepoli tells the men who have 

sworn to help him not to mention the plot for fear the Duke might think some 

conspiracy against the State is afoot. As elsewhere in Rosset, suspicion is 

checked by making light of the very cause which should most arouse that 

same suspicion! Not only does Tiepoli have arms delivered to his conspirators, 

but he lavishes money upon them as well. "Ceste coniuration fut si bien faicte 

& si couuerte que iamais vn voisin ne reuela it son voisin l'entreprise, pensant 

tousiours estre tout seul..." (385). 

The power of the word imposes itself once more: the conspirators are to 

take up arms when they hear the cry "Tiepoli, Tiepoli." His cunning only 

becomes known in stages. Tiepoli now reveals to his intimates that he will 

incite the people to sedition by promising them liberty and freedom from taxes. 

The uprising is to take place the same day as a festival honoring St. Vito, when 

all the city's nobles and officials will be parading through the city in great 

pomp. Despite the passage of several years, Tiepoli is able to rally his 

conspirators at a banquet during which he delivers a speech vilifYing the Duke 

and other high-placed nobles. Depicting himself as a reformer, Tiepoli in fact 

causes his guests, some of whom have drunk too much, to urge him to 

overthrow the "unjust" rulers. Encouraging his followers to think that they 

have come up with the idea (by now a familiar ploy in the Rossetian context of 

seduction and subterfuge), Tiepoli obligingly agrees to lead the conspiracy, only 

after feigning hesitation: " ... voyant puis apres comme on Ie pressoit de Ie 

faire, illeur dit en fin, que s'ils vouloient l'assister, Ie moyen estoit tout ouuert 

pour venir it bout de ceste entreprise" (388). (We recall Flaminio's tactics in 

the preceding story.) Only at this point does Tiepoli suggest the extent of his 
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machinations: he declares that he can marshall four or five thousand armed 

followers! His initial ruse, that of getting individuals to swear to help protect 

him from the pretended Roman enemy, is now compounded with the new, more 

elegant deception: he is to be swept to power by the downtrodden population 

struggling to free itself from unjust tyranny. As an added tid-bit, he promises 

his conspirators the spoils of the wealthiest houses of Venice. Far from being a 

mere tactical manoeuvre, Tiepoli's elaborate tromperie has become a veritable 

work of art. Through well-placed comments, bribes, presents, banquets and 

promises, Tiepoli constructs an image of himself opposite to the selfish, 

ambitious one the reader knows. Though the exaggerated time-span might be 

expected to work to his disadvantage (Rosset mentions the passage of nine 

years), the opposite is the case - the unspoken readiness to assist him has 

become second nature, and in a moment of perceived crisis, he can rally more 

followers than anyone would believe possible. Tiepoli now sets forth the details 

of the plot - who is to position himself where, etc. - so as to blanket the entire 

city and block the procession. 

Heaven intervenes, however, and on the day of the festivities a thick, 

dark fog descends over the city and causes the Duke to delay the procession. 

But the conspirators proceed with their original plans and assemble at the 

designated intersections throughout the city; some raise the cry of "Tiepoli, 

Tiepoli!" which brings forth the armed legions involved in the uprising. Seeing 

his followers thus assembled, Tiepoli delivers a speech which is a lie from 

beginning to end: calling the legitimate regime "vne iniuste tyrannie," he 

invokes the inhabitants' Roman past and appeals to their sense of generosite, 

urging them on to memorable deeds. The fact that his speech, eloquent and 
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persuasive, is pure deception, the fact that Tiepoli so successfully simulates a 

well-meaning and heroic leader, again edges Rosset dangerously close to the 

precipice yawning beyond the simulacrum. There may also be heard here an 

unspoken but understood critique of all political leaders, however legitimate 

they may be. If one so tainted as Baiamont Tiepoli can be so convincing, 

conversely, the fully legitimate can also be questioned as to substance. Or, 

carrying the image even further, it is possible to see in the eloquent and 

impassioned Baiamont Tiepoli as we meet him through his speech, a figure 

which Rosset mayor may not have consciously invested with symbolic 

meaning, but who, like the swan/crow (dis)simulation in the poetry, suggests a 

representation of the writer himself, dealing in language, creating a convincing, 

congruous, consistent, even artful semblance of a plausible reality possessing 

a certain goal, tailored to a particular situation, a work-in-words that is 

nevertheless a figment. Tiepoli's speech portrays, but it does not 

communicate, rather it mis-communicates. It offers up a heroic image behind 

which smirks a selfish motive. Rosset's cynicism is indeed devastating, for his 

most creative characters are in fact the most selfish, the most sinful, the most 

cruel; these are the ones we get to know best, at least in the Histoires 

tragiques. While the minor characters are mere ciphers, the major characters 

are heroic in a nihilistic way, creative in their destructiveness. To achieve their 

evil ends, they employ various levels of tromperie, the most sophisticated of 

which are realized through language. Tromperie thus becomes a paradigm for 

all linguistic creations, for sermons, for fiction, for poetry, for art itself. Like 

Tiepoli, Rosset offers a work to the world, a work of words, pretending to truth, 

_._------ -----
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to beauty, to the betterment of humankind, but whose ulterior motive is to 

further his own cause and to publish his name in the world. 

In this case, as sometimes happens in the Histoires tragiques, there is a 

deus ex machina. The supernatural storm which emerges from the fog 

blanketing Venice spells doom for Tiepoli's elaborate plot and reassures the 

reader that Heaven watches over legitimate powers and dominions. "Tiepoli fit 

ce iour 18. Ie deuoir d'vn vaillant homme: mais sa valeur fut surmontee par Ie 

bon droit" (395). Instead of an easy victory, Tiepoli's men encounter strong 

opposition by the Duke's forces. Both sides are decimated, but the Duke 

eventually gets the upper hand. Tiepoli is in retreat when he turns and rallies 

his forces. A poor widow in an upper-storey building, wondering what the noise 

is, leans out the window and accidently bumps a large flowerpot which falls and 

strikes Tiepoli on the head, killing him straightaway. Seeing their leader struck 

down, the other plotters flee. Tiepoli is hanged, and his body dragged through 

the city and thrown into the sea. After having the ring leaders executed, the 

Duke shows his clemency by pardoning the remaining conspirators, most of 

whom are commoners. This wins their favor, and rallies them to the Duke's 

cause. Meanwhile the simple woman who inadvertently killed Tiepoli by 

knocking over the flowerpot is generously rewarded monetarily, and her 

children and their heirs are made nobility. The procession honoring St. Vito is 

now to include a visit to the site where Tiepoli was killed. But at the same 

time, since Rosset cannot relinquish the opposite side of any duality, he 

enumerates the fate of Tiepoli's house, family and coat-of-arms. In a morbid 

touch, Tiepoli's house is razed and a slaughter-house erected in its place to 

commemorate the bloody uprising. The exact converse of the widow's elevation 
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befalls Tiepoli's descendants: they are made commoners and their coat-of-arms 

is changed to depict a silver scorpion's tail on a bloody field. Rosset states that 

the blood signifies the violence which the usurper tried to use to attain power, 

while the silver denotes the bribery which corrupted the people. The scorpion's 

sting represents Tiepoli's poison, which only appeared through his actions (the 

poison is after all hidden in the tail). In a final, lyric outburst, Rosset addresses 

the Guardian Angel of France, asking for union and peace during the Regency 

and under the young Louis XIII. 

The relationship between tromperie and transgression is quite 

straightforward in this story. From a theological point of view, Tiepoli deceives 

himself first and foremost by giving in to the prideful and ambitious desire to 

overthrow the legitimate ruler of Venice. His own private passion blinds him to 

the obvious - his overstepping his bounds, his attempt to create an alternate 

reality is bound to create far-reaching chaos. Like two propositions of an 

antithesis superimposed one over the other, the two versions of Venice must 

collide and interpenetrate, causing mutual damage. But as in a parable 

demonstrating the contagious nature of sin, Tiepoli carries others with him, 

tricking his unknowing henchmen into doing his bidding. Like a net spread 

throughout the city and suddenly lifted, portions of the former, legitimate 

Venice literally undergo metamorphosis and rise up to ensnare elements of 

the unsuspecting legitimate order. It is difficult, given the extent of the plot 

and its ramifications, to accept Rosset's explanation for Tiepoli's original revolt: 

he chafes at the thrift imposed by the ordinance forbidding extravagant 

spending. But it does point Tiepoli in another dissolute direction: profligacy is 

also a sin. And the fact that Tiepoli has inherited a fortune, is well-educated 
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and well-endowed by Nature ("accomply en rares dons de Nature" 383) are still 

other reasons for him to be content with his lot within the traditional 

hierarchy. Profligacy, pride, and ambition overtake Tiepoli, blinding him to that 

which he should accept, appreciate and serve. 

The extent to which tromp erie expresses itself through language is 

particularly striking in this story. In case after case, Tiepoli substitutes a 

linguistic construct of his own - a fabrication possessed of verisimilitude - for a 

truthful version of reality. He repeatedly plays upon the expectations of his 

audience/interlocutor (though the reader is privy to this game). He squares the 

power of the word by forbidding his victims to speak about what they are 

sworn to do. By its perceived absence - silence - the word understood and given 

attains even greater power. Tiepoli is like a theatrical director, never divulging 

his ultimate goal, but assuring his actors of the extent and nature of their roles, 

giving them only a part of the total picture, waiting for the last moment to 

bring things to a formidable finale, a tutti in which all participate while none but 

Tiepoli realizes the lie that he is attempting to force on them. 

Delirious duality: when the crucial moment comes, Tiepoli delivers a 

rallying speech to his followers which, term for term, proposition by 

proposition, figure after figure, is a precise negative parody of the truth. And 

his performance is so successful that no one suspects. He brazenly asserts: 

Ce n'est pas Ie desir de vengeance ou d'acquerir queIque puissance 
sur vous qui m'a conuie a vous faire prendre les armes. Crest 
plustost vne enuie de vous veoir affranchis de tant d'imposition, 
dont vous estes surchargez, & que vous recouuriez vostre liberte. 
Souffrirez vous tousiours qu'vne iniuste tyrannie, sous pretexte 
d'equitable Seigneurie, vous foule aux pieds, & vous rende plus 
esclaues que les bestes brutes? (393) 
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Each statement here is the opposite of the truth. The frightful nature of this 

exemplum is driven home through the depiction of the thousands of unwitting 

commoners ready to do Tiepoli's bidding. 

Rosset constructs a parable, certainly relevant to the years preceding 

Henri IV's accession in France, also to those immediately following his 

assassination. But he dare not speak too forthrightly - secreted deep within 

this story are lessons learned during the Religious Wars, lessons nearly 

forgotten but brought home again during Marie de Medici's tenuous Regency. 

Contemporary reality lies dissimulated beneath the subterfuge of a foreign, 

even exotic anecdote. 

Somewhat more forthright however, is the assertion of a link between 

Heaven and earth, which first appears here in the guise of the dark fog and 

supernatural storm, and again in the seemingly fortuitous (but actually 

momentous) elimination of Tiepoli. Rosset again posits that most basic of 

dualities: the here-below and the world beyond. And in this story, he makes no 

great effort to deck le Ciel out in the trappings of Christianity. As in the 

poetry, this force is described in such a way as to evoke a pagan, even Stoic 

divinity which speaks through events themselves, though their significance 

may not be immediately obvious to humankind. These events exert a 

distinctly visual fascination on the reader. They enter the story unannounced 

and undergo no exegesis by the narrator - their meaning arises through the 

further unfolding of the plot. Senecan stoicism and Christian ethics continue to 

intertwine and mirror each other in the Histoires tragiques. 

Regarding the climax of the story, we once more find Rosset bringing 

forth the entire population of a city to witness an act of transformation, this 
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time one of (attempted) subversion. As with the executions, the summative 

nature of the act requires the scope to be totally inclusive, comprehensive. 

This festival honoring St. Vito, according to the narrator, in fact memorializes 

a past Venetian victory over the Turks, also periodically a threat to the 

Venetian state. The juxtaposition ofTiepoli's uprising with a celebration of the 

independence of Venice contains the same favorite baroque overlapping of 

opposites, resulting in irony, dissonance, ambivalence, and tension. Rasset's 

vision of all the inhabitants of Venice engaged either in commemorating a past 

victory over attempted oppression, or in attempting to oppress the powers that 

be, also partakes of duality. The fact that the plot is to come to fruition on a 

day already charged with commemoration is significant, too. What is 

commemoration if not the attempt to instruct future generations of the 

significance of an event figuratively brought back and re-placed (re-played) 

before us due to the passage of time - the past within the present? 

Commemoration both affirms and transcends duality. While existing for 

the very reason that we are separated in time from significant events, 

commemorations unify and reconcile. Fittingly, the denouement brings about 

two new commemorations: the St. Vito's day celebration is expanded - the 

procession will henceforth pass by the old widow's house and all participants 

will reverently bow in honor of her heroic but inadvertent feat, the killing of 

Tiepoli. And, in the negative, Tiepoli's house is to be razed and a public 

butchery erected in its place, "a fin que cela tesmoigne ala posterite, que Ie 

lieu, ou Ie dessein auoit este pris de respandre Ie sag innocent des citoyens, 

meritoit d'estre destine pow' estre abbreuue du sag des bestes" (399). 
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Elevation and degradation. And as in the story of the Knight of Malta, 

the future is inalterably colored by the act of transgression; it is doubtful that 

equilibrium will be reestablished easily. Rosset in fact inserts at this point 

what amounts to a prayer for the safe-keeping and prosperity of the Regent 

and the young Louis XIII. Revealing his apparently fervent Christianity in the 

last sentence, in terms at once catholic and Catholic, Rosset appends a paean 

to unity and reconciliation, thus bringing to symbolic closure in his own 

actuality the unresolved consequences of the chaos wrought in the microcosm 

of Venice by the seditious Tiepoli. 

*** 

The Histoires tragiques reveal a critical stage of the momentous change 

in sensibility and understanding that marked the entry into the modern era. 

While elements of Bakhtin's principe materiel joyeux permeate most of the 

16th century, embodying an almost amoral oneness of the human being with 

all aspects of creation, in Rosset we catch glimpses of a new reality growing 

ever more evident on the psychic horizon. The rollicking world of Rabelais and 

the fabliaux, the relativistic outlook of Marguerite de Navarre and Montaigne, 

the continuum of human experience incorporating both tears and laughter, is 

under drastic modification. Shaken to the core by the repeated traumas of civil 

war, tinged with a shade oflate-Renaissance disillusionment, realigned in terms 

ofReformationiCounter-Reformation, the human spirit speaks through Rosset 

of dichotomies. Dissimulating, though poorly, the folkloric synthesis of natural 

and supernatural, Rosset's vision leads to a more modern world of 

polarization. Dualities multiply: good/bad, noble/commoner, God/Devil, 
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sin/virtue, civilization/barbarity, passion/reason, truth/falsehood, l'etre / le 

paraltre. Rosset's work reveals the historic moment when, according to J. 

Delumeau, the rational came to overlay a certain "syncretisme pagano

chretien. Assurement ce syncretisme recula a partir du XVIe siecle sous 

l'action des deux Reformes qui se croyaient hostiles l'une a l'autre alors qu'elles 

accomplissaient au fond Ie mame travail" (1976 113). Seizing duality like a 

new-found tool, Rosset subjects humanity to new scrutiny: the Histoires 

tragiques emanate, then, from a reconceptualization of the eternal conflict 

between passion and reason. 

Dualism manifests itself at many levels, from the most textual158 to the 

metaphysical. Indeed a basic duality is at the very heart of the Histoires 

tragiques: " .. .Ie veritable sujet des Histoires s'avere atre, au-dela de l'Ambition, 

au-dela de l'Amour, l'eternelle opposition, mais visible, mais ouverte, entre 

individu et groupe, entre desir et devoir" (Poli C 272). This perpetual opposition 

between the private sphere and the public self gives rise to numerous avatars 

of duality. The need to dissemble emerges as the primary motivator of the plot 

line: two world-views compete unknowingly until a crisis forces their 

confrontation. The duel is one common image of this clash. At a typal level, 

the basic dyad is threatened by a third party who contests its legitimacy. For 

Rosset, threes, unstable like volatile chemical mixtures, eventually decompose 

or explode. 

158 This sentence admirably illustrates Rosset's tendency to construct using twos at various 
textual levels: "Sa beaute & sa bone grace, qui estoient capables de rauir la liberte des 
coeurs les plus farouches, & plus inaenaiblea acqueroient a l'amour ce que les forces de ses 
armes n'auoient paa Ie pouuoir de surmoter, & sea ral'ea vertus seruoient de patron a celles 
qui portent l'honeur Bur Ie front, & qui n'ont que la crainte de Dieu demit lea yeux" (1615 
HTVII221). 
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Without the interloping character or element, stasis would threaten to 

undo story-telling itself, while characters and setting might dissolve back into 

an eventless non-existence. Rosset requires a duality of motives, a conflicting 

pair of realities, as a catalyst to invoke that chorus of metaphors, homilies, 

laments, commonplaces, stylized portraits, and other techniques which assist 

him as narrator. Even in the rare stories that have a neutral or tragicomic 

ending, this duplicity is present. As a rule, however, at the climax of the story, 

the character sets herself off from the colorless background through 

extraordinary, prodigious actions; the tension between what society expects of 

the character and what her passion drives her to do proves to be too much. 

Rosset's characters are eccentrics, prodiges who reinforce the norm by 

exemplifying the fate of those who stray from it. What Moliere illustrates 

through humor, Rosset does through bloodthirstiness. 

It is possible to assert that Rosset needs the diabolical. Without this 

tendency toward division, this drawing apart of unity into two wounded 

portions, there would be no story. Could this be related to the recurrent idea 

that the devil simply does God's bidding, that the great Enemy is in a sense a 

missionary sent from the Godhead to winnow out the damned from the rest, 

and to see to it that evildoers get their just deserts? 

Once begun, evil runs its course. Now and again, a character even has a 

chance to stop the bloodshed, to halt the grinding workings of tragedy, but he 

does nothing. The evil characters, like grim calicatures of the Creator creating 

and inspiring His creatures with the breath of life, engender discord, but the 

power of this evil loosed, once it gains momentum, turns against them and 

envelops them in destruction. This nearly Manichean aspect of Rosset's work, 
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present fleetingly in the poetry, is particularly evident in the Histoires 

tragiques. 

The constant fascination with duality, especially the artifice involved in 

managing the separation between public persona and private self, leads into an 

arena where language becomes a simulation of being. To speak (or write) is to 

exist. To speak or write a certain special way is to be above the many and 

among a few. By speaking or writing this certain special way we prop 

ourselves up over what we are hiding. The fact that I create and validate 

myself through language - whether through adapting to an ideal shared by a 

group I wish to emulate or by creating a verbal product for my own purposes -

paradoxically reveals linguistic entities to be subject to counterfeit. Letters, 

speeches, the discourse oflove itself - parodied more than once in the Histoires 

tragiques - assemble words in order to (dis)simulate. Haunting this perception 

is the startling realization that the verbal entity we perceive may not really be 

at all, is, in other words, pure tromperie. 

Rosset's work attained such stature in the first three decades of the 

seventeenth century that it effectively took on a life of its own, a vigor which 

eventually obscured the demise of its originator. Despite his 1619 death, only 

confirmed in 1930, Rosset continued to write, for all intents and purposes. Well 

into the twentieth century, critics and historians were under the impression 

Rosset had lived into the 1630's. His name continued to deck subsequent 

editions of the Histoires tragiques, editions containing apocryphal stories long 

attributed to him. Anonymous collections - bearing always the catch words 

Histoires Tragiques - were published, imitating Rosset in both style and 

substance. Such writers as Jean-Pierre Camus (who pays Rosset overt 
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homage) and Claude Malingre continued to extend the genre of the histoire 

tragique with varying results. Even into the second half of the century, Rosset 

was emulated and exploited. 

Esthetically, while still displaying sixteenth-century traits, Rosset 

shows the way toward an ideal of the finished, the categorizable, the discrete, 

the succinct. His sentences, though sometimes long, are more direct than the 

typical meandering 16th century sentence (e.g. those ofMontaigne, Boaistuau, 

Belleforest). Rosset's hurtles breathlessly, relentlessly on to the completion of 

the acts it depicts, efficiently preparing what is to follow. Time shrinks and 

stretches throughout the stories, depending on what the author wants to focus 

on. Rosset skips over years in a phrase or a clause: "Apres beaucoup de mal 

ils y arriuerent," (1615 HT IX 279), he says of a trip which would have taken 

weeks, maybe months. He shows himself to be conscious of the possibility of 

elaborating or abbreviating his narrative and rather than dissect the thought 

processes of his characters as an omniscient author, Rosset tends to depict. 

Signs of imminent classicism in the style of the histoires tragiques are the 

concise manner in which events are recounted (precisely the opposite of 

Belleforest's approach), avoidance of elaborate description, understatement, 

spareness of vocabulary and the tendency toward the abstract, which rarefies 

as it appears (deceptively) to simplifY. The global unifying factor is the texture 

of Rosset's prose, which glides effortlessly and snake-like through its various 

transformations, preserving above all the ineluctable force of the events 

depicted. 

Protestantism, never discussed openly, but indirectly referred to as 

"l'autre religion" or "secte nouvellement introduicte" is strangely intrinsic to the 
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Histoires tragiques nevertheless. As background to the incidents he recounts, 

the turmoil of the Civil Wars, in his text, comes to represent violence run 

rampant. Rasset, like numerous of his contemporaries, displays a fascination 

with violent solutions to intractable problems. In light of Rene Girard's 

theories, it is not unreasonable to suggest that Rosset's stories serve some 

cathartic purpose, perhaps symbolically averting a feared relapse into 

barbarism. The unaccountably graphic morbidity could in this way be at least 

partially explained. Aside from the obvious connection to mannerism and to 

Seneca, this predilection for copious bloodshed in print may be a socially 

acceptable "acting out" of aggression. The fact that it is as mechanical as it is 

seemingly deliberate and inevitable certainly lends it a ritualistic aspect. The 

result of violence is an abjection of the victim, a degradation which Kristeva 

ascribes to 

ce qui perturbe une identite, un systeme, un ordre. Ce qui ne 
respecte pas les limites, les places, les regles. L'entre-deux, 
l'ambigu, Ie mixte. Le traitre, Ie menteur, Ie criminel a bonne 
conscience, Ie violeur sans vergogne, Ie tueur qui pretend sauver ... 
(12). 

At the same time, there is no denying that elements of sensibility and taste are 

involved, since this predilection for morbidity and violence appears at about the 

same time in the theater (e.g. Hardy, Shakespeare) and among other prose 

writers (e.g. Marfa de Zayas, Camus, Nerveze) in France and elsewhere. 

Rasset's tales simulate as they dissimulate. Though he claims to write 

moralizing tales, in fact he sets forth the bloody details of murder and sedition 

with alacrity. Though he claims to be writing histoires tragiques, most of the 

stories initially resemble the roman sentimental. Though the discourse which 

leads the reader into the heart of the plot is elegant and courtly, the eventual 
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denouement is bloody and repellent. Rosset's story changes as it is read. 

Narrative styles undulate and vary. Characters pass from one state to 

another without warning, without thorough explanation. Sins and crimes are 

committed with little notice, as if the motives of the characters led a subliminal 

life of their own, often appearing random: now hoveling unthinking within the 

bounds of cultural, legal, moral and religious restraints, now violently exploding 

from them in a paroxysm of violence and/or lust, a fiery and fatal exponent of 

baroque inconstancy. According to A. Vaucher Gravili, this very image 

"represente Ie plus souvent un conflit entre la conscience claire et organisee et 

les pulsions d'un moi obscur, et presque toujours une perte de la maitrise de soi 

contre laquelle l'individu demew'e sans defense" (67). 

Rosset's (dis)simulation extends farther in socio-cultural terms. While 

outwardly assuming a conservative role, reformulating what is left of the 

known, Rosset in actuality prefigures triumphant absolutism in politics. No 

monarch occupies so central a position in his works as Henri IV, and the 

parallel between his conversion to Catholicism and Rosset's is inescapable. 

However, Rosset goes beyond encomium, almost ceremonially invoking figures 

of power in story after story. That he should so regularly and wholeheartedly 

affirm their supremacy these few years after the Civil Wars had apparently 

ended [he could not know that they were really over] is striking and touching. 

Rosset insistently bolsters the pillars of power in society, instilling what 

already stands with glorious, almost mythical power, a power born of 

prescience. Adumbrating the hegemony of the Sun-king, Rosset at the same 

time marginalizes unremittingly. Women, Jews, heretics, libertins, cripples, 

foreigners, homosexuals, the bourgeois: the list is long. As Rosset creates the 
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picture of a just and Godly government under a Catholic monarch, he relegates 

whole segments of society to inferior status (or worse). And as he puts forward 

this image of peaceful dominion, the echoes of the Civil Wars still subtly 

permeate the air. Simulating unity, Rosset dissimulates diversity. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A Simulacrum of Love: L 'Histoire des Amants Volages 

Le chasseur ne sf(auroit cacher la chasse, que l'abbayement des chiens, Ie 
hannissement des cheuaux, les sons des trompes, & les forests mesme dont il 
se couure, racontent it tous les passans: Mais illuy est tant plus facile de 
cacher sa prise, & la destourner de la veue de tout Ie monde. 

- Histoire des amants volages: Histoire III 

A sign is everything which can be taken as significantly substituting for 
something else. Semiotics is in principle the discipline studying everything 
which can be used in order to lie. If something cannot be used to tell a lie, 
conversely it cannot be used to tell the truth. 

- Umberto Eco159 

This chapter concerns the 1617 Histoires des amants volages, a 

collection of 12 stories ostensibly illustrating inconstancy - in particular, 

infidelity in love. Rosset is consistently aware of the fact that narration 

summons the lie. Yet ironically, the twelve stories in the Amants volages, all 

histoires it clef, are retellings of actual incidents from the turn of the 

seventeenth century. Cynically, Rosset supplies his characters with an 

almost automatic inclination to use language not just for communication but 

as a tool to either deceptively procure a given end or to purposely deflect the 

penetrating scrutiny of others. Predictably, then, Rosset's use and depiction of 

codes (language being one) dominates these texts. The basic code for 

conducting amorous liaisons is here extrapolated from the stories, outlined, and 

situated as a central conceptual factor. As Rosset's characters lead their lives 

159 Quoted in Jonathan Culler, On Deconstruction (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University 
Press, 1982) 114. 
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in the confining milieu of the court, they realize their existence through 

(dis)simulation. Rosset's overt (re)presentation of this continual 

dissemination of signs demands a consideration of semiotics and an 

examination of how language functions as both communication and 

(dis)simulation. Language, as well as other modes of signifying, through their 

very workings, inevitably occasion tromperie. Despite the apparently secular 

nature of these narratives, however, the Word of the Divinity, earlier 

dissimulated, frequently emerges ascendant [Rosset's penchant toward 

dualism easily accomodates that most gripping of antitheses, the here below 

vs. the hereafter]. In like manner, dissimulated promises, spells and vows 

exert their power through various of the stories, critically determining the 

outcome, often by effecting a peripeteia. 

To conclude, the transmutations of the role and context of tromperie in 

several stories are detailed. Rosset's conception of the (ab)use of language 

both helps elucidate the added importance assigned performatives in medieval, 

Renaissance and early modern literature, and points the way toward a purist 

esthetic involving an ongoing critique of language. 

Page references are to the first edition of 1617. 

Noble Pretense - Illustrious Perfidy 

Truth may indeed be stranger than fiction, or at least as surprising. 

Where else but in the "real world" would one find love affairs which end in ... 

other love affairs ... which end in marriage? Or love affairs whose end prompts 

philosophical mockery from both parties involved, now mature and able to 

laugh at youthful impulse? 
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Quelqu'vn peut estre fera difficulte de Ie croire: mais s'H est 
besoing ie luy donneray pour caution les personnes mesmes que 
i'introduicts & qui sont encores vivantes. Elles ne peuuent 
s'empescher de rire, toutes les fois qu'elles se ressouuiennent de 
leur changement amoureux. (Histoire V 344) 

Or a long drawn-out engagement which ends at the altar in a lightning 

conversion to the celibate life of a nun? Or a duellist who, run through and 

through repeatedly and abandoned for dead, makes a steady recovery, only to 

die in a subsequent ambush. The Histoire des amants volages defies our 

expectations. Rosset here is a trickster, a sly narrational saltimbanque who 

surprises the reader, not with tragedies of blood and sulfur blooming forth from 

sacharrine romances, but rather with improbable twists often approaching 

comedy. 

The complete title - Histoires des Amans volages de ce temps; ou sous des 

Noms Empruntez sont contenus les Amours de plusieurs Princes, Seigneurs, 

Gentils-hommes, & autres personnes de marque qui ont trompe leurs maistresses 

ou qui ont este trompe d'elles - is revealing in itself. Inscribing himself in the 

aristocratic cultural and moral complex, Rasset speaks for, to and about the 

very highest levels of the social hierarchy, yet even the title manifests the 

unsettling combination inconstancy / aristocracy. If aristocracy is the bulwark 

of society, as Rasset pretends, then his purpose is already suspect - he elicits 

both intrigue and interest by filling this frame with movement and illusion. 

Almost oxymoronically, that which is purported to be most stable turns out to 

be rife with blurred gestures in (two) opposing directions. The phrase "sous des 

Noms Empruntez" too reveals Rosset's continuing dualistic frame of mind 

from which he both simulates and dissimulates. Here he flaunts the feigned 

nature of his tromperie - in other words he decks the characters in an 
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unsuccessful disguise (dys-simulation), for, as in many of the Histoires 

tragiques, the nobility would have recognized these characters, while the 

readers recruited from among the bourgeoisie and other commoners, officially 

ignored by Rosset, no doubt gloated over this high-flown gossip, puzzling over 

who was who. His two-tiered readership thus comprised the nobles (curious to 

see what he said about them) and commoners (reading as voyeurs). 

Dualism characterizes this volume throughout160, as is to be expected 

with Rosset, from the mechanics and semantics of the text, to the heart of his 

plots, but especially in his thematics. No longer (as in the Histoires tragiquesJ 

do the story and plot line gradually descend into murky gore, revealing blood to 

be at the heart of the sugar-coated romance. Here the plot line remains 

honnete in a certain sense - what happens is "all in the family" and remains 

largely within the bounds of the noble code of honor. 

Infidelity in love, however much it pains the individual subject, makes 

good copy, fascinating the near-prurient curiosity of the reader as it bewilders 

the conventional mind. The faithless lover overturns the secular synthesis and 

especially the bourgeois view of life: through an effortless metamorphosis, the 

person known as X or Y turns up behaving like Z. Confounding the 

commonplace, when most predictably confined, love emancipates and 

mutates, making of the one the many, dividing and multiplying, becoming two 

and thereby calling into question both former and latter state. T'romperie is a 

double experience, for which is the mistress, after all, the earlier known [now 

obviously an elusive illusion] entity, or the subsequent, now unknowable 

160 "Mais comme pour Ie baroque la verite unique n'existe pas, voila qu'elle se transfonne en 
verite double, contradictoire, composite, irreconciliable et ouverte." - Giovanni Dotoli, 
Litterature et societe en France au XVIle siecie (Paris: Schena-Nizet, 1987) 34. 
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[perceivable only to others] other? Both, or neither? Mercurial like d'Urfe's 

Hylas, Rosset's spirit as evidenced in this collection engenders a plurality of 

modes of infidelity. Underscoring the vanity intrinsic to the game of love, his 

stories do, in the broadest sense, illustrate, even exemplify, Inconstancy. 

L 'Histoire des amants volages de nostre temps, as the work is usually 

called161 (though it is also entitled Histoires des amants volages) was first 

published in 1617. As is the case with the Histoires tragiques, Rosset is 

retelling semi-legendary accounts that no doubt ch'culated in aristocratic 

circles at the turn of the seventeenth century as anecdotes and/or gossip. In 

most cases, they concern those of highest birth in the circles immediately 

surrounding the monarch Henri IV, a.k.a. le grand Alcandre in the make

believe Persian setting that Rosset now adopts for each of the stories. It is 

safe to say that their slight but significant removal in time from the world of 

1617 was sufficient to allow Rosset a certain degree of audacity in the retelling. 

Though not an immediate best-seller like the Histoires tragiques, the book still 

went through five editions162 between 1617 and 1643, a significant number for 

the seventeenth century. The pagination referred to here is that of the first 

edition. Unlike the Histoires tragiques, which continued growing and mutating 

beyond their author's death, the Amants volages, published just two year's 

before Rosset's death, has remained unchanged. 

161 The vacillation reo singular Histoire and plural Histoires is perhaps significant - if 
Rosset's stories are exempla, they all emanate from one paradigm, illustrating Inconstancy 
as well as the wily workings of Fate. 

162 See Romeo Arbour, Repertoire chronologique des editions de textes litteraires, 4 parties 
(Geneva: Droz, 1977 - 1985). 
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Many of the strategies already discussed regarding the Histoires 

tragiques are again evident: the feigned tromperie of a "Persia" which is France, 

the recasting of certain details, the blurring of certain identities, the 

incantatory repetition of superlatives, for example, contribute to the 

stylization of these stories, and no doubt helped shield Rosset from reproach. 

Rosset hides behind his conventions here - as working author, he is 

dissimulated behind his pose as unofficial historiographer of the nobility's 

foibles. It was a safe way to gossip. 

Rosset (re)creates a shimmering, sheltered, self-conscious world, and 

within this world, focuses on the game of love. A mere glance at the opening 

pages of any of the stories divulges the prerequisites - the players must be 

young, high-born, beautiful, well-mannered. If diabolical instincts motivate the 

characters of the Histoires tragiques, here the players are driven by 

straightforward desire. As for the characters of L 'Astree [where they appear in 

bucolic trappings reminiscent of the Persian "disguise" of the Amants volagesl 

love is both primary occupation and exclusive preoccupation of these scions of 

nobility.163 

163 A book might be written comparing d'Urfe and Rosset. D'Urfe's paradoxical situations, 
laden with eroticism, are quintessentially subtle and this sUbtlety (along with a certain 
naivete) contributes to their charm - subtlety and understatement are rare in Rosset's prose. 
While Rosset employs many of the same strategies as d'Urfe, his use of all varieties of feint 
(& disguise, quid pro quo, reversals, simulations, etc.) show the paradigm of deception to be 
of primary importance, and not a passing fancy or a tour de force executed to impress the 
reader. Intrinsic to the life experience at this level of society, feint is perfectly congruent with 
(dis)simulation. Perhaps not surprisingly, profundity is also infrequent with Rosset - the 
very game that he depicts takes place at the surface of consciousness, for it is a game based 
upon appearances and semblances displayed contain, at most, a double meaning: that 
which is evident along with an alternative interpretation, a secret connotation, a double 
entendre evident only to certain parties. 

Rosset's preoccupations are fewer and more recurrent. Coulet gives an indication of 
d'Urfe's versatility as a novelist oflove in this passage: "Casuiste de l'amour, d'Urfe oflre au 
lecteur Ie catalogue de tous les etats OU peut se trouver l'ame eprise selon que son amour est 
partage, meprise, interdit, meconnu, trompe, indecis, etc. et de toutes les relations 

.. -.------ - -~------- -_._-----------
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Letters attain a greater importance in this collection than in the 

Histoires tragiques, probably due to the aristocratic mores on display here. The 

relative absence of violence and diabolism allows the sentimental component 

to expand and take up much of the volume, and with it the insertion ofletters. 

The epistolary mode carries the trade-mark of the upper classes - to carry on a 

correspondence, one must belong to a milieu possessed ofleisure time, literacy, 

and the means and motives to travel (for there is no need to write letters 

without the physical absence of the correspondent). In the absence of the 

beloved, there is little else for the lover to do but write letters. Letters also 

furnish an arena in which to put finishing touches on a simulated persona that 

real-life interchange does not allow. If the writer might appear less well-defined 

amid the flux of day-to-day functioning, slhe can at least fix a semblance in 

words, obviously invoking a model of some sort. Being the declamatory 

equivalent of the Carte de Tendre's stage-stops, each new letter redefines the 

relationship, represents a readjustment of contact between the correspondents 

under new circumstances. The purity of this twice dialogic prose164 reduces 

the world and its events to the words on the page. This implies an ongoing 

interpretation of events (whether verbal or actual) involving first assimilation, 

sentimentales complexes que peuvent etablir entre deux, trois, parfois quatre et meme cinq 
individus la jalousie, la feinte, l'illusion, Ie malentendu, Ie depit, la fierte, l'inconstance, la 
timidite, voir Ie deguisement d'un sexe dans l'autre ou une res semblance defiant toute 
tentative de distinction" - Henri Coulet, Le Romanjusqu'a la Revolution (Paris: Colin, 1967) 
145). 

The thrust of Rasset's work, then, is distinct from d'Urfe's - less encyclopedic, more 
intense in a few ways. Obsessive and repetitive, Rosset seems ever to approximate a single 
archetypal (failed) relationship while D'Urfe's production illustrates true amorous diversity. 
The repetition, obsession, inversion, and perversion characteristic of Rasset can only recall 
Freud. 

164 "Epistolary discourse is thus a coded - although not necessarily an obscure -language, 
whose code is determined by the specific relationship of the I-you" - Janet Gurkin Altman, 
Epistolarity: Approaches to a Fonn. (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1982) 120. 
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then simulation. In the absence of person-to-person contact, the love affair 

defines and perpetuates itself through language. Just as Rosset elsewhere 

creates an existence in words (an existence often at variance with the 

historical), here, through letters, he endows his characters with a means of 

marking out that which is significant in their lives and dropping that which is 

not. That this verbal self is still open to ambiguity goes without saying. 

Indeed, Rosset must import into the medium of the letter the polysemy which 

bedevils all language. 

Despite the complexity of these personages' verbal incarnation, their 

character development is minimal; psychological analysis is rudimentary, 

blocky, as in the Histoires tragiques. M. Lombardi, refering specifically to the 

Amants volages, finds that this immobility extends even to the language used: 

" ... nelle histoires di Rosset alcuni personaggi sono caratterizzati da 

un'immobilita psicologica che trova riscontro nella fissita delle parole del 

dialogo"165 In contradistinction to the Histoires tragiques, however, these 

characters are exclusively young and aristocratic, socially adept and 

physically attractive. While the histoires tragiques depict the trajectory of the 

prodige - the extraordinary - here we encounter the typical, the usual, or at 

least what is deemed such or appears as such in this milieu. 

While L 'As tree contains a variety of characters and denouements, for 

Rosset there is really only one character and a variety of denouements often 

owing to chance. Rather than analyzing love and coaxing out the subtleties 

that differentiate people, Rosset blankets his narrative with commonplaces 

165 Marco Lombardi, "RoBset e Hardy Fra Teatro e Romanzo," Saggi e Richerche di 
Letteratura Francese Vol. XXV - Nuova Serle (Rome: Bulzoni, 1986) 141. 
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that deaden - like litanies, like his abstract intonings in verse, this worship of 

generality excludes individuality.166 

Indeed all linguistic entities (tirades, speeches, letters, etc.) composed by 

men and women in the Amants volages share the same diction, though the 

character's social role is also evident: men's letters, for example, are longer, 

always anive first, are more flowery and insistent, while women's are shorter, 

ostensibly more discreet, and usually arrive in response to the man's letter or to 

some incident. In keeping with the courtly love tradition, the men's letters are 

long and laden with language denoting passivity while the women's are incisive 

and assertive. Benichou comments: 

La femme conquiert ainsi dans Ie monde chevaleresque une 
influence qui est a l'oppose de sa condition primitive; de simple 
objet de conquete qu'elle etait, elle devient une "maitresse" 
exigeante et dominatrice... La souverainete sociale de l'homme 
persiste, mais elle se double, sentimentalement et moralement, 
d'une sorte de vassaliM a l'egard de la femme.167 

Despite these distinct roles, the impulse to communicate as well as the 

manner of speaking/writing are indifferentiated from character to character in 

the Amants volages. (Perhaps they all had access to the Lettres amoureuses et 

morales?) 

At times, Rosset indicates that a character has a particular trait which 

influences (or is said to influence) the course of events. Such traits seem 

166 Thomas Laqueur - in Making Sex (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1990) -
asserts that prior to the 19th century men and women were differentiated in their 
representations only in that woman was considered an underdeveloped version of man. 
Gender is imposed on a sort of tabula not quite rasa. From this point of view, both men and 
women simulate their roles, which are imported and applied in an ad hoc manner, the 
sexual body not always jibing with the gender designated. This may be one aspect of the 
apparent lack of "individuality" perceptible in Rosset's characters. 

167 Paul Benichou, Morales du Grand Siecle (Paris: Gallimard, 1948) 34. 
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merely tacked on, more superficial gesture than profound factor working with 

and through events; they must be mentioned periodically to remind the reader 

of their presence. At the beginning of Histoire III, for example, Polidor, 

conventionally handsome, courageous, exalted in rank, well-mannered, etc. is 

endowed with one defect: 

Toutefois comme il n'y a rien de si parfait au monde, qui n'aye 
quelque deffaut, Polidor effa~oit aucunement ces belles qualitez, 
par vne meschante inclination de mesdire de tout Ie monde. (174) 

However, unlike Shakespearian characters whose whole psychology is colored 

and even deformed by their "fatal flaw," Polidor's way-of-being is like that of 

the other protagonists. Sameness is so obsessive that it permeates the stories 

and characters, despite gestures in the direction of individuation. 

In a sense, then, these stories depict the same character in disparate 

situations, each of which is fortuitous. The codes at work here exert their 

influence at various levels, manifesting themselves through the characters. 

Individuals are subordinate - the codes ultimately prove triumphant, 

transcendent and usually trompeur. Individual destinies and outcomes are 

incidental. A grandiose script is superordinate, determining events, thoughts 

and language168. 

A similar system, etched in great detail, characterizes the Carte de 

Tendre of several decades later. Viala argues: "la 'carte de Tendre' inseree dans 

La Clelie, si elle est unjeu, est aussi unjeu tres serieux, porteur de toute une 

emblematique de morale mondaine et d'une theorie de la psychologie 

168 Rasset aCCOlll1ts for the unexpected final happiness of the main characters of Histoire V, 
who have by the end of the story abandoned their pretensions and manied elsewhere, by 
alluding to a greater (but dissimulated) code - the Writ set down in Heaven: " ... Ie sucres de 
leurs auatures nous doit disposer a ceste creance que les mariages qui s'accomplissent en 
terre, sont premierement resolus au Ciel" (344). 

---_._-- -_.---------------
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amoureuse 11169. MIle de Scudery assembles a repertory of lovers' 

predicaments, arranging in flow-chart form what Rosset compiles as a 

collection of letters, Les Lettres amoureuses et morales (discussed earlier). 

These IIpoints de repere ll are poses, mileposts which announce what emotion 

the subject will undergo even before s/he attains them. They involve a super

pattern which all protagonists in the milieu must simulate to some extent. 

Rosset's system, as depicted in the Amants volages, is closed and, as will 

be seen, doomed to failure and a type of tragedy - the tragedy of the simulator 

undone either by circumstance or by the nature of the game itself. As one 

examines the relationships here portrayed, a sense of inevitability, of the 

mandatory emerges. Occasionally, Rosset alludes to the libre arbitre which 

supposedly guides the lover, but this trait, like the fatal flaw just mentioned, 

also seems arbitralily affixed. The will is indeed at the basis oflove170, but in 

order to love, the will turns reflexively, immediately to (dis)simulation, which 

becomes both its means of existence and its downfall. 

Rosset's literary simulacrum re-enacts noteworthy failed liaisons at the 

same time as it posits a protocol to be admired, even imitated. The dynamics 

of the game incorporate (dis)simulation on a regular basis - the skein of 

appearances woven by the players rarely reveals it to those within the story, 

but the reader knows (dis)simulation to be embedded in the flowing surface. In 

fact, in this milieu, no life can be lived, no progress can be made without 

(dis)simulating. Tersite, a sort of Iago to Tersandre in Histoire III 

169 Alain Viala, Naissance de l'ecnvain (Paris: Les Editions de Minuit, 1979) 136-137. 

170 AP. it is in L 'Astree: " ... l'amour est un acte de volonte qui se porte a ce que l'entendement 
juge bon" (Coulet, p. 151). Though in d'Urfe, the ability to discriminate is emphasized; 
Rosset's text, in contrast, indicates a powerlessness before the attractions of the lover. 
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emphatically voices his credo, a blunt version of this philosophy of seemly 

semblance/self-interest, thus: 

Non, non (monsieur) la fortune ne conduict pas seule les affaires 
des hommes. Les courageux se la bastissent de leurs propres 
mains, & OU les forces nous deffaillent il y faut adiouster 
l'industrie, les finesses, les sermens, & toutes sortes de 
mensonges. II n'importe par quel chemin on surmonte son 
ennemy: Car la victoire a este tousiours estimee pour vne chose 
glorieuse, soit que l'on vainque ou par fortune ou par stratageme. 
(203-204) 

Simulation involves following a double set of rules (ostensibly playing 

society's game/playing the game in order to win), using one's intellect and 

experience to conform as closely as possible in appearance to what should be 

done. Dissimulation serves to camouflage one's various shortcomings at the 

same time as it enables one to appear to attain con-formity (while actually 

attaining something perhaps quite at odds with it). As mentioned, Rosset's 

characters fail - their efforts to "play the game" are foiled, sometimes by 

circumstances beyond their control, often by misinterpretation, occasionally 

by the supernatural performative Word. Interestingly, a few characters are 

able to get outside the game of (dis)simulation, and are reported to be the 

happier for it. 

These vain liaisons play themselves out in the shadow of Ie grand 

Aicandre (Henri N): a paternal, enlightened monarch, interceding to help or to 

set things alight, slow to anger with his own countrymen, clement, yet quick to 

defend the honor and homeland of France when threated by traitors or 

foreigners. l71 Alcandre represents a "center" which reappears consistently in 

171 To some extent Rosset's Alcandre partakes of another duality (exemplary 
mortal/personification of the Kingdom) alluded to by Foucault (1979) and which brings with 
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the same way as the Parlement de Paris in the Histoires tragiques, a hub 

around which all else revolves, a point of reference that the narrator uses as 

validation and a judge who even intervenes in the lives of the characters (how 

like the role of the King in Le Cid!). Alcandre attains both personal (the 

narrator refers to him almost as to an acquaintance) and political dimensions. 

Rosset emphatically asserts his literacy within the aristocratic ethos. 

His narrator simulates an exemplary noble voice, conversant with all concerns 

of the highest-born, omniscient enough to allege a first-hand knowledge of the 

documents relayed to the reader or to affirm an acquaintance with certain of 

the characters (there is an element of name-dropping here). Early in Histoire 

I, for example, he declares, a propos ofCloridan's description of Valerie: "En fin 

Cloridan qui m'a luy-mesme faict la description de ceste incomparable beauts, 

m'a dit (Et il peut en parler mieux que tout autre) que ses cheueux sont blonds, 

crespez, & longs, & plus reluisans que fin or" (7). Regarding a point raised in 

Meandre's final letter to Cloris (Histoire II), he notes: "Ceste lettre que i'ay leue 

moy-mesme en faict foy" (164). He even accounts for the absence of a letter 

by invoking his personal relationship with the character: 

.. .la Belle voyat que Clorida la veut tenir desormais au rag des 
indifferentes, luy escrit vne lettre, que l'vne de ses parentes remet 
entre les mains de cest Eschappe. Si Cloridan m'eust faict 
l'honneur de me la monstrer, come plusieurs autres, ie l'eusse icy 
inseree: mais il m'a dit qu'illa brusla aussi tost qu'ill'eut receue ... 
(Histoire I, 111) 

The irony of such ofThanded comments, in light of the historical Rosset's 

questionable status and reputation, is great, and contributes to another 

instance of two-tiered identity, i.e. Rosset = Exalted Noble Spokesman/reviled 

it "an iconography, a political theory of monarchy, legal mechanisms that distinguish 
between as well as link the person of the king and the demands of the crown ... " (28). 
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hack. A further simulation involves conventionalized flattery that the royals 

no doubt expected from writers hungry for patronage. The elaborate and 

effusive humility assumed by Rosset in his dedication of this volume to Louis 

XIII is itself a pose, evoking times past as it predicts a rosy future. 

Benichou early pointed out the presence of medieval factors still at work 

in the French aristocratic milieu of the early seventeenth century: 

Le terme de feodal, applique a l'inspiration de Corneille, peut, a 
premiere vue, sembler anachronique. Mais il n'en est pas d'autre 
pour designer ce qui, dans la psychologie des gentilshommes du 
XVIIe siecle, persiste des vieilles idees d'herolsme et de bravade, 
de magnanimite, de devouement et d'amour ideal, ce qui s'oppose 
aux tendances plus modernes de l'aristocratie a la simple elegance 
morale ou a l"'honnetete". Les idees, les sentiments et les 
comportements qui avaient accompagne la vie feodale se sont 
maintenus vivants bien longtemps apres la decadence de la 
feodalite. (16) 

Although the exuberant optimism and commanding confidence of Corneille's 

characters are not anticipated in Rosset, their propensity for verbally 

exploring dichotomies, their license and their whimsicality are. It might be said 

that Rosset (in both the Amants volages and the Histoires tragiquesJ presents a 

defeatest underside to Cornelian volonte, an impotence underlying the eloquent 

effusion of self-confidence. How does this square with the fact that Rosset was 

a noble, while Corneille was bourgeois? 

War is ever in the mind during this period, particularly for the young 

men. The language and imagery of warfare furnish an ever available parallel 

to the conquests envisioned in the love game: "La conquete amoureuse 

reproduisait en effet avec ses competitions, ses difficultes et sa gloire, la 

conquete militaire, et pouvait exiger les memes vertus" (Benichou, 33). 

Defening the physical consummation of love sometimes indefinitely, the 
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maUresse enriches her strategies by "Ie remplacement du combat primitif par 

une lutte symbolique dans laquelle la femme exige, pour ceder a l'homme, qu'il 

se COUVl'e de gloire au dehors" (Benichou, 33). 

But war also represented a reality, both menace and opportunity: the 

young nobleman proved his prowess and generosite, enhanced his gloire, by not 

only volunteering for armed combat, but searching out occasions to serve his 

ultimate liege lord, the King. All other pursuits, even love affairs, were dropped. 

"Les plaisirs, Ie sejour meme de la cour ne l'emportent pas sur la guerre"172. 

Far from dreading or shirking this opportunity, Rosset's young men 

search it out. 

Le devoir strict est de ne manquer pas l'occasion; il faut aller plus 
loin, il faut la chercher. Une campagne est-elle ouverte ou 
seulement annoncee? Tous s'empressent d'accourir, sans y etre 
astreints par l'obligation d'une charge, sans yetre appeIes par un 
ordre du Roi. (Desjardins, 376) 

As Desjardins substantiates, the young noble male was able to fulfill part of his 

role through this cultural imperative involving combat.173 Since Rosset's 

stories portray those in the immediate family circles sun'ounding the monarch 

himself, this characteristic is all the more pronounced: "Plus on est eleve dans 

la hierarchie sociale, plus on est oblige d'avoir et de montrer du courage, 

ajoutons plus on en a et plus on en montre" (Desjardins, 402). War, and, rarely, 

172 Albert Desjardins, Les Sentiments moraux au XVle siecle (1887; Geneva: Slatkine, 1969) 
374-375. 

173 Foucault paints an imposing picture of the soldier of the time: "To begin with, the soldier 
was someone who could be recognized from afar; he bore certain signs: the natural signs of 
his strength and his courage, the marks, too, of his pride; his body was the blazon of 
strength and valour; and although it is true that he had to learn the profession of arms little 
by little - generally in actual fighting - movements like marching and attitudes like the 
bearing of the head belonged for the most part to a bodily rhetoric of honour ... " (1979 135). 
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other obligations such as law-suits or illnesses, bring about absence - a 

purifying condition in some ways, a fatal accomplice to inconstancy in others. 

Cloridan's separation from Valerie in Histoire I triggers the narrator's bent for 

duality: " ... en ceste separation il se treuua a mesme temps viuant en deux 

lieux" (8). 

Duels, however, are more problematic, and prove to be as significant in 

Rosset as they are in Comeille. They in fact represent a sort of lese-mqjeste, a 

usurpation of the monarch's right to settle matters amongst his subjects. "La 

loi de l'honneur feodal est ici placee au-dessus de l'autoriM royale ... " (Benichou, 

p. 57). The monarchy's repeated attempts to quell the ingrained habit of 

righting perceived insults by the sword appear to prove their ineffectuality by 

their very frequency over the course of the first half of the century. Don 

Diegue's remark (Le Cid, II, 8) indicates that the nobility felt fully justified in 

resorting to this ritualistic blood-letting: "Pour lajuste vengeance il n'est point 

de supplice." 

A thorough study of aristocratic mores as portrayed by Rosset remains 

to be done. 

(Dis)simulation and Semiotics 

The sociology, history, philosophy, arts174 and political configuration of 

this period all impose the necessity of examining the import of 

174 The extent to which politics, for example, is alluded to, even editorialized upon, in an art 
form as supposedly "pure" as ballet is surprising. In fact, many of the ballets (for several of 
which Rosset himself wrote scenarios and lyrics) performed during this period (1590 - 1620) 
incorporate political commentary, a sort of discourse in motion. Even multiple levels of 
political allusion were possible. McGowan, apropos of a ballet danced in Pau in 1592, 
asserts: "A premiere vue l'auteur de ce ballet semble preoccupe des amours et du mariage de 
Madame. IlIa £latte, l'encourage dans ses espoirs. Pourtant ce n'est pas seulement Ie 
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contemporaneous strategies and systems of signifying, which took on all the 

more importance in a period characterized by theatricality and ostentation. 

Rosset's texts abound with codes, codes present both in his way of depicting or 

presenting his material [i.e. the text and its constituents] and within that 

subject matter itself [the stories told and the society portrayed]. His use of 

conventional topoi, metaphors, opening procedures, for example, are 

indications of particular linguistic or stylistic codes [codes which must, at some 

level, always be simulations or imitations of Rosset's models]. The code 

governing duels, strictly adhered to despite royal disapproval, is an example of 

a code intrinsic to Rosset's subject matter. Perhaps the most important code 

inherent to these stories is Rosset's version of the chivalric code, which rules 

the behavior of the parties involved in a love affair. This set of expectations 

and the repertoire of outcomes illustrating infractions to the code permeate 

these texts and give them meaning. This much we can grasp, even today; 

Rosset's readers no doubt perceived much more. Proffering this elaborate code 

through twelve examples of inconstancy - proofs of a sort that this same code 

is ironically often unworkable - heightens tension and determines much of the 

drama played out in the stories. 

The specifics of this set of regulations and expectations may be 

extrapolated from the stories themselves, from comments by the narrator, 

characters' dialogue or monologue, and, perhaps most indicative, from the 

actions and reactions of the characters.175 The (dis)simulations of Rosset's 

bonheur de Madame qui est en jeu, mais Ie bonheur de la France et de la Navarre. 
L'amour, dans ce ballet, a des rapports tres etroits avec la politique, et ce biais permet de 
faire entrer dans Ie cadre du ballet des problemes politiques du temps" (57). 

175 In this regard, Karlis Racevskis' comments concerning official discourse attain particular 
relevance: "The official explanation and program a society provides for itself are by no means 
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characters are variations or subversions of this code: earnest attempts to 

behave as one ought/ploys concoted to mislead. 

The love game as played by these courtiers consists of the following 

rules of engagement. At some point in the collection, each comes to the fore as 

an issue - it is in their failure to live up to certain of these precepts that the 

characters take on interest and become affecting. It should be remembered 

that these rules are activated within a highly specific milieu frequented by 

those of highest birth and most favored standing: 

1 - The woman must initially dissimulate any interest in the man, 

especially if it arises prior to his interest in her. 

2 - The man is expected to play the active, more agressive role. He is 

therefore the first to initiate contact, whether spoken or written. 

3 - The man and woman in question must be of about the same social 

status -"qualite"; it is preferable, too, that they be of about the same 

age, manifest superlative physical beauty and prowess as well as 

polished social graces. Nor must money be a concern. By extension 

the most outstanding young man will naturally gravitate toward the 

most superlative young lady - they may therefore be considered 

destined to meet [this element of fate may explain, even validate 

various behaviors].176 This rule is well illustrated by the 

indicative of what is really happening in this society; the nature and effects of the practices 
can very well be the opposite of what is proclaimed officially." - "Genealogical Critique: 
Michel Foucault and the Systems of Thought," Contemporary Literary Theory, eds. G. 
Douglas Atkins & Laura Morrow (Amherst, Massachusetts: the University of Massachusetts 
Press, 1989) 232. 

176 The apparently treacherous Sidere (Histoire XI) testifies to this natural phenomenon 
when she reasons: " ... puis que 1'0 voit visiblement l'auatage que Ie Ciel m'a donne sur elle 
[Dorize], de mesme que celuy qui reluit sur Salmacis plus qu'en tout autre Mortel, il est 
raisonnable que chacun aye ce qui luy appartient." p. 566. 
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circumstances of Histoire XI, in which Salmacis, the main character, 

is prevented from loving the preeminent Sidere by a charmed earring 

that a witch put in his ear. As the ring is removed, the Narrator 

relates that "l'Amour qui empesche du charme qu'il portoit au bout de 

son oreille n'auoit peu luy faire recognoistre tant de perfections, luy 

ouurit les yeux de l'entendement, & l'ayant purge de toute autre 

affectio, fit qu'il condana son ignorace, & slaccusa luy mesme de ce 

qu'il ne s'estoit rendu capable de la lumiere de ce beau Soleil" (583). 

This reestablishment of equilibrium is in fact a sort of detromperie -

with the spell gone, Salmacis, once doomed to love Dorize, now 

recognizes (mirror-like) the congruent parity of Sidere's attributes. 

4 - The love affair is inevitably approached with caution and resistance 

in the beginning - consequently the lady is cold and leery at first, 

while the man may try to ignore the implications of his newly 

discovered affections. 

5 - No one must find out details of the love affair in process, least of all 

third parties who are potential enemies or gossips. Both parties are 

thus enjoined to discretion and relative secrecy much of the time; 

however, displaying or publicly alluding to the liaison is possible under 

certain circumstances and to attain certain ends. For obvious 

reasons in a society more attuned to performatives in language, the 

man must never publicly comment on or boast about his physical 

conquest of the lady. The thematics of dissimulation are enhanced 

as a result. 
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6 - Sexual consummation of the love affair is a possible, though not 

inevitable, outcome. When physical consummation does take place, 

the relationship usually takes a critical tum. 

7 - Should anyone find out about the woman's inclination before it is 

declared openly, or should anyone come to know of the physical 

consummation of her liaison, it compromises her honor, potentially or 

actually. Obviously, the role of the word in realizing the social 

dimension is here crucial, remaining one of Rosset's familiar 

obsessions. 

8 - A concept of honor much akin to the Spanish determines protocol in 

dealing with indiscretion or insult. Perceived injury to a male's honor 

or female family member's honor (or wrongly imputing to a male the 

maligning or actual ruin of a woman's honor) is avenged through 

duels, which, as mentioned, have their own code. 

9 - A chance to prove or augment one'sgloire in service to the sovereign 

must never be ignored because oflove. The call to war supercedes all 

other activities, as stated above. 

10 - Absence, whether brought about by war or some other pressing 

business, brings about suffering. The ensuing presence/absence of 

the beloved is the source of much amorous reminiscence, cogitation 

and discourse, vented in the Amants volages through tirades, 

confidences and, above all, letters. The absence both conditions and 

demands communication to fill the void. 

11 - Parents are always a factor to be reckoned with. They can 

intervene at almost any time to legitimize a liaison, make certain 
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demands or to condemn and obstruct. By the same token, they may 

be invoked as a dissimulatory tactic to get out of an unsuccessful (or 

less than auspicious) relationship. 

12 - Go-betweens may be used to heal a rift, but they always complicate 

the equation, for they are a potential threat. The spectre of rumor 

reappears as a possibility. 

13 - It is honorable to break off the relationship provided acceptable 

excuses are given. 

14 - Contrary to stereotype, as often as not, such liaisons tend toward 

wedlock - marriage is regularly mentioned as the legitimate outcome 

of a love affair.177 Histoire XI again offers an example: before 

Salmacis' earring was removed, word of his possible marriage to 

Dorize was already circulating: " ... desia Ie bruict de leur futur 

mariage court par tous les lieux d'alentour" (558). 

15 - Money can precipitate a short circuit, thus nullifying portions of this 

code. The young lady, under pressure from one or both of her 

parents, may marry someone older or of less elevated birth to 

acquire access to wealth. (Weare reminded of the financial 

pressures the nobility was under throughout the century.) 

Other elements of this amorous code could no doubt be inferred from the texts; 

but given even this limited list178, it is not difficult to see what Rosset's 

prototypical plot line will be. 

177 Could this be an aspect of bourgeois mentality insinuating itself into Rosset's supposedly 
aristocratic value system? 

178 A second look at this list reveals to what a great extent the word is a consideration in 
conducting love affairs in the Amants volages. Language as not merely constative but as 
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Hardly distinguishable in the beginning from the deceptive pretextual 

tales of the Histoires tragiques, Rosset's stories of inconstancy inevitably 

involve two young people, both beautiful and noble, accomplished in the ways 

of society, neither experienced in Cupid's ways, who are placed in each other's 

presence by purposeful chance. After the initial experience of seeing the 

beloved (a powerful and determining one), little by little, the two make contact, 

develop their own interactive discourse, then avow their love for each other. 

Much of this communication is non-verbal; language takes its place within a 

context of multiple modes of signifYing. The exterior world intervenes, however, 

when a war or rebellion occurs and the monarch or one of his generals is called 

upon to assemble an army. The young man, as indicated above, must go, 

which imposes the fact of absence for the couple. Problematic in the extreme, 

this period of separation generally provokes infidelity. It is at this point that 

the stOlies diverge, however, since inconstancy may arise with either the man 

or the woman; nor must this "infidelity" necessarily involve secular love. The 

overall similarity of Rasset's stories up to this point is no doubt one aspect of 

their simulatory nature - they are an imitation of life. Each story represents 

a separate effort to truthfully and artfully depict a near-legend in a believable 

manner (vraisemblance). 

What might be the end result in other cases is a given at the outset 

here: language is to be used, if necessary abused in the game of love. Other 

means of signifying are abundant. Gestures, inadvertent or feigned facial 

expressions, reactions of the body (blushing, weeping, fainting, dizziness, etc.), 

entrances and exits, tone of voice, are examples of body-determined language 

perfo:nnative in varying ways and degrees takes on contours twentieth-century readers are 
not accustomed to. Language can either realize or destroy the liaison. 
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which often speak less deceptively than words. Foucault alludes to this 

important factor in communication when he wlites that the body is "directly 

involved in a political field; power relations have an immediate hold upon it; 

they invest it, mark it, train it, torture it, force it to carry out tasks, to perform 

ceremonies, to emit signs" (1979 25). 

The sequence of signs emanates from a character whose charactelistics 

themselves speak eloquently in Rosset's terms: the factors of gender [ethnicity 

and race are hardly issues here], malital status, age, and especially class -

qualite or condition - already form a basic constellation determining eligibility. 

Beyond these, youth, beauty and social polish (including the ability to 

converse) enhance one's attractions. Each stage of the love affair involves a 

complex of signs, some verbal, some non-verbal, some simulation/emulation, 

some (unrecognized) dissimulation. Like the tentative extension of hands 

canvassing the dark space of the unknown for something familiar, looks, 

remarks, letters, and intimate conversations are mileposts along a path. 

While Rosset's plot lines and truncated character development both tend, in 

the Histoires tragiques, toward a dire end, here the conclusion is basically 

immatelial, often straying off into irrelevance or anticlimax. Consciousness of 

how one is perceived seems to rule - while a dissimulated pursual of fulfilling the 

aspirations of the milieu here runs contrary to the simulacrum of decorum and 

decency. A dual flow of energy results, culminating in two images, the first a 

construct society has of the subject, one's reputation or gloire, the second a 

plivate sometimes desperate, always hidden, imposition of will on the flux of 

the world. In their unerring devotion to the customs and rituals of love, in 

their obsession, not so much with one love-object - though most of the Amants 
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volages stories concern the peripeties brought about by attachment to one love 

interest - but rather with the process, the game of love, these characters 

predict a whole dynasty of literary creatures to come over the course of the 

two centuries that follow. The will - sole force capable of controlling the 

faculties responsible for (dis)simulation - is here both proscribed by external 

societal demands and activated by internal passion. 

Language, constituting the very medium by which we apprehend 

Rosset's work, insinuates itself time and again as an object of consideration. 

For Rosset, as for others, culture is discourse: 

... our use of language creates the world and the people who 
populate it. We create ourselves by the language that we use, 
and we create others in the language that we use to characterize 
them. 179 

Discourse is relayed and replayed constantly throughout any culture, literate 

or non-literate.1SO Virtually all of what a culture is either comes into being or 

can be transmitted and/or given meaning through language. People who live 

within a culture partake of multiple modes of discourse without always being 

179 Lori Hope Lefkovitz, "Creating the World," Contemporary Literary Theory, eds. G. 
Douglas Atkins and Laura Morrow (Amherst, Massachusetts: University of Massachusetts 
Press, 1989) 70. 

1S0 To the degree that the present-day American gay community, for example, constitutes a 
culture with its own characteristics and dynamics, it shows itself to be a culture which both 
undergoes discourse and appropriates and brandishes it. Since the late 1960's and 
early 1970's, gays have made efforts toward overturning stubborn stereotypes by 
assimilating, actively claiming and reinjecting into the public forum the discourse of 
liberation previously adopted by Mrican-Americans, Hispanics and women. By doing so, 
they simultaneously provoke a reactivation of the discourse of anathema, 
disenfranchisement and marginalization on the part of right-wing religious groups, a fate 
once shared by lepers, venereal disease victims and the mentally ill, as Foucault shows in 
his Histoire de la folie. Rosset's use of discourse is relentlessly exclusive and marginalizing, 
but emprisoned within his works, like fossil traces, more universal discursive messages 
abound, identifying his place and time in cultural history. 
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aware of it. In a sense, this discourse realizes itself through the subject -

cultural messages must be experienced, internalized, validated and fed back 

out into the world again. "La langue penetre dans la vie a travers des enonces 

concrets (qui la realisent), et c'est encore a travers des enonces concrets que la 

vie penetre dans la langue"181. As discourse is culture, it precedes and follows 

the individual's encounter with it; though a human product, it supercedes and 

transcends individuals. In Rosset's world, the word is always prior, primary, 

inescapable. Trapped within a context determined by circumambient 

signifiers, one's only choice is in one's stance toward any given segment of 

discourse - and a stance invariably involves some degree of (dis)simulation. 

Rebelling against the tenor of the discourse in question, attempting to ignore it 

or avoid it is at least an indication of non-compliance, at worst a sign of 

potential schism or marginalization.182 Coexisting with discourse while 

projecting appearances congruent to it defines life as lived by Rosset's 

courtiers. Acting as a result of discourse - whether in good faith or out of 

dissimulation - becomes the primary or only way of activating the social 

self.183 The culture depicted in Rosset's Amants volages - exclusive, refined, 

181 Mikhatl Bakhtine, "Les genres du discours," Esthetique de La creation verbale, trans. 
Alfreda Aucouturier (Paris: Gallimard, 1984) 268. 

182 The punishment of branding permanently imposed the word on the very body of the 
criminal into the 18th century. (See Foucault 1979 Chapters 1 & 2). 

183 What highlights the semiotic aspect of Rosset's linguistic creations is precisely the 
sociological homogeneity toward which he strives, his uniformity of tone, his restriction of 
ostensible readership to those of high birth. The ups and downs of social conflict and their 
influence on the meaning of texts - see Terry Eagleton, Literary Theory: an Introduction, 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983) 117 - are obviated by Rosset's targeting 
"the chosen few." The underlying semiotic make-up becomes both more evident and more 
pervasive - life and its reflexion in discourse is a play of signs. The struggles and 
contradictions of a heterogeneous society - aspects of the Marxist approach to class 
consciousness as enshrined in the history of literature - are impossible here. 
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literate - is clear in its promulgation and iteration of certain specified modes of 

discourse, precise in its detailing of their implications. This social order 

perpetuates itself through (dis)simulative, semiotic acts performed by the 

characters. It thinks and speaks itself through them. Their uniqueness as 

individuals becomes correspondingly less relevant, even discountable. Rosset's 

recurrent indication of the role of language in self-realization underscores the 

primal importance of language in the realization of C/culture itself. 

Pictured in this way, simulation is clearly present in most social 

interactions - the individual consciousness is ceaselessly striving for social 

congruence. This is particularly so in the milieu Rosset depicts in the Amants 

volages - being in the (social) world is the process of mediating between outside 

world and inner impulse.184 (Dis)simulation is a way of being present to two 

distinct realities, a way of surviving the never-ending scrutiny of court or salon 

life. 

The twelfth and last story illustrates this duality - it depicts a 

clandestine love story that persists despite official denial and suppression. 

Rozelie is promised to Floridor, but loves Calydon instead. While maintaining 

the appearance of acquiescence to her father's wishes, she continues her 

con-espondence with Calydon, who decides he must abduct her. He gathers a 

184 In the correlative and contemporaneous fictional world of l'Astree, Ehrmann perceives a 
similar gestalt prefiguring the apogee of French classical attainment: "Le monde de l'Astree 
est avant tout Ie monde de la parole et du regard. En cela, il contribue Ii la formation d'Wl 
etat d'esprit, ou plus justement, d'un etat d'etre·en·societe qui se cMveloppera dans Ie 
cadre restreint des salons pour cu1miner, sous Louis XIV, dans les grandes perspectives 
de Versailles, dans les grandes architectures verbales des tragedies classiques, OU parole et 
regard sont organises, controIes de telle fa~on que l'individu et Ie groupe se trouveront 
pris l'un dans l'autre pour former un ensemble parfaitement equilibre qui les fixe 
dans un eternel instant" (emphasis added) • Jacques Ehrmann, Un Paradis desespere: 
l'amour et l'illusion dans L'Astree (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1963) 99 - 100. 
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small force together, who, disguised, storm Rozelle's house and take her away. 

The continuing conflict between the two scenarios fuels the plot; the wording of 

one ofCalydon's letters exemplifies this bifurcation of realities [which mirrors 

the semantic split often haunting Rosset's language] at the same time as it 

depicts dissimulation: "I'ay comis a la verite une griefue offense contre vous, si 

ron regarde plustost, l'exterieur, quia ce qui procede d'une cause plus forte & 

plus profonde" (638). The volume ends on a happy note, for Rozelie's father 

enters into dialog with Calydon, eventually accepting him as his son-in-law, 

while the spurned Floridor, through the intervention of le grand Alcandre 

himself, meets and marries a more compatible young lady, Lucinde. Through a 

rare series of unambiguous communications, the characters are able to 

negotiate the seemingly implacable split between the two realities and sort out 

and tie up the loose ends of the story. "AIl's well that ends well," goes the 

saying, and Rosset no doubt expressly chose this story to conclude the 

collection. 

On another level, (dis)simulation is as well a means of counteracting the 

blatant transience of this world, cultivating and tidying one's image in the 

world, in a step toward permanence. Simulating a successful response to the 

expectations of others bolsters one's good reputation and facilitates achieving 

personal goals. Behind the fa~ade of appearances, however, in most of the 

Amants volages stories, a Machiavellian mentality is hard at work, inspecting 

each situation in all its ramifications. 

Simulation here involves purporting - showing, presenting an 

appearance in order to signify something. This can be accomplished in a pW'ely 
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verbal manner (a letter185, a soliloquy) or, at the other extreme, by means of a 

mere look or gesture. The incorporation of discourse into this semiotic 

broadcast leads to a consuming cycle involving both event and discourse.186 

Pelitexts reign over many of the discourses generated and, like sclipts, dictate 

much of what is or can be said. Far from expressing' inmost feelings or oliginal 

thoughts, this discourse con-forms first and foremost (e.g. the tongue-tied 

suitor leafing through the Lettres amoureuses et morales to find words to deal 

with his own predicament - he vindicates himself and validates his own 

situation when he encounters it enshlined in elegant, exemplary language). 

Like Rosset formulating simulations - his intertextuality (not to say 

plagiarism), his efforts at faithful translation, his care to project an oeuvre 

synchronized to the latest literary fashions - the characters of the Amants 

volages posit responses highly determined by convention and expectation. 

These responses reify (dis)simulation - what is hidden has nevertheless of 

necessity influenced, even determined, what is displayed. 

Relationships between characters or between an individual character 

and the world at large thus become a series of stimuli and responses -

messages mirroling each other, each to some extent molding the next. In true 

185 Altman's remarks regarding epistolary fiction apply to Rosset's intermittent use of 
letters in his story collections: "Because of its 'both-and,' 'either-or' nature, the letter is an 
extremely flexible tool in the hands of the epistolary author. Since the letter contains within 
itself its own negation, epistolary narrators regularly make it emphasize alternately, or even 
simultaneously, presence and absence, candor and dissimulation, mania and cure, bridge 
and barrier" (43). 

186 Cynically, Rosset regularly evokes the image of the populace's wagging tongues endlessly 
reproducing and commentating the "news of the day" - "comme la renommee n'a que trop de 
langues & trop de voix, pour publier par tout les nouuelles des Prouinces diuerses ... " (523). 
A negative parody of Rosset's concept of word-as-being, these images dissolve into the 
fatalistic and the near-absurd. 
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phenomenological manner, once communication is begun, the interrelationship 

is primary.187 Each message or response is situational [i.e. a response to a 

previous response, itself a response, etc.] and, as the Lettres amoureuses et 

morales make clear, this inten'elationship of utterances and expectations can 

be written as wen as oral. Utterances attain the status of happenings - for 

Rosset, especially in the Amants volages, taking place = being said. Verbal 

creations happen. The character's encoded messages become actual speech 

acts - thus the peli'ormative inevitably attains a higher profile, both in its 

declaratory and its contractual modes. The possibilities for misunderstanding 

(tromperie) are therefore rife, particularly when dissimulation comes on the 

heels of simulation. 

This imitation / emulation of a pre-existing pattern in the mind is not 

without a certain tragic dimension redolent of centuries of Platonism. The 

incipit of Rosset's tenth story in the Amants volages collection voices the point 

succinctly. Escalating his sing-song misogyny to a sweeping judgment of the 

entire human race, Rosset cries out: 

11 faut que ie face maintenant paroistre que les Hommes n'ont 
pas plus d'arrest que les Femmes, & que tout ce qu'on publie au 
mode de foy, d'amour, & de constance, sont des noms plus 
cogneus en idee, qu'en effect. (p.501) 

Humanity is doomed to failure in its simulation of an Idea poorly intuited, 

incompletely grasped, impossible, perhaps, of full realization here below. A 

187 Eagleton's remarks on structuralism apply as well to Rosset's depiction of the mechanics 
of the love game: "The work neither refers to an object, nor is the expression of an individual 
subject: both of these are blocked out, and what is left hanging in the air between them is a 
system of rules. This system has its own independent life, and will not stoop to the beck 
and call of individual intentions" (112). 
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parallel to the semiotic fabric woven through adherence to courtly propriety, 

language itself is hollow, a formal exercise containing little substance. 

Allying language in its simulative mode to the universal motivator in 

these stories, love, thus immediately calls into question the validity of the 

lover's utterance. The clarity with which Rosset's characters conceive of the 

ever present possibility of the signifier divorcing itself from the signified 

drives home this preoccupation with language and its abuse, reminds us once 

more of duality's thrall. If the signifier can be manipulated to such an extent 

that it is used to create a simulacrum in the absence of the proper (or any) 

signified, Rosset's concept of language and its codes would appear to be quite 

contemporary. Callistee, responding to a verbose letter by Lyndamart, 

assures him of her faithfulness as she cautions him against linguistic excess. 

For those of fickle ilk, paradoxically, the quantity of words used serves to argue 

against their very message: 

Ie ne remplis point Ie papier de beaucoup de parolles puis que ie 
suis plus disposee a produire des effects que des asseurances. Les 
affections volages & malfondees ont besoing de ceremonieuses 
demonstrations pour les soustenir, & non celles dont i'honore 
vostre merite... (370) 

These eloquent characters, half unawares, thus strive to actualize an exquisite 

paradox: the more they cling to the simulated nature of the discourse of love, 

the more they potentially undermine the very message they (apparently) wish 

to convey. Due perhaps to the ensnaring nature of the rhetoric of love itself, 

Rosset's characters never seem to be adequately on their guard against a 

collapse of this language and by extension the entire constellation of 

simulations they (as lover or beloved) emit. Due to the linguistic realization of 

their very existence, they focus obsessively but blindly on the process of 
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(failed) communication. The message endangers itself through its many

worded incarnation. 

The events of the Amants volages are, then, to a surprisingly great 

extent, verbal. Signifying through dress, gesture, look or demeanor is 

somewhat less frequent. Naked occurrences are rarer still, even disruptive, 

provoking the narrator's breathless recounting of events that militate against 

the contrived workings of the love game. Yet it is precisely when Rosset shuns 

the showy semiotic fa~ade of courtly protocol and forges forth into pure story

telling that he reveals his narrative adroitness, probably his greatest quality 

as a writer. 

But, in the margin of this peritextual (dis)simulation, in the shadow of 

the searchlight gaze, the authentic, the human seeps out, bleeding through 

cracks in the fa~ade. Acrise, in Histoire III, torn between her reactions to her 

clandestine lover Polidor and her obligations to the suspicious Timandre, 

eventually no longer hides the tell-tale sign of her passion: 

Les tenebres de la nuict luy seruoient de couuerture, pour 
descouurir les flammes que la honte luy faisoit celer, durant la 
iournee. Mais quand la mauuaise fortune se mit de la partie, & 
qu'elle luy rauit Polidor pour quleque temps, ce fut alors, que 
perdant ce iugement dont elle s'estoit seruie a cacher sa passion, 
elle mit au iour ceste £lamme, qui a la fin se trahit d'elle mesme. 
(192) 

The vicissitudes of life in the world periodically penetrate the studied web 

of appearances - only at such unforeseen moments do the characters 

relinquish control, only then does the all-pervasive discourse of noble 

Christian (pseudo-Pagan) culture founder. The comedy of appearances 

betrays its own vanity as the skein is rent. At the same time each 

intervention of exterior reality salvages the story from becoming totally 
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predictable and therefore uninteresting or unreadable. The economy with 

which Rosset introduces these anomalous but decisive episodes can only be 

termed classical. The excess verbiage of his love-struck paramours is, on the 

other hand, overly effusive - therefore not classical - perhaps even baroque. It 

is, after all, flamboyant, extravagant, exaggerated. 

*** 
Most phenomena in the collection, whether verbal or non-verbal, elicit a 

verbal corollary from the characters. The word code is most appropriate to 

designate the set of mutually held conventions, expectations and prohibitions 

governing the elite community that Rosset portrays.188 The challenge facing 

Rosset's characters in the Amants volages is to adequately and appropriately 

encode what they wish to communicate (whether the medium be written prose, 

poetry, direct speech, body language, etc.) and accurately decode messages 

they receive. 189 

188 This world of words and other appearances might be termed an economy, in which one's 
attributes (beauty, high birth, etc.) are assets and one's intentional or inadvertent 
communications are currency. Such an economy does not however, preclude counterfeiting, as 
is regularly demonstrated in the Amants volages. 

189 It is at this point that transgression enters the picture, for failing to conform to the 
various codes at work here, or, more craftily, appearing to conform while in reality diverging 
drastically from societal expectations (dissimulation), alternately determine and define the 
characters' fate as well as the interest of the stories. Transgression, like (dis)simulation, 
posits the active presence of two levels of reality. The transgressions dramatized in the 
Amants volages, are not, of course, of the magnitude depicted in the Histoires tragiques, in 
which Vaucher Gravili identifies three categories of transgression: transgressions against the 
established (aristocratic) political order, the sanctity of human life, and divine Law (25). 
She characterizes their aberrant nature thus: "Ces episodes et ces comportements sont 
tellement extremes qu'on ne peut plus les considerer seulement comme des temoignages de 
leur siecle, mais plutOt comme l'image d'un monde derealise, totalement anti-mimetique" 
(78). By contrast, the transgressions of the Amants volages are carried out against the noble 
code of behavior generally, or against the specific rules of amorous engagement as outlined in 
the text above. Far from being anti-mimetical, these poses emulate the ambient reality 
sometimes as camouflage, often in sincere imitation of the perceived way of doing things. 
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Dys-simulation: the Tragedy of Signifying 

This life lived in the public light, ever subject to the suspicion and 

commentary of peers and underlings, is hardly conducive to direct, unfettered 

communication. In fact, on the rare occasions when such freedom is possible, 

the reader is offered precious little of what transpires beyond the bounds of this 

relentless gaze. Even when they are alone together, the characters' 

comments, responses, and behavior elaborate themselves as a function of 

general cultural expectations, a series of reactions to cultural scripts. In the 

world of the Amants volages, there is no asylum, no escape: life is lived not only 

in but one might even say for public scrutiny. Such an atmosphere, basic 

within each of the twelve stories presented, heightens the relevance and 

intensity of both ideation (sole refuge for the self beneath the stare of prying 

peers) and verbalization. Here there is no idle talk, no harmless patter - every 

remark, each quirk of behavior is dissected, discussed and interpreted. Of 

necessity, Rosset's characters enunciate portions of their very being while 

dissimulating others. 

In Histoire VI, for example, a letter informs Lyndamart of his mother's 

fatal disease, which occasions an absence from his beloved Callistee: 

Illuy monstre la larme a l'oeilla lettre que son pere luy escrit, & 
luy demande aduis de ce qu'il doit faire. Callistee ayant appris 
cest accident, luy conseille de monter promptement a cheval, & 
d'obeyr au commandement de son pere. Elle l'en presse mesme, 
quoy qu'il y aille de la diminution du plaisir qu'elle reeoit en Ie 
voyant, & lIen coniure de telle sorte que Lyndamart prend conge 
d'elle, apres qu'ils ont tous deux reitere les sermens ordinaires de 
lew- foy... (p. 372) 

Here Callistee conforms to the cultural peritext which requires her to acquiesce 

to the demands of family ties, but this simulation in turn involves a degree of 
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dissimulation. She conforms to cultural expectations (simulation) while hiding 

any adverse reaction to Lyndamart's decision (dissimulation). 

A portion of reality is thus tendered as authentic while at the same time 

a portion is withheld - a sort of way~station on the road to full-blown 

misunderstanding. Tromperie in the Amants volages proves often to be a 

function of improper decoding of messages - assuming things that are not the 

case, reading into the signifier what would most logically complement it, 

reacting contextually to an ambivalent sign; Rosset paints a pessimistic 

pictw'e of human interaction. 

This reflex - reacting and responding to a previous, frequently amorous 

message - is in fact an important compositional strategy for Rosset in the 

Amants. volages, and constitutes one similarity to D'Urfe's L'Astree. Opening 

the latter to a random page yields a veritable barrage of interpretation and 

reinterpretation of comments and other signifiers, a sort of metalanguage 

tailored to the salon and the boudoir: 

- Je serais marrie, reprit Astree, que vous eussiez si mauvaise 
opinion de moi, que de croire que je ne sache reconnaitre en 
quelque sorte les perfections qui sont en vous [ ... ]. 
- Je ne contredirai jamais, repliqua Alexis, Ii un si favorable 
jugement; maisje prierai seulementDieu que quand vous m'aurez 
mieux connue, vous ne Ie revoquiez point [ ... ].190 

The same strategy is conducive to tromp erie, however. Ambiguity and 

imprecision become important traits of such interchanges. Because they are 

so often the stepping-stone to another stage of the relationship, or because 

they incorporate some misinterpretation of a previous cue, rarely are they to 

190 Honore d'Urfe, L'Astree, ed. Gerard Genette (Paris: Union Generale d'Editions, 1964) 
206. 
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be taken at face value; the characters must constantly second-guess the 

author of the message. No can mean Yes. Yes can mean Maybe. Emitting, 

transmitting, interpreting or acting upon the progression of signs that 

constitute the story occupy the major portion of the characters' time as well as 

most of the space on the page. Yet tromperie is intrinsic to the act of 

communicating - the art of interpreting messages is intently cultivated but 

ever fraught with miscalculations. 

This example drawn from Histoire VII demonstrates the slippage of 

meaning beneath (beyond) the signifier, whether strategic or involuntary. 

Geraste, wounded in a duel and bedridden, is about to receive the visit of his 

beloved and her mother: 

Comme Belinde & sa fille estoient prestes d'entrer dans la chabre 
de cest Amoureux, vn Page l'aduertit de leur venue. II se prepara 
soudain pour les receuoir: mais quand il apperceut Ie doux subiect 
de son mal, il eut bien de la peine a celer sa passion. Apres auoir 
faict la reuerence a la Mere, & a la Fille, il perdoit toute 
contenance. Les divers changemens de son visage faisans iuger a 
la vertueuse Belinde [la mere], que ces playes Iuy causoient ceste 
alteration, furent cause qu'elle prit conge de luy plustost qu'elle 
n'eust faict, apres luy auoir offert tout ce qui estoit dans leur 
maison. (p. 395). 

In Histoire IV, the apparently faithless Melice fails to recognize the 

warning contained in a letter she receives from Cleon, and therefore refuses to 

heed it (letters are plinted in italics in Rosset's text) . 

... Ne me condamnez point d'inconstance (belle & volage 
Melice) parce que si la raison de mes excuses ne treuue deuant vous 
aucune raison, ie me contenteray d 'auoir tellement regle mon ame a 
vos volentez, qu 'ayant refuse d'estre toute mienne, ie m 'efforceray de 
n 'estre plus vostre. Adieu. 

La Belle se rioit au commencement de la ialousie de Cleon, & ne 
pensoit pas que Ie despit fit tant d'effort en son ame, qu'il fut 
capable de Ie rendre rebelle aux loix de son Empire. C'est 
pourquoyelle continuoit tousiours en ceste humeur ... Mais quand 
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elle recogneut puis apres, & neantmoins trop tard, l'inconuenient 
infaillible d'vne si grande perte, & qu'apres auoir tasche de 
reprendre cet Esclaue fugitif, elle se treuua deceue en son attente. 
(306-307) 

Tromperie reigns as words and events are interpreted, then acted upon. The 

fact that interpretation splinters off into divergent pathways of error recalls 

the normal state of language, polysemous and ab-errant. 

A further example shows that tromperie even misinterprets the 

absence of signification. Lyndamart's mother's illness places so many 

demands on him that he is unable to write even one letter to his beloved 

Callistee (Histoire VI); this lack of communication is mistakenly interpreted as 

disinterest, and consequently influences the outcome of the story: 

Lyndamart encores estoit contrainct de se tenir presque tout Ie 
long du iour aupres du cheuet d'vne si bonne Mere, qui n'ayant que 
ce Fils Ie demandoit Ii toute heure, & augmentoit les excez de ses 
inquietudes quand elle ne Ie sentoit point aupres de luy [sic]: si 
bien qu'il n'auoit pas la commodite d'escrire Ii sa Maistresse, au 
grand estonnement de ceste Belle, qui ignorant toutes ces 
circonstances fit vn sinistre iugement de son affection. 

(p. 372-373) 

Misinterpretation thus runs the gamut of verbal and nonverbal contact. The 

duality dear to Rosset surfaces here as an inherent ambivalence lurking within 

most signs. 

Another example shows how Rosset constructs verbal entities which 

contain two possible interpretations, one to allow the creator to feel that s/he is 

telling the truth, the other to answer the addressee's expectations. Meandre, 

the long-time suitor of Cloris in Histoire II, finally meets Andromede, who 

charms him away from Cloris, leaving him still caught in the momentum of his 

previous affair. The narrator introduces this instance of doubling oflanguage 

by indicating Meandre's hypocritical demeanor when Cloris must travel 
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elsewhere with her mother: "Ce voyage que Meandre regrettoit de bouche, & 

benissoit de tout son coeur, luy donna Ie moyen de voir plus souuent sa chere 

Andromede" (163). Still, Meandre continues to write Cloris, and, in a letter 

meant to placate and reassure her of his continued passion, Cloris begins to tell 

the truth while he lies. The language bifurcates and becomes insistent double 

entendre. Portions of the passage capable of being read in these two distinct 

ways are here reproduce in bold type: 

Au moins soyez asseuree que i'emporterois au tombeau la 
memoire de nostre amour, esperant par Ie moyen de la 
resurrection qui nous est promise apres ceste vie passagere, 
iouir en l'autre de ce qui m'est absolument denie en celIe 
icy. Ce sont les seules consolations que ie donne a mon esprit 
afflige: car i'en cherche d'autres par tout & n'en puis trouuer. 
Toutes les passions qui ont autrefois afflige mon arne, 
n'estoient point de la qualite de celIe qui maintenant me 
possede. Aux unes l'esperance me seruoit d'allegement, & en 
celIe icy, Ie desespoir s'est empare de rna arne. [ ... ] 
Cependant de crainte d'ennuyer vostre bel esprit, ie doneray 
relasche a ma plume: mais non pas ames larmes, & vous 
coniureray que vous me teniez tousiours pour celuy qui vous est 
inuiolablement acquis" (164-165). 

In keeping with this hypocritical spirit, Meandre is able to seize upon a pretext 

to drop the woeful Cloris. This ambivalent discourse imposes tromperie 

precisely where it is not expected - the deceptive clarity reflects Janus-like 

upon both creator and addressee. 

Elsewhere, Rosset frequently reverts to a dualistic explanation of 

characters' motives which casts into ambiguity the supposed "omniscient" role 

of the narrator as well as the knowledge the reader acquires of the characters. 

Early in Histoire IV Polemandre suddenly loses Melisse's affections to Cleon -

Rosset accounts for this displacement thus: 
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Mais la Belle soit que desia les perfections de Cleon eussent fait 
bresche dans son ame; ou soit que nous ayons de secrettes 
inclinations, dont les effects ne sont pas moins estranges, que 
difficiles Ii exprimer, se monstroit plus froide enuers Ie vaillant 
Polemandre, que n'est la plus haute des montagnes qui voisinent 
Ie fleuue des Amazones. (p.252) 

This rhetorical technique - proposing two possible explanations for behavior, 

yet not committing to either - echoes the bifurcation of meaning affecting the 

signifier in Rosset's prose. Rosset places the necessity of interpretation before 

the reader tantalizingly, yet simultaneously frustrates any interpretation 

because of the persistent ambivalence: he ExhortsIForbids simultaneously. 

Similarly, Rosset's narrator, seemingly omniscient most of the time, 

now and again suddenly renounces this extradiegetic pose to thrust himself into 

the text as witness, even to question, challenge and toy with both the reader's 

e::-..:.pectations and the given story line as it has supposedly come down to him: 

Si la Belle Valerie eust eu enuie d'auoir pour iamais vne 
possession de Cloridan, n'auoit-elle pas Ie moyen de l'attraper, 
quand elle Ie tenoit aux chaps dans sa maison de Madere? N e 
pouuoit-elle pas aduertir son Pere de ceste vi site , & it lors n'estoit
il pas si bien it leur mercy, qu'illuy eust fallu receuoir telle loy 
qu'ils eussent desiree? (Histoire I, 113) 

Oscillation between heterodiegetic and homodiegetic modes of narration, 

striking in the narrator's frequent claims to be personally acquainted with 

certain of the characters, constitutes another manifestation of duality in 

Rosset's texts. 

*** 
To recapitulate, Rosset's characters deploy three kinds of signifiers: 1) 

intrinsic signifiers that proclaim status or pre-eminence in and of themselves; 

these can be divided into the innate (such as beauty, social rank, courage, etc.) 

and the acquired (upbringing, education, ability to converse, play the spinet or 
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lute, etc.); 2) strategic signifiers, which are always of an encoded or self

conscious nature, thus (dis)simulative - they tend to follow pre-ordained 

patterns when employed; 3) involuntary signifiers, which partake of the 

language of the emotions, of the body and soul. It is to be noted that all three 

can be alluded to or communicated directly through language, while certain 

intrinsic signifiers (e.g. beauty) and various involuntary ones are perceptible 

via the senses. 

The extent to which Rosset's prose in the Amants uolages is packed with 

signifiers of different types emanating at different levels from the characters 

(as well as from the text's creator) becomes evident upon examination of 

almost any page of his text. In this passage, for example, Meliades, the 

wounded warrior of Histoire X, has just fallen in love with Eugenie (thereby 

lapsing in his love for Candie, his former mistress) and sung her a song to his 

own lute accompaniment. Intrinsic signifiers are herebolded, involuntary ones 

underlined, while conscious, strategic signifiers are italicized; combinations are 

possible as well. 

II eust encores fallu que ceste Belle eust eu Ie coeur copose d'vne 
roche dure, si elle n'en eust este emeue, voyant un si beau 
Gentil-home, qui tentit les yeux fiches sur elle, & tirant du profond 
de son estomach mille cuisas souspirs. temoignoit vne vehemente 
passion. Apres qu'il eut acheue de reciter sur le luth ces belles 
parolles, dot il auoit charme l'oreille des Assisttis, Eugenie le pria 
de les luy doner, et luy en offrit d 'autres en recopense. Meliades 
apres luy auoir proteste qu'il n'auoit rien en son pouuoir, dont il ne 
luy fust redeuable, pour tant de courtoisie qu'il auoit receu 
d'elle & de Madame sa mere, luy dit qu 'illuy enuoyeroit des le 
iour mesme ces Stances. Lors que ces Dames eurent acheue leur 
visite, & qu'elles se furent retirees, nostre Inconstant se fit donner 
vn escritoire & du papier, & puis escriuit ceste lettre ... (p.520) 
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An intricate, ever-evolving texture of signs incessantly issues from the main 

characters, signs which, whether pondered over at length or reacted to 

immediately, regularly elicit responses from their addressee/so The multiple 

codes at work predetermine many of the specifics of the characters' 

simulation: whether to speak, or not, whether to write, or not, how to direct 

one's look in such a way as to indicate one thing and not another, etc. 

The primary component of this tissue of appearances is always 

language. As has been mentioned, the impetus to send verbal messages to the 

love object goes far beyond mere avowal of passion or conversation: even in 

this brief passage the nan'ator reverts to consideration of different modes of 

verbal communication between the characters as naturally as to the divulging 

of the plot line itself - the fact that the couple exchange love lyrics while in each 

other's presence (instead of getting to the point and confiding their mutual love

interest then and there) defers the action of the story, and, by extension, the 

interest of the reader; the next "event" in the text is a love letter, again a 

verbal monument erected in honor of the recipient (chivalric code dictates, as 

we have seen, that males make the first move), comprising a text of great 

complexity, full of conditionals, negatives and subjunctives, placing the 

hypothetical alongside the (nascent) real, contrasting the possibility of failure 

with the glimmer of future success, quintessentially dialogic in that out of 

context, without what preceded it, without a response, the message has no 

meaning. Dualistic, too, in that both (potential) failure and success of the 

lover's suit are sandwiched into the verbose ploy. And ever dissimulated 

beneath the shimmering verbiage is the harsh truism that love ends in 

inconstancy. 
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Tromperie is intrinsic to the love game and to language itself - it is a 

necessary element to the being-in-society which Rosset imitates. Each story 

in the collection therefore contains aspects of tromperie as integral 

components, tactical tromperie as well as the ever-present possibility of 

deception in decoding the inexorable flow of signs. The following section 

comprises a more detailed look at the workings of tromperie in several of the 

stories. 

Diversifications of Disguise 

Though present in Rosset's earlier works, disguise attains greater 

importance in the Amants volages. Perhaps because of the inbred nature of 

the milieu and the fact that characters continually bump shoulders with their 

paramours and antagonists in polite company, strategies for appearing absent 

while remaining all the more present are exploited. 

Histoire I, in particular, demonstrates the tactical prominence of 

disguise. Cloridan, 17, and Valerie, 13, are able to communicate their love to 

each other, first through a go-between, later in person, despite the frequent 

presence of Elise, Valerie's mother. But war intervenes and Cloridan must 

leave. On his return, he is able to meet Valerie in a maison de plaisance where 

the couple renew their vows amid the pyrotechnics of a violent storm. 

However, Cloridan must again leave to discharge his duty. Meanwhile, Valerie, 

pursued by various suitors, is particularly fancied by one, Anaxandre, whom 

she has met in the Galeries du Louvre. Elise takes kindly to him, and 

Anaxandre, despite Valerie's resistance, begins to insinuate himself into her 

life. Clorldan returns and forbids Valerle to see him, wary as he is of the power 
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of rumor: "la fable du vulgaire, qui iette les yeux sur les actions des Grands, & 

qui Ie plus souuent faict vn mauuais iugement des plus honnestes, au preiudice 

de nostre reputation" (62)191. Now possessed by doubt, Cloridan, learning of an 

assignation between Valerie and Anaxandre in a church, convinces a sub

deacon to lend him his habit, dons it, and successfully overhears their 

conversation, disguised as a novice. As the service proceeds on the one hand, 

on the other Anaxandre's remonstrances become more and more violent, but 

Valerie remains true to Cloridan. Anaxandre becomes suspicious as the novice 

continues to hover around them during the service, and pushes him away, then 

leaves angrily. Suggesting in certain ways the irony of the comices agricoles 

passage in Mme Bovary, this scene juxtaposes two separate scenarios (the 

mass; the dispute between Anaxandre and Valerie) linked only by Cloridan's 

role as eavesdropper. Though Valerie weathers this test, Cloridan is later 

tipped off by a go-between-cum-spy, Bellinde, that Valerie is still seeing 

Anaxandre. Cloridan knows so much about her that Valerie now comes to 

believe Cloridan traffics with devils. Despite a feint involving Cloridan's retreat 

to a hermitage and Valerie's near-suicidal reaction, the couple is again 

reconciled. But as Anaxandre returns to see Valerie for the "last time," 

Cloridan recognizes him and returns to her house disguised as a beggar 

["Cloridan, a qui l'amour a faict prendre autant de formes quIa Jupiter, recouura 

promptement l'habit d'un gueux" (87)], even begging from Anaxandre himself. 

Reluctant to leave for fear he might miss any entrances or exits, Cloridan later 

hides beneath the stairs in the coal-store. He is unable to take the time to 

191 This comment can be read two ways: in its specific context here, and as a symbolic 
disclaimer - on the part of the grandees - of the voyeuristic reader's misinterpretation of the 
stories and misconception of the aristocracy. 
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clean up and change his clothes in order to confront Valerie and Anaxandre. 

Cloridan's continued spying on his mistress eventually culminates in a third 

disguise, as one of Anaxandre's own pages. Eventually, despite the couple's 

repeated reconciliations, Cloridan and his rival Anaxandre share their 

frustration - both resolve not to renew their pursuit of Valerie. One evening as 

he is riding over a bridge, Cloridan is shot at three times, but is unhurt. Though 

never fully explained, this incident, argues the narrator, is due to a third lover 

who found Cloridan's presence too much of an impediment to the progress of 

his own suit. The story ends anti-climactically with Cloridan finally married to 

someone else, while Valerie "auoit encores perdu la memoire de Cloridan, & ne 

se ressouuenoit non plus de Iuy que des pechez qu'elle auoit commis en son 

enfance" (115). 

Cloridan's first disguise, that of the sub-deacon, is successful only 

because he resorts to lying and bribery: saying he wishes to protect his sister's 

virtue, and that God's laws are about to be broken, he greases the palm of the 

still hesitant "sacrificateur." Vindicated and revered elsewhere, religion is 

suddenly made a mockery, both by the fact that the assignation takes place 

during the mass, and by Cloridan's impersonation of the subdeacon. 

The second disguise, that of the beggar [gueux}, is more endearing to the 

reader and problematic for Cloridan. Once dirtied and dressed as a ne'er-do

well, he is forced to remain in the role for some time, essentially trapped by it. 

Cloridan and the reader are both at the same level during this scene as the 

nruTator does not reveal what takes place behind the door, only showing us the 

comings and goings at the door. Similarly, during Anaxandre's long good-bye, 

Cloridan cannot leave without perhaps missing Anaxandre's exit from the 
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house. The tension grows as the situation becomes more critical - but the 

circumstances place this scene in the province of farce. Similarly, Cloridan's 

decision to take refuge immediately under the door-sill in the coal-store 

blackens him even further, immobilizing him as he becomes pure perceiver 

while effacing his very being - esse est percipi192• The fact that he has carried 

guns to this encounter implies another, more sinister outcome. Beneath the 

farcical quid pro quos, the possibility of death and bloody vengeance, like the 

thorns beneath the rose, lies dissimulated. 

His final disguise, as one of Anaxandre's pages, places him face to face 

with Valerie, where he is able to observe the subtlest signs emanating from her 

face as she receives a letter from Anaxandre. This, maintains the narrator, 

was the decisive encounter: "Ce fut la Panacee qui arracha Ie traict plus 

picquant de l'Amour, fiche dans ses mouelles" (99). Like a cinematic close-up, 

this view of Valerie has divulged her very self. 

The open-endedness and inconclusiveness of the finale may be due to 

Rosset's obligation to stick to the guidelines reality imposed. Less clean and 

satisfying than fiction, "reality" is stranger than fiction in the sense that it is 

often incongruent, or even absurd. 

As can be seen, disguise offers a relief, a release, and at the same time a 

purification. The fact that the character goes unrecognized allows him (or 

elsewhere her) to be more forthright, permits as well a more penetrating look 

at the love-object, now unfettered and free to behave "naturally." Disguise 

allows the character to peer beyond the game of appearances, to probe the 

tissue of dissimulation in order to see the real person. Cervantes comes to 

192 "To be is to be perceived," a motto dear to Samuel Beckett. 
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mind, particularly the stories of El Celoso Extremefio and El Curioso 

Impertinente. 

A Parade of Enigmas 

Occasionally the sign attains a supernatural stature reminiscent of the 

roman de chevalerie. Here in Histoire VII, however, the procession/progression 

of signs poses major problems of interpretation and the process of assigning 

and/or deciphering meaning becomes the very subject matter of the story. 

While out on a hunting trip, Geraste, momentarily separated from his 

companions, encounters what appears to be a lynx193; he drives a spear 

through its head and as it struggles away, he cuts off its leg, which turns into a 

human leg. Looking into the cave where the lynx had taken refuge, Geraste 

sees not a lynx, but a dying man. He flees and tells his fellow hunters of the 

incident - speculation and story-swapping on the part of his cohorts ensue. 

They return to the cave where they find the sorcerer dead, but on his body two 

waxen images, one portraying Geraste, the other Emerite. The waxen figures 

might be thought to adumbrate a happy relationship, even marriage, between 

Geraste and Emerite. But underlying these events, and unbeknowns to the 

young couple, is the vow Belinde, Emelite's mother, had made to consecrate 

her daughter to God and the religious life. 

Dissimulated beneath the apparent unholiness of these images is the 

Word of God, despite the initial impression of enigmatic and portentous 

ambiguity contained in the successive signs: lynx/lynx legs turned 

193 The term in French, loup-cervier, has a further cOlUlotation - that of swindler or 
speculator, double dealers personifying duplicity. 
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human/mortally wounded lynx metamorphosing into a dying man/dead 

sorcerer/the wax effigies themselves. The signs meld one into the next. They 

(co)respond to each other - their ominous significance is not immediately 

apprehended. Not one to forget duality, Rosset furnishes the dissembling 

warlock (for his true appearance and identity were dissimulated beneath the 

apparent form of a lynx) with two wax figures, equivocating predictors of 

Geraste's and Emerite's future as a couple. Meanwhile Geraste and Emerite 

hastily proceed to a perfectly routine love affair (one even sanctioned by their 

parents) - Rosset here highlights the weirdness of these signs while at the 

same time reinforcing the typical nature of the love story. But Emerite and 

Geraste are victims of tromperie after all. On her deathbed, in a startling 

reversal, Belinde recalls her promise to God - the vow's supranatural power, 

resurgent and victorious, reconciles these errant mortals with the Words 

uttered so long before, Words which determined being-to-become the moment 

they were pronounced - Ie mot, crest la chose - Words which, linked to the 

Divinity, recoiled at this other identity Emerite had begun to live, Words which 

of necessity recalled Emerite from a duplicitous existence to Oneness. 

The worldly simulation of love yields in this case to a greater 

dissimulated Love. The inevitable duality Rosset's characters deal with here 

manifests itself through this temporary struggle between divine and secular 

love. It is worth remarking that Emerite, unlike a modem person, takes it 

upon herself to make her mother's vow good, thereby effacing herself totally. 

Although holy orders represent another of the many ways of effacing, erasing 

or subsuming self extant in French culture of the time, it is nevertheless worth 

highlighting here both the tyranny of Ie Ciel and the challenge to the ego 
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illustrated by this story. Cultural imperatives bathe the individual so 

continually in the discourse of re-integration that Emerite's selfhood is 

relinquished with nary a whimper. Nor is the one-two compositional scheme 

unfamiliar: Emerite's conversion is followed quickly by Geraste's, whose sudden 

exegesis of these whirlwind events now recognizes in Emerite a likeness of the 

divinity: "vous estiez la viue image de celuy qui m'a fait recognoistre Ie 

souuerain bien." Platonism, anyone? And turning to the sequence of puzzling 

signs that emerged earlier, Geraste now asserts that the devil194 set the 

warlock to fussing with poppets in order to frustrate Fate, for all along this 

outcome was known in Heaven. Finally, Geraste, voluble despite his new-found 

celibate silence, echoes Rosset himself in his urge to reassure himself through 

writing: 

[Ie] vous supplie de m'honorer quelquesfois de vos lettres, afin que 
si la distance des lieux, & des langages nous separe desormais, 
nous soyons au moings asseurez par les tesmoignages de nos 
escrits, que nous esperons nous reuoir un iour dans Ie Ciel. (413) 

Aside from any reminiscences of HeloIse and Abelard, this fixation on script as 

self is a Rossetian leitmotif we have seen before; and ironic it is that in a 

collection meant to exemplify the ephemeral, in a story illustrating the triumph 

of grace over the worldly, a character entreats his counterpart (mirror-image) 

to write him letters for reassurance. As if what mattered most were texts - as 

if the most definitive version of human existence were of necessity a text! 

194 This story contains his only (indirect) appearance in this collection - a guest star 
imported from the Histoires tragiques. 

- - .. _-- -- - .. _._-------------------------
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The Failure of Cross-Cultural Simulation 

Histoire VIII begins as the rest do, but soon depicts a trans-oceanic 

kidnapping followed by treason, compounded by lese-maJeste, bigamy (from the 

Christian point of view) and two suicides. Eurymedon, faced with the 

resistance of a father whose son he has killed in a duel, is undaunted in his love 

for the man's daughter Lydie. Despite his murder of her brother, Eurymedon 

regains her affection and rescues her from the tower dungeon where she has 

been placed by her father. He flies with her to "Egypt" where he soon becomes 

a star in the constellation of several great military rulers of the Near East, 

eventually even serving the Great Turk himself. Such unheard of 

inconstancy - since parents, family, Church, King, nationality are all in tum 

rejected - culminates finally in a proposed marriage to the Sultan's daughter, 

which, under the circumstances, Eurymedon decides he cannot refuse. As 

elsewhere in Rosset, love and ambition carry the characters to desperate ends. 

Ew-ymedon has progressively erased item after item of his real identity. When 

he proceeds to the potential denial of Lydie, who was the very reason he 

embarked on this restless course in the first place, she revolts by taking her 

life. Mirror-like, Eurymedon stabs himself to death, an ending reminiscent of 

the Histoires tragiques but meant to exemplify not only the wages of amorous 

infidelity, but also the consequences of denying one's identity, and, by 

extension, one's origins. Eurymedon's success in these foreign lands is a 

victory for simulation - he acculturates readily. In fact, he becomes the alien 

Other, maximizing the degree of change possible in this metamorphosis, but he 

is unable to totally dissimulate his roots, those present reminders of the past 

which speak of an earlier and more coherent self grounded in a social context. 

----- ------
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Rushing into the future while negating fatherland, family and sovereign 

becomes a headlong plunge into tromperie. As with the Oath uttered in 

Histoire VII, the dying father's curse materializes to negate the temerious 

exploits, aligned like a procession of negative signs, of this errant son-in-law. 

A Marriage Made in Heaven 

Another parade of signifiers is evident in the description of Meliades' 

aborted wedding scene at the end of Histoire X, a story as engrossing in its 

baroque dimensions as it is permeated by double entendre. Meliades, himself 

three times trompeur, initially falls in love with Candie, and is cementing the 

relationship when war is declared and he must go to "Thrace." He is wounded 

in battle and while recovering, falls in love with his host's daughter, Eugenie, 

whom he eventually seduces, only to tell ofit far and wide. Word soon travels 

to the court, where Candie learns of Meliades' new conquest. However, at a 

festival, Meliades encounters Sylvestre, who becomes Meliades' third 

infatuation. Eugenie dies of grief on learning of this infidelity. Sylvestre's 

father then forbids her to see Meliades, and he is left alone, but soon is able to 

rekindle, he believes, the liaison with Candie. In reality, Candie is playing a 

trick on Meliades - she has secretly decided to become a vestal virgin (Le. nun) 

rather than marry him. The text is already strewn with veiled references to 

religion: misericorde - pardon - faillir - delict - celeste - repentance - grace -

transgression - such terms intimate the parallel between a secular and a sacred 

denouement. Candie tells her confidante Artemis of her resolution. Artemis 

then decides Candie should take the veil "d'vne fa~on extraordinaire." 
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In the final scene, signifiers, no longer interpersonal, now are broadcast 

far and wide to all present, a parade of symbols as unequivocal as those of 

Histoire VII were ambiguous. As in the meticulous ceremonies the nobility 

acted out at court, or the precisely choreographed movements and gestures of 

the ballet, signification here is largely non-verbal, stretching far outside the 

bounds of grammar and lexis to communicate unmistakably the solemn and 

holy natw'e of the occasion, thus foreshadowing the pious surprise that awaits 

Meliades. This too is a simulation, a simulation of Heaven: 

Le temple de ces vierges vestales estoit si pompeusement pare, 
qu'on ne veit iamais tant d'esclat. Lors que Meliades & vne 
grande troupe de Noblesse en fut proche, vne infinite des plus 
grades Dames de la ville, menees soubs les bras par vn nobre 
d'homes de qualite, sortirent dehors pour Ie receuoir. Le temple 
venerable retentissoit tout de la musique, & des instrumens qui 
tiroient l'ame par les oreilles: mais particulierement de certaines 
voix pareilles a celles des Anges. (534) 

This introduction is pregnant with meaning, interspersed with indications of the 

outcome. The narrator now focuses on Candie's mien and apparel: 

Sur cela, la belle & chaste Candie entre dedas par la porte du 
cloistre. Elle estoit accopagnee de la Maistresse des Vestales, & 
de plusieurs autres filles religieuses. Elle portoit vn dessus de 
satin blac, tout chamarre de clincat d'or, & enrichy d'vne broderie 
de perles .... Ses cheueux estoient espars sur ses espaules, & si 
blonds & si luisans, qu'ils obscurcissoient la lumiere du Soleil. 
(534) 

As in the previous scene, each detail is laden with symbolic significance. 

Among such suggestive particulars, the narrator gradually works in certain 

more direct words; he cannot resist foretokening the denouement: "Quel 

contentement receuoit Meliades d'vne si douce veue! II n'eust pas alors change 

sa gloire auec celle des Immortels" (535). But this is precisely what he must do 

- exchange his happiness for that of Heaven [the inverse relationship motif 
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here obtrudes from Rosset's stock of poetic themes]. And the double entendre 

reverberating through the word epousailles here designates two separate 

realities, the worldly and the monastic - this oscillation echoes Rosset's 

habitual dualistic mind-set, which here dissimulates the divine momentarily 

behind the worldly. 

Rosset again reverts to overt mention of the theatrical: "Au milieu du 

Temple il y auoit vne maniere de Theatre, OU les espousailles se deuoient faire." 

Up to this point, the spectacle is splendid and hardly suspect except to the 

reader - Candie steps into the limelight, simulating the appearance of a virgin 

bride. But the narrator now pushes harder - significant phrases are here 

italicized: 

Meliades mota apres elle sur ce Theatre, & en y mont ant il 
croyoit monter au ciel. 10rs qu'il fut pres d'elle, il se mit Ii genoux 
comme s'il eust voulu l'adorer. Cependant vne voix proceda d'en
haut, & prof era ces parolles ... (535) 

Appearances are deceiving - Meliades has been set up. Dear to the baroque 

heart are the phenomena of illusion and metamorphosis: just as Meliades 

eagerly anticipates the realization of their union through matrimonial vows 

(the importance of the pronouncement is here of note), Candie proffers a 

confession, a string of words soon to render reality other; admitting that she is 

now pledged to Heaven, she declares the impotence of human words against 

the ultimate Vow: "En fin il n'y a ny promesses ny menaces, ny la mort 

mesme, qui me puisse faire rompre Ie voeu que i'ay faict" (537). We are 

reminded of Rotrou's Saint Genest. 

In a conventional gesture of shock and consternation - compare 

Celadon's physical attitude as he throws himself into the Lignon in L 'As tree -
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Meliades falls to the ground: "Meliades aussi confus que si Ie foudre luy fust 

tobe sur la teste, les bras croisez & les genoux en terre la regardoit 

piteusement, ... & puis come par forme empoigna les mains de la nouuelle 

Vestale & les baisa" (537). Signifiers come fast and furious dUling this sudden 

peripeteia - the simulation has been dissimulation, therefore tromperie. 

Divinity steps forth from its hidden position into full, triumphant view. And to 

crown the chain of events, Meliades too, mirror-like, espouses monasticism. 

His very identity oscillates out of the worldly and into the divine, as he finishes 

his life a hermit. "L'austerite, la bonne vie, & la solitude qu'il y a menee 

l'espace de douze ans font croire qu'il iouyt maintenant au Ciel du fruict de sa 

Penitence II (538). In a holy state, rewards are prompt; signifiers are wedded to 

that which they signify - austerity, virtue and solitude mean assured 

redemption. What they ultimately mean supplants them, fulfills them - in the 

same way that the worldly life of gallantry is replaced by the pious inclination 

toward retreat and repose, in the same way as the seemingly barren duality 

comprised of the fulsomeness of worldly love and its apparent negators -

contlition, penance and modesty - falls away in a miraculous transformation to 

reveal salvation through God's grace. 

The characters are inconstant only to the Inconstancy of this world. In 

both Histoires VII and X, establishment of a final equilibrium through the 

working out of the Word and its implications banishes the mistaken figments 

that preceded the glorious finale. 
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Tricking tile Reader: Dissimulated Witchcraft 

The vicissitudes of Salmacis' young life form the matrix for a trick that 

Rosset plays on the reader in Histoire XI. Firmly in love with Dorize, Salmacis 

goes off to war in Antioch, as honor demands, where he begins to exchange 

. letters with her. His cousin Licanor, who has remained behind, plots with one 

ofDorize's young companions, Sidere, to undo their love, since Sidere is secretly 

in love with Salmacis as is Licanor with Dorize. Sidere and Licanor concoct a 

plot worthy of the histoire tragiques: they tell Dorize the monstrous lie that 

Salmacis has boasted of his sexual conquest of her in mixed company. This 

proves a death blow to Dorize's love for the unsuspecting Salmacis, who has 

done nothing. Dorize writes him a terse and spiteful farewell letter. Unwilling 

to communicate with him ever again, Dorize's gesture so affects Salmacis that 

he goes off to a mountain retreat to be a hermit. Although Licanor is pleased 

over his renewed prospects with Dorize, Sidere realizes their lie has been 

counterproductive, since Salmacis has now exiled himself. While Licanor could 

eventually marry Dorize, Sidere is faced with a bleak future when Sophonisbe, 

a sorceress, supplies a missing element to the story: long ago another 

sorceress, Soline, to right a perceived wrong, had fastened in Salmacis' ear a 

small earring which forced him to love Dorize. Sophonisbe and Sidere make 

their way to the hermitage where Salmacis continues to grieve. Through the 

sorceress's craft, the ring is removed from Salmacis' ear and immediately a 

prophetic dream foretells his new-found ability to recognize the superlative 

nature of Sidere's attributes. Salmacis then reclaims his identity as heir to his 

father's state and fortune. As a conclusion, the marriage of Sidere and 

Salmacis echoes the earlier union ofDorize and Licanor. 
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Histoire XI foils our expectations due primarily to the sordidness of 

Sidere and Licanor's plot to separate Salmacis from Dorize. Their evildoing is 

so convincing that the reader can easily envision a "tragic" outcome, especially 

in light of the portentous bloodiness of the heron's death amid Dorize and her 

young companions early in the story. 

In reality, however, tromperie has been at work, but hardly where we 

thought we perceived it: supernatural powers have deceived Salmacis into 

thinking he loves Dorize. As she removes the earring, Sophonisbe operates a 

major change - blinded before, Salmacis can now assume his true identity as 

well as recognize the unmistakable charms and noble stature of Sidere. 

Dissimulated beneath what appeared to be a dastardly plot, true love lay 

waiting for its rightful object to be recognized. In the same way, truth comes to 

Salmacis in a dream; Rosset sometimes harks back to the medieval in a most 

convincing way. If dreams later come to be considered a medium of deception, 

here they still represent the voice of Truth. The role of the supernatural in this 

story is emphatically that of demystifier. By effecting the removal of unseen 

obstacles, both physical and psychological, Sophonisbe here facilitates the 

triumph of truth and assists the restitution of the characters' true identity. 

The theme of language as tromperie also receives thorough treatment in 

this story. Salmacis' alleged indiscretion was a verbal act - he was to have 

claimed the enjoyment of numerous sexual favors from Dorize. Clearly, no act 

could more completely violate the chivalric code earlier outlined. But worse, 

this purported indiscretion is communicated to DOlize through a bald-faced lie 

[again a speech act] on the part of the plotters. In either case, linguistic 

existence simulates real existence - a semblance of reality (verbum) is 
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fabricated to indicate the presence of something that is not there (res). Dorize, 

convinced she has been slandered, swears never to allow Salmacis any 

intimacy whatsoever. She reproaches him his "parolles aussi douces, que 

menteuses" (567). The repeated dissonance between signifier and (alleged 

but absent) signified sets up a foreground of tension artfully broken by a 

peripeteia involving the unbinding of a spell (whose parallel to the blinding but 

binding nature of love's bonds informs the story and the entire collection as 

well). 

Histoire XII, the last and thus the culminating gesture in the collection, 

indeed sums up the diverse traits inherent in these anecdotes of inconstancy. 

What appears to be inconstancy is in reality a frenetic, dramatic abduction 

and flight toward true love - a happy ending. 

*** 
These stories course to their inevitable conclusions unaware, it would 

seem, of the imminent dissolution of the characters' plans - indeed this 

dissolution is intrinsic to the professed confidence with which the lovers 

reassure each other of their undying love. The more earnestly and insistently 

they pledge their devotion, the more surely their liaison becomes fragile, brittle, 

prone to self-destruction. The more intently they adhere to one identity, the 

more drastic their transmutation to another. Their earlier self dissolves to 

reveal another, more permanent state. 195 

195 Ifhis characters' conscious assertions prove to undermine their very message - that is, if 
the more one tries to render love permanent, the more surely it will transmute to inconstancy 
- what is the alternative? A stand-off in which the participants abstain from love, knowing 
it to be a deception, wordless in the knowledge of the fmal sterility of words? Or a zen-like 
relaxation into love, embodying the perception that one succeeds best when one stops trying? 
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That which is held to be not only most important (since all the stories 

revolve around and gravitate toward the pursuit of love) but most unshakable 

(i.e. the insistent restatements and assurances of fidelity) evaporates, leaving 

only unsettled memory behind. Most baroque of sensations, this clasping of 

sudden nothingness underscores the vanity of the world and the vacuity of 

language. Long before present-day concerns, Rosset erected a system of 

amatory politicking based on the iterability of language and its ability to be 

manifested and used in the absence of that which it purports to signify. Indeed 

story after story illustrates that signifier and signified may take entirely 

separate trl\iectories, the one coursing along on its own without any necessary 

correspondence with the other. Not only may this happen, given Rosset's 

attitude toward lovers' language, and his mandate to illustrate Inconstancy, 

this must happen. It is in the nature of the human condition, in the nature of 

human language itself. The phenomenon echoes a similar shift in the Histoires 

tragiques, wherein amorous discourse lurches abruptly into a headlong plunge 

toward its most dire opposite: diabolical hatred and bloody barbarity. 

Rosset's characters in this collection are victims of tromperie several 

times over. On a larger level, all these adventures are meant to illustrate the 

supremacy and triumph of Inconstancy. These lovers believe they will obtain 

validation and indeed stability (prestige, happiness, wedlock) through their 

simulations of the love game. In reality, these aspirations are thwarted - what 

they reach out for, even labor for, turns out to be an illusion. Something quite 

unexpected is, in every case, their lot. 

Alongside the more spectacular endings, both of these alternative denouements are also 
present in the Amants volages, though not highly profiled. 
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Their discourse concerns love, the conditions under which moves are 

made, under which signs are emitted, under which one sign may be absorbed 

and superceded by another more probing one; yet it concerns a depiction of 

mood so thorough, so well-wrought as to imply the absence of that very mood. 

Its realization in words is a paradox: the more it spins out its verbal complexity 

the less "real" or convincing it is. In this sense, language is empty, a 

realization Rosset reformulates repeatedly in this work as well as others. 

Amorous discourse is an empty shell, bereft in the last analysis of any reality 

to which it might refer and is therefore pure tromperie. 

As Callistee sings at the beginning of Histoire VI: 

o foy, foy dont le nom est si grand en vertu, 

S'il est vray que tu sois, OU te retires-tu? 

Hat tu m 'as abuse, i 'apprens a mon dommage, 

Que tu n 'es que langage. (352) 

This critique of amorous discourse implies a general indictment of all language. 

The word, which in so many ways binds humankind together, at the same time 

serves to isolate and betray. Like original sin, the very act of (vainly) trying to 

communicate carries with it its own demise. While constative human 

verbalization of all kinds appears to harbor its own negation, performatives 

uttered earlier have such power that they often define and determine the 

outcome of the story as does a deus ex machina. 

Further, ifbeing and language are still bound up in Rosset to the extent 

that the utterance is one with the self, if one speaks oneself, should the 

utterance prove unfounded, should it in fact be a lie, what is that self? To the 
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extent that self is caught up in language, even created by language, the very 

concept of selfis challenged. 

Fittingly, then, Rosset's characters display a uniformity in their 

thought patterns, in their expectations of others' behavior, in their own 

behavior, in their use of language, in the signals that they emit - the individual 

stands out against the background only to the degree that a gratuitous quirk of 

fate has intervened or a whim has been followed up on. The overwhelming 

impression is of a sameness which the fortuitous mars momentarily, yet which, 

over the long term, reasserts itself, a sameness which perhaps accounts for 

the disparate avatars of inconstancy. 

En derniere analyse, l'etre de l'homme reside dans un flux affectif, 
dont les manifestations capricieuses sont toutes d'egale valeur, 
dans une "generation perpetuelle de passions" -l'expression est de 
La Rochefoucauld - dont Ie cours ne donne aucune prise reelle a la 
pensee raisonnable ou ala volonte libre. (Benichou 100) 

Could Rosset have predicted the literary reflections of Jansenism visible 

at mid-century and beyond? Still, later in the century, glimmers of true 

individuality emerge from the "classical" matrix: many of Moliere's or Racine's 

characters no longer fit the category of types - rather they become true 

individuals - while numerous of La Bruyere's Caracteres are frankly eccentric. 

Just as the Renaissance, in its passage from the medieval, ushers in, along 

with much else, a consideration of the details of individuality, it is conceivable 

that in a reaction against the upheavals of the Civil Wars and the baroque 

esthetic in general [which accentuated instability and illusion], one aspect of 

the preclassical impetus was to downplay individuality and to affirm the 

supremacy of the replicable, of regularity. Thomas Greene and Marvin Becker 

speak of declining ceremonial roles as contemporaneous with the rise of 
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historical and analytical consciousness: the "ceremonial identity, ritual ties, 

and sacramental bonds" (Greene 304) of the Middle Ages, challenged and torn 

asunder by the Renaissance and the Reformation - one of whose consequences 

was, in France, the turmoil of the Civil Wars - may have been emulated anew, 

albeit at a purely secular level, in the reaffirmation of unity and uniformity on 

the social as well as the linguistic plane. Indeed this yearning for oneness is a 

characteristic underlying much ofRosset's writing, a strain hidden beneath the 

here more obvious pseudo-glorification of Inconstancy and the obsessive 

scenarios involving the dual. Just as the dramatic baroque, unstable and 

overpowering, yields in time to the rational baroque, wherein equivalency is 

replicated and order reigns supreme, so do certain of the disparate strains of 

late-sixteenth century French literature gradually mutate into modes 

reflective of the new, purist esthetic we now consider a component of French 

classicism. 

Rosset's presaging of this emergent esthetic is evident at multiple levels. 

His lexicon in the Amants volages is as restrictive as that of the poetry; the 

formulaic, incantatory tone overtakes entire paragraphs, whole segments of 

the text, while his solid grasp of the great literary works and topoi of antiquity, 

though not ostentatious, is evident in every story, serving as a ground against 

which his figures are often profiled. Beyond the superficial semblance of 

exempla illustrating Inconstancy lies a more basic Constancy of conception. 

The selection of the court/salon as theater for most dramatic interchanges 

foreshadows an entire century of literature wherein courtly (or salon) life 

determined most aspects of literary production. The affirmation of aristocrats 

as the only truly appropriate subjects (or recipients) of literary works is also 
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consonant with the literary reflection of the aristocratic ethos predominant 

throughout the seventeenth century, ironic given Rosset's own aborted 

itinerary through the Parisian intelligentsia and the silence surrounding him 

amid the very grandees he flatters and depicts. Finally, the self-conscious 

importance assigned language (oral or written), the identification of language 

as an entire problematic domain of its own, presages the ongoing critique of 

verbal expression known to be an integral aspect of nascent classicism among 

exponents as varied as Balzac, Voiture, the early Academicians and the 

Precieuses. 
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CONCLUSION 

(Dis)simulation and Tromperie: A Way of Being 

It is not necessary, however, for a prince to possess all the above
mentioned qualities [charity, integrity, humanity, uprightness, piety]; 
but it is essential that he should at least seem to have them. I will even 
venture to say, that to have and to practice them constantly is 
pernicious, but to seem to have them is useful. For instance, a prince 
should seem to be merciful, faithful, humane, religious, and upright, and 
should even be so in reality; but he should have his mind so trained that, 
when occasion requires it, he may know how to change to the opposite. 

- Machiavelli, The Prince 

ET RESPICE FINEM QUICQUID AGAS SAPIENTER AGAS 
(Look to the end so that what you do, you do wisely) 

- Legend preceding L 'Histoire du Chevalier du Soleil 

These concluding remarks will focus on certain (dis)simulatory patterns 

that recur throughout Rosset's body of work, beginning with his earliest known 

texts. Encomiums can ill disguise the recurrence of such motifs, some in works 

appearing twenty to twenty-five years later. In these texts, Rosset's fixation 

on power and the powerful, his intuiting of the will to power, seem particularly 

pronounced. Nevertheless, he falls from the scene silently, while his texts 

survive the centuries largely intact but little known. An examination of 

critical assessments of his works, stretching from his contemporaries to ours, 

reveals a basic ambiguity towards their perceived quality and importance. 

Rosset's intertextuality and preoccupation with language - a flawed semiotic 

spectacle simulating communication - inform a particular corner of the 

baroque, ultimately engulfed by the preponderance of inconstancy and 
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tromperie~ a last glimpse of which Rosset affords us in a posthumous 1620 

dedication. 

*** 
Rosset ever updates himself in light of his own perceptions of his 

surroundings, ever puts forward a more relevant, even more marketable 

version of textual reality, what he believes to be a more acceptable, more 

bienseant mode of verbal being. Rosset the parasite - the very spirit of 

opportunistic metamorphosis - must nevertheless find appropriate raw 

matelial with which to work. His quest, as a prose writer, ranges far and wide: 

surprisingly, gratifyingly, we catch him at work in 1595196, a young man of 

around 25, unearthing a still unidentified (Rychner LXIV) valiant manuscript 

of the XV Joies de mariage - a text which must have been set down in the mid

fifteenth century - recasting that text in what appears to be a pseudo-medieval 

idiom, and prefacing it with what amounts to a tongue-in-cheek encomium 

wholly at odds with the thrust of the text itself. He desclibes thereby the same 

movement observed repeatedly elsewhere: dissimulating and/or dispensing with 

a previous state of being, Rosset simulates a new, more current avatar. In 

his foreword197 to this XV Joyes de Mariage~ Rosset pretends to speak for 

196 Jean Rychner, introduction, Les XV Joyes de mariage (Geneva: Droz, 1967); Hainsworth 
1933 248. 

197 The complete text is as follows: 

LE LIBRAIRE AV LECTEVR 
C'est une plainte ordinaire, Messieurs, que toutes choses courent a leur fin, & qu'll n'y a rien 
qui ne s'aille empirant de iour en iour, plainte qui n'a point de raison qu'en apparence, & 
d'authorite que par l'ignorance. I'en laisse a iuger aux plus doctes, me contentant de 
produire cet eschantillon, qui fera, sinon foy du contraire, au moins esbranlera un peu ce 
camun sentiment. Et l'ay d'autant plus estime, qu'll tombe en un suiet, lequel contre les 
calomnies ordinaires qui l'accablent, n'a moyen de Be faire paroistre que par Ie silence. 11 
semble que les femmes soient Ie pire de ce qui s'est empire depuis son premier estre. Les 
femmes sont Ie suiet de nos inuectiues, nostre langue n'a en quoy descharger son venin qu'en 
blasmant Ie moyen qui l'a fait estre. Et vous velTeZ par ce dis cours , que si iamais la vertu 
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noblemen in general ["Messieurs" - the vocative aside renders all women 

eavesdroppers] as he proclaims a generous magnanimity toward the fair sex. 

Neither wholly irony nor sarcasm, his pretense is instead imposture, his 

updating a fabrication so transparent that a seventeenth-century reader has 

penned this wry comment on the inside cover of the Bibliotheque N ationale's 

copy: "Du rosset n'a fait que mettre en fran~ois de nos temps cette satire qui 

etoit composee desja sous Ie regne de Louis onze ainsy qu'il paraist dans les 

cent nouvelles nouvelles." But a closer look reveals that Rosset pushes even 

farther in this early simulation: judging from the extant versions of the older 

text (for the one Rosset worked from is lost), at times he appears to both 

modernize the ancient idiom and antique it again in a feint of Old French.19B 

Woman's would-be protestation is registered as an absence - le silence - while 

Rosset's claim of great age (quatre cens ans) for this "discourse" is specious 

demeura constante en aucun suiet, c'est en celuy cy. I'ay quelque particuliere inclination de 
bienueillance a ce sexe, de l'obligation a beaucoup de venger Ie tort que l'insolence de nos 
autres hommes leur fait, & ne pense point que ie sois a blasmer delaissant la cause 
commune, pour embrasser contre moy mesme un si iuste party. 11 Y a quatre cens ans & 
plus que quelque homme de bien, pousse de mesme despit que moy, entreprit de bastir ce 
discours, pour son contentement, & satisfaire a son deuoir, esperant qu'll tomberoit entre les 
mains de quelqu'un qui luy feroit voir Ie iour: mais ou la malice des hommes, ou Ie mauuais 
genie qui assista sa naissance, l'a tenu cache comme illegitime, & l'a transmis iusques a 
moy qui Ie vous donne pour Ie faire aduoiier, esperdt bien qu'outre Ie plaisir qu'll nous 
apportera, recognoissant que la douceur, la pudeur, la honte, Ia courtoisie, & ce qui reste 
pour accoplir une arne, ne manque non plus aux femmes de nostre siecle qu'en celles des 
siec1es passez: il vous apprendra a iuger plus sobrement des actions d'un chacun, & 
respecter plus Ie ciel qui nous a reseruez Ii ce demier temps, non comme au pire & plus 
COITompu, ouy bien Ie plus rompu d'orages & de tempestes, mais OU la vertu a beaucoup 
plus d'esclat & de force qu'elle n'eut iamais. Adieu. 

198 XV Joyes text of ca. 1430: Pluseurs ont travaille a moustrer par grans raisons et 
auctorit6s que c'est plus grant felicit6 en teITe a homme de vivre en franchise et liberte que 
soy asservir de sa voulent6 sans contraincte. A l'oppinion desquelx on pourroit dire que ung 
homme n'a pas bon sens, qui ... (1). 
Rosset's version of 1595: Grand nombre d'excellens & sages personnages du passe ont 
trauaille & pris moult de peines, afin de monstrer au doigt, & enseigner par authoritez 
remarquables, appuyez sur bonnes & viues raisons: Que c'est plus grade felicit6 a l'homme 
de viure en franchise & liberte, que de s'asseruir de sa volont6 pure, sans autrement y estre 
contraint. A l'opinion d'iceux pourroit l'on subioindre que celuy est de petit sens, lequel... (p. 
d iiii). 
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enough to awaken doubts that he could have believed it to be so old. Tromperie 

is not merely incidental here - it is instrumental to the development of this 

foreword. The title Le libraire au lecteur, is one more pose that Rosset assumes 

with alacrity, unless we understand libraire in a broader sense, making Rosset 

a purveyor of other people's texts, which in fact he was. This ruse is 

particularly revealing: basic even at this early date, intertextuality attains 

such importance that it later comes to define Rosset and his work. Always 

preoccupied with bringing his sources to the light of day ("Mises en lumiere ... "), 

Rosset cannot fashion the hypertext without the hypotext. But as Rosset's 

luck would have it ("mais ou la malice des hommes, ou Ie mauuais genie ... ") this 

hypotext is born accompanied by a malicious double, a wicked shade jinxing it, 

making it illegitimate until Rosset "adopts" it and gives it a name. TIlegitimacy, 

bugbear of Rosset's career, already haunts his work in 1595. The double 

existence of this ancient text - lying undiscovered until Rosset revives and 

revises it - embraces precisely the process of (dis)simulation. But here 

perhaps the greatest fraud of all is the fawning pretense of assertively 

reinstating woman's virtue, for the spirit of the XV Joyes de Mariage is 

virulently and notoriously misogynistic! Rosset's (feigned) claims stand 

orphaned beside the enormity of the text. 

Over twenty years later, in the dedicatory epistle preceding the Histoire 

des amants uolages, addressed to King Louis XIII, we again apprehend the 

(dis)simulatory dynamic at work.199 Rosset affirms a once and future realm of 

199 The relevant passages: 
... Ie s~ay bien qu'au lieu d'vne telle matiere [inconstancy as primary theme in the 

Amants volages stories] ie devrois offiir aux pied de vostre Maieste, la gloire qu'elle s'est 
acquise, ayant sceu en vn moment & en vn age si tendre calmer la plus honible tempeste 
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France, a France which embodies the striving toward an excellence to come as 

it calls to mind past splendor (Rosset's reference is to the reign of Francois 

premier). The diachronic melds with the synchronic in this vision of a new 

France, tinged with N eoplatonism. A decadent half-existence links two 

versions of fullness, predicting a future synthesis of all preeminence. Thus the 

new and true France will come to rest upon and overlay (dissimulate) the 

decadent. This two-tiered vision of the fatherland is but another form of the 

basic pattern of (dis)simulation evident throughout Rosset's work. 

Rosset's (dis)simulatory procedure, as has often been seen during the 

course of this study, replicates itself through myriad conjugations, 

dissimulating in this list of dualities the lower term while simulating the upper: 

serious Rolitical stability distributive monovalent 
joyous chaos analogical multivalent 

rational barogue Parisian flattery Malherbian 
dramatic baroque Proveru;al misery Ronsardian 

unitarian Catholic aristocrat "monde" future 
pluralistic Protestant commoner "Ciel" past 

le£ritimized man diabolical central word 
illegitimate woman Divine marginal Word. 

qui ait iamais menace vostre Empire. . .. Ce sera lors que ma plume non iamais lassee de 
publier vos 1011anges, dira, que si vous auez plus faict en vn instant pour la conseruation de 
cest Estat, que n'a iamais faict durant Ie cours de plusieurs annees aucun de vos Ancestres, 
nous verrons que bien tost la France, qui n'est maintenant que l'ombre, & que Ie simulacre 
de ce qU'elle estoit, quand l'Europe n'estant pas capable de limiter ses conquestes, il faloit 
rechercher de nouuelles terres pour exercer sa valeur, reprendra soubs vostre Royaute, sa 
premiere splendeur, & sa gloire presques esteincte. II n'y a point de doute que cela ne soit 
bien tost malgre les enuieux de sa grandeur, puis que nous auons vn Monarque qui en l'aage 
de quinze ans egale la valeur de Dauid, & la sagesse de Salomon. (Epistre au Roy, Histoire 
des amans volages de ce temps, 1617) 
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Rosset's premonitory vision of a triumphant France, with himself as its 

would-be historiographer, reveals but one aspect of his persistent instinct to 

insinuate himself into the center of power as he perceives it. Ironically, his 

vision of a preeminent France with an all-powerful Monarch at its center, while 

it does presage the centralized monarchy of later years, also contains the seeds 

of doubt and decay, for the simulacre to which Rosset refers in his Epistre 

admits of weakness, even arbitrariness and unpredictability. L. Crocker finds 

a similar insecurity permeating Machiavelli's The Prince: 

Certainties were shaken, as the baroque mind became obsessed 
with its favorite dichotomy, that of appearance and reality. This 
fissure threads its way across the pages of The Prince, and we 
see it best when Machiavelli advises that it is wiser to seem to 
have qualities than to have them, for men know only 
appearance.200 

Elements of Rosset's text both affirm and attempt to deny this vulnerability 

as they idealize, even idolize, the monarch; the cancerous thought that all 

power is arbitrary galvanizes Rosset, like others of his generation, into 

affirming the opposite. Machiavelli's open discussion of the realpolitik of regal 

power underlines the cagey, theatrical elements of reigning: 

... a man who, in all respects, will carry out only his professions of 
good, will be apt to be ruined among so many who are evil. A 
prince therefore who desires to maintain himself must learn to be 
not always good, but to be so or not as necessity may require ... 
(67) 

Such realism is well-hidden in Rosset's apotheosis of the monarch, but it is not 

far-removed - a glance at French history during Rosset's lifetime is sufficient 

evidence. 

200 Lester G. Crocker, introduction, The Prince, by N. Machiavelli (New York: Pocket Books, 
1963) xxx. 
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Underlying Rosset's works - poetry and prose - are both a nostalgia for 

power, a yearning perhaps never satisfied but perpetually obsessive, and an 

insecurity as well, obvious in the habitual reiteration of his own (sometimes 

fantasized) empowerment. His fixation on and frequent mention of power 

figures and power constructs (e.g. Henri IV, Louis XIII, Regent Marie de Medici, 

the Pope, Bassompierre, the Parlement de Paris) implies not a calm 

appreciation of the fullness of stable power, but rather a potential 

powerlessness in the face of chaos. A mirror of the (vulnerable) prince, Rosset 

too dissimulates the machinations that lead up to his texts, the struggles that 

the appearance of legitimacy requires. Marrying his aspirations toward 

patronage and prestige to the future hegemony of France through its virtuous 

monarch, Rosset paints a picture of a plenitude of power which hides the 

symbiotic relationship with upheaval that must serve as the proving ground 

for supremacy. The element of artifice lurking behind outward behavior, the 

truly Machiavellian, may be assumed, but is not admitted. 

Outwardly Rosset's highly inflected prose here describes a redemptive, 

almost magical presence, a sort of savior-figure. Indeed Rosset adumbrates 

the all-powerful monarchy of Louis XIV, reflects a cult of the sovereign soon to 

culminate in the adulation surrounding the Sun-King. The "center" from which 

Rosset's works emanate is, however, as specious as it is feigned - it is a 

construct much more than a reality, a simulation of legitimacy, for we now 

know the dawning seventeenth century to be diversely peopled: the coexistence 

of disparate sectors of society with the "center" (i.e. aristocratic males, 

lawyers and magistrates, clergy and beaux esprits) is imperfectly dissimulated, 

even by Rosset himself. The peasantry, the bourgeois, foreigners, Protestants, 

_.- "_ .. _---------
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women, Jews, prostitutes, homosexuals, the handicapped ... the list marches 

eerily into our own era. Rosset's otherness, from our point of view, involves 

how he conceives of and deals with these "minorities" (who in early 

seventeenth century France are obviously a m~ority when totalled) - his 

sometimes startling contemporaneity resides in the fact that certain are the 

same groups who today cry out for validation against marginalization or 

repression similar to those implicitly endorsed in Rosset's texts. 

Rosset's simulation of power is caught up not only with his affirmations, 

but with his negations. Nor must it be forgotten that Rosset himself arose 

from a background often denigrated by the Parisian power structure, and that 

Rosset early stuck to his Proven~al heritage, but later dissimulated it. 

However much Rosset may purport to despise or discount the long procession 

of the marginalized, his identity is in some sense determined by them - they are 

reminders of what he pretends to be at the same time as they recall what he is 

not. The fact that he so earnestly affirms the phallocentric power structure in 

a nearly incantatory manner through story after story may be testimony to 

the fact that at some level Rosset perceives this very structure as threatened, 

precarious even, and in need of reinforcement. 

Rosset's constant apparent flattery of the nobility in general and the 

royal circle in particular, overlies another reality - sometimes explicit in both 

the Histoires tragiques and the Histoire des amants volages - of moral 

exhaustion and fickle impulsivity. The obtrusive flattery that sugar-coats this 

vision of a dissolute aristocracy (yet another example oftromperie) is evidence 

that Rosset wished to ingratiate himself with the nobles at the same time as 

he sought to exploit them. Despite the fact that Rosset was a noble himself -

. __ . -- ..... --_._ .... _-- ._-----------
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but a Meridional and probably a converted Protestant - his approach is that of 

a parasite, even an outsider, publicizing the flaws and foibles of the aristocratic 

ethos and way of life. His pretense of speaking for the nobility mutates into 

voyeurism, proclaiming his own foreign identity. 

Rosset's near-paranoid side haunts his works as his luckless legend does 

his name. The 1595 foreword Le Libraire au lecteur already introduces us to 

the malevolent shade purportedly haunting Rosset's manuscript of the XV 

Joyes de mariage. A similar theme reappears insistently in vruious subsequent 

texts and paratexts, the gist of which is this: a rival/critic puts forth a 

false/illegitimate judgment/edition which Rosset is obligated to rectify. An early 

text, the Av Lectevr preceding the XII Beavtez de Phyllis, articulates this basic 

pattern: 

Ces ardeurs [Le. his poems] de dixhuict ans se feussent 
consumees dans la poussiere de mon estude, si les larcins d'vn 
Pedant, & l'importunite de mes amis ne leur eussent ouuert la 
porte. ... Le Pedant qui en fit imprimer a Auignon certaines 
pieces miserablement estropiees, cependant que l'Italie me 
detenoit, ne s'en soucioit guieres, pourueu qu'en Comeille d'Horace 
il immortalizast son nom a tel prix que ce feust. ... Mes amis qui 
en auoyent enuoye des copies & a Paris, & a Lion, pensant venger 
Ie tort qu'il me faisoit, m'eussent apporte de la honte, si de bon
heur reuenant de Rome, ie n'eusse passe les yeux par dessus. 
Telles qu'elles sont ie te supplie les fauoriser, attendant que ie te 
face voir quelque ouurage plus releue, qui n'estant contrainct de 
sortir en public, meritera de paroistre sur Ie Theatre de la France. 
Adieu. 

Rosset's 1604 volume of verse is thus a correction, an adjustment of the 

perception of his poetic persona, an attempt to reign in a version of himself 

which is both shameful and out of contro1.201 Rosset's concern for himself-as-

201 That contemporary literary theory has taken up similar concerns is well-lmown. Terry 
Eagleton, in his discussion of post-structuralism, points out the contrast between the spoken 
word and its graphic counterpart: "In writing, by contrast, my meanings threaten to escape 
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text (like the gossip so prevalent in his stories) here discloses the simulatory 

power of the published word which troubles him still during his final years in 

Paris. The fear of misrepresentation or deformation goads him to issue 

clarifications, even to create new texts and paratexts and new versions of 

extant ones. Like the chameleon's, his image is ever in the process of 

mutation. 

More than three centuries of literary history and criticism mirror the 

vicissitudes of Rasset's textual persona. One is tempted to conclude that the 

entire seventeenth century would have echoed Malherbe's sparing comment on 

the Roman des chevaliers de la gloire - " ... il eut plus d'approbation que je ne 

croyais ... " - for what was said officially often did not square with practice. The 

various reprintings of the Amants volages and the many editions of the 

Histoires tragiques, attest to a consistent appeal, however dissimulated it 

might have had to be.202 L'eveque Camus appears to render homage to 

Rasset, even admitting a favorable reception on the part of the seventeenth 

century reader, when he writes: "Je marche apres les pas de Fran~ois de 

Belleforest et de Fran~ois de Rosset qui ont auparavant moi escrit des 

Histoires tragiques avec un succes assez heureux"203. In sharp contrast, Sorel 

from my control: I commit my thoughts to the impersonal medium of print, and since a 
printed text has a durable, material existence it can always be circulated, reproduced, cited, 
used in ways which I did not foresee or intend" (130). Rosset unquestionably anticipates 
this facet ofiterability. 

202 It is possible that one cause of Rosset's lack of fame during the seventeenth century was 
the unconforming nature of the texts he was best known for. Both the Histoires tragiques 
and the Amants volages can be read as negations of a certain ideal of purity, virtue, courage 
and chastity which was soon to overtake the novel. People may have felt that Rosset took 
advantage of the sensationalistic, exploiting the prurient, morbid side of the reader. 

203 "L'Autheur au lecteur," L'Ampitithiatre Sanglant. (Paris: 1630). 
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targets the Histoires tragiques for censure in his early work Le Berger 

extravagant: 

Encore qu'elles soient veritables, elles ne sont pas ecrites d'un 
style courant et narf, comme doit etre une vraie histoire; elles sont 
comme les romans les plus sots du monde, et lIon y voit des lettres 
et des compliments amoureux remplis de galimatias. 

(Lombard 71-72) 

Of course care must be taken not to confuse the views of a character in a novel 

with those of the author. Sorel himself admits the satyrical nature of the 

Berger extravagant.204 His Bibliotheque francoise, however, mentions Rosset's 

efforts as an anthologizer and translator, remaining, like Malherbe, 

scrupulously noncommittal as to his skill. 

So, even as early as the seventeenth century, our picture of Rosset is 

tantalizing and contradictory: Rosset is acknowledged as having been present, 

but little more. Malherbe seems slightly surprised at whatever success Rosset 

may have had, while Mainard, Balzac and perhaps Regnier contribute to the 

legend of the impoverished unfortunate. Yet one may easily visualize at least 

one of Rasset's works in their libraries. 

It is during the following century that rebuke is heaped upon Rosset's 

name. Lenglet-Dufresnoy, compiler of the De L'Usage des romans and the 

Bibliotheque des romans, published in 1734, begins the bad press that dogs 

Rosset for almost two more centuries. He terms Rosset's versions of 

204 In Sorel's own 1667 Bibliotheque fra~oise, he characterizes his novel thus: "Pour le 
Berger Extravagant, c'est vn Roman complet, qui est vne Satyre contre les Romans & contre 
quelques Ouurages Poetiques - il y mesle aussi quelque Critique des fautes qu'on trouue en 
des Liures estimez fort serieux & fort excellents" - Charles Sorel, La Bibliotheque fra~oise 
(1667; Geneva: Slatkine Reprints, 1970) 59. Could Rosset's Histoires tragiques have 
possibly been one of these? 
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Cervantes' Novelas first "assez mediocre," then "assez mal traduites"205; he is 

equally antipathetic toward Rosset's Don Quixote, a "Traduction mediocre & 

qui n'est plus aujourd'hui recherchee que par quelques amateurs de certains 

vieux Livres" (177). Significantly, Lenglet-Dufresnoy does not mention 

Rasset's Histoires tragiques in his Bibliotheque, while he does discuss those by 

Bandello, Boaistuau, Belleforest, Poissenot, Camus and even Rosset's 

anonymous imitators. Camus, every bit as gory as Rasset, is singled out for 

eloquent praise. 

Claude Pierre Goujet, author of another Bibliotheque franc;oise (and who 

seems to have examined in detail only Les XII Beautez de Phyllis, which he calls 

lice fatras de Stances amoureuses, & de Sonnets passionnes") has nothing but 

scorn for Rasset's work: "C'est donc a un depit d'Auteur que nous devons tant 

de mauvais Vers" (Tome XV 261)"; his poems "ennuyent Ie Lecteur Ie plus 

indulgent" (263). Reacting to Rasset's claim that his friends included some of 

the greatest writers of the time, Goujet206 retorts: "Ceux-ci ne lui avoient pas 

sans doute appris, ni a faire de mechans Vers, ni a produire des romans qui 

sont aussi mauvais que ses Vers, tant ceux qui sont de son invention, que ceux 

qu'il a imites ou traduits de l'ltalien & de l'Espagnol" (267). So much for 

Rasset's story collections and translations! 

205 N.-A. Lenglet-Dufresnoy, Bibliotheque des romans (1734; Geneva: Slatkine Reprints, 
1970) 155. 

206 Elsewhere he continues: "Independamment de la bassesse qui regne dans son style, & 
qui nous donne d'un poeme l'un des plus eIegans qu'ayent eu les Italiens, une idee a peu 
pres semblable a celle qu'on a des livres de la Bibliotheque bleue, Rosset est tomhe dans les 
memes defauts d'inexacti.tude & d'infidelite qu'll reproche a ses deux predecesseurs" (Tome 
VII: 365-366). Regarding Rosset's continuation of Ariosto: "De ses douze avantures, je crois 
qu'on auroit bien de la peine a se resoudre d'en lire une seule entiere" (367). 
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There is little doubt that Rosset now fell victim to evolved tenets of 

taste and civility, while the enlightenment mentality deplored his tenebrous 

scenes of witchcraft, possession and burning at the stake. The anonymous 

reviewer of the 1780 Bibliotheque universelle des romans seems hard pressed 

to find anything of value in the Histoires tragiques: "L'Intention de l'Auteur etoit 

sans doute bonne; mais nous aurions peine a lajustifier. Pourquoi former un 

Recueil compose d'Extraicts tire des Archives d'un Greffe criminel?" - "Nous ne 

pardonnons point au Redacteur des Histoires tragiques d'avoir souille son 

Recueil des details de crimes bas & de supplices degou.tants"207. The writer 

further expresses his dismay at Rosset's failure to condemn the barbaric 

punishments meted out to both murderers and heretics (e.g. Gaufredy) and is 

perplexed and revulsed by what he finds an odd mixture of love, sex, and 

violence. 

Rosset survives into the nineteenth century tidied up somewhat, 

Goujet's invective having been excised from biographical notices, though the 

implication of ineptitude remains. The pseudo-objectivity injected into these 

latter-day accounts is mere appearance, since they do little more than 

paraphrase Goujet's (mis)information, now reformatted, along with lists of 

works published. The 1843 Biographie Universelle mentions "une vaine ardeur 

de rimer" and "des traductions depuis longtemps oubliees"208. Twenty years 

later, the tone is seemingly more dispassionate, but the smug deprecation 

shows through: 

207 Bibliotlteque universelle des romans, tome X (janvier-juin 1780; Geneva, Slatkine 
ReprintB, 1969) 347-348. 

208 "Fran~oiB de RoBBet, II Biograpltie Universelle Micltaud, 1843. 
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... il se rendit a Paris, frequenta la cour et les beaux-esprits, et eut 
pour amis les meilleurs ecrivains du temps. Illes nom me avec 
complaisance; il voudrait, on Ie sent a la chaleur exageree de ses 
eloges, qu'on reconmlt en lui un egal merite. Mais son nom est 
oublie ... 209 

The story of Rosset's historical and textual incarnations seems to say as much 

about those who write it as about the Provencal litterateur they discuss. As 

the nineteenth century wanes, Rosset is read primarily by specialists and 

survives as a curiosity, a vestige. 

The ubiquitous and opinionated Frederic Lachevre, who dazzles with the 

scope and profundity of his research, undertakes a number of bibliographical 

summae of seventeenth century poetry, which of necessity include Rosset. 

Despite his encyclopedic coverage, Lachevre clearly echoes Goujet in his 

assessment of Rosset's poetic output: "Son bagage poetique est assez 

considerable, mais c'est Ie seul eloge qu'on puisse en faire, la quantite 

l'emportant de beaucoup sur la qualite" (1901/1967 300). This judgment is less 

excoriating than one leveled in a more private context toward the end of his 

career: 

Ainsi en 1637, un excellent homme qui parlait francais en Alsace 
prenait pour modeles: des rheteurs comme La Noue, comme Du 
Vair ... , des versiculteurs comme Claude de Trellon; des publicistes 
comme Francois de Rosset. Rosset! Et i1 ne citait pas Corneille. 

Mes Trellon m'ont coute cher parce queje suis bibliophile. Mais 
ils valent moins. 

Et seuls, ceux qui ont souffert en lisant La Noue et Rosset 
peuvent demander: "Mais Corneille?"210 

209 Nouvelle Biograpbie generale (Paris: Didot, 1862) 651. 

210 Nouvelles Glanes bibliograpldques, (Paris: Giraud-Badin, 1933) 298. 
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According to Lachevre, then, a reader suffers through a reading of Rosset the 

publicist; a major shortcoming appears to be his style. One at least senses 

that Lachevre has read him. But again, might there not be a tremendous 

cultural gulf between the esthetic of the late nineteenth century and that of 

the dawning seventeenth, enough of a gap to guarantee misunderstanding? 

The triumph of Lan son ism is a fortunate occurrence in the history of the 

discovery of Rosset's oeuvre; his many texts are now newly examined in detail 

and their provenance puzzled over. The outstanding exponent of this approach 

is G. Hainsworth, who is responsible for the most intensive study of Rosset's 

career in existence, found in his Les ''Novelas Exemplares" de Cervantes en 

France au XVIle siecle, cited earlier. Rosset is revealed as a formidable writer, 

whatever his techniques. Rare are judgments as to the intrinsic esthetic value 

of his texts. Instead, historians become intrigued by this polygraphe whose 

output was substantial despite his early death. In 1930, Hainsworth 

announces Rosset's probable date of death to the academic community. It is 

worth pointing out, however, that both Hainsworth and Bardon come to Rosset 

indirectly, as a result of their studies of the French reception of Cervantes' 

works. 

Still Rosset languishes. Little is published on him during the 1940's, 

1950's or 1960's, though Coulet includes a section on Rosset in his 1967 Le 

Romanjusqu'it la Revolution. Several articles during the 1970's precede an 

upsurge in Rosset scholarship, no doubt as a result of Slatkine's 1980 reprint 

of the 1615 "Au Pont" edition of the Histoires tragiques. Recent studies by 

Maurice Lever and Sergio Poli are representative of the high quality of 

scholarship increasingly focusing on Rosset's works. 
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As the twentieth century comes to a close, Rosset continues to be an 

enigma - far from having been pinned down by the critics, characterizations of 

his work wander in every direction. Like mirrors, Rosset's works seem to 

reflect the good will or ill humor of the critic who examines them. A few 

examples will illustrate this persistent ambiguity. 

Having seen how the eighteenth century resoundingly dismissed 

Rosset's translations, it is a surprise to find E. Gebhart, in 1884, commending 

them - did he have access to other assessments ofRosset's skill in translation, 

appraisals we do not know of ?211: "Comme i1 s'est trouve que la premiere 

traduction fran~aise du chef-d'oeuvre de Cervantes etait reputee, a bon droit, 

l'une des plus fideles et des plus exactes, nous avons cru devoir l'adopter"212. 

Gebhart claims that the translation "rappelle singulierement par sa souplesse 

sinueuse, sa grace naIve et son tour latin, la langue de Descartes." The 

Spanish original is thus "rendu avec une bonne foi exquise, en un texte OU l'on 

croirait lire quelque roman d'aventures du temps de Louis XIII" (v-vi). 

But by 1931, Bardon is less glowing in his assessment of Rosset's 

translation: "Rosset traducteur ne differe pas essentiellement d'Oudin 

traducteur. II s'efforce lui aussi de suivre, de reproduire, en sa vivacite ou en sa 

nonchalance, la demarche de l'auteur espagnol. II est moins scrupuleux, 

211 E. Crooks points out this possibility when she writes, of a later translator working 
around 1775, "Lefebvre de Villebrune ... contends that de Rosset and d'Audiguier 
understood the Spanish language well and that their style is concise, agreeable, easy and 
very correct for the period in which they lived" - E. J. Crooks, The Influence of Cervantes in 
France in the Seventeenth Century (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1931) 19. 

212 E. Gebhart, preface, L'Histoire de Don Quichotte de la Manche, by Michel Cervantes 
(Paris: Librairie des Bibliophiles, 1884) v-vi. 
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pourtant, que l'erudit Cesar Oudin"213 - "Mauvais poete en ses oeuvres 

personnelles, Rosset reste mauvais poete en ses traductions des vers de 

Cervantes" (50).214 

But Rosset's scrupulosity is apparently a function of the individual 

reader, for by 1964, Vogler, speaking of the dual translation of Cervantes' 

novelas, informs us that "D'audiguier's ... set of nouvelles was apparently better 

received than that of his competent and scrupulous collaborator de Rosset, 

certainly an ironic commentary on the general reading public's disregard for 

scholarly melit as such"215. 

La Bibliotheque de la PIeiade today continues to publish Rosset's 

translation of the Don Quixote in a revised version by Jean Cassou, who 

charactelizes it thus: "On peut s'accorder en effet [he refers to certain remarks 

of Bardon] a trouver a ... Rosset une tendance trop Iache a la paraphrase et au 

delayage"216. Cassou refers to Rosset's prolixity and justifies his frequent need 

to consolidate the syntax of his translation. 

Cioranescu's 1983 estimation of the Don Quixote translation displays 

more equanimity than previous judgments: "Rosset est plus preoccupe par la 

213 Maurice Bardon, "Don Quichotte" en France au XVIIe et au XVIIle siecle - 1605-1815, 
Tome I (Paris: Champion, 1931) 43. 

214 Interestingly, Bardon notices and objects to Rossetls previously mentioned stylistic tic 
(probably revealing the influence of Latin rhetoric) of affixing two adjectives to his 
substantives: "Cette liberte qulil prend de varier et redoubler les epithetes capables de 
definir Ie heros, bien dlautres apres lui en useront. Mais clest lui qui, Ie premier, en a donne 
Ie deplorable exemple" (43). 

215 Frederick Wright Vogler, Vital d'Audiguier and the Early Seventeenth-Century French 
Novel (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1964) 29. 

216 Jean Cassou, introduction, L'Ingenieux Hidalgo Don Quichotte de la Manche • Nouvelles 
exemplaires, by Miguel de Cervantes, trans. Jean Cassou, Cesar Oudin, Francois de Rosset 
(Paris: Gallimard, 1949) 13. 
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fluidite et la qualite de la traduction, que par la fldelite. n pense meme un peu 

trop a la presentation litteraire: tomb ant dans l'exces contraire, il aime 

arrondir les phrases et insister sur les circonstances, en collaboration, ou peut

etre en concurrence avec l'auteur" (534). 

Contradictions arise, too, regarding Rosset's poetic loyalties early in the 

seventeenth century. The "mad-cap" Queen Margot, ex-wife of Henri IV, 

presided over a pocket of humanist versifiers still emulating La Pleiade amid 

the new day of Malherbe. Adam (1948 20) places Rosset in this circle of poetic 

recidivism (among the poets who "se pressaient autour d'elle") and Payen and 

Chauveau call him one of her "poetes preferes"217. 

But he is also termed a baroque poet by Y. Fukui: "La contagion etait 

generale. Fran~ois de Rosset, qui se moquait des vers empouIes des jeunes 

poetes, a lui-meme sur la beaute de Phyllis des vers conformes au gout de 

l'epoque"218. 

In contrast, Brunot (1891) confidently characterizes him as a 

Malherbian: "Avec Rosset, il semble qu'il ne doive plus y avoir de doute. 

L'homme qui a compose les 'Delices de la Poesie fran~oise', qui ins ere avec des 

phrases louangeuses dans son recueil les vers de Malherbe, Colomby, 

Lingendes, Mainard, Touvant est bien avec eux et de leur ecole"219. 

217 J.C. Payen and J.P. Chauveau, La Poesie des origines a. 1715 (Paris: Armand Colin, 
1968) 124. 

218 Y. Fukui, Raffinement precieux dans la poesie {raru;aise du XVIle siecle (Paris: Nizet, 1964) 
49. 

219 Ferdinand Brunot, La Doctrine de Malherbe (1891; New York: Burt Franklin, 1971) 
529. 
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Concerning Rosset's skill and importance as an early seventeenth 

century poet and prose-writer, twentieth-century opinions are also mixed. 

Bardon is curt in his judgment of both Rosset's prose and verse: "Le poete en 

lui est partout detestable" (39). "Le romancier nous retiendra moins 

longtemps. D'un mot nous Ie definirons: il est complique et diffus" (41). Claude 

Abraham is equally brusque: "Fran~ois de Rosset showed little poetic talent in 

his attempts to be Malherbian"220. Regarding the XII Beautez de Phyllis, he 

refers to "their total lack of merit" (176). Christian Anatole is just as frank but 

less scathing about the same collection: ''Les XII Beautez de Phyllis, malgre les 

tentatives de Rosset de frayer avec Ie clan malherbien, sont l'oeuvre d'un 

blasonneur et d'un ronsardisant attarde" (1987 61). Anatole nevertheless 

suggests a lack of thoroughness on the part of many of Rosset's critics when 

he writes: "11 serait inutilement cruel de dresser la liste de ceux qui, ayant a 

parler de Rosset, n'ont feuillete que du bout des doigts son rarissime recueil de 

poesies" (59). 

Yet Antoine Adam, writing in another context, seems to rank Rosset 

alongside Malherbe and Mainard: "Mais si Ie Parnasse a ete combine pour 

perdre Theophile, aurait-on imprime, dans Ie recueil, des vers de ces hommes 

bien en cour, de ces ecrivains presque officiels qu'on appelait Malherbe, 

Mainard, Rosset?"221 And a study on Deimier unequivocally affirms Rosset's 

influence in early seventeenth century literary circles: "Rosset, ami de tout Ie 

monde et grand complimenteur, jouait deja etjouera un role de plus en plus 

220 Claude K. Abraham, Enfin Malherbe - The Influence of Mal her be on French Lyric Prosody, 
1605-1674 (Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 1971) 43. 

221 Antoine Adam, TMophile de Viau et la libre pensee frangaise en 1620 (Geneva: Slatkine, 
1965) 338. 
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important dans les lettres du temps, comme animateur. Nul doute qu'il n'ait 

eM l'une des relations les plus utiles de Deimier"222. Hainsworth has the 

perspicacity to admit that Rosset's body of work deserves more intense 

scrutiny when he writes: " ... Rosset has been undeservedly neglected by recent 

students of the seventeenth-century novel" (193820). Finally, Coulet in 1967 

affirms Rosset's stature in the history of the French novel and sketches out 

the terrain to be covered: 

.. .la place de Rosset dans l'histoire du genre romanesque est 
importante: c'est un precurseur de Prevost, de Sade, de Lewis, de 
Maturin, de tous ceux pour qui Ie roman a pour objet l'etrange et 
l'exceptionnel, plus significatifs de la nature profonde de l'ame et 
de ses secrets que Ie normal et Ie quotidien. (1967 156) 

These disparate, discordant judgments, while serving to underscore the 

bumpy itinerary that iterability reserves for older texts, also bring us back full 

face to the texts themselves. If these critical judgments tend to cancel each 

other out, a look at Rosset's texts underscores the importance of the baroque 

esthetic as it intersects preclassicism in an atmosphere of imitation. 

Our examination of Rosset's "original" works reveals other sets of texts, 

like tributaries, lying in apposition to Rosset's own, sets of texts which, in a 

sense, render his a function of them. Intertextuality, common among Rosset's 

contemporaries, seems to have been compulsory with him. As Hainsworth 

says, "Rosset aime a broder sur un theme tout fait, dont Ie traitement ne Ie 

mettra pas trop en frais d'imagination" (1933 55). What is striking about 

Rosset's intertextuality is its near synchronicity, and its effort at horizontality. 

222 Pierre Colotte, Pierre de Deimier (Gap: Editions Ophrys, 1953) 26. 
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Although Rosset was himself a classicist, there is little or no extended 

intertextuality with ancient texts. The oldest text he adapts is the fifteenth 

century XV Joyes de mariage, while the oldest one he translates is Boiardo's 

Roland l lamoureux, a Renaissance creation after all. Even his translations 

from Latin are mostly post-Renaissance works. Rosset prefers to incorporate 

strands from his own space in time: the canards, the roman sentimental, the 

official version of a scandal or love affair. The presence of L 'As tree as a 

hypotext is highly discreet, but unmistakable. Specific poems by Du Bartas, 

Malherbe, even Laugier de Porcheres, trigger Rosset's own impulse to simulate 

- under the circumstances the concept of plagiarism is virtually irrelevant. 

At other levels, imitation223 is multifalious: topoi accumulate. Rosset 

interacts with specific traditions (e.g. Petrarchism, Ronsardism, 

"metaphysical" poetry, the Senecan strain in theater and philosophy). In his 

diction, there is active (though perhaps not conscious) imitation of patterns 

and figures prevalent at the time: Latin rhetoric often serves as a matrix for 

his discourse; hyperbole is so widely exploited largely because others had 

similarly (ab)used it. Phraseology, versification and poetic "genre" are other 

ways of reproducing accepted forms of expression. 

Rosset's translations as intertextuality embody, as certain critics point 

out in apparent contradiction, both the effort to be precise and a tendency to 

wander from the hypotext. Particularly indicative of Rosset's synchronicity is 

the speed224 with which he produced translations of Cervantes' Novelas, Don 

223 The degrees of Renaissance imitation progressed from straightforward translation to 
allusion - tronslatio, parophrosis, imitatio, allusio. See Chapter 3 in Greene. 

224 One might also credit market forces, publishers' priorities or a cultural inferiority 
complex for this early seventeenth century haste to publish contemporary Spanish texts. 
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Quixote, and the Persiles. Similar, lesser known texts - the Histoires 

memorables des tromperies de nostre temps by Loubayssin de la Marca, for 

example - demonstrate both this immediacy and, perhaps more significantly, a 

certain topicality. As Loubayssin's title amply indicates,. both the theme of 

tromperie and that of court life are illustrated in his work - the reproduction of 

these texts for the French readership implies a parallel between court life in 

Spain and in France. Beyond this timeliness is a broader assumption that the 

literature of one country, and culture, can be read, appreciated and validated in 

another. Perhaps in part due to his meridional roots, Rosset was well-suited to 

cross-cultural undertakings - the likelihood remains, however, that for Rosset 

this internationality emanates from a vision of a pan-European Counter

Reformational Catholicity. 

Within Rosset's oeuvre itself, there exists what might be termed 

autointertextuality. That is, there are references in one of his works to another 

of his works, or, more directly, actual quotations or inclusions of pieces from 

one work within another. Poems and letters from his previous collections are 

reprinted with minimal changes in both the Histoires tragiques and the Histoire 

des amants volages. Within the Histoires tragiques, there is cross-referencing to 

other stories. Certain of the histoires tragiques are alluded to in the Histoires 

des amants volages. Thematic and stylistic motifs - even specific images - first 

encountered in Rosset's early poetry recur with great frequency in his prose. 

His last anthology, the Delices de la poesie franr;oise, of course contains 

selections from various previous collections, and, as has been seen, his earlier 

poems here sometimes undergo major revision. In the story collections, the 

narrator's asides include comments which assume that the reader is familiar 
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with Rosset's other works. Though in no way comparable to the architectonic 

systems of Balzac, Zola or Proust, Rosset's own works manifest, along with 

thematic and stylistic homogeneity, a more extensive interrelationship than 

has been previously noted. 

Rosset emerges as a writer who incessantly pens variations on literary 

(and sometimes not so "literary") discourse already in circulation - he adapts 

his hypotext to what he perceives his readers' desires and expectations to be, 

tailors his re-creation in response to the marketplace and prevailing vogue. 

This process involves (dis)simulation, of course. The value of a literary work 

was measured not by originality, but by the recasting and expression of its 

matiere. 

Language therefore reasserts itself as a dominant obsession with 

Rosset (as with other writers of his period). He seems to feel and to illustrate 

better than most of his contemporaries the excruciating tension that the 

passage from one episteme to another brought about. Sensing, in an 

anticipation of certain contemporary concerns, the dissonance between the 

signifier and the signified, Rosset at the same time continues to enact and 

embody what can only be conceived of as a medieval verbal economy. 

Because performatives lock into the sociocultural context they occur in, 

assuming the full participation of all involved in their realization, they are, as J. 

L. Austin and Jonathan Culler assert225, capable of "going wrong." Unlike 

constatives, which merely relay information, performatives create and enact 

the social reality they refer to. But because they can fail (Le. someone may 

take an oath in bad faith, take maniage vows while married to another, make 

225 See Culler 110-134. 
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a promise with fingers crossed, etc.), performatives allow a gap between the 

reality that ensues and the promise of their literality. This very gap underlies 

many of Rosset's stories: the dissimulated Word (a vow, a pact with the devil, a 

promise) lies active but unperceived, affecting events to the consternation of 

the people involved. A peripeteia occurs when the Word erupts into the real 

world of the characters, effecting a potent turnabout in their affairs. In such 

stories it can be said that the "signifier points to its signified with the repose of 

millenial repetition" (Greene 12) - what has been spoken is immutable. The 

human word - a simulation of life - is overridden by the Word, uniting the 

human world (monde) with that of the supernatural (Ciel). This dimension of 

Rosset's works clearly harks back to the medieval synthesis: the Word is 

timeless, inescapable, irreversible, transcending individuals and generations. 

A further aspect of the epistemological shift evident in Rosset's works is 

that the signifier, no longer wedded to its signified, comes to be seen as a 

manipulable entity on its own. 

Cette unite de la forme signifiante ne se constitue que par son 
iterabilite, par la possibilite d'etre repetee en l'absence non 
seulement de son 'referent,' ce qui va de soi, mais en l'absence d'un 
signifie determine ou de l'intention de signification actuelle.226 

As we have seen, this aspect of language is crucial in Rosset's stories, many of 

whose heros and villains abuse it in pursuit of their selfish goals through the 

various guises of tromperie. 

Still another aspect of iterability, the possibility of distortion as a 

message is repeated from person to person, also preoccupies Rosset. Echoing 

his concern for his own good name, his verbal persona, various of his 

226 Denida qtd. in Greene: 11. 
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characters find themselves betrayed or misrepresented in the eyes of both 

acquaintances and strangers simply by virtue of the fact of repetition. 

Curiously, Rosset here predicts certain contemporary preoccupations having 

multiple ramifications: 

... to use signs at all entails that my meaning is always somehow 
dispersed, divided and never quite at one with itself. Not only my 
meaning, indeed, but me: since language is something I am made 
out of, rather than merely a convenient tool I use, the whole idea 
that I am a stable, unified entity must also be a fiction. Not only 
can I never be fully present to you, but I can never be fully 
present to myself either. (Eagleton 130) 

Such a predicament recalls the psychological and moral insubstantiality of 

Rosset's fictional characters, evokes the treacherous and unpredictable seas 

bearing humanity through the vicissitudes of life. 

Language is as well a major component in the social game of simulation, 

as characters adopt discursive patterns that enable them to enact their 

courtly liaisons. Alternately simulating and dissimulating, amorous language 

becomes a paradigm for all language. The counterfeit circulates and gains 

credibility as the actual undertakings of the characters remain dissimulated, 

playing out their own surreptitious scripts. All language vainly pretends to 

proclaim truth, while in reality it is doomed to a labyrinth of falsehood. With 

grammar, lexicon and syntax perfectly intact, the linguistic entity betrays its 

own raison d'etre as it embodies the lie. 

In light of the above points, it is perhaps not an irony that this writer, so 

dependent on the texts of others for his own livelihood, would come to look at 

the literary work as a way of being. Sensing the impermanence of the universe 

all around him, he strives for the immortality of fame and respect through his 

texts. Rosset the man of letters becomes a textual simulation, a persona 
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imperfectly dissimulating other discordant selves: the misfit, the impoverished 

nobleman, the poetaster. 

It is logical that in an epoch marked by upheaval and insecurity, Rosset 

should fasten upon the vast baroque paradigm of mutability. In the last 

analysis, all stability is an illusion, all appearance, disguise. Just as th.e word is 

eventually rendered defunct by the Word, human endeavor falls impotent 

before the Divine Power immanent in the cosmos. In a resounding denial of the 

Neoplatonic ethos and esthetic of the Renaissance, Rosset's works illustrate 

the dramatic chasm between the divine and the human. The concept of the 

prodige - one of Rosset's fixations - betrays a similarity to the term baroque, 

which derives from the Portuguese word for a grotesquely misshapen pearl. 

The prodigious stands out from the ordinary, revealing another set oflaws, or 

even the absence of law. The exceptional stands in stark contrast to that 

which conforms, yet is an "other" version thereof, can even masquerade as the 

"same". The monstrous exists beside the spiritual (even the ascetic), 

sometimes dissimulating the former beneath the appearance of the latter. 

Burnings at the stake actualize this junction of the sordid and the sublime. 

The criminal, earlier reviled, becomes, through hislher punishment, a source of 

catharsis for the community. The devil's prestidigitation stalks and 

transfigures the world - no longer a spritely trickster, the devil is deadly serious. 

Edging away from the winking symbiosis of joyous ribaldry and traditionalist 

piety that characterized the early Renaissance, Rosset's rhetoric becomes 

singularly monovalent and stern. Exemplifying the Counter-Reformation in its 

earnestness, his mind-set and its expression also reveal the shift toward the 

discursive and the logical characteristic of the early seventeenth century. 
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Small wonder that he was obsessed with the simulacrum, which can be seen as 

a refuge, however factitious, from subjection to unrelenting mutation. 

Although Rosset's attention to lexicon, syntax and plot line point toward 

classicism, Rosset's corpus spans the gamut of baroque themes, stressing 

those of illusion and tromperie. Just as the the amorous codes which Rosset 

elaborately constructs eventually dissolve into other forms, mocking all 

signifying systems save that which communes with the Divinity, in the same 

way does Rosset toy with all manifestations of appearance, all incarnations of 

tromperie. 

In 1620, the year after Rosset's apparent death, an intriguing 

translation of Trancoso's Contos, a Portuguese text, was published in Palis as 

Histoires graves et sententieuses. The dedicatory letter, addressed to the 

Countess of Soissons, consists plimalily of a fable exemplifying attempted 

textual tromp erie undone: Ptolemy, wishing to enlarge his new library in 

Alexandria, commands a poetry contest. But one of the seven judges, 

Alistophanes, is secretly ordered to spend long hours reading the books in the 

library's collections. The day of the contest, the crowd swoons to what it finds 

the extraordinarily moving pieces that the many poets of the realm have 

composed. But Aristophanes, now quite well read, dissents: he has caught 

these pretended poets at their game of plagialism, denounces them by quoting 

the oliginal texts, and is rewarded by being made head librarian - a fine position 

for he who masters the texts of others, both protecting and savoling them. 

In his dedicatory epistle, the "implimeur" next admits that he is not the 

author of the Histoires graves et sententieuses. Although the privilege states 
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that the collection has been "traduict d'Espagnol en Fran~ois par F. de R." - a 

fairly reliable indication that it is Rosset's translation - no translator, or even 

author, is credited on the title page or elsewhere. Instead, among the 

customarily effusive obsequiousness, this "printer" claims for the text a 

doubtful origin and a coarse idiom. He is clearly disparaging: "ce petit livret ou 

manuscrit d'Histoires m'estant escheu entre les mains, traduict d'Espagnol en 

Fran~ois par un Autheur incogneu, & d'un langage toutefois fort grossier ... ". 

Why is the stories' Portuguese origin totally dissimulated? Why has no 

Spanish version been found? Why does the "printer" simultaneously assert 

and withhold the identity of the author as he writes: 'Je ne me vanteray point 

d'avoir fait ce Livret, laissant l'honneur a qui il appartient"? Is it because of 

the licentious nature of some of the stories, which belie their solemn title? Or is 

this again a masquerade, a trademark winking of the eye? Legitimizing the 

rude foundling, this "printer" remakes, restates a text at the same time as he 

officially washes his hands of it. The puzzling irony contained in this dedication 

does not stop there, however. It seems that even beyond the date of his death, 

. Rosset's tricks persist: for this (dis)simulating trickster, here imperfectly 

disguised, has apparently assumed the name... "I. Trichard." 
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APPENDIX 1 

Poetic genres in Rosset's 1604 and 1618 recueils 

The genres and their representation in the XII Beautez de Phyllis are (in 

descending order of frequency): 

Amatory 

Encomiastic 

Satirical 

Religious Verse 

Consolatory 

Dedicatory 

40 poems 

8 

5 

2 

1 

1 

This does not account for all the poems, however. A number are hybrids: 

Rosset's "cross-over" creations in the earlier volume are: 

Encomiastic/Commendatory 6 

ReligiouslEncomiastic 2 

Galanti Amatory 2 

Topical/Encomiastic 1 

Encomiasticl"Etrennes" 1 

Encomiastic/Amatory 1 

In the later Delices de la Poesie Fran90ise, the distribution of unmixed 

genres is as follows (17 of the poems from the XII Beautez are reprinted in the 

Delices): 

Amatory 

Encomiastic 

Religious 

9 

6 

3 
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Amatory/Absence 2 

Ballet 2 

Topical 1 

Consolatory 1 

Lament 1 

"Etrennes" 1 

The proportion of poems incorporating characteristics of more than one genre 

is substantially higher. Nearly half of Rosset's poems in the anthology 

combine characteristics of more than one genre: 

Galanti Amatory 3 

Pageantry!Encomiastic 3 

Pageantry/Amatory 2 

Consolatory!Encomiastic 2 

TopicalJEncomiastic 2 

Consolatory/Amatory 1 

Encomiastic! Amatory 1 

"Fine Raillelie "!Encomiastic 1 

GalantlEncomiastic 1 

LamentlConsolatory 1 

Military/Amatory 1 

Military/Amatory (Absence) 1 

- - ------------- ------- - -- -- ---- ------- --_.----------------
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APPENDIX 2 

Verse Forms in Rosset's Two Collections 

The following chart shows the distribution of verse forms in Rosset's 

first collection: 

STANCES 

SONNETS 

ODES 

CHANSONS 

ELEGIE 

Les XII Beautez de Phyllis 

CHANT TRIOMPHAL 

CHANT ROYAL 

QUATRAIN 

TOTAL 

44 

15 

4 

4 

1 

1 

1 

.1 

70 

Verse forms used in the XII Beautez display the following parameters: the 

stances take several forms though the strophe usually contains either 4 or 6 

lines (alexandrines or octosyllables) rhyming ABAB or AABCCB. Rosset's 

shortest set of stances is no more than 4 strophes long, while his longest is 23. 

Most are from 8 to 12 strophes. The majority of the stances in the XII Beautez 

are quatrains in alexandrines. The four odes consist of six-line stanzas, all in 

octosyllables. The etegie is written in rhyming alexandrine couplets. The four 

examples of the chanson consist of quatrains in octosyllables. The Chant 

Royal consists of eleven-line stanzas in octosyllables, the same last line 

repeated with each stanza. The Chant Triomphal is written in alternating 
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Latin, Proven~al and French stanzas. All stanzas contain 6 lines: the French 

and Proven~al stanzas are in alexandrines, while the Latin stanzas are of 

alternating fourteen and sixteen-syllable lines. The rhyme scheme in any of 

the poems using stanzas (stances, ode, chanson or chant) is almost always 

either ABAB in a quatrain, AABCCB or AABCBC in a six-line stanza. 

This chart shows the distribution of verse forms in the later collection: 

Les Delices de la Poesie Fra~oise 

STANCES 38 

ODES 3 

SONNETS 2 

CHANT ROYAL 1 

CHANSON 1 

E~Grn ~ 

TOTAL 45 

An interesting comparison can be made between the newer stances 

appearing here for the first time and the older stances reprinted from the XII 

Beautez. 

NEW STANCES 

Six-line stanzas in octosyllables 11 

Six-line stanzas consisting of 2 alexandrines and 

a six-syllable line followed by 2 more alex-

andrines and another six-syllable line 8 

Six-line stanzas in alexandrines 3 

Quatrains in alexandrines 1 

Ten-line stanzas in octosyllables 1 



TOTAL 

STANCES REPRINTED FROM THE XlI Beautez 

.Quatrains in alexandrines 

Six-line stanzas in alexandrines 

Quatrains in octosyllables 

Six-line stanzas in octosyllables 

TOTAL 

24 

8 

4 

1 

1 

14 
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Distinct differences in frequency of ocurrence are noticeable, especially in 

regard to the stanza which alternates alexandrines with a six-syllable line. 

This form of the stance does not appear at all in the XII Beautez, while it is 

common in the later collection. Changes in vogue of forms of the stances may 

have been at work here since the other verse forms used by Rosset remain 

stable over the 14 years that separate the two publications. 
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APPENDIX 3 

CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF KNOWN WORKS, INCLUDING 
TRANSLATIONS AND ADAPTATIONS, BY FRANCOIS DE ROSSET 

(Each work is represented here by its first known edition). 

1. Les Quinze Joyes de mariage, extraictes d'un vieil exemplaire escrit a la main. 
Paris: Brunet, 1595. 12°. 

2. Les XlI. Beautez de Phyllis, et autres oeuvres poetiques. Paris: A.I'Angelier, 
1604. 8°. 

3. Les VII Pseaumes de la penitence de David, traduicts de P. L 'Aretin. Paris: 
Saugrain, 1605. 12°. 

4. La Vie du bienheureux pere Philippe Nerio, traduite du latin du R. P. 
Anthoine Gallonius, et confere sur l'italien. Paris: Brunet, 1606. 8°. 

5. Les Jours caniculaires, c'est-a-dire vingt-et-trois excellents discours des choses 
naturelles et surnaturelles, composez en latin par messire Simon Maiole. 
Pads: 1609. 4°. (In 1612 a translation of the third volume - Le 
troisiesme tome des Jours caniculaires - is published; it too may be 
Rosset's.) 

6. Les Heures desrobees, ou Meditations historiques du docte et fameux 
jurisconsulte M. Philippe Camerarius. Paris: Fouet, 1610. 8°. 

7. La Discipline claustrale, ou pratique spirituelle des actions de la vie 
religieuse, compose par le R. P. F. Jean de Jesus Maria. Pads: Fouet, 
1612. 12°. 

8. L'Instruction des Novices, composee en latin par le Reverend P. F. Jean de 
Jesus Maria. Pads: Fouet, 1612. 8°. 

9. L 'Aiguillon de la Componction ... traduit du latin du R. P. F. Jean de Jesus 
Maria. Pads: 1612. 12°. 

10. La Guide spirituelle, en laquelle it est amplement traicte de l'oraison, 
meditation et contemplation. Composee en espagnol par le R. P. Louys du 
Pont. Paris: Fouet, 1612. 8°. 

11. Lettres amoureuses et morales des beaux esprits de ce temps, enrichies de 
plusieurs rares discours et belles harangues. Pads: veuve A. l'Angelier, 
1612. 12°. (Though many of the letters are by Rosset, this collection 
also includes letters by Malherbe, Bertaud and others.) 
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12. Le Romant des chevaliers de la Gloire. Paris: Bertaud, 1612. 4°. 

13. Les Histoires tragiques de nostre temps. Cambrai: J. de la Riviere, 1614. 
12°. (This collection continues to be augmented, first by Rosset, then by 
imitators, into the eighteenth century.) 

14. Sermones pares et excellens sur toutes les festes principales de l'annee etc. 
traduits d'Espagnol en Fraw;ois par F. D. R. prieur de S. Agathae. Paris: 
Chappelet, 1614. 8°. (This work is mentioned in the 1614 Catalogus pro 
nundinis francofurtensibus vernalibus de 1614, but is not cited 
elsewhere). 

15. De la Perfection du chrestien en tous ses estats, compose en espagnol par Ie 
R. P. Louis du Pont, traduict d'Espagnol en Franr;ois par Franr;ois de 
Rosset, Docteur es Droits et advocat en Parlement. Paris: Sonnius, 1614. 
4°. 

16. Les nouvelles de Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra. Traduictes d'espagnol en 
franr;ois, les six premieres par Franr;ois de Rosset et les autres six par Ie 
sieur d'Audiguier. Paris: Richer, 1614-1615. 8°. 

17. Le divin Arioste, ou Roland Ie Furieux ... Ensemble la suitte de cette histoire 
continueejusques it la mort du paladin Roland, conforme it I 'intention de 
l'autheur. Paris: Fouet, 1615. 4°. (The sequel is ofRosset's invention.) 

18. Le Sainct, l'oecumenique et Ie general Concile de Trente ... mis fidellement en 
nostre langue par F. de Rosset. Paris: Cramoisy, 1615. 8°. (This 
translation includes an [ndice des livres defendus.) 

19. L 'Histoire du Palais de la felicite. Paris: Ruby, 1616. 4°. (Continuation of 
Le Roman des chevaliers de la gloire.) 

20. Histoires des amans volages de ce temps. Paris: veuve J. du Clou, 1617. 8°. 

21. L 'Admirable Histoire du chevalier du Solei I. [Spanish text by Diego 
Ortufiez de Calahorra] Paris: Fouet, 1617. 8°. (This is the first volume 
of an eight volume work. Rosset is known to have translated the first 
volume in its entirety and part of the second, which appeared in 1620.) 

22. Seconde Partie de l'histoire de l'ingenieux et redoute chevalier Dom Quichot 
de la Manche. [text by Cervantes] Paris: veuve J. du Clou et Denis 
Moreau, 1618. 8°. 
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23. Les Abbus du monde, histoire memorable, composee en espagnol par le sieur 
Loubayssin de la Marque. Paris: du Bray, 1618. 12°. (The same text 
appears under the titles Histoire memorable des tromperies de nostre 
temps, in 1618, and Histoire memorable des tromperies de la court..., in 
1619.) 

24. Les Travaux de Persiles et de Sigismonde, histoire septentrionale, composee 
en espagnol par Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra et traduicte en nostre 
langue par Fra~ois de Rosset. Paris: Richer, 1618. 8°. 

25. Roland l'amoureux, compose en italien par Mre. Matheo Maria Bayardo 
[sic], comte de Scandian ... [text by Boiardo] Paris: Fouet, 1619. 

26. Histoires graves et sententieuses traduites d'espagnol en franr;ois. Paris: 
Jacquin, 1620. 12°. (This is a translation of Trancoso's story collection 
called simply Contos. The Spanish text has not been found and it is 
likely, judging from textual comparison, that Rosset translated directly 
from the Portuguese.) 

Rosset's poems appeared in various collections during the early seventeenth 
century, among them the Marguerites poetiques, the Nouveau Recueil des plus 
beaux vers de ce temps (1609), which he edited, and the larger anthology Les 
Delices de la poesie franr;oise, edited by Rosset both in 1615 and 1618. 

Two sow'ces have been particularly useful in compiling this list: 
Cioranescu's Bibliographie de la litterature franr;aise du dix-septieme siecle and 
Hainsworth's bibliography of Rosset's works (Les "Novelas Exemplares" en 
France, p. 248-252). An examination of the collections of the Bibliotheque 
Nationale, the Bibliotheque Mazarine and the Bibliotheque de l'Arsenal has 
helped clear up certain problems. 
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